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A Note to the Reader
The purpose of this catalogue is to provide academic and non-academic
information about Trinity College, both to people who work and study
here and to persons who may be interested in applying for admission, as
well as to their parents , teachers , and counselors.
In addressing potential applicants , the Editors have tried to present an
accurate picture of the intellectual and social opportunities available to
Trinity undergraduates and to indicate the variety of academic and extracurricular activities they pursue. Choosing the right college is always
difficult, particularly since no college can provide every type of educational experience the potential applicant might desire. The Editors hope
that prospective applicants who read this catalogue carefully will be better able to judge if Trinity is the type of institution they seek. Of course
not every conceivable topic is covered, and if the reader has further
questions , they should be directed to the Office of Admissions or other
appropriate offices of the College.

NOTICE: The reader should take notice that while every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the
information provided herein, Trinity College reserves the right to make changes at any time without
prior notice. The College provides the information herein solely for the convenience of the reader and,
to the extent permissible by law, expressly disclaims any liability which may otherwise be incurred.
Trinity College admits students regardless of sex or handicap and of any race, color, creed and national or
ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs and activities generally accorded or made available to
students of the College. Trinity College does not discriminate on the basis of sex, handicap, race, color,
creed or national or ethnic origin in the administration of its educational policies, admissions policies,
scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other College-administered programs.
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History of the College
From modest beginnings in the rented basement of a Hartford church,
Trinity College has evolved into one of the nation's distinguished private
liberal arts colleges.
The College was founded in May of 1823 as Washington College (the
name was changed in 1845). It was only the second college in Connecticut, and its founding climaxed a thirty-five year struggle by the state's
Episcopalians to break the educational monopoly of Congregationalistcontrolled Yale. In granting the Charter, the Connecticut General Assembly reflected the same forces of religious diversity and toleration
which had caused it five years earlier to disestablish Congregationalism as
the official state church. Appropriately, the Charter prohibited any religious test from being imposed on any student, faculty member or other
member of the College.
The Trustees' decision to locate the College in Hartford, instead of
New Haven or Middletown , resulted from the greater generosity of
Hartford residents in pledging support for the fledgling institution. In
addition to substantial monetary gifts from such prominent merchants as
Charles Sigourney and Samuel Tudor, Jr., offers of assistance came from
scores of laborers, artisans and shopkeepers. Typical were the pledges of
Samuel Allen, a stonemason, to provide ten dollars worth of labor and of
James M. Goodwin to supply one hundred fifty dollars worth of groceries.
Such strong support from the Hartford community has continued
throughout Trinity's history.
Present when classes opened on September 23, 1824 were nine students: six freshmen , one sophomore, one senior and one young man who
was not ranked. The Faculty numbered six: The President, Bishop
Thomas C. Brownell, who taught Natural and Moral Philosophy; a Tutor
in Greek and Latin; and Professors of Belles Lettres and Oratory, Agriculture and Political Economy, Chemistry and Mineralogy, and Botany. The
presence of the two latter professors attested that Trinity, unlike many
early 19th Century colleges, was committed to the natural sciences as
well as to the classical curriculum. This commitment has characterized
the College to the present day.
A year after opening, Trinity moved to its first campus: two GreekRevi al style buildings on an elevated tract of land now occupied by the
State Capitol. Within a few years the student body had grown to nearly
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one hundred, a size that it rarely exceeded until the 20th Century.
Undergraduate life was arduous during the College's early history:
students arose for prayers at 6 a.m. (5:30 during the summer semester),
and classes began at 6:30. Because most students entered the College at
age fifteen or sixteen, the Faculty attempted to control their behavior in
minute detail. Students were forbidden to gamble, to drink intoxicating
beverages, to throw objects from the windows of College buildings, to
engage in any sort of merrymaking without Faculty permission, and so
forth. One regulation prohibited students from keeping a sword in their
rooms- a reflection, perhaps, of the fact that the pre-Civil War student
body included many "chivalrous" young men from the Southern states.
Of course, the regulations were not always scrupulously observed, and
the historian of Trinity, Professor Glenn Weaver, has found several instances of riotous student behavior. On one occasion in the late 1820s, the
students barricaded themselves within the College, forcing President
Brownell to batter down the door with a fence post. A favorite practice
was to conduct a ritual burning at semester's end of the textbook used in
some required course which students had found especially onerous. (The
freshman course in "Conic Sections" was often singled out for this treatment.)
In 1872 Trinity took an important step toward the future when it sold
the "College Hill" campus to the City of Hartford to provide a site for a
new State Capitol. Six years later, the College moved to its present
location. Bounded on the west by an escarpment and on the east by
gently sloping fields, the new site had been known in the 18th Century as
Gallows Hill. The Trustees chose William Burges, the distinguished English architect, to design the new campus. Influenced by the architecture
of the Oxford and Cambridge colleges, Burges proposed an elaborate
scheme of four enclosed quadrangles extending north and south from a
massive Gothic chapel. Financial and other considerations made it impossible to implement Burges' entire plan, but Jarvis and Seabury Halls
(completed in 1878) and Northam Towers (1881) bear his distinctive
stamp. Generally viewed as the earliest examples of"collegiate Gothic" in
the United States, these buildings were to exert an important influence
on academic architecture for several decades to come. Together with the
imposing Gothic chapel completed in 1932, they are a constant reminderof the medieval origins of collegiate institutions.
The late 19th Century was a seminal period in the history of American
higher education: not only did the modern university begin to emerge,
but many undergraduate colleges sought to recast their curricula and
institutional practices in forms more appropriate to a rapidly industrializing society. The forces of change were seen at Trinity in the increased
proportion of Ph.D.'s on the Faculty, the introduction of more electives
into the curriculum, the addition of a program in biology, the strengthen-
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ing of the other natural sciences, and the doubling of the number of
library holdings. There was also talk of transforming Trinity into a univer.sity. But as had been true of earlier proposals to establish schools of
medicine, law ~nd theology, nothing came of this plan. Thus the College· s
commitment to undergraduate liberal arts education was reaffirmed.
Another significant development in the late 19th Century was -the
movement to loosen Trinity's traditional ties with the Episcopal Church.
Although never a "church school," Trinity was cl9sely tied to the Diocese
of Connecticut, particularly after 1849 when the Bishop of Connecticut
was made ex officio Chancellor of the College. The Charter was amended
in 1889 to end this prac.tice, an important step in the "secularization'' of
the College. Secularization has proceeded apace in the 20th Century, and
today a substantial majority of undergraduates come from nonEpiscopalian backgrounds. Nonetheless, the College still values its Episcopal heritage, and such individual parishes as Trinity Church, New York
City, and Christ Church, Hartford, continue to provide valuable support.
Despite the achievements of the 1880s and '90s, difficulties marked the
early years of the new century, in part because of the notoriety caused in
1899 by the Faculty's decision to suspend the entire sophomore class for
six weeks as punishment for the brutal hazing of freshmen. Enrollments
declined sharply (only six students graduated in the Class of 1904), and
the College began to look increasingly to the Hartford area for many of its
undergraduates. For a while it seemed that Trinity's destiny might be
strictly regional. In the late 1920s, however, the College began to reestablish its stature as a national institution. In 1929, the Trustees fixed
five hundred as the ideal size of the student body and directed that
applicants be sought from all parts of the country. Admissions standards
were raised and financial aid expanded.
Although the Great Depression entailed severe haraships for many
colleges, the 1930s were years of growth for Trinity. The Faculty expanded steadily and the student body surpassed five hundred in 1936.
Four residence halls were added, as well as the Chemistry Building and
the Chapel.
Rapid growth has continued since World War II. The student body has
now attained a plateau of sixteen hundred fifty, and there are one
hundred thirty-five faculty. An architecturally eclectic collection ofbuildings has gone up; among the more noteworthy are the Hallden Engineering Laboratory, the Library, Downes Memorial Clock Tower, Mather
Campus Center, the McCook Math-Physics Center, the Austin Arts
Center, the Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center, and the George M.
Ferris Athletic Center.
Of course, a college is much more than enrollment statistics, or Faculty
size, or bricks and mortar. In an age of constant social and intellectual
transformation, a college must be a living community that can respond
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imaginatively to changing circumstances, while preserving pertinent
parts of its heritage. Thus, innovation, tempered by a respect for the past,
has been the hallmark of Trinity's recent history. Curricular reforms have
reinvigorated the liberal arts tradition by restating it in terms which speak
to the concerns of the later 20th Century. As undergraduates have manifested greater personal maturity, the College has abandoned all remnants of paternalism in favor of treating them as fully responsible adultsa policy which was reinforced in 1972 when the State of Connecticut
lowered the age of majority to eighteen. Students have been given an
enlarged voice in institutional decision-making and governance through
the addition of their elected representatives to most Faculty committees
and several committees of the Board of Trustees.
In 1968 Trinity made a commitment to the admission, with financial aid
when needed, of a substantially larger number of black and other minority students. Less than a year later, the Trustees voted to admit women as
undergraduates for the first time in the College's history. For the first five
years of coeducation, male enrollment was held at a minimum of one
thousand. But in January, 1974, the Trustees abolished this guideline, so
that henceforth sex will not be a criterion of admission any more than
race, religion or national origin are. Coincident with these developments,
the College has acted to increase the number of women and minority
group members on the Faculty and in the administration.
In May of 1973 Trinity celebrated its one hundred fiftieth anniver ary.
President Theodore D. Lockwood sounded an optimistic note about the
College's future , not least because it had come so far since those days -in a
rented church basement. Yet confidence about the future is no cause for
complacency, as President Lockwood recognized when he challenged the
entire Trinity community to work to make Trinity the foremost liberal art
college in America where questions of value are central. "We believe that
undergraduate education does, and should, change lives ," President
Lockwood stated. "To that end we must address the questions: What shall
we do with our knowledge? What ought we do? What shall be our purpose in life?" If each academic discipline represented at Trinity persistently raises such questions , President Lockwood said, then the College
can help to insure that "a decent and creative life in a free society i
possible." With this challenge before it, Trinity embarked on its second
one hundred fifty years.
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The Purpose of a Trinity Education
"A Trinity education is d signed to give students that kind of undertanding of human experience which will equip them for life in a free
society. In order to do this, it must help students to discover those
particular modes of learning which will increase their awareness of themelves and of their environm nt; it must enable them to extend their
knowl dge within a cho en discipline; and it must encourage them to use
the knowledge which they gain to deal responsibly with the problems of a
rapidl changing world. Th curriculum embodies these aspects of a liberal education .
"Students should b s If-motivated in their intellectual life, and these
motives ought to op rate ultimately on a subject matter that has an enduring importance. This s ts for the curriculum a dual task. That part of the
curriculum which cov rs th first three or four semesters addresses itself
primarily to th exig nci s of the student condition. It provides a framework within which stud nt an receive individual attention , discover
their principal interests , and hav repeatedly demonstrated to them that
\! hat th y are doing in the Colleg
is worth the effort. The other part of
the curriculum focus s on a mor strictly defin d body of knowledge,
tructur d and organiz d so that faculty and students alike are forced to
mak judgments about th most important ways to pursue their academic
career . While there can be no neat compartmentalization of these two
a pects , and no abrupt transition from one to the other, there will in fact
be a shift in mpha i which coincides roughly with the choice of a major.
Throughout the whole curriculum , attention will be given to the objective
of pr paring stud nts forth continuing education which a rewarding and
con tructiv . life will requir of them. "

A statement from the
Trinity C allege Faculty
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The Curriculum
The curriculum is the basic framework within which teaching and learning occur and it embodies the educational philosophy pf a college. Trinity's present curriculum resulted from a two-year study by a Curriculum
Revision Committee composed of six faculty members and three undergraduates. It is reviewed regularly and changes and additions are made
periodically.
In its initial report to the faculty, the Curriculum Revision Committee
stated that a curriculum "ought to be a practical guide to the realities of
academic life at a given institution, and it ought to embody some educational ideal." The Committee defined the ideal of the present curriculum
as "the preservation of the connection between knowledge and the zest of
life." In other words, the Trinity faculty believes that the whole point of
education is to persuade people to become intelligently self-motivated in
respect to matters that have great personal or social importance.
Pursuant to this ideal, the curriculum embodies the conviction that
students are ultimately responsible for the shape and content of their
individual academic programs. Undergraduates may enroll in whatever
courses they decide will best serve their needs and interests, in terms of
their general intellectual development, their secondary school preparation, and their graduate school and career aspirations. Only in the major
field of study are they required to take specific courses. Otherwise, they
are free to elect the courses in which they will enroll.
The faculty believes that a free-elective curriculum is most successful
when coupled with judicious faculty advising. Such advising is most apt to
occur when the student and the adviser can develop a close working
relationship. Thus freshmen and sophomores ordinarily have as their
advisers the faculty members who teach them in Freshman Seminars (see
below) during their first semester at the College. By working on a topic of
mutual intellectual interest for an entire semester, the student and the
faculty member stand the best chance of developing that close acquaintance with, and firm respect for, one another which is crucial to successful
advising. (Students who choose not to take a Freshman Seminar have as
their adviser t'Pe Freshman Seminar Coordinator or another appropriate
member of the faculty.)
In planning the freshman-sophomore program, the student and adviser
may refer to the Non-Major Guidelines (see p. 12), which the faculty
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establi hed to assist the student in d veloping a truly liberal education. In
no en e ar courses in · the Guideline areas required; rather, they are
suggestion which the faculty b lieves each student should consider before making a final course s I ction.
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The Freshman Seminar and
The Non-Major Program of Study
FRESHMAN SEMINAR PROGRAM

The students who enter Trinity College are intelligent and eager to learn
but they are often bewildered about where and how to begin. They know
few students, almost no faculty, and very little about the academic resources of the College. The Freshman Seminar Program was established
in 1969 to facilitate the students' transition to Trinity's intellectual life.
For their first semester at Trinity, students are encouraged, but are not
required, to enroll in a freshman seminar as one of their four course of
study. The seminars are limited to ten to fifteen students. Because of
their small size, most seminars operate on a discussion basis and give
students an opportunity for oral as well as written expression. The program is thus designed to show freshmen that they have ideas that are
worth discussing, that they have peers who are worth listening to, and
that they have teachers who understand what learning is.
There is a wide range of topics among the thirty-five to forty seminars
offered each year. Seminar instructors represent almost every academic
department at Trinity; and topics are usually selected to relate particular
academic disciplines to questions of general interest. A catalogue of eminar descriptions is sent to all freshmen in the summer before they come to
Trinity.
The seminar instructor is also faculty adviser to each member of the
group. Students, therefore, have ample chance to discuss their academic
plans with the instructor; and the instructor can offer advice on the basi
of detailed knowledge of the students.
See Freshman Seminars, p. 87 and Advising, p. 30.
THE NON-MAJOR GUIDELINES

Every student, if he or she is to meet the criteria of a liberally educated
person, should possess knowledge and competence in a variety of aca·
demic fields. To this end, the Trinity faculty has established four
guideline areas. These guidelines are used by the advis e and the advi er
in planning the student's non-major course of study. The guidelines are ci
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nece sity somewhat general in nature and cannot be construed as requirements from which a given pattern of courses can be deduced. They
constitute the context within which the student and the adviser conduct
their d liberations. The selection of a student's academic program is the
outcome of an interaction between the particular student, instructor, and
the statement of guidelines, but the student is ultimately responsible for

choosing his or her academic program.
When selecting cours s outside a major field, students should endeavor
to include some courses from each of the four guideline areas. Most
course numbered "100" level or "200" level in the various departments
are designed for the non-major program. The four guideline areas and the
departments included in each area are listed below.
l.

LANGUAGE AND OTHER SYMBOLIC SYSTEMS

Intellectual and s cial maturity is impossible without an effective
mastery of symbolic systems. We all possess this mastery to some
degree; th function of education should be to make this mastery
sophisticat d and to provide an understanding of the nature and
structur of tho systems. Included in this area, of course, are the
traditional skills: facility in the English language, both in writing
and in speech; and mastery of a foreign language. However, many
of the possibl course in this guideline repr sent a non-traditional
attempt to understand the process of symbolization and the structure of languag itself. Departments and Programs: Classics,
Dance, Engin ering English, Fine Arts, Modern Languages,
Mathematics, Philosophy, Theatre Arts.

2.

MAN's I TERACTION WITH THE NATURAL WORLD

The enterpris of science not only affects those who practice it, but
also defines a way of life and a type of perception that affects all of
u . Mod rn science r presents a monumental achievement of the
human intellect. The effects of this enterprise will certainly not be
l ss in the future than in the past, and for this reason it is important
that each of us has some understanding not only of the substantive
accomplishments of cience, but also of the historical reconstruction and philosophical interpretations of scientific advancement.
Departments: Biology, Chemistry, Engineering, Physics, Psychology.
3.

MAN'S SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

The habits of mankind are enshrined in social, political, and economic institutions. Within the social sciences, but also within other
di ciplines, empirical research and theoretic constructs provide us
with new tools for understanding this matrix of human activity.
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Many of the courses in this area explore the methods and principles
underlying the development of social scientific inquiry by acquainting students with basic concepts and by introducing them to the
formulation of theories. On the other hand, some of the most informative insights into the contemporary world and to human
experience in general come through exposure to the historicallyoriented disciplines. Departments: Economics, Education, History, Political Science, Psychology, Religion, Sociology.
4.

FoRMs OF CuLTURE

It is through literature, arts forms, and other forms of cultural

expression that we gain a better understanding of ourselves and our
world. Through these media, including the creative and petforming arts, the student is exposed not only to abstract forms but also to
some of the most vivid interpretations of human experience. Departments and Programs: Classical Civilization, Comparative Literature, English, Fine Arts, Intercultural Studies, Music,
Philosophy, Religion, and Theatre Arts.
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Special Curricular Opportunities
Trinity's undergraduates s ek a wide range of educational opportunities
and experiences. Thus the faculty has created a number of programs
which enable students to depart from traditional patterns of classes.
These sp cial opportunities st m from the faculty's conviction that there
is a fruitful connection between learning and life. While courses and
programs in the traditional academic disciplines remain central to the
curriculum, many students have fow1d that their educations are enhanced
by taking advantage of on or mor of the opportunities described below.

A.

THE HORIZONS PROGRAM

The Horizons Program con i ts of a eries of lectures given by faculty
memb rs from different academic departments and programs at Trinity.
Lectures wi'll deal with important current and emerging ideas in the
arious di cipline~. Students may pa1ticipate in the program by signing in
at least twelve of the lectures and by arranging with one of the lecturers to
submit a paper on an agreed-upon topic relevant to the program. Lectures are scheduled for arious Tuesday evenings throughout the academic year.

B.

THE INTENSIVE STUDY l?ROGRAM

The Intensive Study Program encourages students to pursue a particular
topic or r lated topics in d pth for a semester. Unhindered by other
academic obligations, students in the Program can undertake full-time
tudy in a field of intere t to them .
The first type of Intensi Study opportunity permits groups of twelve
or more students to work for a full semester under an individual instructor. For both students and.the instructor, work in the program constitutes
the full academic load for the semester. Together and individually they
study topics of mutual int rest through group seminars, supervised reearch , tutorials, or a combination of the e approaches.
The second type of Intensive Study permits students to take three
cour e in related fi Ids concurrently a well as an integrating seminar.
The faculty teaching the r lated courses also sup rvise the seminar.
Through this program a student may earn up to four course credits
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while becoming deeply involved in a coherent body of knowledge.
During the Summer of 1977 faculty members in the Philosophy and
Modern Languages Departments conducted an Intensive Study Program
in French Philosophy and Literature in Cassis, France, for six weeks. The
program was conducted in French for three course credits at Trinity, and
units in French existentialism and literature, French phenomenology and
literature, and French educational philosophy were offered.
C.

THE BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS

The fall and spring semester programs of the Barbieri Center, Trinity
College's program in Rome, Italy, are designed as part of the undergraduate program offered at Trinity College in Hartford. They are conceived as a way of offering special educational opportunities for students
who want to broaden their cultural horizons and to learn through immediate exposure to a different and stimulating environment. Rome is a
natural center for such a learning experience because of its wide range of
objects of interest in art, music, literature, history, religion and archaeology in addition to its many contemporary cultural attractions.
The Barbieri Center curriculum is especially suited for students of the
humanities but students of the sciences may, by early planning of course
sequences, arrange for a term in Rome. Courses are taught in English
except for those in Italian language and literature. All students are expected to enroll for an Italian language course.
Included and integrated into the program is an excursion to Florence
and side trips in and around Rome (Vatican City, Tivoli, Ostia Antica).
Various cultural and recreational activities are also arranged which in past
sessions have included grape harvesting in the vineyards of the Chianti
district of Tuscany, encounters with Italian students at the University of
Rome, musical and theatrical events, visits and interviews with such
writers as Alberto Moravia, Enzo Siciliano, Luigi Malerba, Carlo Levi,
Leo Wollen borg, Luigi Barzini, Jr. , and other important figures in Roman
life.
The Barbieri Center is situated on one of the original seven hills of
Rome, the lovely Aventine, overlooking the Tiber on one side and the
Circus Maximus on the other. It is close to most of the famous monuments of antiquity and convenient to transit facilities. The many opportunities for enjoyment of Roman life- cafes, little shops, the picturesque
flea market, ancient basilicas, the Colosseum , Forum, and Palatine Hillare all within walking distance of the school. Students are housed in
dormitory style quarters of a renovated convent which is surrounded by
parks and public gardens. Accommodations are mostly of double occupancy with private bath.
The cost of the program (exclusive of transatlantic travel) is no more
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than that of attending Trinity College, Hartford. In addition to tuition,
room , board, and required Trinity College health insurance, the cost
includes excursions in and beyond Rome plus the first $250 of air passage.
For additional information, communicate with the Director of the Barbieri Center, Professor Michael R. Campo, or the Dean for Educational
Services.

D.

STUDENT-DESIGNED STUDY

The opportunities of the Trinity curriculum enumerated in this section
are provided to serve students' need for fresh, imaginative approaches to
learning.
In the Freshman Seminar the student is engaged in learning which is
important and interesting to the individual. The search for truth will have
been accompanied by an appreciation of different modes of learning and
by the pleasure of discovery. The critical element of personal motivation
will be awakened or nurtured to the end that the student will be encouraged to expend whatever effort is necessary in the achievement of personal intellectual goals. The student may use the curriculum, and particularly the following opportunities, as a resource in constructing an academic
program which fits the student's needs .
1.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

Any student or group of students may, after the Freshman year,
and upon approval of a faculty member and the faculty member's
department chairman, undertake an Independent Study course.
Ordinarily, the purpose of an Independent Study is to enable the
student to explore in detail specialized subjects not covered in
regular courses . The number of Independent Studies offered each
academic year is between 500 and 600. Specific notification of the
Independent Study (even if it is identified by a course number)
must be presented to the Registrar on a form provided for this
purpose. A student may enroll for one or two course credits each
semester in this study mode. Such Independent Study may be
included in the major program if so approved by the program director or department chairman. Students who have a strong interest in
pursuing Independent Study may wish to consider enrolling in the
Individualized Degree Program.
2.

OPEN SEMESTER

The Open Semester Program provides opportunity for the undertaking of full-time independent study or an internship. Under this
program, each student applies for permission to engage in some
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form of academically acceptable independ nt research or study, on
the Trinity Campus or elsewhere; or, the stude nt may serve as an
intern with either a government agency or private organization.
Application is made by securing a faculty membe r as Ope n Se me ter Adviser and by making appropriate arrangements through the
Dean for Educational Services. To be eligible, the stude nt mu t
have completed all work of the preceding term.
The program shall consist of one semester, usually in th e student's Sophomore or Junior year. Four course credits (on a PassFail basis) toward meeting graduation requirements will b e granted
upon successful completion of such work. A member of the Trinity
College faculty will supervise and evaluate each Ope n Semester
project. Students continue in regular enrollment at Trinity while
engaged in an Open Semeste.r. In exceptional cases , this program
of research , study or internship might be undertaken during the
summer vacation period (for a maximum of three course credits).
In all instances , students undertaking the Open Semester Program should have clearly defined the edueational objective to be
achieved. Procedures for submitting an Open Semester propo al
are published' in the Handbook.
Recent Open Semester projects have inclu<;led internships in
residential. treatment pr9grams for the retarded and the e motionally disturbed; the Conneeticut Stilte Legislature, the New York
City Urban Fellowship Program : the Hartford Institute of Criminal
and Social Justice theatre adminishition, private secondary
schools, the Hartford Architecture Conservancy, a school for the
deaf and educational television. Other Open Semester projects
have been carried out in political· campaigns, personnel research
bi-lingual education , regional government, urban planning, wilderness education , local history, African literature and history, and
psychophysiology.
7

3.

STUDY INTERNSHIPS IN THE HARTFORD REGION

The academic opportunities to engage in independent study, take
open semesters, or be assigned to a field work project through a
particular course, require the availability of good work experiences.
Many internships are available in the Hartford region with private
and public agencies , with business and industry, with educational
and health institutions, and with other community groups. The
Office of Community Education assists students in locating suitable
internships or research opportunities related to their acade mic
program. (See also Connecticut State Legislative Internship under
Special Policies and Programs.)
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4.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS IN THE FRESHMAN SEMINAR
AND OTHER COURSES

Each Freshman Seminar instructor may enlist the services of a
teaching assistant for the seminar. The student assistant may receive up to one course credit for such assistance. Interested students should consult one of the Freshman Seminar instructors.
Faculty members teaching certain other courses from time to
time choose to use teaching assistants.
Guidelines for the selection of teaching assistants are published
in the Handbook.
5.

STUDENT-TAUGHT COURSES

The student with particular competence can add considerably to his
or her own education and to the educational process within the
College through devising and teaching a formal course. Juniors or
Seniors desiring to offer an experimental course must first secure
the approval of a faculty supervisor and the agreement of a competent authority to serve as an outside examiner. The student and
faculty supervisor will then present the course plan to the Faculty
Curriculum Committee for its formal approval (according to the
outline in the Handbook). Such courses are open to Trinity students and faculty. The teaching student and students in the course
are evaluated on a Pass- Fail basis.
This program is distinct from Education 491-492 (Student Teaching).
Recent Student-Taught courses have included the Psychology of
Death and Dying, the Armenian People, Children's Literature in
Social Context, the Criminal Justice System and Introduction to
Theatre Technology.
6.

INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJORS

A student wishing to construct an interdisciplinary major must, in
consultation with faculty members from two of the major departments included in the proposed major, and with the advice of the
department chairmen of the disciplines involved in the program,
prepare a program of study which would constitute the major. The
course of study shall provide for depth and avoid superficiality. Any General Examination, independent study or research
involved in the program will be evaluated by faculty members from
at least two of the appropriate disciplines.
The student, with faculty sponsors, must submit the special interdisciplinary program of study to the Faculty Curriculum Committee for its approval (according to the outline in the Handbook).
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All procedures necessary to establi h such a program should be
completed prior to March 1 of the student's Junior year.
Some recently approved majors are East Asian Studies,
Medieval Studies, Italian Studies, International Relations, French
Studies, Evolution of Speech, Medieval and Renaissance Studies,
Judaic Studies and Communication Studies.
7.

THE ACADEMIC CALENDAR - OPEN PERIODS

In order to provide relief from the pace and intensity of the educational process and to provide occasions for work on proj cts requiring blocks of time, no classes are held for short p riods in both
October and February. During the e times the operation of the
College is similar in nearly every r spect to its operation during
those days when class s are in session. These ar not vacations, and
faculty members will continue to b availabl .
During th February Open Period the faculty . of many departments will meet with majors and other int r sted students to review the d partments' course offerings and discuss the departments' programs for the following y ar. This time will also pro ide
opportunity for advisers to meet with majors and prospecti e
majors to review and plan th ir individual programs of study.

E.

INTERINSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS

The resources of any one ducational institution ar limited, and Trinity
has concluded arrang ments with a numb r of other colleges and uni ersities which offer students a wider choic of ducational opportuniti
than can be available on on campus. Unl s noted otherwise below
further information is available in the Offic of Educational Services, and
participation in these programs is effected through that office. ormally
students participating in these program must arrange for their own
transportation. An inter-campus bus provides limit d, free tran portation
in Hartford and West Hartford. A student receiving financial aid from
Trinity may apply to use that aid for an int rinstitutional program that i
judged to be integral to his or her major. Participants are re pon ible for
arranging that transcripts and any oth r docum nts nee ssary for the
approval of transfer credit at Trinity are sent to the Trinity Registrar.
Before electing to enroll elsewh re, a student sh uld compare the academic calendars of Trinity and the host institution to ascertain whether
scheduling conflicts will affect the choic .
1. THE GREATER HARTFORD CONSORTIUM
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

In cooperation with Hartford Coli ge for Women, th Hartford
Graduate Center, St. Joseph College, St. Thomas Seminary and

.
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the University of Hartford, Trinity offers its students the opportunity to register in these nearby institutions for liberal arts courses
not offered at Trinity. There is no additional expense above Trinity's tuition to the student who takes a course (except for instrumental or voice lessons) in one of these institutions as part of a regular
program. Applications should be made through the Registrar of
Trinity College and the student's faculty adviser. An inter-campus
bus provides free transportation on a Monday through Friday
schedule.
2.

TWELVE-COLLEGE EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Trinity participates in student exchanges with a consortium of colleges and universities composed of Amherst, Bowdoin, Connecticut College, Dartmouth, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Vassar, Wellesley, Wesleyan, Wheaton, and Williams. Applicants who are rising
Juniors and who wish to spend a full year at another college are
given preference for the places that are made available in each
institution. Each applicant should consult the department chairman in the field of his or her major to determine whether proposed
courses may fulfill major requirements.

3.

TRINITY-HARTT COLLEGE PROGRAM IN MUSIC

Trinity and Hartt College of Music of the University of Hartford
have established a cooperative program in music through which
Trinity students may apply for courses at Hartt College. Extracurricular activities in music are available at both colleges. Interested
students should consult the music faculty.
The core courses of the major and a number of electives are
offered on the Trinity campus. Other courses in theory, composition and history are given at Hartt.
Trinity students may enroll for private lessons in voice or instruments through Hartt College on a space available basis. There is an
additional charge for this instruction beyond the usual tuition rate
of Trinity. (Consult the office of the Trinity Program in Music.)
4.

TRINITY-ST. JOSEPH COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Trinity College students may prepare for certification in elementary school teaching through a cooperative program with St. Joseph
College under the auspices of the Greater Hartford Consortium for
Higher Education. Interested students should consult with the
Chairman of the Trinity Education Department during their
freshman year or early in their sophomore year (see Education
under Courses of Instruction).
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5.

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

Arrangements similar to those within the Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Education exist with Wesleyan University for Trinity students who wish to take no more than one course per term
offered there but not at Trinity. Transfer credit will normally be
given for courses in which the student has received grades of C-or
better. Applications should be made through the Registrar.

6.

CHINESE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE COURSES

Chinese language and literature courses at Central Connecticut
State College in New Britain, Conn., are open to Trinity undergraduates. Transfer credit will normally be given for courses in
which the student has received grades of C-or better.
7.

THE UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGLIA

A student exchange program for Juniors has been arranged by the
School of English and American Studies at the University of East
Anglia in Norwich, England, and Trinity College. Several places
are available in various schools of the University each year for
Trinity students majoring in a variety of disciplines. The cost to
participate in this program (including transportation) is approximately the same as the cost to attend Trinity for one academic year.

8.

THE WILLIAMS-MYSTIC PROGRAM IN MARITIME STUDIES

Students may apply to spend one term studying man's relationship
to the sea in its many aspects at the residential program in Mystic,
Connecticut, sponsored by Mystic Seaport and Williams College.
9.

THE UNIVERSITY OF PuERTO RICO

An exchange program for students fluent in Spanish as well as
English is available with the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras.

10.

WASHINGTON SEMESTER PROGRAM OF
THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Trinity participates in the Washington, Urban, Economic Policy,
Science and Technology, International Development and Foreign
Policy Semester Programs and nominates students to enter these
programs in the national capital each term. Study is pursued
through a seminar, an individual research project, and an internship or one additional course at The American University.

11.

THEATRE ARTS PROGRAM

A semester program of intensive training in theatre is available to
qualified students at the National Theatre Institute of the Eugene
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O'Neill Memorial Theatre Center in Waterford, Connecticut. This
program should normally be taken in the second term of the
sophomore year or during the junior year.
More information may be obtained from the Director of the
Theatre Arts Program. Applications for admission are made upon
his recommendation art_d through the Twelve-College Exchange.
12.

DOMESTIC ACADEMIC LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Students may apply to study for one or two terms at other colleges
or universities in the United States. There are opportunities for
Trinity students to apply as visiting students at the University of
Chicago; the University of Michigan, the University of Pennsylvania, Cornell University and many other institutions.
13.

THE INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES

Trinity is affiliated with the Institute of European Studies which
sponsors foreign study programs in Durham and London, England;
Freiburg, Germany; Nantes and Paris , France; Madrid, Spain; and
Vienna, Austria.
The director at each center is an experienced European academician who is cognizant of the need to articulate a student's
foreign study with his or her American education. Students normally enroll in a combination of regular courses at the university
with which each Institute center is associated and in courses organized by the Institute and taught by European faculty.
Trinity students in good standing who wish to apply to study at
one of these centers should talk with the Dean for Educational
Services. Participants complete the academic leave of absence form
at Trinity prior to enrollment . .The comprehensive fee for a full
academic year in an Institute program (including transportation) is
approximately the same as the cost to attend Trinity for the academic year. No student is precluded by Trinity's affiliation from
applying to participate in other suitable study abroad programs.
14.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC STUDY PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY
OTHER INSTITUTIONS

A number of opportunities exist for Trinity students to study
abroad, in the field or at centers in this country which are administered and staffed by other colleges and universities (see Academic
Leave of Absence under Academic Standards and Regulations).
The student proposing study under one of these options must
consult his or her faculty adviser. The student should also discuss
the proposed program with the Dean for Educational Services in
order to ascertain that it is approved for ·transfer credit at Trinity
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College. The student must then file an Acad mic Leave of Absence
form with the Associate Registrar in order to receive transfer credit
for specific courses.
Programs which have been approved for academic credit at Trinity College include (but are not limited to): occasional student
status at various British universities , Sweet Briar in France, the
Jacob Hiatt Institute of Brandeis University in Jerusalem the State
University of New York Program at the University of Copenhagen,
Marquette University in Madrid, the Universidad IberoAmericana in Mexico City, Drew University in Brussels, the
British and European Studies Group in London, Vermont in Nice
Smith College in Paris , the Associated Colleges of the Midwest in
Costa Rica, Smith College in Flor nee, the Council on International Educational Exchange at the University of Leningrad, the
Wesleyan Semester in Paris , th American Friends of the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem , the Great Lakes Colleges Association in
Colombia and Dartmouth in Toulouse. Trinity College maintain
relationships with a number of these programs but does not ha e
official conn ctions or formal affiliation with th m.

15.

PROGRAMS IN CLASSICAL STUDIES

The Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies at Rome
The lntercollegiat Center is located in Rome and the curriculum consists of reading both Gre k and Latin author , the study
of Greek and Roman history, and a course in art and archaeology
stressing the topology and buildings of Rome and the monuments
of ancient art in Rome , aples , Pa tum and Sicily.
The American School of Classical Studies in Athens
Qualified undergraduates and graduates of Trinity may be admitted to the Summer Session of th American School of Classical
Studies in Athens. Trinity graduat s may tak graduate work during the regular academic year. The Gre k authors are studied
under visiting profes ors from participating Am rican coli ge and
universities. Archaeological trips and participation by qualified students in archaeological excavation are some of the opportunitie
offered.
College Year in Athens
The College Year in Athens is a program of studies in Greek
civilization for a small group of students of coli ge age. It combine
study in Ath ns with coordinat d tra el in Gr ce. Its curriculum
is address d mainly to junior . Advanc d cour
are offered for
students concentrating in the Classics, but there ar al o appropri-
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ate studies for those specializing in art, history, philosophy, or any
of the other humanities.
Further information may be obtained from the Chairman of the
Department of the Classics at Trinity. Applications for admission to
these programs may be made upon his recommendation. Students
should complete the academic leave of absence form at Trinity
prior to enrollment.

F.

SPECIAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

1.

CONNECTICUT STATE LEGISLATIVE INTERNSHIP

A program of research activities and the opportunity to examine
and to participate in the State legislative process is offered through
the Political Science Department each Trinity Term. During the
annual sessions of the Connecticut Legislature, about twelve Trinity students work as aides to legislators, attend biweekly seminars
with a Trinity faculty member and undertake various projects. In
197 and alternate years this program will operate as an Intensive
Study Program compris d of research projects and related course
work. In other year it will be operated as a group Open Semester.

2.

INTERCULTURAL STUDIES PROGRAM

Societies and cultures in different parts of the world are analyzed,
compared and contrasted through the interdisciplinary approach of
the Intercultural Studies Program. This program is intended to
ser e the need of students who wish to prepare themselves to live
in a global context as an extension of the long-established aim of
colleges to prepare students to exercise their political freedom
within the narrower context of a single country and a single culture.
This interdisciplinary program will provide opportunities for the
construction of a variety of majors within the general intercultural
structure. See Intercultural Studies Program under Courses of Instruction.

3.

URBAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAMS

The programs in Urban & Environmental Studies are broadlybased, multidisciplinary programs, established to provide students
with an understanding of urban and/or environmental processes
and problems. Students focus on either the social or natural science
disciplines with suitable interplay between these broad divisions so
that a problem or process is comprehensible as a whole. An internhip may form part of a student's major. Students engaged in these
programs will not be graduated as specialists (e.g., city planners or
meteorologists) but rather will be liberally educated in these sub-
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ject. areas. See Urban and Environmental Studies Program under
Courses of Instruction.
4.

AMERICAN STUDIES

. The American Studies major is a complex undertaking which requires the student to explore and analyze the American experience
fr~m a variety of intra- and inter-disciplinary vantage points . Generally, the student's work will center on American history, literature, political science, economics or sociology. However, the student is also expected to seek out and to pursue other pertinent
fields of study in the humanities and social sciences. Emphasis is
given to the integration of the various disciplines and to an analysis
of both changes and continuities in the American experience over
time. See American Studies Program under Courses of Instruction.
5.

COLLEGE COURSES

From time to time Trinity faculty offer nondepartmental courses
known as "College Courses." These courses reflect the current
scholarly interests of individual faculty members and may be interdisciplinary in nature . They also allow the faculty to respond
quickly to student interest in subjects which are not encompassed
within traditional departmental categories. In 1976-77 College
Courses in Science and Public Policy, Introduction to Engineering
and Introduction to Landscape Architecture were offered; in
1977-78 some of the College Courses to be offered are Voyages and
Voyagers, Society and Culture in Early America: The New England
Experience, Issues in Higher Education, Physics and Metaphysics
and Literature of Disorder.
6.

ACCELERATED STUDY

Students may elect to accelerate their undergraduate program .
Through a combination of winter and summer study, undergraduates may plan a program of studies which~ will allow them to
earn either the Bachelor's degree in three years or the Bachelor's
and Master's degrees in four years. A student may also accelerate
through the Individualized Degree Program, p. 34.

7.

GRADUATE COURSES

Juniors and Seniors with outstanding records may elect as a part of
their undergraduate program graduate courses in the departments
in which such courses are available. Permission to register for a
graduate course must be obtained from the student's major adviser,
from the instructor of the course and from the Office of Graduate
Studies. The departments have listed these courses after the un-
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dergraduate courses in the section, Courses of Instruction. For full
course descriptions see the current Graduate Studies Bulletin.
8.

AUDITING COURSES
With the permission of the instructor, regular students may audit
without credit any course or individual course meetings in the
College. Atidited courses will not be recorded on the student's
permanent academic record. Spouses of regular students are extended the same privilege.

9:

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
Trinity College offers its students the opportunity to major in the
field of engineering, and, in conjunction with the Hartford
Graduate Center, to earn both a Trinity Bachelor's degree and a
Master of Science or Master of Engineering degree. (The Hartford
Graduate Center offers selected courses and programs in Engineering Science and Mechanical Engineering of the Graduate School of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York.) The College
firmly believes that a liberal arts environment is essential to the
education of the modern engineer. The College also believes that
study beyond the Bachelor's degree level is necessary for adequate
preparation for a career in engineering. For these reasons, a combined program has been instituted with the Hartford Graduate
Center which permits integration of upper-level undergraduate
and graduate course work in the fourth and fifth years. In this way
continuity of both the technical and the humanistic facets of the
program is maintained while, at the same time, an opportunity for
both diversity and depth is offered in the field of specialization. The
close proximity of Trinity and the Hartford Graduate Center permits an orderly mixture of work on the two campuses without
physical change of student residence.
a. ENGINEERING MAJOR. Students wishing either to undertake a
career in engineering or to develop a technical foundation upon
which to base an interdisciplinary program or a career in engineering management should devise a program of study based on the
basic requirements of an Engineering Major. The engineering
major is one of several majors offered by the College which leads, at
the student's choice, to either a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of
Science degree. It is designed in such a way as to allow considerable latitude in course selection so that differing student objectives
can be achieved once the necessary core of work in physics and
mathematics has been completed. Detailed specifications of the
four-year engineering major will be found under Courses of Instruction.
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b. INTERDISCIPLINARY MAJOR PROGRAMS. Several possibilitie
of interdisciplinary majors based in part on course offerings in engineering afford attractive opportunities to those students whose
educational objectives do not coincide with the traditional, departmental structure of the College. Among such possibilities are
the following:

Computing Major: A student interested in computing may elect
to follow the Computing C oardinate Major. The detailed requirements of this major are given under the Engineering Department
major and course descriptions. The computer facility at the College
is a time-shared system based on Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP-8 and PDP-11 computers. Additional terminals are connected
to a Dartmouth Time-Sharing computer and also to Yale University. Students have free access to both systems at all times , both for
course work and to carry out personal projects. Students at the
College also have opportunities to work in the computer field at
local insurance companies, in biomedical research laboratories , and
in the studios of Connecticut Public Television, located on the
College campus.
Biomedical Engineering: A student may develop a program to
prepare for a career in the biomedical sciences by taking appropriate courses; such as: Math 121, 122, 221, 222; Biology 201L·
Physics 412; Engineering 411 , 522L; and additional courses according to the student's special interests in the field. In addition to
these courses, Trinity students have access to courses offered in the
Master of Science in Biomedical Engineering program at the
Hartford Graduate Center. Other student opportunities include
work on biomedical projects at local medical institutions.
c. MASTER OF ENGINEERING DEGREE. The Master of Engineering Degree Program is a plan for those who wish to obtain an
accredited, professional degree in engineering. A student electing
this program will receive a Bachelor's degree from Trinity College
upon satisfactory fulfillment of the degree requirements. The student will, in addition, take courses at Trinity and the Hartford
Gra-duate Center as outlined below, the successful completion of
which will lead to a Master of Engineering degree from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York.
Admission to the Master of Engineering Program is obtained
towards the conclusion of the third year upon recommendation by
Trinity's Department of Engineering. Students desiring to enter
this program should follow the Engineering Major listed on p . 127.
Thirty semester hours' credit are required in addition to satisfac-
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tion of the Trinity Bachelor's degree requirements. A minimum of
24 of these 30 credit hours must be earned at the Hartford
Graduate Center during the two-year period. Normally, from six to
nine of these credits will be taken during the first year of the
Master's Program, with the remainder taken during the second
year so as to foster integration of the work at Trinity and the
Hartford Graduate Center.
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Advising
A.

ACADEMIC ADVISING FOR EDUCATION AT TRINITY

Effective advising involves a maximum of contact between student and
teacher. Since the Freshman Seminars provide this kind of relationship,
they offer the natural basis for academic advising with regard to nonmajor programs of study. Accordingly, freshmen who choose to enroll in a
Freshman Seminar are assigned their Freshman Seminar Instructor as an
adviser and will remain under the guidance of this adviser until they
select a major (usually in the spring of the sophomore year). At that time
they will be assigned a departmental adviser.
Because the freshman and sophomore program is not prescribed in
detail, students are presented with the opportunity and the challenge to
do their own academic planning. The adviser is provided in order that the
student have competent guidance as he or she makes the important decisions concerning the course of study.
The adviser and the advisee will discuss the student's program in relation to the educational goals of the College. It is at this point that the
Non-Major Guidelines serve to embody a collective judgment on those
matters which are worth the investment of intellectual effort. Thus, the
selection of a student's academic program will be the outcome of an
interaction among the particular student, the particular instructor, and
the College's statement of the Guidelines.
Each academic department of the College maintains its own system for
advising students who have elected to major in that department. This
information is available from Freshman Seminar instructors, department
chairmen (for their respective departments) and interdisciplinary program directors.
Academic advisers will provide information about the College's general
educational program and the various opportunities embodied in the curriculum. They also serve as a link between the student and the administration. When appropriate, the adviser will refer students to sources of
information, counseling and other forms of personal help which are available in the College and the community.

B.

ADVISING FOR GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

While Trinity College does not offer major programs of study which are
specifically designed to prepare students for professional study on the
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graduate level, the College recognizes that many of its students are considering such study. Therefore, special advisory committees have been
established to advise students interested in the areas listed below. Interested students are invited to consult the Director of Career Counseling
or another member of the appropriate committee at any time. Consultation early in a tudent' s career at Trinity is urged.
1.

PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL SCHOOL

The preparation of men and women for medicine and other healthrelated professions is an important part of education at Trinity College; over ten percent of the student body is taking a program
designed to fulfill the requirements of graduate schools · of
medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine and the life sciences.
A pre-medical student at Trinity is not required to take a specific
academic major but is encouraged to choose whichever major
interests him or her. However, for acceptance by a medical- or
dental school, it i n cessary that a student complete with excellent
performance a number of courses in the sciences. On the average,
medical schools strongly suggest that the following courses be taken ·
by undergraduates: one year of mathematics , one year of English,
one y ar of physics , two years of biology, and courses in chemistry
through organic. Th quality of the student's work in these areas as
well as the academic profici ncy demonstrated in the major are
main factors considered by medical school admissions committees.
Additionally, letters of recommendation, personal interviews at the
medical schools , and performance on the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) constitute important components of a student's
application. The Medical College Admissions.Test, which is usually
taken in the spring of the junior year, is a nationally administered
aptitude and achievement test which must be taken by all medical ·
school applicants. Similar examinations are also required of those
applying to school of dentistry, podiatry, ost opathy, optometry,
etc. In order to b properly prepar d for these examinations students should try to compl t the requirements by the end of the
junior year. To accomplish this end it is strongly advised that chem-

istry be taken during the freshman year along with mathematics or
physics.
Th Health Professions Advisory Committee is specifically
charged with giving counsel to students particularly interested in
medicine and related fields. Students should consult with the members of the Committee prior to the beginning of classes in their
freshman year to discuss the academic program they have selected.
It i not the policy of the Committee to determine arbitrarily which
students may or may not proceed with pre-medical education.
Neither can the Committee guarantee admission to medical school.
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The competition is extremely difficult, and many more qualified
students apply to medical schools than there are places. A student
whose academic record is not above average is strongly encouraged
to consider other career choices. Members of the Committee are
Professor Edward Bobko, Chemistry; Professor Richard B. Craw- '
ford, Biology; Professor Donald B. Galbraith, Biology; and the Director of Career Counseling.
2.

PREPARATION FOR LAW SCHOOL

Many students enter law school either directly from Trinity or
within a few years after graduation. While no specific undergraduate course work is required, the competition is keen and the
quality of academic work submitted by the student must be high.
Students are urged to include in their program of study at Trinity
such courses as English, American history, logic, mathematics,
political science, and economics. A Pre-Law Advisory Committee
has been established to advise students interested in applying to
law school. The members are Mr. Thomas D. Lips, Director of
Institutional Affairs; Professor Samuel Hendel, Political Science;
Professor Diane C. Zannoni, Economics; and the Director of Career
Counseling.
3.

PREPARATION FOR GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL

Graduate programs in business administration attract a large
number of Trinity alumni, either directly after graduation or a few
years thereafter. Although any undergraduate major is acceptable
for business school admissions, it is recommended that students
have taken mathematics through calculus and at least a year
of economics. An Advisory Committee has been established and
includes Professor WardS. Curran, Economics; Professor George
W. Doten, Psychology; Professor Richard Scheuch, Economics;
and the Director of Career Counseling.
4.

PREPARATION FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN ARCHITECTURE AND
RELATED DESIGN AREAS

Graduates of Trinity College have entered programs of graduate
study in Architecture, Planning, Urban Design, Landscape Architecture and related design areas and are practicing professionals
in these fields. Sometimes they have had to do further work on the
undergraduate level before proceeding to graduate programs.
Since these programs vary from school to school, the student interested in any of these areas is advised to consult the appropriate
catalogues early in his college career to determine requirements. A
broad liberal arts curriculum, based on a major in one of the follow-
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ing departments: Art History, Studio Arts, Urban and Environmental Studies, Engineering, or one of the social sciences, is recommended. The choice of science, engineering or other technical
courses should be dictated by the student's interests and abilities.
However, all students preparing for one of these programs are
urged to take at least one year of mathematics, preferably 121, 122;
one year of physics, 101, 102 or 121, 122; Studio Arts 113, 114; Art
History 101, 102, and Art History Courses in Architecture; and
Engineering 341, 342.
A committee has been established to aid students in planning for
work leading toward the design professions. The committee is
composed of Professor August E. Sapega, Engineering; Ms. Judith
Rohrer, Fine Arts; Professor David E. Woodard, Engineering; and
the Director of Career Counseling. Students considering careers in
these areas are encouraged to consult with members of this committee early in their college careers.

5.

FACULTY CAREER ADVISERS

A system of Faculty Career Advisers has been established to offer
students additional counseling within each of the academic departments at Trinity. A faculty member in each major department
has been designated to serve as a resource person for majors in the
department and for underclassmen who are considering the choice
of a major.
The Faculty Career Adviser is available to offer counseling for
graduate study and for career opportunities and may maintain a
collection of resource materials. He or she may have information
about the paths chosen by previous departmental graduates and
may invite some of these alumni back to the campus for career
workshops.
The Faculty Career Adviser system is designed to complement
the work of the Career Counseling Office and of the assigned faculty advisers. A list of the Faculty Career Advisers appears in the
Trinity College Handbook.
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The Individualized Degree Program
Most of Trinity's curricular innovations in recent years assume that education is a life-long process, that the most effective learning is self-education
with appropriate guidance, and that education should pay greater recognition to the variety of individual student abilities and styles . The Individualized Degree Program (IDP) is a further extension of our curriculum
based on those assumptions. The program is an unusual approach to
liberal arts education and is designed for th highly-motivated student
who has sufficient confidence and independence to profit from self-paced
learning.
The IDP provides an optional and alternate route to the regular B.A.
degree and differs from the usual pattern in three ways. First, certification for the degree is not based on course requirements , but on satisfactory completion of examinations and projects. In the non-major phase of
the program, students will select twenty-four study units from the many
drawn up by Trinity faculty. Each study unit consists of a statement of
objectives, a reading list, commentary and guidance, and a series of que tions or paper topics for evaluation. In addition , IDP students work on a
project, the topic and scope of which are determined by the student in
consultation with the faculty advisers. The major phase of the IDP is
similar in content to the regular major program , but heavy stress is placed
on independent study and student interests within the major field . In
short, the IDP preserves the structure and integrity of liberal arts education while introducing greater flexibility and individuality into Trinity'
curricul urn.
The second unusual aspect of the IDP is that the program may be
completed in varying numbers of years depending on the progre s of the
student and the guidance of advisers. For students whose intellectual
interests are well-developed, completion of the ID P may take less than
the traditional four years. For those who desire a slower pace, work in the
IDP may take as many as eight or ten years to complete.
Third, the IDP is open not only to residential undergraduates , but al o
to non-resident adults. By combining residential undergraduates and
older students in the IDP, Trinity rejects the assumption that the term
"college student" must be restricted to those in the 17-21 age bracket.
Residential undergraduates will be accepted into the program after completion of one semester of work in the regular Trinity curriculum. on-
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resident candidates will be r viewed on the basis of their academic and
non-academic backgrounds, their capacity for independent study, and
their ability to engage in work of Trinity quality.
IDP students have availabl to them all ofTrinity's academic resources,
including the library, regular courses and faculty supervision. Guidance
in the program is provid d through an IDP Coordinating Committee
compo ed of nine Trinity faculty member . Each IDP student will have
one of th nine as a primary adviser; other faculty members will offer
guidance as the student moves into the project and the major. Regular
meetings between the tud nt and the various advisers is a central feature
of the program.
Further information about the program may be obtained by writing or
calling the Individualized Degree Program. The Director for 1977-78 is
Professor Alan M. Fink. Th Assistant Director and Admissions Officer is
Ms. Louise H. Fisher.
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Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree
The Bachelor of Arts is the degree normally conferred by the College on
an undergraduate completing the requirements for a Bachelor's degree.
However, a student who is graduated after completing a major or program of concentration in Biology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, Engineering, Mathematics , Physics and Astronomy, Psychology, or in an interdisciplinary science major such as Physical Sciences , may elect to be
awarded the Bachelor of Science degree. Such a choice must be made
known to the Registrar of the College not later than the beginning of a
student's last semester in college.
Trinity, in cooperation with the Hartford Graduate Center, offers a
combined five-year engineering program which enables students to earn
the Bachelor's degree from Trinity and the Master of Engineering degree
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (ECPD accredited).
It is possible to qualify for the Bachelor's degree in three calendar years
through the Individualized Degree Program (see p. 34) or by utilizing
Advanced Placement credit and summer study. Similarly, it is possible to
qualify in some subjects to receive the Bachelor's degree and the Master's
degree at the conclusion of four years of study.
A candidate for a second Bachelor's degree (i.e., one who already holds
a Bachelor's degree from Trinity or another accredited institution of
higher learning) should make application to the Registrar for the special
requirements pertaining thereto.
A candidate for the Bachelor's degree must have satisfied all financial
obligations to the College before the degree is conferred.

A candidate for the Bachelor's degree in the regular program must:
1.

Receive 36 course credits.

2.

Complete the requirements for a major. (A student who is completing more than one major must complete all the requirements for
each major; however, if any course is required by more than one
major, then that course may be used to fulfill the requirements of
each major.)

3.

Attain a cumulative grade point average of at least C-.
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4.

Receive at least sixteen course credits through registration in
courses taught or supervised by Trinity faculty.

5.

Pass a General Examination if it is required in the major. (Second
semester seniors not taking General Examinations may be required
to take final examinations in their courses.)
A student who has failed the General Examination will be offered
one opportunity for re-examination. Should the student fail on that
occasion he or she may petition the department's chairman and the
Dean of the Faculty to take a second and final re-examination no
sooner than one year after the second failure. It is expected that
such a petition will include evidence of adequate preparation completed, or to be completed, prior to the final re-examination.
General Examinations will be graded with one of the following
terms: "Distinction," "High Pass," "Pass," or "Fail."

A candidate for .the Bachelor's degree in the Individualized Degree
Program must:
1. Complete 24 study units with a grade of C-or better in each study
unit.
2.

Complete a project (or projects) to the satisfaction of the student's
advisers and the IDP Coordinating Committee.

3.

Complete the qualitative and quantitative aspects for a major, the
requirements of which shall be determined by the departments
themselves in consultation with the IDP Coordinating Committee.

CONCENTRATION IN MAJOR FIELDS AND
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS

Every candidate for the Bachelor's degree shall complete a major. A
student's choice of concentration or major shall be made after the completion of the first year of study or, at the latest, prior to pre-registration at
the end of the student's sophomore year.
In the selection of a major a student must consult the chairman of the
department (or his or her deputy) or the director of the interdisciplinary
program. The student should discuss the suitability of the intended major
and obtain the chairman's approval in writing, and should outline a
proper program of courses for the satisfactory completion of this major.
No more than twelve courses in a single department will be required
by a department or interdisciplinary major. Normally, the total courses
required for a major, including cognates, will not exceed eighteen. A
student should not take more than fourteen courses in a single department.
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Majors presently established at Trinity College include:
Art History
Biochemistry
Biology
Chemistry
Classics
Economics
Engineering
English

History
Mathematics
Modern Languages
(French, German,
Italian or Spanish)
Music
Philosophy
Physics

Political Science
Psychology
Religion
Sociology
Studio Arts
Theatre Arts

Interdisciplinary majors include:
American Studies
Comparative Literature
Computing Coordinate Major
Intercultural Studies
Physical Sciences
Urban & Environmental Studies

Interdisciplinary majors may also be individually constructed (see
Student-Designed Study under Special Curricular Opportunities).
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Campus Life
TRINITY·s eighty-six-acre campus is the home of a lively and varied social
and intellectual community. Numerous extracurricular activities, as well
as the multitude of personal relationships formed among undergraduates,
faculty members and administrators, are a valuable adjunct to the more
formal learning which takes place in the lecture hall, seminar room and
Library. The College seeks to provide in its extracurricular life the same
flexibility, diversity of opportunity, individual freedom of choice and personal responsibility which are embodied in the curriculum.
COLLEGE GOVERNANCE

Trinity undergraduates are encouraged to concern themselves actively
with their own government and regulation. Many of the standing faculty
committees include elected student representatives, as do several committees of the Board of Trustees.
The rules and regulations concerning student government, dormitories, fraternities, personal conduct, and the like are published separately in the Trinity College Handbook. All members of the College
community are governed by the rules, regulations and provisions contained in this catalogue and the Handbook. Members of the College are
responsible for knowing the regulations of the College. A system of Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and Dispute, in which
student, faculty and administration representatives are involved, is used
to adjudicate complaints brought against members of the community.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

The Student Government Association, initially formed in 1971 as the
Student Executive Committee, consists of a number of students elected
at large as well as one representative of each committee at the College on
which undergraduates serve. In addition to setting the Student Activities
Fee, the SGA concerns itself with a broad spectrum of issues and concerns related to undergraduate life.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

The College believes that participation in various extracurricular activities will enhance the student's education. Trinity's small size and its
many facilities promote close associations among undergraduates and
with members of the faculty and administration in the enjoyment of intellectual, cultural, recreational and athletic pursuits.
There is a regular schedule of concerts, dances and the like, many of
them sponsored by the Student Government Planning Board, the campus
social committee. The Board's activities, like those of all other recognized
student organizations, are financed by the Student Activities Fee. The
size of this fee is set each spring by the Student Government Association
and collected on behalf of the student body by the College.
Student organizations include activities in the field of music , art,
drama, journalism, politics, broadcasting, social action projects, film , and
crafts. These activities result in concerts, plays, lectures, movies , literary
magazines , a campus newspaper, etc.
Under the direction of the Music Department and the cooperative
program with Hartt College, a number of recitals and special musical
programs, with visiting artists and choruses , are held each year.
Fraternities and other social clubs offer programs and activities for the
students. Residence hall groups have sponsored movies, mixers , faculty
receptions and other events, as well.
The faculty has been active in programming lectures , panel discussions, receptions, and other events. There are organized clubs paralleling
classroom interests in a variety of departments .
RESIDENCE HALLS

Trinity is primarily a residential college, although no student can be
guaranteed on-campus housing throughout his or her entire four years at
the College. Approximately fourteen hundred and fifty of sixteen
hundred and fifty men and women undergraduates live in dormitories
and apartments owned by the College. The residence hall is the center of
the student's home on the campus. Residents live in accommodations
which afford privacy and security while making available the camaraderie
of the larger living unit.
Trinity offers a wide variety of residence halls , ranging from older
buildings in the "collegiate Gothic" style to modem multi-storied complexes. Most students live in rooms or suites housing from two to eight
persons; there are also a limited number of "singles. " In addition, a
number of College-owned apartments , some with kitchen facilities , are
available.
Each room is equipped with es·s ential articles of furniture: bed, mat-
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tress, bureau, desk and chair. Residents provide their own linens, pillows, blankets, spreads, draperies, reading lamps, rugs, occasional furniture and decorations.
Most residence halls house both men and women, in some cases on the
same floor, in others on alternate floors. To insure privacy and security
there are separate bathrooms, and locks are provided on all room and
bathroom doors. Some of the residence halls contain furnished lounges,
study areas, ironing rooms and coin-operated laundromats. Students arrange directly with the telephone company for the installation of room
phones.
Most residence halls house members of all four classes, and there are
no exclusively freshman dormitories. Upperclass and graduate Resident
Assistants are available to freshmen for counseling and advice. Many
residence hall groups sponsor parties, mixers, faculty receptions, intramural sports teams and various other activities.
Freshmen are assigned to rooms by the Director of Residential Services
in cooperation with the Office of Admissions. Upperclassmen select their
accommodations according to a priority lottery system. Students desiring
campus housing sign an annual contract plus payment of a $100.00 Dormitory Deposit fee.
DINING FACILITIES

The dining hall, located in the Mather Campus Center, serves meals daily
in a self-service-cafeteria style. The choice of a five-day or seven-day meal
plan is offered. Meals are also available a la carte. Students who do not
ha e kitchen facilities in their residences normally take meals in the
dining hall.
CAMPUS FACILITIES

Trinity provides a wide variety of facilities for activities, studying and
recreation.
MATHER CAMPUS CENTER is the hub of student life. In addition to the
dining hall, it contains the "Cave" (a snack-bar and favorite "meeting
place"), the "Iron Pony" (a college sponsored and administered pub),
everal lounges, rooms for meetings and lectures, and the Washington
Room, the largest auditorium on campus. Also located in Mather are the
College Information Desk, the bookstore, a four-lane bowling alley, a
U.S. Post Office, game and vending machines, and bulletin boards for
announcements.
THE AUSTIN ARTS CENTER provides facilities for extracurricular activities in drama, music, and art. The listening rooms have a large collection of musical and literary recordings for student use. This Center offers
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exhibitions, concerts, modern dance productions, and dramatic performances in its Goodwin Theatre (named for the late James Lippincott
Goodwin, Hon. '63) and the Widener Art Gallery.
CINESTUDIO is a student-operated cinema which offers a regular
schedule of first-run films. It is located in Krieble Auditorium of the
Clement Chemistry Building.
THE FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER, ALUMNI FIELD HousE AND TRowBRIDGE MEMORIAL .include squash courts , swimming pool, two gymnasiums, weight room, wrestling room, crew tanks , steam rooms , indoor
track and locker and shower facilities . These facilities , as well as numerous playing fields and tennis courts are available for use by ·students and
faculty when not scheduled for classes, team practice, or special events.
COUNSELING

A major strength of a liberal arts .education is its adaptability to the
personal needs of men and women preparing for a broad variety of vocations. Many students will find it most effective to develop, in consultation
with a faculty adviser, an individualized study program to suit particular
needs. The Registrar is also available for academic advising.
The Office of the Dean of Students concerns itself with relations among
undergraduates and with student relations to the institution and its nonstudent subdivisions. Its object is to encourage the development of an
environment in which academic pursuits can be conducted freely and
with dignity and in which students' non-academic interests can be directed, to the greatest possible extent and in a very broad sense, to
educational ends. Within this office, the Director of Student Services is
responsible for the services and programs of the Mather Campus Center,
in the dining and food service areas, in the Bookstore, and in the Residence Halls. Pursuant to their responsibility for the student's overall
intellectual and social development, all members of the Office of the
Dean of Students are available for counseling and heJp with personal
problems.
The College Counselors have special training and experience in dealing
with developmental and emotional problems, both mild and serious.
They are available at all times to all students who desire assistance in
coping with difficulties in personal, emotional, and social relationships.
Where appropriate, psychological testing may be utilized under their
supervision, and psychiatric and other referrals are also available. All
contact with the counselors, both formal and informal, is kept legally
confidential, and no information will be given by them to anyone without
the student's consent.
A consulting psychiatrist is available for evaluation, diagnosis, and recommenrlations i11: cases o£,serious emotional disturbances .
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The College Chaplain is available to all students who desire his assistance in dealing with a wide range of personal concerns.
The Director and the Assistant Director of Career Counseling are
available to discuss course selection, interests, summer jobs, graduate
study and other aspects of career planning. Vocational interest testing is
available free of charge. The office maintains a vocational library with
occupational information and graduate and professional catalogues. Representatives from graduate schools, businesses and government agencies
visit the Career Counseling Office to talk with students.
RELIGIOUS LIFE

Trinity College was founded by members of the Episcopal Church. The
Charter, granted May 16, 1823, provided that the College "shall not make
the religious tenets of any person a condition of admission to any privilege
in said College," whether as a student or teacher. From this beginning,
Trinity has existed as an independent College having this historic relationship with the Episcopal Church as well as a Chapel and Chaplaincy.
Founded in freedom, Trinity is proud that a diversity of religious affiliations exists in its student body. Trinity provides resources and an atmosphere where the religious dimension of life is taken seriously and
examined. All its members may find in the College not only a place for
de epening their own faith as a part of the educational process but also a
place where the educational process is confronted by the perspective of
faith.
.
Under the jurisdiction of the Episcopal Church the College Chapel
offers a tradition of commitment to witness and celebrate the religious
perspective and to raise the issues which it reveals in contemporary life.
Services are held in the Chapel on Sundays and weekdays.
The Committee of the Chapel directs the activities of the College
Chapel. The Committee, consisting of students, faculty, and members of
the administration, provides for the services of the Chapel as well as other
events of religious significance.
With the cooperation of Jewish, Roman Catholic and Protestant clergy,
the Chaplain of the College serves the members of the College. The
' Chaplaincy of the College, consisting of the Hillel Adviser, the Newman
Chaplain and the Chaplain of the College, work together to minister to
the campus.
Four campus religious groups offer opportunities for closer associations , directions and community service.
The Greater Hartford Campus Ministry, directed by an ecumenical
board, provides a campus minister who serves the colleges of the area.
Hillel, with facilities at 30 Crescent Street, is an association of students
of the Jewish faith. A Hillel Adviser, whose office is in the Chapel, serves
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the group in the College community. Shabbat services are held twice
monthly. Facilities are available at the Hillel House. Programs include
speakers, movies, panel discussions and Israeli dancing.
Newman Apostolate, using the Chapel and other campus facilities,
brings together members of the Roman Catholic Church. The activities of
this organization are under the sponsorship of a priest, the Newman
Chaplain, assigned by the Archdiocese of Hartford.
The Trinity College Christian Fellowship provides an opportunity for
Christians on campus to meet on a regular but informal basis. Activities
include weekly fellowship meetings, lectures, Bible study, prayer group
meetings, weekend retreats and many Hartford community-service projects.
STUDENT HEALTH

The College maintains a student health service for all regularly enrolled
students. The College Medical Director visits the Medical Office each
week day. A gynecologist is available weekly by appointment. The College retains on the staff registered nurses and trained personnel who give
twenty-four hour coverage to the Infirmary on weekdays when the College is in session. A nurse is on call from 8:00a.m. Saturday until 8:00
a.m. Monday for emergencies, and may be contacted through Mather
Campus Center.
The College Infirmary has facilities for temporary medical confinement, and facilities of nearby Hartford Hospital are utilized when hospitalization is necessary. The College does not assume responsibility for
illness or injuries of any kind by students regardless of how they are
incurred. All regular students enrolled during a given semester are covered by a compulsory insurance policy which provides accident and
health benefits for injuries or serious illnesses incurred during that
semester. Claims for benefits under this program must be made on standard forms obtainable at the Medical Office. Such claims should be filed
within 20 days of date of beginning of disability. The cost of this program
is financed out of the General Fee. A booklet, "Health Insurance Program
for Students of Trinity College," describing this insurance program , is
distributed to each student annually.
In an emergency, the College reserves the right to notify parents; but,
if parents cannot be reached, the College authorities reserve the right to
act as seems best for the welfare of the student concerned.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS

The program in athletics and physical education is under the supervision
of the Director of Physical Education.
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Athletic activities in which the students may participate are divided
into four classifications: intercollegiate athletics, intramural athletics,
physical education, and recreational.
Physical Education courses in a wide range of activities (see Courses of
Instruction - Physical Education) are offered on a voluntary basis.
Trinity College has long had a program of intercollegiate athletics and
was one of the charter members of the New England Intercollegiate
Athletic Association. Since 1870 Trinity has carried a program of intercollegiate athletics with colleges of similar size and standards and it is a
member of the New England Small College Athletic Conference. The
other members of the Conference are Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,
Hamilton , Middlebury, Tufts , Wesleyan and Williams. Competition
is held in the following sports: football, cross country, and soccer in
the fall ; basketball, swimming, hockey, wrestling, and squash racquets in
the winter; and baseball, track, golf, lacrosse, crew, and tennis in the
pring. Intercollegiate competition for women is available in field hockey,
quash racquets , fencing, basketball, crew, tennis , lacrosse, swimming
and softball.
When possible, freshman or junior varsity teams are organized in all
recognized sport . In addition , an informal intercollegiate schedule is
arranged in fencing, water polo, and indoor track. The advisory body for
intercollegiate athletics is the Athletic Advisory Council composed of
three undergraduates elected by the student body, three alumni selected
by the Alumni Association, three members of the faculty, and three
members of the administration.
All undergraduate students become mem hers of the Trinity College
Athletic Association when they pay their regular tuition and fees. This
entitles them to free admission to all home athletic contests except hockey
and permits them to try out for athletic teams. The eligibility rules of the
Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) and the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) govern policy at Trinity.
The intramural program is designed to provide athletic competition for
a many students as possible. Intramural sports include touch football,
basketball, swimming, squash racquets, bowling, tennis, soccer, track,
golf, softball, and volleyball.
A regular evening and weekend recreation program is offered for all
undergraduate students.
FRATERNITIES
ix social fraternities , all maintaining a house with dining facilities, are
, active at Trinity: Delta Psi, 340 Summit Street, (founded 1850); Alpha
Delta Phi, 122 Vernon Street, (1877); Delta Kappa Epsilon, 98 Vernon
treet, (1879); Psi Upsilon, 81 Vernon Street, (1880); Alpha Chi Rho, 114
\ernon Street (1896); Pi Kappa Alpha, 94 Vernon Street, (1953) .
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COLLEGE LECTURES

Lectures at Trinity College are sponsored by a faculty-student lecture
committee, academic departments, special programs, and various student
organizations. Many distinguished scholars are invited to the campus.
The regular college lecture program has been broadened by the generosity of several alumni and friends of the College who have established
endowed lectures in various fields of learning.
ENDOWED LECTURES
Moore Greek Lecture- Through the bequest of Dr. Charles E. Moore, '76, to encourage
the study of Greek, an all-college lecture is presented annually on classical studies.
Mead Lectures- Through the bequest of George J. Mead, Hon. '37, annual lectures are
presented by distinguished authorities. Conferences and other special events are held oo
various topics in economics, government, and history.
Barbieri Lectures - A gift from the Cesare Barbieri Endowment provides for two public
lectures a year by outstanding persons on some aspect of Italian Studies.
George M. Ferris Lecture- Through an endowment fund established by George M.
Ferris, '16, the George M. Ferris Lecturer in Corporation Finance and Investments presents one public lecture each year in that field.
HaDden Lecture - Through the Hallden Engineering Fund, established by Karl W.
Hallden , '09, Hon. '55, to bring to the campus scientists and engineers of international
reputation and interest.
Martin W. Clement Lecture- Through an endowment established in 1967 by graduates
and undergraduates of the Epsilon Chapter of Delta Psi Fraternity in memory of Martin W.
Clement, '01, to provide an annual public lecture with no restriction as to topic.
Michael P. Getlin Lecture- Established through the generosity of classmates and friends
in honor of Michael P. Getlin , '62, Captain U.S. M.C., who was killed in action in Vietnam.
to provide an annual lecture in religion.

The Campus
The present campus comprises some 86 acres with playing fields and
buildings, many of which are in the collegiate Gothic style of architecture.
(See map on Inside Back Cover. )
Trinity's famous "Long Walk" runs along the western side of the main
quadrangle in front of the three oldest buildings on the present campus:
SEABURY HALL (1878) still contains many of the college classrooms and
faculty offices. The distinctive charm of its rooms, no two of which are
alike, expresses the individuality for which Trinity is known.
}ARVIS HALL (1878) is the original residence hall of the College.
NORTHAM TOWERS (1881), also containing dormitory rooms , joins Seabury and Jarvis Halls. These three buildings are constructed of native
brownstone quarried from the river banks of nearby Portland.
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The northern end of the quadrangle is formed by:
WILLIAMS MEMORIAL (1914), which contains administrative and faculty offices;
THE DOWNES MEMORIAL CLOCK TOWER (1958), with faculty and administrative offices; and
THE COLLEGE CHAPEL (1932), gift of the late William G. Mather,
Class of 1877, and Funston Garden (1965), adjacent to the south cloister.
The southern side of the quadrangle is formed by:
CooK RESIDENCE HALL (1931), which centains the Faculty Club,
Hamlin Dining Hall, student residences and guest rooms.
GOODWIN AND WOODWARD RESIDENCE HALLS (1940);
THE CLEMENT CHEMISTRY BUILDING (1936), gift of the late Walter P.
Murphy, Hon. '33, containing modern classrooms and laboratories, the
Krieble Auditorium seating 500 used as a movie theatre called Cinestudio, the Robert B. Riggs Memorial Chemical Library and the Vernon
K. Krieble Organic Chemistry Laboratory; and
THE LIBRARY (1952).
Beyond these buildings is the South Campus composed of the following
buildings:
RESIDENCE HALLS - ELTON HALL (1948), }ONES HALL (1953),
WHEATON, jACKSON, AND SMITH HALLS (1965);
THE HALLDEN ENGINEERING LABORATORY (1946), given by the late
Karl W. Hallden, '09, was doubled in size in 1953 and a third gift in 1958
made possible a two-floor addition which has tripled its laboratory space;
THE ALBERT C. jACOBS LIFE SCIENCES CENTER (1969), houses the
Departments of Biology, Psychology, and Sociology and includes the
Francis Boyer Auditorium;
THE McCOOK MATHEMATICS-PHYSICS CENTER (1963), adjoining the
Hallden Engineering Laboratory, containing classrooms, laboratories,
faculty offices, research areas, and an auditorium;
THE AUSTIN ARTS CENTER (1965), named in honor of A. Everett Austin,
Jr., Hon. '30, founder of Trinity's Department of Fine Arts, with the
GOODWIN THEATRE, WIDENER GALLERY and studios for art, music and
drama;
MATHER CAMPUS CENTER (1960), named for William Gwinn Mather,
Class of 1877; and

• . .r
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MAINTENANCE BUILDING (1968).
216 New Britain Avenue, 194-196 New Britain Avenue, and 78-80,
82-84, 92-100 and 111 Crescent Street, Student Resident Apartments.
The College athletic facilities include 19 acres of playing fields along
the eastern part of the campus, Jessee Field for varsity football and track,
with a seating capacity of 7, 000, and the following buildings:
MEMORIAL FIELD HousE (1948), with an indoor track, can also be used
as an auditorium seating 2,500 persons; and

TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL (1929) , which adjoins the Field House, containing the swimming pool, squash racquets courts, and locker facilities;
and
GEORGE M. FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER (1969) includes a multipurpose gymnasium, a physical education building and locker facilities.
North Campus includes Vernon Street and Allen Place. Here are found
the President's House, fraternity houses, faculty and administration residences, Alumni Office, Office of Public Information and six residence
halls:
0GILBY HALL (1941);
THE NORTH CAMPUS RESIDENCE HALL (1962);
THE HIGH RISE RESIDENCE HALL (1968);
ALLEN EAST AND ALLEN WEST RESIDENCE HALLS; and the
Vernon St. student residence.

~92

70 Vernon Street houses the Department of Religion, the Intercultural
Studies Program, and the Department of Philosophy.

76 Vernon Street contains the offices of the College Counselors, the
Individualized Degree Program and Upward Bound Program.
The Bliss Boathouse (1965) is located nearby on the Connecticut River
on Riverside Drive, East Hartford.
THE CHAPEL

The Trinity campus is famous for its limestone Chapel, one of America's
most beautiful examples of Gothic architecture, given by the late William
G. Mather, '77, in memory of his mother. The interior of the Chapel is
widely known for its woodcarvings done by the late Gregory Wiggins of
Pomfret, Connecticut, which represent not only religious scenes but also
some of the great American traditions. The stained glass windows by Earl
Sanborn are also excellent examples of the craft. Located under and
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around the large Rose Window at the West end is a new three-manual
Austin organ which has 65 stops and 4, 720 pipes. The organ, dedicated in
1972, was a gift in memory of Newton C. Brainard, a trustee of the
College for 41 years. Besides the main Chapel, the building includes the
Chapel of the Perfect Friendship in which the flags of the fraternities are
displayed, a Crypt Chapel for smaller services, two small organs on which
students may practice, the thirty-bell Plumb Memorial Carillon, music
room, and the Chaplain's offices. Next to the south cloister is Funston
Garden, given by former President G. Keith Funston, '32, in memory of
his father.
The Chapel includes offices for the Hillel Adviser, the College Organist
as well as the Chaplain. The Newman Chaplain also may be reached
through the Chapel office.
The College Chapel is also used for dramatic , film, and musical productions in connection with the vital issues facing students and faculty
today. It is open to visitors during the day and all regular services are
open to the public. The Chapel and its facilities are available to students,
alumni, and other members of the College for baptisms, weddings, funerals , and other special services under the jurisdiction of the Bishop and
Canon Law of the Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Connecticut. Arrangements may be made with the Chaplain.
THE LIBRARY

The Library of the College attained distinction at an early date. The first
professors pooled their personal collections, and one of the founding
trustees, Nathaniel Wheaton, was sent to England in 1824 to obtain
books , equipment, and funds for the new institution. By 1952 the Library
had grown to a collection of close to a quarter of a million volumes. In that
year Trinity's book resources reached a size and distinction equalled by
few colleges in this country when it was combined with the Watkinson
Library, an endowed collection of 130,000 volumes, which until then had
been located in downtown Hartford. The present combined total is over
575,000 volumes.
Today the Library is the focal point of the College. The modern fireproof structure, opened in 1952 to accommodate the two major book
collections, embodies the latest in library construction and equipment. It
has space for 600,000 volumes and accommodations for 450 readers. Construction of a major addition to the building will begin this year. It will
supply shelving for over 200,000 additional volumes and increase student
seating by over 200.
Many works of great value and interest are in the Trinity collection,
including Greek manuscripts of the twelfth century, illuminated manucripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, fine examples of books
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printed before 1500, rare mathematical and medical works of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and the engraver's exceptionally fine copy of Audubon's great work, Birds of America. The Moore
Collection relating to the Far East is one . of the most extensive in the
country. The Library is a depository for the publications of the federal
government.
Among the many outstanding special collections in the Watkinson Library are its bibliographies and reference books , American and European periodicals of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries , a well as
the serial publications of many learned societies. It has strong collection
on early voyages and travels, folklore , witchcraft and demonology, the
Civil War, linguistics, early American textbooks, and the history of printing.
The wealth of Trinity's library resources makes it possible for faculty
and students to read widely in the many areas which go to make up a
liberal arts curriculum and also to carry out research projects which are
usually possible only on the university level.
TRINITY IN HARTFORD

The heart of downtown Hartford is a few minutes' car or bus ride from
Trinity's tree-lined campus. The city affords many cultural opportunitie ,
among them the Bushnell Memorial, home of the Hartford Symphony
and scene of many concerts , operatic performances and dance programs;
the Hartford Stage Company, a distinguished repertory company; the
Wadsworth Atheneum , the nation's oldest public art museum; the
Hartford Ballet Company; and a new Civic Center. Movie theatres , restaurants and various other recreational and entertainment facilities are
scattered throughout the Hartford area.
Trinity has a strong program of student participation in social action
projects in the city. The Director of Graduate Studies and Community
Education can help the student arrange for involvement in Hartford
through tutoring, "Big Brother" and "Big Sister" programs and the like. A
number of students have also secured positions with governmental and
private agencies in the city, usually on a volunteer basis and ometime
for academic credit in conjunction with a course or an independent study.
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Admission To College
APPLICANTS for admission may obtain the necessary application forms by
writing to the Office of Admissions, Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut 06106. Each applicant for admission will be advised of the procedure
to be followed. Freshman students are enrolled only in September. The
closing date for filing th «Per onal Application for Admission" form is
January 2. The entire application procedure must be completed by February 15.
GENERAL ADMISSION POLICY

Trinity College does not make the religious tenets, the sex, the race, or
the national origin of any per on a condition for admission. Enrollment in
the freshman class is limited to approximately 450 men and women. Since
the College desires to maintain a community of students with diverse
backgrounds and int rests, and b cause the number of applicants greatly
exceed th number of place a ailable, admission is the result of a highly
sel ctive process. Applicants ar judged on (1) their academic performance and potential, (2) their qualiti s of character and p rsonality, and (3)
their accomplishments within th ir schools and communities. Particular
att ntion is given to th p rsonal qualities and to intellectual motivation.
The school record, the p rsonal r commendations from school administrators and teach rs , and th tests of th College Entrance Examination
Board or of the American Coli ge Testing Program are carefully conside red b th Office of Admissions. Applicants should be well prepared for
Trinity' academic work. AI o, th y should be desirous and capabl of
contributing to campu and community activities.
Son and daughters of alumni who meet all the admissions requirements ar given preferenc ov r other applicants of similar qualifications .
M n and women of old r ag who terminat d their formal education
after econdary school graduation or who withdrew in good standing from
college tudy are welcome candidat s.
Student with especially strong acad mic , xtracurricular, and personal
record may r quest and r c ive ad cision at any time between October
1 and March 1. This request must include a statement that the applicant
will enroll at Trinity if admitted. Generally, all other freshman appli?ants
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who have completed their applications properly will be notified of admission decisions about the middle of April.

SECONDARY SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS

Normally, Trinity requires a diploma from and certification by an accredited secondary school for the following subjects: English (4 years), foreign
language (2 years), algebra (2 years), plane geometry (1 year), history (1
year), laboratory science (1 year).
Because Trinity's curriculum assumes entering students will have prepared themselves academically in depth as well as in breadth , it is recommended that applicants offer considerably more work than this in
college preparatory courses.
Students desiring to apply whose academic programs do not include
study in the subject areas or for the number of years listed above should
write for advice from the Director of Admissions.
EARLY ADMISSION

Secondary school juniors who have achieved a level of personal and intellectual maturity and of academic competence implying readiness for
college may apply for acceptance by early admission. In these circumstances, the regular application procedures should be followed during the junior year.
CEEB OR ACT EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS

Applicants for admission to Trinity are required to take the Scholastic
Aptitude Test and the Achievement Test in English Composition of the
College Entrance Examination Board or the test of the American College
Testing Program. The Office of Admissions urges most strongly that candidates take the Achievement Test in English Composition on the December, 1977 test date. The SAT or ACT may be taken on any test date
but by no later than January, 1978. It is the applicant's responsibility to
have test scores sent to the Admissions Office. Any deviation from these
test requirements must be approved by the Director of Admissions .
More detailed information about fees , dates, and registration forms for
these examinations should be obtained by writing to: (1) College Entrance
Examination Board, P. 0. Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey 08540, or if the
candidate resides in a state west of Kansas , to P.O. Box 1025, Berkeley,
California 94701; (2) The American College Testing Program , Box 168,
Iowa City, Iowa 52240.
Foreign students applying for admission may substitute the CEEB Test
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of English as A Foreign Language (TOEFL). Information concerning the
TOEFL may be obtained from the College Entrance Examination Board.
CAMPUS VISITS

Applicants for admission to the College are welcome to visit the campus at
any time . Much can be learned about the College as a result of seeing the
physical facilities and talking with undergraduate students. Although individual appointments with a member of the admissions staff are not
required as a part of the admissions process, applicants may request them
by writing or telephoning well in advance. It should be clear, however,
that the individual appointment is primarily for the purpose of exchanging
information and is not a major factor in the final evaluation of the applicant. There are times during the year when individual appointments are
not made because the admissions staff members are visiting high schools
in other parts of the country or are involved in decision meetings.
During certain other periods, meetings are held on the campus with
groups of applicants at regularly scheduled times in the week. These
"Group Sessions" are intended to provide an opportunity to ask questions
and to learn more about Trinity. No advance notice is necessary for
attendance at Group Sessions.
APPOINTMENTS

Weekdays
Saturdays

9:30a.m. to 4:00p.m.
9:00a.m. to 3:00p.m.
9:30a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Sept. 6, 1977 to Jan. 13, 1978
June 5, 1978 to Sept. 1, 1978
Oct. 1, 1977 to Dec. 10, 1977

GROUP SESSIONS

Academic Year
Mondays
10:30 a.m.
Oct. 3, 1977 to Feb. 27, 1978
10:30 a.m.
Oct. 7, 1977 to Feb. 24, 1978
Fridays
Saturdays 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. Jan. 7, 1978 to Jan. 28, 1978
Summer
Mondays and Fridays
Tuesdays thru Thursdays

10:00 a.m. and 2:15p.m.
June 5, 1978 to Aug. 25, 1978
1:15 p.m. June 6, 1978 to Aug. 24, 1978

Group sessions ordinarily are held in the Alumni Lounge of Mather
Campus Center. Appointments are held in the Office of Admissions located in Downes Memorial.
During the year the admissions officers visit many schools throughout
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the United States in order to meet and to talk with prospective applicants
about Trinity and its programs.
ADVANCED PLACEMENT FOR FRESHMEN

Trinity's academic departments will consider applications from entering
freshmen for advanced placement.
Many secondary school students take college level courses under the
Advanced Placement Program of the College Entrance Examination
Board. Students who wish to apply for advanced placement under this
program are expected to take the Advanced Placement Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board.
The following departments grant qualitative and quantitative credit for
achievement on Advanced Placement Tests, according to the restrictions
noted:
Biology

-One and one-quarter course-credits for scores of 5
or 4.

Chemistry

-Two and one-half course-credits (Chern 111L,
112L) for scores of 5, 4, or 3, provided a passing
grade is also received on an examination administered by the department during the freshman
orientation period.

Classics

-One course-credit for each of the AP Latin Tests
in which a score of 5, 4, or 3 is received.

English

-One course-credit for 5 or 4 on the English AP
Test.

Fine Arts

History of Art

-Two course-credits (Fine Arts AH 101, 102) for
scores of 5 or 4.

Studio Art

-Two course-credits (Fine Arts SA 111, 112) for
scores of 5 or 4.

History

- Two course-credits for scores of 5 or 4 on either
the European AP Test or American AP Test. AP
credit in History counts toward general degree requirements only, and not toward a major in History. History majors with credit for European AP
will still be required to take History 101 and may
take History 102 for credit. Students with credit
for American AP may take History 201 and/or
History 202 for credit.
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Mathematics

Modem
Languages
Physics

-

Two course-credits (Math 121, 122) for scores of:
5, 4, or 3 on AP Calculus BC Test
5 or 4 on AP Calculus AB Test
3 on AP Calculus AB Test if a Qualifying Examination given by the department is also passed.

-Two course-credits for scores of 5, 4, or 3.
- Two course-credits (Physics 121, 122) and admission to Physics 221 for scores of 5, 4, or 3 on the
AP-C Physics Test.
-Two course-credits (Physics 101, 102) for scores
of 5, 4, or 3 on the AP-B Physics Test.
-Two course-credits and admission to Physics 221
for scores of 5 or 4 on the AP-B Physics Test provided the student's general background in Physics
and Mathematics is found to be satisfactory after
review by the department.

Any department is allowed to give quantitative or qualitative credit, or
both, to an entering freshman on the basis of its own special examination.
Students who have taken college-level courses in programs other than
the CEEB Advanced Placement Program may request consideration for
advanced placement and credit in individual departments at Trinity.
All requests and applications for advanced placement should be made
to the Registrar before September 1 of the year of entrance. Receipt by
the Registrar of an Advanced Placement score report will be considered
an application for advanced placement and credit.
FOREIGN STUDENTS

The policy of Trinity College is to welcome qualified foreign students.
However, scholarship resources and other financial aids for foreign students for the academic year 1978-1979 are expected to be minimal. Such
students are integrated into the academic and social life of the College
and are expected to complete their degrees on the same basis as other
students. Realizing, however, that differences in preparation may exist
between foreign students and students educated in the United States, the
College is willing to make certain adjustments (see section, Academic
Standards and Regulations, Irregular Candidates). Such students may
sometimes find that more than the customary four years is necessary ~o
complete their degree and, therefore, should be cautious about their
temporal and financial budgets.
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Trinity College has been approved for attendance of non-immigrant
students under the Immigration and Nationality laws by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service at Hartford (April 30, 1954) with the file
number A10 037 658.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING BY TRANSFER

Students whose academic records are of good to excellent quality at junior
colleges and community colleges or other accredited colleges who wish to
transfer should write to the Director of Admissions for information about
the procedure.
A small number of transfer students will be admitted to commence
study in the second semester. Also a small number will be offered admission to start their study in September, 1978.
For mid-year admission consideration, candidates are required to complete their applications by December 1, 1977. Midyear admission candidates whose applications are properly completed by this deadline should
receive a decision no later than January 9, 1978.
Students desiring to commence their studies at Trinity in September,
1978, must complete the application process by March 1. However, since
the Office of Admissions will begin to review transfer applications in early
February, it is urged that the application process be initiated early and
completed promptly. Normally, all September admission candidates who
have properly completed their applications will receive a decision by
mid-May.
No applicant will be considered who is not in good standing at his or
her college.
Because of its limited nature, college sponsored financial assistance
usually is not available to transfer students. However, the Director of
Financial Aid is willing to counsel the student about this matter.
A candidate for the Bachelor's degree admitted by transfer to the regular program must receive at least 16 course-credits through registration in
courses taught or supervised by Trinity faculty mem hers. As a general
rule, transfer credit will be given for courses comparable to those offered
in the Trinity curriculum in which the applicant has received grades of Cor better. However, in all cases, the Registrar has the right to award or
withhold credit.
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College Expenses
generosity of its friends , the College has an endowment
sufficient to give students an education which costs considerably more
than the actual tuition charged.
Bills for tuition, fees, room and board are rendered and are payable
before the opening of each semester on the dates shown in the college
calendar. All checks should be made payable to "The Trustees of Trinity
College. , Any individual who fails to pay all bills may not attend classes,
register, utilize campus facilities , be provided transcript service, receive
grade reports , or be granted a degree. A copy of the College refund policy
which conforms to Federal regulations is available upon request.
Supplementary bills for extra courses and fees not included in the
original billing will be rendered when applicable and are payable within
two weeks.
Parents or guardians may also pay term bills by alternate arrangements
made available to them by the Richard C. Knight Agency of Boston or by
Academic Management Services Inc. of Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Both
the Knight Agency and Academic Management offer prepayment programs, with the Knight Agency also offering an Extended Repayment
Plan. The prepayment programs are based on monthly payments for
which there is no interest charge, and include insurance protection. The
Extended Repayment Plan is an insured loan program under which the
educational expenses may be paid over a period of years. Use of these
plans is optional and is suggested solely as a convenience. Information
about these plans is sent to the parent of each incoming student when the
student has been accepted for admission. Inquiries should be addressed
to: Richard C . Knight Agency, Inc. , Insured Tuition Payment Plan, 53
Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108 or Academic Management
Services, Inc. , P.O. Box 1000, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02860.
Communications regarding college expenses should be addressed to the
Student Accounts Administrator.

THROUGH THE
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Schedule of College Fees 1977-1978
Tuition a
General Feeb
Room
Board (7 day)c
Student Activities Feed
General Deposite
Books (estimate)
Personal Expenses
(minimum estimate)

Christmas
Term
$1,975.00
90.00
400.00
435.00
38.00
50.00
$2,988.00

Trinity
Term
$1,975.00
90.00
400.00
435.00
38.00
$2,938.00

Total
$3,950.00
180.00
800.00
870.00
76.00
50.00
$5,926.00
200.00
480.00
$6,606.00

a) Tuition increases, subject to annual review,are anticipated as long as educational costs
continue to rise. For the 1977-78 academic year the adopted increase was $350.00.
Regular tuition will be charged up to 5% course credits. The fee for a sixth course credit
is $440.00.
b) The general fee partially finances the operation of the Student Center, student accident and sickness insurance, vocational tests, laboratory fees , and admission to athletic
events.
c) If a student decides to take the 5-day board plan, the bill is reduced from $435.00 to
$400.00 per semester.
d) The Student Activities Fee is enacted by the Student Budget Committee to finance
student organizations, publications and the radio station.
e) A general deposit of $50.00 is added to the bills of incoming freshmen, transfers and
exchange students, and renewed as necessary. Against this deposit will be charged
laboratory breakage, lost or damaged library books, late payment charges, damage to
college buildings, the cost of keys, ath-letic equipment, and other college property lost or
not returned on schedule. Any balance remaining after the completion of the senior year
or upon withdrawal from the College is automatically refunded.

Fees for degree candidates taking less than 3 course credits will be
charged at the following rate:
1 course $440.00
2 courses 880.00
Up to 2% course credits will be charged at the rate of $440.00 per course
credit. 3 course credits or more will be charged at full tuition rate. The
general fee and student acti·vities fee is applicable to all ·degree candidates.
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Auditors (who are not regular Trinity undergraduates)
$150.00 Per course
Private Music Instruction at Hartt College
Fees for private music lessons at Hartt College will be billed by Hartt in
addition to the regular tuition charges rendered by Trinity.
¥2 hour $197.00
1 hour
394.00
Campus Parking Fee
$20.00 per year
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Financial Aid
THE ExPENSE of an education in an independent college is often more
than the student and his or her family can meet during the four undergraduate years. The College is cognizant of this situation and has therefore established a substantial program of financial aid designed to provide
assistance to deserving young men and women who desire to study at
Trinity, but whose resources are insufficient to meet the total cost of
education.
Central to the College's program is the concept of financial need. The
College assumes that the parents and the student together will accept
responsibility for as great a share as possible of the total educational costs.
Where such family resources are inadequate, the College will attempt to
provide supplementary assistance on a competitive basis to those student
deemed needy and most deserving of such aid. Approximately onequarter of Trinity's undergraduates are receiving financial help from College resources.
GENERAL INFORMATION

Funds to support the program of financial assistance come from several
sources. A portion of the College's endowment has been specifically reserved for scholarship purposes, and income from the various trust arrangements so designated forms the basis of Trinity's financial aid program. These funds are augmented by the College, which allocates a part
of its annual operating income toward the maintenance of the program.
Gifts from alumni, parents and friends are an important source of funds
for scholarship and loan purposes as well. Also, the United States Go ernment has made available additional funds under federal Higher Education legislation to supplement the College's resources.
In general, Trinity awards financial aid according to a technique known
as "packaging"; i.e., each recipient is normally expected to meet part of
the financial need through bursary employment and the use ofloan funds,
with the balance coming from the College in the form of a direct grant.
Usually the student is expected to meet a greater share of the need
through term and summer employment and/or borrowing as he or she
progresses throughout the undergraduate years. The College does attempt, however, to adjust the composition of the aid package to mot
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effectively meet the unique needs of each student and his or her family.
Specifically, the aid package may consist of one or more of the following:
. 1. Loans from College funds set aside for this purpose, or from the
National Direct Student Loan Fund.
2. Bursary employment in College jobs, in the College Work-Study
Program or in part-time off-campus jobs.
3. Direct grants from College scholarship funds and various federal
programs, including Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.
Each award of financial assistance is made for a single academic year
only. However, the student who receives assistance from the College at
the time of admission can be assured that continued aid will be forthcoming throughout the undergraduate years so long as the student merits
such assistance and has need of it. Each year the College is able to help a
few new upperclass applicants for assistance, but funds for this purpose
are limited and no guarantee of continued support can be made to the
recipient in this category. All awards are made through the Office of
Financial Aid.
TERMS OF AWARD

All financial aid is awarded on the basis of the following factors:
1. Financial need - Demonstrated financial need, as determined by
the needs-analysis procedures developed by the College Scholarship Service of Princeton, New Jersey, is the primary requisite
for financial assistance. Trinity, along with more than 900 other
colleges and universities, subscribes to these procedures, and expects ea~h applicant for assistance to file the CSS form known as the
Financial Aid Form (FAF).
2. Intellectual promise - The recipient shall have sufficient aptitude
and a record of satisfactory achievement which indicate that he or
she can be expected to meet the academic requirements of Trinity
College.
3. Character -The recipient shall have an outstanding character, as
demonstrated by an ability to assume responsibility, a strong sense
of personal integrity, and a spirit of unselfishness.
4. Leadership - The recipient shall show evidence of leadership by
participation in the life at the school attended and community, and
by an ability to bring out the best in other people.
METHOD OF APPLICATION

In order to be given consideration for financial assistance, a candidate for
the Freshman Class must complete the following steps:
1. File a Trinity Financial Aid Application with the Director of Financial Aid by January 1 of the year he or she intends to enroll.
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2.

File a completed College Scholarship Service Financial Aid Form
with the College Scholarship Service as soon as their family's IRS
1040 is completed but no later than February 1, and direct that a
copy be forwarded to Trinity College. H the current tax form will
not be ready by February 1, the Financial Aid Form should be
filled out and submitted using estimated figures. This form may be
obtained from the secondary school guidance office. H the form is
not available the applicant may write directly to the College Scholarship Service at the address nearest his home: Box 176, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540; or Box 1025, Berkeley, California 94701.

TERMS FOR RENEWAL OF AWARDS

Renewal of financial aid is based upon the following factors:
1. Financial need - Continued need for assistance must be demonstrated by the student and his or her family.
2. Academic competency - (a) Each applicant for a renewal award is
expected to have maintained an academic average commensurate
with the student's indicated academic potential. (b) As a general
rule, an applicant for renewal must be in good standing (i.e., not on
probation), and be making normal progress toward the degree. The
fact that a student meets minimal academic requirements does not
automatically entitle the individual to renewed aid.
3. Personal qualities - Each applicant for renewed aid shall have
maintained the same high personal standards required for the original award. The student shall show by mode of living that he or
she is making the most economical use of the aid awarded.
4. ] ob performance - Each applicant must have demonstrated performance satisfactory to the employer in any bursary employment
or College Work-Study Program position which was assigned as a
part of the previous year's award.
METHOD OF APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL

Each recipient of financial aid who wishes to apply for a continuation of
assistance must do so by March 15 of each year. All necessary renewal
forms may be obtained from the Office of Financial Aid in February.
Notification of renewal will be in July. The following items must be
completed:
1. Undergraduate Application for Financial Aid.
2. Financial Aid Form - An analysis of information contained on this form will enable the Office of Financial Aid to make
adjustments in each renewal award in response to changing family
circumstances.
3. A photostatic copy of the parents' latest federal income tax return.
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SOURCES OF SUPPLEMENTARY ASSISTANCE

The Director of Financial Aid is available to counsel with students and
their families about financial matters . The College endeavors to maximize
the use of its resources so that as many needy and deserving students as
possible are helped each year. Students in the upperclasses who wish to
be considered for financial aid are urged to communicate with the Director promptly so that they may receive the necessary materials and instruc- .
tions for filing applications. Requests of this nature will be given consideration prior to the beginning of each academic term.
Applicants who seek aid from the College are also advised to investigate
opportunities in their communities. Rotary, Kiwanis and other service
organizations may have scholarship programs; so, too, may the candidates' secondary schools. Various states and local banks offer low-rate loan
programs , and several states ·support scholarship programs. Numerous
company and corporation scholarship plans as well are open for application.
In addition , low-cost educational loans are available to student borrowers through the state and federally sponsored Guaranteed Insured Student Loan Program. Most states have a student loan guarantee plan for
state residents. Students interested in this opportunity should inquire at
one or more of their local banks , or may contact United Student Aid
Funds, Inc. , or their state Higher Education Assistance Agency. Generally, these loans are available to any student, and many students qualify
for federal interest subsidies. Information concerning interest subsidies
may be obtained from the Office of Financial Aid.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

The Office of Financial Aid provides referral services for those students
who are offered employment as part of their financial aid packages and is
often able to assist other students, as well, in securing campus employment. Ordinarily, student jobs do not consume more than fifteen hours of
the student's week and will not interfere with the student's academic
schedule.
There are also numerous opportunities for off-campus employment in
the Greater Hartford area. The Office of Career Counseling maintains a
listing of available off-campus job opportunities.
VETERANS

Students admitted to Trinity who intend to study under Public Law
8~358 should, upon admission to Trinity, communicate with their local
Veterans' Administration Office, requesting an application for a program
of education under this law.
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Academic Standards and Regulations
AGE OF MAJORITY

The age of majority under Connecticut law is 18, and students that age
and older have the full rights and responsibilities of all other adults. The
College will normally communicate directly with students in matters pertaining to grades, academic credit, academic and disciplinary status and
College bills. However, at the written request of the student, bills and
information on academic and disciplinary matters will be provided to
parents and guardians. Under the law, the parent or legal guardian of a
dependent student, as defined for income tax purposes, has a right to
information about his or her child without the College's having to seek the
student's consent. Thus, upon the written request of a parent or legal
guardian of a dependent student together with documentation that the
student is a dependent for Federal income tax purposes, the College will
honor this right to the extent that it is required by law.
ENROLLMENT IN COURSES

The College calendar consists of three terms: the Christmas Term and the
Trinity Term, which comprise the regular academic year, and a Summer
Term of shorter duration. Normally, all students attend the Christmas
and Trinity Terms.
In making selections for a given term a student should take into account
the choices which the schedule allows for the following term as well as the
subjects specifically required for the major. Pre-registration for the ensuing term is held toward the close of each term. Registration is held
immediately before the first day of classes in each term. Every student is
expected to pre-register and register on time. A fine is levied on a student
who, for any reason, including late payment of the College bill, preregisters or registers late.
At both Pre-Registration and Registration , a statement of the subjects
and number of each course and the period in which it belongs must be
presented in writing to the Registrar. Payment of the tuition fee entitles a
student to register for a program of either four or five course credits. With
the consent of the individual's faculty adviser and after notification to the
Registrar, a student may enroll for an extra course credit. Any student
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who wishes to enroll for more than six course credits must first obtain the
permission of the Dean of Students. An additional charge will be made for
a schedule of six or more course credits. Any student with grades of
Incomplete in three or more courses during a term will. not be allowed to
register for more than three courses in the succeeding term.
Regular students may, with the permission of the instructor, audit a
course in which they are not enrolled. No examinations or credit will be
given to such auditors and no entry made on the students' permanent
academic records.
Permission to change courses is given during the first two weeks of the
term. Arrangements for changes must be made with the student'.s adviser
and must be reported by the student to the Registrar.
A student may drop a course without its being entered on his permanent record card any time during the first two weeks of the term. Any
course dropped after the first two weeks of the term and up to the end of
the second third of the term will be recorded on the student's permanent
record card as "drop." No student shall be permitted to drop a course
during the final one-third of the term.
A course which meets for one-half a term may be added or dropped by
a student during the first two weeks of its meeting. If such a course is
dropped after this period and before the final two weeks of its meeting, it
will be recorded as "drop." A one-half term course may not be dropped
during the final two weeks of its meeting.
All arrangements for making changes in a student's program of study
must be made with the student's adviser and the instructors of any
courses involved and must be reported by the student to the Registrar.
Credit will not be granted for any course in .which a student is not
properly enrolled.
Physical Education courses and Theatre Arts 201, 202 are added and
dropped according to a different schedule (see Physical Education and
Theatre Arts under Courses of Instruction).

ATTENDANCE

While students are expected to attend regularly and promptly all their
classes, college appointments and exer.cises, attendance at classes shall be
evaluated in terms of its effects on adequate learning within the academic
setting of classroom and laboratory. Therefore, the instructor will define
the attendance requirements of each course and will announce them to
the class at the beginning of the term.
Penalties for excessive cutting will be determined by the course instructor and may, at his discretion, include the issuance of a failing grade
for the course.
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MATRICULATION

Students are matriculated to the rights and privileges of official membership in the College Body at the annual Matriculation Ceremony held in
early autumn, after which students must sign the following oath:
"I promise to observe the Statutes of Trinity College; to obey
all its Rules and Regulations; to discharge faithfully all scholastic duties imposed upon me; and to maintain and defend all the
rights, privileges, and immunities of the College, according to
my station and degree in the same. "

ACADEMIC STANDING

Grades
At the close of each term the student will receive grade reports. Passing
grades are: A+ , A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+ , C, C-, D+ , D , D-, Pass. Grades
below C-are unsatisfactory. F denotes failure.
There is one provisional grade: "Incomplete. " Incomplete is used only
when in the instructor's judgment a student has been prevented from
completing required course work by circumstances beyond his or her
control. Reponsibility for making arrangements to complete course work
rests with the student. If such work is not completed by the first twothirds of the next term in which the student is enrolled for academic
credit at Trinity or elsewhere, or at an earlier date if required by the
instructor, a final grade ofF will be entered on the student's permanent
record card.
At mid-term faculty will report a grade of " U" for any student who is
doing unsatisfactory work and a grade of "ABS" for any student who is
enrolled in a course but not attending it. A copy of all " U" and " ABS"
grades will be sent to the student and the student's adviser.
Grade Point Average and Rank-in-Class
All courses taken at Trinity and all courses taken outside Trinity after
matriculation but with the prior approval of the appropriate Trinity faculty adviser and the Trinity Registrar shall be recorded with applicable
credits and grades on the Trinity Permanent Record Card. All such
courses , credits and grades shall be counted toward the requirement o£36
course credits for the Bachelor's Degree and shall be included in compu·
tations of grade point average and rank-in-class. However, these exceptions prevail: grades such as "Pass," "Credit, " etc. from other institutions
that cannot be translated into Trinity's grading system will be recorded
but will not be used in computations; courses from outside Trinity (except
for those taken in the Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Education
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and through the Twelve-College Exchange) for which a grade lower than
C- has been received will not be recorded.
Grade Point Average is computed by converting each student's letter
grades to their numerical equivalents (i.e., A+= 12, A= 11, A-= 10,
etc.). Fractional course credits are weighted accordingly in this conversion.
Rank-in-class is computed annually and also cumulatively at the end of
a student's third and fourth years. The roster of students comprising any
group when rank-in-class is computed changes for various reasons (i.e.,
students transfer to Trinity, leave Trinity, participate in programs for
which grades are not received, etc.).
Pass-Fail Option
At any registration, any regular, full-time student may elect as part of a
regular full-time program one course, not required for the major, as a
"Pass/Fail" course. This designation may be changed by the student at
any time during the first two weeks of classes. After the first two weeks
and prior to the last two weeks of classes the student may notify the
Registrar that a letter grade is desired in the Pass/Fail course. After
the first two weeks of classes the student may not convert to Pass/Fail
a course which had been elected to take for a letter grade. The same
time periods apply for a course which meets for one-half a term if that
course is designated by a student as a " Pass/Fail" course.
Any student on Academic Probation shall not be permitted to take a
Pass/Fail course during the next two semesters of enrollment after the
incurred Probation.
The Pass/Fail option may be exercised for physical education courses in
addition to the one authorized for academic courses.
Full credit will be granted for a course which has been graded as
"Pass." No credit will be granted for a course graded as "Fail," and "Fail"
will have the same effects upon academic standing as the regular grade of
F.
In the determination of averages, ranks, etc., "Pass" will have no
arithmetic value; such determinations will be based upon the regular
letter grades received.
The Pass/Fail option is the specified grading system for use in the Open
Semester and in Student-Taught Courses. Credit from an Open Semester
may be granted toward the fulfillment of major requirements at the discretion of the major department chairman.
Normal Course Load and Normal Progress toward the Degree
A tudent should plan a schedule of courses in concert with the adviser to
ensure that in four of the eight semesters the course load will allow the
student to earn (on the average) four course credits per semester, and in
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the remaining four semesters, five course credits per semester. Every
candidate for the degree (except one admitted to Trinity College as a
part-time degree candidate) must enroll for at least four course credits in
both the Christmas and Trinity Terms, except that a student may enroll
for fewer than four if:
1. the student obtains the approval of the Academic Affairs Committee to reduce the course load; or
2. the student has 30 course credits or more toward the 36 course
credits required for graduation, in which case the student is free to
distribute courses as desired during the next two terms of the
regular academic year.
Students who wish to register for more than six course credits must
obtain the permission of the Dean of Students.

Freshman, Sophomore, junior and Senior Status
A student who has less than six course credits is classified as a freshman;
one who has at least six but less than sixteen course credits is classified as
a sophomore; one who has at least sixteen but less than twenty-six is
classified as a junior; and one who has received at least twenty-six course
credits is classified as a senior. Thirty-six course credits are required for
graduation.
Admission to the Third Year
Before being admitted to the third year at Trinity College a student must
attain a grade of at least C- for ten course credits.
ACADEMIC LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND CREDIT FOR WORK
IN OTHER COLLEGES

A student who plans to be absent from Trinity College for one or two
terms in order to participate in a program under the auspices of another
academic institution must obtain written approval from the adviser. Well
before April! or November 1, whichever date immediately precedes the
term during which he wishes to study away from Trinity, the student
should discuss his proposed program with the Dean for Educational Services. The Dean, acting for the Curriculum Committee of the faculty , will
assess the acceptability of the program for transfer credit at Trinity. If the
Dean finds the proposed program not acceptable, the student may request the full Committee to review the program and render a final decision on its acceptability. The student must then apply to the Registrar's
Office for an Academic Leave of Absence in order to receive transfer
credit for specific courses. Under certain conditions a student receiving
financial aid from or through Trinity College may continue to receive it
for study away from Trinity (see the Handbook ). Provided that the stu-
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dent maintains good standing and completes satisfactorily the work undertaken, as evidenced by a transcript, and provided notification is given
the Registrar by March 1 or November 1, whichever date immediately
precedes the term in which the student intends to return, readmission
shall be automatic. A small administrative fee is charged those students
who study abroad in a non-Trinity program.
A student may spend the senior year away from Trinity upon approval
of the major department chairman and the Dean fo~ Educational Services.
Work of C- (70) grade or better done at an accredited college may be
counted toward satisfying the requirements for a degree. (See also Grade
Point Average earlier in this section.) If the courses are in the field in
which the student is, or will major, then the prior, written approval of the
department chairman is also required. The applicant must identify the
courses selected and the institution he or she proposes to attend. No
course will be approved that duplicates other work submitted for degree
requirements. The faculty reserves the right to examine the student upon
all such work before allowing credit.
A student is limited to receiving five course credits in a non-Trinity
program for a period of study equivalent to a term at Trinity during the
regular academic year.
Any student desiring credit for work completed through enrollment in
a native program (i.e., one not run or sponsored by an American institution) at an overseas institution must receive, in writing, from the Registrar, with the concurrence of the chairman of the department(s) involved,
prior approval for the amount of credit to be awarded, and what, exactly,
will constitute satisfactory performance in the native program. A
maximum of nine course credits at Trinity will be granted for successful
completion of a full academic year program in a British university.
The number of course credits awarded to a transfer student for work
completed at another institution prior to enrollment in Trinity College
shall not exceed that which the student could reasonably have earned
during a comparable period of residency at Trinity, i.e., an average of
nine course credits per year.
Transfer credit is restricted to courses which, in general, parallel Trinity's own, and/or are of a liberal arts nature. Courses whose primary focus
is the acquisition of technical skills related to professional training, preparation for which does not require exposure to the fundamental bases of
literary, philosophical, interpretive, or scientific understandings, will not
be granted credit. The Registrar will act for the Curriculum Committee in
assessing whether any course taken at another college is acceptable for
credit at Trinity. If a course is interpreted by the Registrar as unacceptable according to the faculty guidelines, the student may request the full
Committee to review the course and render a final decision on its accep-
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tability. With respect to courses used to satisfy a requirement for the
major, it is the option of the student's major department to accept the
course toward satisfaction of its internal requirements. It is the student'
~esponsibility to seek and to secure departmental approval; in the absence
of written approval by the chairman of a major department, it is assumed
that credits earned in a comparable department at another college are not
to be used toward the satisfaction of major requirements.
VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL

It is the policy of Trinity College to permit and, in certain cases , to
encourage students to interrupt their college careers for a semester or a
year of non-academic experience. A student in good academic standing
who decides to interrupt enrollment may voluntarily withdraw by informing the Registrar prior to withdrawal. Such a student shall be automatically readmitted to the College provided notification is given the
Registrar by March 1 or November 1, whichever date immediately precedes the term in which a student intends to return. Students interested
in exploring job opportunities for the period of their withdrawal should
consult the Director of Career Counseling for assistance.
In extraordinary cases , where the Registrar has reason to believe that
the student's proposed return would jeopardize the welfare of the College, the Registrar may petition the Acad mic Affairs Committee to deny
the student readmission. In such cases the Registrar would be expected to
present evidence in behalf of the petition at a formal hearing before the
Academic Affairs Committee. Such a hearing would be conducted in
accordance with the standards of due process developed by said Committee.

TRANSCRIPT SERVICE

The College will furnish transcripts of a student's academic record upon
the student's request subject to the following terms:
1. All requests should be directed to the Transcript Office and mu t
be made in writing by the requester . Requests from third partie
will not be honored.
2. Official transcripts (bearing the College seal and Registrar'
signature) will be sent only to another college or university, to a
business firm or to another official agency. Unofficial transcripts can
be furnished directly to the student.
3. All overdue debts and obligations to the College must be fulfilled as
a prerequisite to transcript service.
4. Transcript fees will vary according to the quantity. The first one i
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free of charge. One dollar each is the normal cost thereafter, except
that multiple copy orders can be accommodated on a reducing scale
of fees and immediate service requests (less than 24 hours) cost
$1-.50.
IRREGULAR CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE

The category of Irregular Candidate is established to aid selected students, who have been admitted to the College as regular candidates for
the degree, to adapt to the Trinity curriculum. Irregular Candidates for
the degree are certain foreign students and students with severe limiting
physical infirmity. Students are placed in this special status only by vote
of the Faculty on the recommendation of the Academic Affairs Committee.
To be awarded a degree, an Irregular Candidate must complete all
degree requirements (see Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree). The
Committee may require that such a student take preparatory or remedial
work and may reduce the course load below the normal load of students in
the class. The status of each Irregular Candidate will be reviewed by the
Committee and, on request, reported to the Faculty, at the end of each
semester. If it appears that a student is unlikely to profit from further
work at Trinity, he or she, like regular students, may be required to
withdraw or helped to transfer.
ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE*

The Determination of Academic Standing
All courses for which a student is registered two weeks after the beginning of each semester are entered on the permanent record as "enrolled
courses." Enrolled courses in which a student receives either a passing or
a failing grade are considered "completed courses" for the purpose of
determining academic standing.
Any courses dropped prior to the final deadline for dropping courses in
any semester are marked "drop" on the permanent record. These courses
do not count as "completed courses."
A student is normally expected to complete four courses for full course
credit in four of the eight semesters and five courses for full credit in the
remaining four semesters. A student may not complete less than three
courses in ahy one semester or less than seven courses in any two consecutive semesters and remain in good academic standing. In special
cases, this rule may be waived by the Academic Affairs Committee.
-These regulations will not apply to students in the Individualized Degree Program .
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Continuance in good academic standing presupposes that an undergraduate student will:
-if completing only three onehave completed four courses in
credit courses or the equivalent, the previous semester, and in the
current semester receive a passing
grade in each course, and a letter
grade of C- or better in two;
receive three passing grades , in- if completing four one-credit
cluding two letter grades of Ccourses or the equivalent,
or better;
receive four passing grades , in-if completing five or more onecredit courses or the equivalent, cluding three letter grades of Cor better;
have had the prior permission of
- if completing fewer than three
the Academic Affairs Committee
one-credit courses,
and receive a grade of C- or better in each;
- and, if enrolled in an Open Sereceive a " Pass' for three or more
mester,
course credits.
At the close of both the Christmas and Trinity Terms , the record of
each student is reviewed. If for any student the determination of academic standing is precluded due to the existence of provisional grade
the review of the record for that term shall be deferred until one or more
final grades are given.

Academic Probation
A student will be placed on academic probation a) if he or she does not
maintain good academic standing as defined above; or b) if he or she fail
for three consecutive terms to attain an average of at least C-; or c) by
vote of the Faculty if at any time it is determined that work has been
neglected.
A student studying away from Trinity on the 12-College Exchange or an
Academic Leave of Absence will have the record for the pe riod of study
away reviewed upon return. A student will be placed on academic probation at Trinity for the period of study away if the record for that period is
probationary according to the standards used in the determination of
academic standing and academic probation at Trinity.
When for any reason a student is placed on Academic Probation, notice
of this action will be given the student and the adviser. An entry specifying Academic Probation will be made on the student's permanent record.
Any student on Academic Probation shall not be permitted to take a
Pass/Fail course during the next two semesters of enrollment after the
Probation is incurred.
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Required Withdrawal
If a student incurs two academic probations in any three consecutive
terms of enrollment at Trinity or on the 12-College Exchange or an Academic Leave of Absence, he or she will be required to withdraw from the
College for one year. In exceptional cases the student may petition the
Academic Affairs Committee for readmission after one semester.
A student will also be required to withdraw from the College for one
year if at any time, in the opinion of the Faculty, neglect of work warrants
suspension.
Students who have been required to withdraw will be offered the
opportunity to explain mitigating circumstances to the Academic Affairs
Committee. If the circumstances warrant it, the Committee may recommend the waiver of required withdrawal, as well as the fulfillment of
special conditions during the succeeding term(s).
If, during a period of required withdrawal, a student wishes to do work
at another accredited college and have it counted at Trinity College, the
Registrar's approval must first be obtained for specific courses to be
taken. A student may petition the Academic Affairs Committee to have
such work credited, 1) after he or she has been in residence at Trinity
College for one term following the period of required withdrawal, and 2)
if work of C-or better in at least four Trinity College courses has been
recorded during this term.
Readmission After Required Withdrawal
Students required to withdraw for any of these reasons are eligible to
apply for readmission. However, each application will be considered on
its merits , and readmission will not be automatic. The student should
submit a petition for readmission through the Registrar to the Academic
Affairs Committee, to reach the Committee not later than March 1 or
November 1, whichever date immediately precedes the term in which
the student intends to return. Blank petition forms are available in the
Office of the Registrar.
NOTICE OF PROCEDURES AND POLICIES REGARDING
STUDENT ACCESS TO EDUCATION RECORDS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE

In conformance with requirements established by the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-380, as amended) and
Federal Regulations related thereto, Trinity College hereby provides
notice of procedures and policies regarding student access to education
records maintained by and at the College. It is the intent of Trinity
College to comply fully with all provisions of the Act, which is most
frequently referred to as the "Buckley Amendment," and for that reason
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the College's prior procedures and policies have been revised so that they
are consistent with the requirements and perceived intent of both the Act
and Regulations interpreting the Act. The College's procedures and
policies must, of course, remain subject to any future modification made
necessary or appropriate as a result of subsequent legislation, regulations,
or judicial and Federal administrative interpretations of the Act.
What follows is an explanation of the Act and the Regulations, and
a description of the procedures and policies adopted by the College
in compliance with the legislation. Questions regarding the legislation and Trinity guidelines should be addressed to the President's Office. Copies of the Act and the Regulations are available for review in that
Office.
The purpose of the Act, as it applies to Trinity College, is two-fold: (1)
to give presently or formerly enrolled Trinity students access to their
individual education records maintained at the College, and (2) to protect
such students' rights to privacy by limiting the transfer of their records
without their consent. "Education records" are defined as those records,
files, documents, and other materials directly related to a student which
are maintained by the College or one of its agents in the normal course of
business.
The Act clarifies that an institution is not required to grant access by
students to certain materials, including: (1) private notes and other materials created by the individual College personnel, provided they are not
revealed to another individual; (2) medical, psychiatric, or similar records
which are used solely in connection with treatment purposes and only
available to recognized professionals or para-professionals in connection
with such treatment (provided, however, that a physician or other appropriate professional of the student's choice may review such records); and
(3) law enforcement records which are kept separate from education records, are maintained for law enforcement purposes only, and are available
only to law enforcement officials. (In each case, student access to such
records is at the sole discretion of the individual who maintains these
materials.)
It should also be noted that the Act specifically indicates that the legislation does not alter the confidentiality of communications otherwise protected by law. To ensure that the College does not compromise the rights
individuals enjoyed prior to the enactment of the legislation, students and
alumni will not be permitted access to materials of an evaluative nature
that were received or placed in files prior to November 19, 1974. Additionally, as provided by the Act, students shall not have the right to see
confidential letters and statements of recommendation placed in education records prior to January 1, 1975, provided that they are used only fo!
the purposes for which they were intended and were solicited or sent
with a documented understanding of confidentiality. The Act further
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stipulates that students do not have the right to see financial records of
their parents. Further, the Regulations specify that the Act is not applicable to records which contain only information relating to a person after he
or she is no longer a student at the College.
As provided by the legislation, students may voluntarily waive their
rights of access to confidential recommendations on or after January 1,
1975, in three areas - admissions, job placement, and receipt of awards.
Under no circumstances, however, can a student be required to waive
this right. (It should be understood that faculty and administrators are not
required to write letters of recommendation on behalf of students, with or
without the use of waivers. ) To execute a waiver, the student will be
asked to sign and date a written form specifying that information to which
he or she voluntarily waives the right of access. Such forms are available
at various College administrative offices, including the Career Counseling
Office and the Registrar·s Office. In waiving his or her right of access, the
student retains the right to be notified, upon request, of the name of each
person who has submitted such a confidential evaluation or recommendation. Moreover, the recommendation may be used only for the purpose
intended. The legislation also stipulates that a waiver may not be required
as a precondition of admission to the College, receipt of financial aid from
the College, or any other services or benefits. The Act clarifies that the
"student" to whom the right of access belongs is defined as any person
concerning whom the College maintains education records or personal
information, but does not include anyone who has not been in attendance
at the College. Thus an applicant for admission to Trinity College who is
not admitted is not given the right under the Act to see or challenge
letters of recommendation or other records. Additionally, the Act does
not give the applicant the right to challenge the College· s decision not to
admit. The rights provided by the Act only accrue to those individuals
who actually enroll at the College.
The legislation also makes it clear that the College has the right to
provide to the parent or legal guardian of a dependent student, as defined
for Federal Income Tax purposes, information about his or her child
without the College· s having to seek the studenf s consent. Thus, upon
the written request of a parent or legal guardian of a dependent student,
the College will provide such information to the extent that it is permitted
by law. Such a policy alters previous College policy which gave every
student of majority age sole power to decide whether his or her parents
are to receive such information as student grades and college bills.
As provided by the Act, the College gives public notice that it retains
the right to publish at its discretion the following categories of information
with respect to each student presently or previously attending the College: the studenf s name, address, telephone listing, date and place of
birth, major field of study, participation in officially recognized activities
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and sports, weight and height of members of athletic teams , dates of
attendance, degrees and awards received, the most recent previous educational agency or institution attended by the student, and other similar
information such as honors received. Students have a right to inform the
College within a reasonable period of time that any or all of this so-called
"directory information" should not be released without prior consent.
Requests by students to suppress from public distribution the abovementiQned information are made annually. As required by the Act, Trinity College has provided and will in the future provide public notice of its
intention to publish such information.
The Act and Regulations thereto contain further information, much of
which is technical and not appropriate for inclusion in this notice. The
College will, of course, be guided by all sections of the Act and Regulations and not solely by those subjects and requirements addressed in this
notice. Again, further clarification and copies of the legislation can be
obtained through the President's Office.
In complying with the legislation, the College has adopted the following procedures and policies in addition to those noted above:
A. Except for those parties stated below, no one shall have access to
education records without the written consent of the student concerned. The exceptions to the consent requirement are:
1. Faculty and staff members determined by the appropriate record keeper to have legitimate educational interests in seeing the
records in question.
2. Authorized Federal and State officials auditing Federallysupported education programs and State officials to whom information from student records is required by statute adopted
prior to November 19, 1974, to be disclosed.
3. Persons processing a student's financial aid application , or receipt of financial aid but only to the extent of (1) determining
eligibility, amount, and conditions for aid and (2) enforcing such
conditions or terms.
4. Organizations conducting studies on behalf of educational agencies in connection with predictive tests, student aid programs,
and the improvement of instruction provided that the identity of
students is not revealed to other than representatives of such
organizations and the information is destroyed when no longer
needed for study purposes.
5. Recognized accrediting organizations carrying out their accrediting functions.
6. Parents or legal guardian of a student who is dependent upon
such parents or legal guardian for Federal Income Tax purposes
(discussed above).
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7. To comply with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena
provided reasonable notice in advance of compliance is sought.
8. Officials of another school in which the student seeks or intends
to enroll, provided notice requirements are met.
9. In an emergency, appropriate persons, as determined by the
keeper of the records, if the knowledge of information from a
student's record is necessary to protect property or the health or
safety of the student or other persons. The factors to be taken
into account in determining whether personally identifiable information from the education records of a student may be disclosed include:
a. The seriousness of the threat to the health or safety of the
student or other individuals;
b. The need for the information to meet the emergency;
c. Whether the parties to whom the information is disclosed
are in a position to deal with the emergency;
d. The extent to which time is of the essence in dealing with the
emergency.
B. Records released to any organization, agency, or individual shall be
transmitted with a notice informing the recipient that such information is released only on the condition that the recipient will not
permit any other party to have access to such information without
the written consent of the student.
C. Each office which maintains education records shall maintain a record for each student which shall list all individuals (except institution officials described above), agencies, or organizations which
have requested or obtained access to such student's education record.

D. A student may inspect material belonging to his or her education
record solely at the office which is responsible for maintaining such
information. Any office may require that the student inspect that
r cord only in the presence of the office head who may assist in
int rpreting the information. Each office has the ultimate responsibility for establishing appropriate procedures; however, each office
has b en instructed to ask that the student's request be made in
writing, and where appropriate, in person. On request, the student
may be required to properly identify himself or herself in filing a
request and prior to having access to his or her records. The student
is obligated to examine the record during reasonable hours at the
place the record is maintained and not to interfere with the operation of the office in which the record is being maintained.
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E. Under the Act, the College has 45 days from the time of request
until it must comply with the request.
F. In some instances, materials which are a part of a student's own
record may include references to other students. In such cases, the
individual student's right to disclosure is iimited to only that part of
the record that pertains to him or her. The Act does not give the
student an absolute right of inspection of all such materials. At the
College's discretion, a student can be informed of such materials, as
specified by the Act, but may legally be denied inspection of them.
G. Unless and until the College is provided with a written statement of
permission by the author, confidential letters and statements of
recommendation received prior to January 1, 1975, and evaluative
materials received prior to November 19, 1974, will remain
confidential and inaccessible to students. Materials received after
these dates will not be treated as confidential by the College and
will be accessible to students upon request.
H. Copies of records accessible to students shall be transmitted to the
student upon payment of the established fee for issuing such copies.
I. A student who believes the information contained in his or her
education records is inaccurate or misleading or violates privacy or
other rights may request that the College amend them. A student
who seeks to question such information will be requested to state
the basis for the challenge in writing to the head of the office where
the student's records are maintained. The head of the office may, if
it is considered that circumstances warrant, alter the material in
accordance with the assertion(s) made in the student's challenge. If,
however, the office head believes the challenge is not warranted,
the matter will be referred in a reasonable period after request to a
Board of Inquiry, impanelled by the Dean of Students, for an arbitration hearing. The student shall be given notice of the date, place
and time reasonably in advance of the hearing. The purpose of the
hearing is to afford the student a full and fair opportunity to challenge and correct any inaccurate, misleading or inappropriate information about the student. The procedures for a hearing will
ensure that a decision is rendered by disinterested persons. The
Board of Inquiry, composed of one undergraduate, one faculty
member and one administrator, will provide the student and the
office head full opportunity to present their respective positions and
to cross-question one another. Excluded from the panel will be any
party who has a direct interest in the outcome of the hearing. The
Board will also hear witnesses when appropriate. The student may
be assisted or represented by individuals of his or her choice at his
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or her own expense, including an attorney. The hearing will otherwise be guided by the applicable provisions for due process spelled
out in the Administrative Procedures in Matters of Discipline and
Dispute, as modified to conform with the requirements of the Act.
Within a reasonable time after the conclusion of a hearing, the
Board will issue a written decision, copies of which will be provided
to the student and the office head. This decision will be binding.
The decision of the College shall be based solely upon the evidence
presented at the hearing and shall include a summary of the evidence and the reasons for the decision.

J. If,

as a result of the hearing, the College decides that the information is inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the student, it shall amend the education
records of the student accordingly and so inform the student in
writing.
K. If, as a result of the hearing, the College decides that the information is not inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the
privacy or other rights of the student, it shall inform the student of
the right to place in the education records a statement commenting
upon the information in the education records and/or setting forth
any reasons for disagreeing with the decision of the College.
Any such explanation placed in the education records of the student
shall:
1. Be maintained by the College as a part of the education records
of the student as long as the record or contested portion thereof
is maintained by the College, and
2. If the education records of the student or contested portion
thereof is disclosed by the College to any party, the explanation
shall also be disclosed to that party.
L. Except as permitted by the legislation, transcripts of or information
concerning a studenf s education record will be released to individuals or parties outside the College only with the written consent
of the student or under subpoena, in which case the student will be
notified. The Act requires that the studenf s written consent indicate which records are to be released, the reasons for such release,
and to whom the copies are to be released. A copy of the material to
be released may be requested by the student.

Student records on file in the various College offices are described below:
A. Registrar's Office:
The Registrar's Office maintains for each student a folder which
contains various categories of infonnation retained over different
periods of time.
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1. ReAdmissions: Student application for admission to the College,
supporting documents for admission (e.g. photographs, essays,
etc.), secondary school academic records, student CEEB scores,
student Advanced Placement scores, American College Testing
Program Student Profile Report, Trinity College letter of admissions acceptance, student acceptance of admission offer, student
Advanced Placement scores, Advanced Placement description of
course taken and teacher recommendations re credit, and previous college transcripts of transfer students.
2. Re Financial Aid (Prior to 1966): Notice of approval of student
loan, notice of work-study employment, notice of award of scholarship, application for loan, letter from student accepting financial aid, need analysis of financial aid applicant/recipient, parents' confidential statement, and student budget.
3. Re Registrar Functions: Academic record card (i.e., transcript)
and information regarding statements of grades, rank in class,
credits, course selections, schedules, course exemptions, registrations, leaves of absence, readmission, required withdrawal,
voluntary withdrawal, course changes, independent study,
graduation requirements, application for major, course changes,
foreign transcripts, open semester applications and studenttaught course descriptions, permission to take reduced course
load, and intensive study program description. Also included in
this category are: Age of Majority notification, Selective Service
Form 109, and correspondence from Registrar's Office to student draft boards.
4. Re Security Office: Motor vehicle card.
5. Re Chaplain's Office: Worship attendance certificate.
6. Re Treasurer's Office: Statement re delinquent student accounts
and the withholding of grades/transcripts.
7. Re Dean for Educational Seroices: Twelve-College Exchange applications and correspondence; Rome Campus correspondence and regulations.
8. Re Library: Overdue book notices and holds on registration.
9. Re Academic Affairs Committee/Dean of Students: Information
regarding academic probation, required withdrawal, censure,
suspension and expulsion, and student housing; mid-term and
academic progress reports to parents and student; reference letters; Junior Adviser Report; room damage reports.

B. Financial Aid Office:
1. Files containing material relating to applications for financial aid
such as:
a. Parents' Confidential Statements, Student's Financial State-
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2.
3.
4.
5.

ments, Trinity Financial Aid Applications, Income Tax Return Forms 1040, and supporting documents.
b. Analyses of student's needs.
c. Notices of awards and sources of funds, including federal
programs administered through the College.
d. Correspondence with students and their families and with
other offices of the College concerning aid applicants and
recipients.
·
e. Informal transcripts of grades.
f. Notices of job referrals and correspondence with employers
of students.
Information relating to awards from sources outside the College
such as state and local scholarship programs, Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, and Guaranteed Insured Student Loans.
Records of student earnings.
Copies of loan transactions for the current academic year.
Ledger cards with identifying data and composite records of
awards, resources, attendance, grades, rank in class, scores,
majors, and related information.

C. Career Counseling Office:
1. Student Questionnaires, including such information as resident
address, course selection, career objectives.
2. Interview logs, letters of recommendation, correspondence.
3. Vocational testing data.
D. Dean of Students Office:
1. Records of fines, pensums, restrictions, admonitions, and disciplinary actions leading to suspension, dismissal or expulsion.
2. Letters of recommendation and correspondence with students. ·
3. Letters relating to reduced course load, poor mid-term grades,
academic probation, and required withdrawal.
4. Housing contracts, room-condition reports, and letters assessing
charges for damages to residential facilities.
5. File copies of I. D. photos of currently enrolled students.
E. Alumni Office:
1. Statistical data on alumni by degree, geographic areas, class and
occupation.
2. Alumni awards.
3. Alumni records of the College.
4. Alumni correspondence.
F. Other Off1Ces:
Several other offices retain limited information regarding students.
These include the Treasurer's Office (e.g. student" loan account
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statements), Public Information Office (e.g. address and activity
cards), Security Office (e.g. registration of motor vehicles and bicycles), College Counselors (e.g. personal psychiatric histories),
Infirmary (e.g. personal medical histories), and Admissions Office
(e. g. applicant information card).
It should be noted that the scope of records maintained for students
may vary greatly depending on individual circumstances. In most cases,
student files do not contain many of the types of records noted above.
While a number of such records have been accessible to students in the
past, certain records will remain confidential and not open to students as
provided in the Act and Regulations and as explained above. Moreover,
the Act does not deny the College the right to destroy any records if not
otherwise precluded by law unless prior to destruction the eligible student has requested access. (One of the intentions of the legislation was to
encourage colleges and universities to reduce the number of records
which they have previously maintained. The destruction of records is not
inconsistent with the spirit of the law.)
Finally, the Act requires that a written record be kept with the education records of each student, indicating all parties outside the College
who have requested or obtained access to the records. The record must
also indicate the legitimate interest that each party has in obtaining the
information. As noted previously, the Act does not require the student's
prior consent to the release of such files or information to Trinity College
faculty or administrators who have a "legitimate educational interest'' in
seeing the material, or to certain other persons, agencies, and organizations specified above and in the Act. Access and release forms are available in those College offices which keep student files.
In conclusion, two points should be reemphasized. First, the College
intends to comply fully with the intent and spirit of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act and the Regulations related thereto.
Second, the policies and procedures of the College remain subject to
modification made necessary or appropriate as a result of subsequent
legislation, regulations, or judicial and Federal administrative interpretations of the Act. Any questions regarding the legislation or the College's
procedures and policies should be directed .to the President's Office.

NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION AND APPOINTMENT OF
TITLE IX COMPLIANCE OFFICER

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination
on the basis of sex in all federally funded education programs. The regulation implementing Title IX, effective July 21, 1975, specifies a number of
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actions that e ducational institutions receiving fede ral funds must take in
order to be in compliance with the law.
Trinity College supports the language and intent of this legislation, and
seeks to comply fully with Title IX requirements. In conformance with
uch legislation , the Colle ge provides notice here to its students ,
employees, applicants , and others that Trinity College , as required by
Title IX and its regulation , does not discriminate on the basis of sex in the
e ducational programs or activities which it operates. This policy and requirement of nondiscrimination extend to both admission to and
employme nt in the College.
Pursuant to Title IX regulation , Trinity College also gives notice of the
appointment of Thomas D. Lips , Director of Institutional Affairs , as the
officer who is responsible for the coordination of efforts by the College to
comply with and carry out requirements and responsibilities under Title
IX. Mr. Lips has an office in room 303 of Downes Memorial Clock Tower.
His office extension is 4 72 or 235.
NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION AND
APPOINTMENT OF COMPLIANCE OFFICER
PURSUANT TO SECTION 504, REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973, AS AMENDED
( NONDISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF HANDICAP)

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, prohibits
discrimination on the basis of handicap in any program or activity receiving fede ral financial assistance. The regulations implementing Section
504, effective June 3, 1977, specify a number of actions that educational
institutions receiving federal funds must take in order to be in compliance
with the law.
Trinity College supports the language and intent of this legislation, and
seeks to comply fully with Section 504 requirements. In conformance
with such legislation, the College provides notice here to its students,
employees, applicants , and others that Trinity College , as required by
Section 504 and its regulations , does not discriminate on the basis of
handicap in the educational programs or activities which it operates. This
policy and requirement of nondiscrimination extend to both admission to
and employment in the College .
Pursuant to Section 504 and implementing regulations, Trinity College
also gives notice of the appointment of Thomas D. Lips, Director of
Institutional Affairs, as the officer who is responsible for the coordination
of efforts by the College to comply with and carry out requirements and
responsibilities under Section 504 and the implementing regulations. Mr.
Lips has an office in room 303 of Downes Memorial Clock Tower. His
office extension is 4 72 or 235.
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HONORS AT GRADUATION

The excellence of a student in the general work of his or her college
course, or in the work of individual departments, is r cognized at graduation by the award of honor rank in general scholarship, or in subjects in
which the student has shown proficiency.
The two members of the senior class having the highest standing are
designated, respectively, Valedictorian and Salutatorian.
Honors in the major are awarded at graduation. They are noted on the
commencement program of the year in which they are awarded and in the
next issue of the Trinity College Bulletin, Catalogue Issue. Honors in the
major are awarded on the basis of all a student's work completed through
and including the General Examination (if required in the particular
major). All courses taken after matriculation are normally used to determine a student's eligibility. (See also Grade Point Average earlier in thi
section.) Letter grades in a minimum of twelve course credits are required for eligibility for Honors in General Scholarship.
Students attaining the grade of A- or better in all courses required for
the degree are graduated with the title of OPTIMUS.
Honors are awarded in General Scholarship on the basis of cumulative
grade average alone to the top 3% of the graduating class or to those with
an average of A- or better, whichever number of students is le s. Students with an incomplete on their records are automatically excluded
from consideration.
Departments and Programs may recommend to the Faculty for Honor
students who have achieved excellence in eight de ignated courses. Special examinations and a satisfactory the is may also be prescribed. Students are advised to consult the departmental chairmen or program advisers concerning specific requirements.
HONOR SOCIETIES

Phi Beta Kappa, founded in 1776, is an honor society dedicated to
humane scholarship. Members are elected from among tho e student
who have achieved highest general scholastic standing. On the basis of it
charter, the Chapter stipulates that persons elected to membership shall
be men and women of honor, probity, and learning. Election to Phi Beta
Kappa is widely regarded as a mark of highest distinction. The Trinity
Chapter, known as the Beta of Connecticut, was chartered by the Yale
Chapter, the Alpha of Connecticut, on June 16, 1845, and is the eighth
oldest chapter of Phi Beta Kappa in the United States.
Pi Gamma Mu, a national social science honor society, was founded in
1924. The Trinity College Chapter, known as Connecticut Alpha, received its charter in 1936. The society has as its purpose the recognition of
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outstanding scholarship in the social sciences. Members are elected by
unanimous vote from among graduate students and undergraduates of the
senior and junior classes who have achieved superior rank in scholarship
in the ocial sciences. The society is also empowered to elect to memberhip per ons who have distinguished themselves in public service.
Delta Phi Alpha, the national German honorary society, was founded in
1929. The Trinity Chapter, Delta Upsilon, was chartered on March 7,
195 . Delta Phi Alpha seeks to recognize excellence in the study of German and to provide an incentive for higher scholarship. In so doing it aims
to promote the study of the German language, literature, and civilization,
and endeavors to emphasize those aspects of German life and culture
which are of universal value. To qualify for membership, students must
distinguish themselves scholastically both in German and in other
courses , and must give evidence of continuing interest in the German
language and German culture.
Sigma Delta Pi, the national honor society in Spanish, was established
in 1919. The Trinity College Chapter was chartered on April27, 1977. Its
purpose is to honor those who attain excellence in the study of the language, literature and culture of the Hispanic peoples. To qualify for
membership students must have distinguished themselves both in
Spanish courses and in their other courses, and they must have participated in activities connected with the study of Spanish.
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Courses of Instruction
KEY TO COURSE NUMBERS, COURSE CREDITS

Odd-numbered courses are offered in the Christmas term (SeptemberDecember); even-numbered courses are offered in the Trinity term
(January-May). A course offered outside its normal sequence is modified
by the notation (1) or (2) immediately following the three-digit course
number. A (1) following the course number indicates that the course is
offered in the Christmas term; a (2) indicates that it is offered in the
Trinity term.
Courses are identified by numbers ranging from 100 to 699. Freshman
level courses are numbered 100 to 199, sophomore level 200 to 299,
junior level 300 to 399, and senior level courses 400 to 499. Graduate
courses are numbered 500 to 699.
Independent Study courses , in addition to the courses listed in this
bulletin, are available by special arrangement. Permission is required of
the instructor and the department chairman.
All courses, except those in Physical Education, normally meet
throughout the semester, and earn 1 or 114 course credits. A lecture
course meets 3 hours a week for a semester and earns 1 course credit (the
equivalent of 3 semester hours); a laboratory course meets 3 hours a week
for lecture plus 3 hours a week for laboratory, and earns 114 course credits
(the equivalent of 4 semester hours). Courses which meet for irregular
lengths of time or which earn either more or less than 1 course credit, are
so designated in the course description. Physical Education courses meet
for~ · semester and earn 14 course credit.
Courses which meet throughout the year, and which require completion of the entire course in order to earn credit for any part of the course,
are hyphenated, e.g., History 403-404. Course numbers joined by a
hyphen also designate certain courses which combine the work of 2 full
semester courses within one semester, e.g. , Greek 101-102.
Symbols
(1)
course offered in the Christmas term (out of sequence)
(2)
course offered in the Trinity term (out of sequence)
[]
course not offered in the current academic year; will be offered
within the five following semesters
L
Laboratory course
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M
T

Monday
Tuesday
w Wednesday
Th Thursday
F
Friday
TBA To be arranged (instructor or meeting time)

Freshman Seminars
Normally, each entering freshman chooses a Seminar as one of his courses
during his first term at Trinity. The Freshman Seminar Instructor serves
as the faculty adviser for his seminar students (see Advising). James L.
West, Assistant Professor of History, is the Coordinator of the Freshman
Seminar Program.
The Freshman Seminars for 1977-1978 are:
Understanding the Creative Process: Perceiving Through Movement
In this seminar, the question of creativity will be examined - how it is defined and what role
it plays in our education and life experience. We will examine some of the attitudes towards
creativity that we find implicitly or explicitly reflected in various cultural institutions as well
as look at the definitions of creativity that others have developed. The class will meet three
times each week; one day we will discuss the readings, the other two will emphasize our
direct experience of a creative learning process together. In this part of the class, we will
explore movement as our primary form of expression and communication. We will conceptualize the elements of movement in order to utilize them most effectively in creative
problem solving. Emphasis will also be placed on translating movement experiences into
verbal and written expression. This experience will be evaluated with regard to the readings
and films in order to develop a fuller understanding of creativity and the creative process.
This seminar will meet twice a week for one hour and fifteen minutes, and once a week for
an hour and a half. Special activities will include films and occasional guest speakers.
Students will be required to keep a journal, as well as writing six to eight short papers
throughout the semester. A final project will also be required. Major readings for the course
will include: Dell, Cecily. Primer for Movement Description; Ghiselin, Brewster. The Creative Process (selections); Huang, A. Embrace Tiger, Return to Mountain; Kubie, Lawrence.
Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Process (suggested); Langer, Suzanne. Problems of Art
(selections); Maslow, Abraham . The Farther Reaches of Human Nature (selections); Orenstein, Robert. Psychology of Consciousness; Richards, M. C. Crossing Point (selections). Dworin M 1:(~·3:00 ; Tfh 11:20-12:35

Learning, Experience and the Environment
This course is designed to explore the role of experience in education using the natural
setting as its teaching medium. It will be an action-oriented course where the students will
be taken out of the traditional classroom wherever possible. Student involvement will be
extensive. The time commitment will be great in order to provide the opportunities to
experience the environment. Students will be asked to participate in at Least two weekend
and three Sunday activities. Much of the responsibility for course design and logistics will be
theirs . Support skills to be covered may include outdoor activities (hiking, backpacking,
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biking, canoeing, rock climbing, cross country skiing, etc.). Urban experiences may also be
included. Students will be encouraged to integrate the academic to the world around them.
Emphasis will be placed on the education aspects, environmental awareness and group
interaction. Some Outward Bound concepts will be employed such as initiative testing and
problem solving approach. Readings will deal with these areas and writing will cover analysis and conceptualization of the experiences. People who enjoy "doing" as well as thinking
are invited to enroll. -Millspaugh M 1:15-3:55
Foundations of American Tradition
This course is an inquiry into the nature of a changing American society utilizing historical
material as the primary tool of analysis. Key personalities who have either established
American values and modes of thinking or challenged the status-quo via their thoughts and
actions will be examined. Business and political ethics, social morality and religion are only a
few of the areas that make up the American system of values and virtues. Looking at the men
and women who developed and tested it over the past two centuries can only heighten our
understanding of the changes that this system is currently undergoing. A few of the thinkers
to be examined are B. Franklin, H. D. Thoreau, H. B. Stowe, M. Veber, and . W.
Plunkitt. - Champ Tih 1:15-2:30
Heroes and Hero Worship
This course will focus on "heroic" literature (particularly epic poems, drama, and film) in
cultures ranging from ancient Greece to modern Europe. By discussing literary patterns and
by asking questions about the nature of each culture, we will attempt to determine why
diverse cultures have created particular heroic myths. Works read (or seen) will be selected
from the Iliad; the Odyssey; Beowulf the Nibelungenlied; The Godfather; Shakespeare,
Macbeth and Henry IV, Part I; Goethe, Faust; Wagner, the Ring of the Nibelungs; Brecht,
Mother Courage and Her Children; The Triumph of the Will (German propaganda film);
Lena Wertmuller, Seven Beauties (film). Weekly papers will be required. - Riggio W
1:30-4:00
Psychological Problems in Contemporary Society
The statistics concerning the number of individuals who have fallen victim to a variety of
environmental stresses created within our society continue to mount. As victims, these
individuals display behavior ranging from learned helplessness, neuro es and psychoses, to
violence and vandalism, child abuse, undeveloped intellectual skill and the like. Assuming
such statistics are reliable, can we find causal links between such behaviors and specific
social conditions such as prejudice and segregation , living in ghettos, violence on television
and in other media, institutional controls and practices as found in government, labor,
mental institutions, prisons or school systems and broad economic conditions? B. F. Skinner
believes such links do exist and such deviant behavior is not primarily related to the basic
"nature" of the human individual. That is, we are not born aggressive, violent, competitive.
elitist, etc. such that our survival depends upon the d struction of the other per on either
physically or verbally. However, he does believe that unless we reshape our society, the
survival of our species is in doubt and is left to chance. This b lief will be the central issue of
the seminar and will provide the focus for a final paper written by seminar tudents. Prior to
this final paper, the seminar will operate as follows: Each week, students will be assigned a
set of readings. Students will write short papers on the readings and discuss how the topics
covered in the readings relate to the central issue. Some of these readings will be in novel
form while others will center around works of Skinner and others who have written about
some of the problems mentioned earlier. Other activities will hopefully include several film
and a visit to a local mental institution. Major readings for the course will include: Kesey,
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest; Green , I Never Promised You a Rose Garden; The
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Learning Tree; Haley, Roots; Skinner, Walden Two and Beyond Freedam and Dignity;
Aronson, The Social Animal. -Doten TTh 2:40
Sport in Literature
This course proposes to examine in some detail one facet of the cultural role of sport-that of
its influence upon literature. Recognizing that sport stories and themes abound in the
newspaper and magazines, this course will undertake readings of a more substantial nature.
Writings of a variety of genres will be included: fiction, non-fiction, novel, satire, biography
and protest literature . The readings will be rather extensive, averaging a book a week.
Seminar sessions will center upon discussion of content, and specific issues raised in the
assigned books . Students will be expected to participate extensively in these discussions,
and will be assigned numerous written papers exploring topics suggested by their reading.
Quizzes may be given occasionally. Debates and other formats may be planned by the group
to diversify class procedure . - McPhee M 7:00-10:00 p .m .
What Is Literature, and What's It For?
What is literature, and what's it for? The questions seem simple but have turned out to be
puzzling. Although you have spent years studying literature, defining it isn't easy. Yet
society regards literature as important . In fact , every society, no matter how primitive it
seems to us, has its literature. Even societies without written languages have oral
literature-folksongs, tales , myths, oral history, and even recited epics like The Odyssey. So
literature, which seems peripheral to many people now, can't be a frill. If it could be, then
some society somewhere would surely have dispensed with it. Yet could you explain what
literature is and why people have always regarded it as essential? These are the questions
this seminar will investigate . We will , of course, read poems and short stories and plays and
theoretical texts on the nature of literature; but we will go far beyond the ordinary range of
the term literature to consider films , television , biography, history, folk literature, comic
strips, and journalism. To explore the oral aspects of literature, we will attend poetry
readings, plays, and films ; watch videotapes; and listen to recordings. Explore is the crucial
word. The seminar calls for the exploration of the nature and uses of literature in its widest
sense. Consequently, members of the seminar will need plenty of curiosity, imagination,
and willingness to think for themselves , to speak out, and to write in order to join with
others in the exploration. - Kuyk WF 2:40
Organizations and The Individual
Groups of individuals create organizations to attain desired objectives. Similarly, the commitment of scarce resources by individuals (time, expertise, money) directly affects the
health and ultimate survival of organizations. Nevertheless, we live in a period of intense
popular dissatisfaction with many contemporary social institutions and organizations: we are
often cynical about unresponsive and "bureaucratic" governments; our jobs are too frequently dehumanizing and unrewarding; our schools ineffective and repressive; our prisons
consensus failures by most criteria; et cetera. If individuals are essential for the nurture of
organizations, why and how is "individuality" so effectively and consistently denied in
organizations? What roles do individuals play in organizational settings, why, and with what
consequences? Are current organizational forms inappropriate (for the present? for the
future?), and if so, what strategies for change might concerned individuals formulate? We
shall pose these questions as we examine the social psychological dynamics of organized
acti ity. - Waggett TTh 1:15-2:30
Theories of Utopia in Western Civilization
This seminar will undertake a critical examination of the various theories of utopia that have
emerged in the course of western civilization. The need for and function of utopian ideas will
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be discussed, as well as the relationship of th e particular formulations to th e history and
philosophy of their respective countries and epochs . The seminar will follow a format of
readings and general discussions, and may include oral r port and debates if th e student
are so inclined. There will be frequent writing assignments and ither a final pape r or exam.
Major readings for the course will include: Plato . Republic; St. Augu tine. City of God;
Campanella, Thomas . City of the Sun; More, Sir Thomas . Utopia; Bacon, Francis. The New
Atlantis; and selected writings of Saint-Simon, Charles Fourie r, Proudhon , Robert Owen
and Karl Marx. - Bianchini WF 1:15-2:30
Modem European Intellectual History
The seminar will deal with the major currents of European and Russian intellectual history
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries . Main them s will include the dilemma of the
intellectual in mass societies, the rise of fascism and communism, war and the collapse of
liberalism . Readings will include Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Nietzsche, Mann , Koestle r, Sartre,
Solzhenitsyn, Speer, Pasternak, Grave , Orwell, and others. - Kassow T 7:00p.m.
The Greco-Roman Mind
An investigation of the spirit, genius, and temperament of the Greeks and Romans as
evidenced in their literature . The nature of the heroic, tragic, comic, philo ophic, and satiric
will be studied in the authors from Homer to Juvenal, from ca. 700 B. C. to ca. A. D. 130. All
works will be read in English . In addition to reading the authors, certain secondary ource
will be studied to help illuminate the seminar topic. Short weekly paper , as well as group
discussion, will be required . Major readings for the course will include: Homer's Iliad and
Odyssey, in their entirety. - J. C . Williams TTh 1:15-2:30

Strange Love Affairs
This seminar will attempt to establish to what extent love relations of an unconventional sort
have fortified , disrupted, or otherwise influenced the character or productivity of a number
of famous historical and literary figures . Individuals to be treated include Harold icolson
and Vita Sackville-West, Lord Byron and his half-sister Augusta, Paul Verlaine and Arthur
Rimbaud, Edgar Allan Poe and Virginia Clem , George Eliot and George Henry Lewe ,
Vincent van Gogh and assorted women . Classroom activity will involve one presentation per
student, followed by a general discussion. The objectives of the course are to de elop an
interest in biography and to improve and refine writing skills to such a point that a publishable book will result from the combined efforts of the seminarists. - Hook TTh 1:15-2:30
Literature and Politics
A comparative literary consideration in the creative writings of Kazantzakis , Malraux, Koe tier, Silone, Orwell, Hemingway, Gironella and others of such the mes as th e attraction to
and disillusionment with communism; the clandestine protest against fascist totalitarianism;
the struggle between these two ideologies played out against the background of the Spani h
Civil War; the literary artist as a politically committed individual. Our reading will be mostl
in novels but also in poetry and drama. Films both documentary ("To Die in Madrid") and
artistic ("For Whom the Bell Tolls") will be viewed. Several short papers and one final
imaginative term paper will be required. - Campo M 7:00-8:15 p .m. ; W 2:40-3:55
Survival of the Individual in Modem Society
This seminar will explore the problems of decision making in th e context of modem technology, culture and society. The value and limits of science and technology in making rational
and humane choice will be examined. Topics to be discussed will range from global and
societal issues of ecology, human rights, and world peace to p r onal and communitarian
questions of individual freedom , values clarification , and life philosophy. A central problem
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will be to determine to what degree science and technology can be used in making decisions
which better balance the benefits and possible undesirable side effects of technological
impro ements. Dilem mas and problems of modem living will be presented as case studies
for analysis and student response . Lastly, the role of education will be examined as an
alternative influ ence on the direction of the future. Weekly papers and readings will be
assigned along with a final project to be completed and presented to the class. Moseby WF 1:15
Violence In America: An Historical Inquiry
It is often said that the United States has been largely immune to the intense social strife and
political turmoil which have characterized the historical development of other nations .
While it may be tme that Americans have managed to avoid certain types of conflict
prevalent elsewhe re , there is no denying that collective violence has figured prominently in
our history. The purpose of the seminar is to explore this darker side of the American
experience in order to understand why various groups have resorted to violence and what
th e consequences have been . Among the forms of violence to be examined are political
insurrections, slave revolts , labor-management stmggles, vigilantism, and racial and ethnic
conflict. Though historical works will predominate, some use will also be made of literary
and social science materials. Through the weekly discussions 'and frequent short papers,
students will have ample opportunity to develop skills of historical analysis and interpretation. -Spencer M 1:15

Families, Societal Institutions, and Children
The seminar will examine some changing cultural institutions in America, focusing on their
impact on family stmcture and childhood. Specific attention will be paid to the day-care and
pre-school education movements. What might their effect on the family be? Is early separation from parents healthy for the child? Comparisons with alternate types of child-rearing in
other cultures will be made . Two additional institutions that now have an ever-increasing
role in the socialization of the child are television and the schools. What should the relation
between these institutions and the family be? Who is to decide what values are presented,
and in what ways are these institutions to be regulated? The seminar will include readings,
discussion , and student presentations on these issues. A series of short papers on specific
assignments , and a larger independent research paper will also be required . - Fink TTh
2:40
Crisis and Prediction
Signs seem to proliferate of a faltering of western civilization , possibly of a complete breakdown of contemporary economic, political and above all cultural patterns. Such portents
provoke, or should provoke, two serious questions: (1) How can I tell reliable from unreliable signs? (2) If reliable signs point toward disorder or collapse, what course of action can I
intelligently follow and persuade others to follow with me? Using three texts (Jan Huizinga,
In the Shadow of Tomorrow; E. F. Schumacher, Small Is Beautiful; Peter Passell and
Leonard Ross , The Retreat from Riches), the seminar will ask and attempt to answer both
questions. Short papers . Long arguments. - Martin TTh 8:30-9:55
Job and His Friends
An exploration of one of the great pieces of world literature . There have been parallels in
ancient cultures (Egypt and Babylonia) and reinterpretations in more recent literature
(Blake and MacLeish), but none probe so deeply nor so subtly the basic themes of human
existence: life and death, good and evil, strength and weakness, pride and vanity, stmggle
and despair, suffering and defeat . What does it mean to be human? How can one endure
terror and pain ? How can I affirm life? Is God dead or alive? Does he dare to confront the
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agonies of the righteous man and th doubts of th b liever? Th s themes will be examined
in their ancient context and in modem interpretations of job. The cours will emphasize
discussion of the assigned readings and will b evaluated on the basi of participation in
these discussions and submission of four essay . - Gettier TTh 9:55
Communism and Fascism: An Exploration in Comparative History
This seminar will study the origins and developm nt of th two great mass political mo ements of the twentieth century, Communism and Fasci m, as they arose in Rus ia and
Germany. Historical, literary and cin magraphic source will b us d to explore the larger
implications of these movements for our und rstanding of the natur of mod m man and his
society. -West Th 7:00p.m .
Government in the United States Economy
This seminar will analyze the role of government in the U.S. conomy. An historical and
theoretical perspective will be pr s nted, along with analysis of curr nt federal, ocial and
economic policy. Historical topics will include a discussion of the role of government in
westward expansion during the 19th c ntury, Roos velt's "New D al, " and Johnson's " Great
Society" programs. Current issues will include unemployment, health care, and defense.
The format for the discussion of current issues will include analysis of the problems and
discussion of current and alternative solutions. Th primary goal of this s minar is to provide
the student with a firm basis for under tanding present and futur U.S. economic policie .
Concurrently, the seminar will end avor to develop the students' capacity for sound argument, analytical thought, and clear and con cis writing. Brief w ekly or bi-monthly writing
assignments will be given, along with one major paper on a topic of the student's choice. o
examinations are planned at this time. - Belling r TTh 1:1~2:30
Politics and Oral Communication
This seminar has two basic objectives: first, to provide memb rs of the seminar with a
variety of first-hand experiences and insights into practical politics; second, to improve each
student's skills in oral communications. There will be opportunities for memb rs of the
seminar to work in local campaign , participate in voter regi tration drive , man party
headquarters, write press releases, and perform a variety of other parti an activities. The
academic component will include a review of Robert's Rules of Procedure. We will use play ,
novels, and famous speeches as a basis for oral communication. Stud nts will debate
selected issues, lead group discussions, prepare formal spe ches for one another, and learn
to provide constructive criticism. Included as part of the seminar will be formal in truction
on the use of the library; briefings on special academic program , such as the Legislati e
Internship Program, working for a semester, and 12-College Exchange. There will be two
social fw1ctions, one planned by the instructor, the other planned by the students. McKee TTh 9:55
Energy Alternatives
Supplying the energy ne ds of our p ople is curr ntly one of our great t cone ms . While
American fuel bills skyrocket, the oil nations are growing mor powerful both conomically
and politically. In respons , energy technologies pr ently u dar being r valuated, and
alternate ources, including solar, wind and g oth rmal en rgy , are being explored . Thi
seminar will discuss th physical principl s of en rgy supply, and the social, economic, and
environmental costs of different energy types. Per on interested in areas principall outside the sciences are invited to participate; t chnical a pect of nergy will be treated at an
elementary le el. Students will r port r gularly on topics of their sp cial int re t, and will
complet a term proj ct related to an alternate energy ource . The seminar will be enriched
by including guest lecturer to lead s s ions relat d to their ar a of xp rtise . Th group will
make field trips to energy installation in the Hartford area. - Ahlgr n TTh 9:55
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Lifestyles and Community
We will reflect as a group upon the nature and development of our wants, beliefs, goals and
values. We will focus upon the influence of socialization in forming our personality and
shaping our ways of interacting with others. Readings will be drawn from moral and political
philosophy, psychology, sociology and political economy. Major topics will be individuality,
autonomy, self-esteem, conformity, happiness, alienation , love, elitism and authoritarianism. Alternative forms of social interaction and personality development will be
evaluated as possible means to gaining more control over and sense of worth in our lives. Puka T 7:00p.m.
The Concept of Soul in Western Thought
Are persons qualitatively distinct from other material objects? That is, can persons be
distinguished from computers or high-level thinking organisms? In order to establish the
uniqueness of persons, philosophers have developed the concept of the soul, or consciousness, which interrelates with material bodies. In this seminar we will examine both literary
and philosophical attempts to define man's awareness of himself as a thinking, conscious
being possessing unique entity, soul. Works of philosophers as well as literary thinkers will
be extensively examined in an attempt to determine the relationship which exists between
the material and nonmaterial aspects of a person . Attention will also be paid to the moral and
metaphysical implications to such issues as abortion, euthanasia, personal identity. Formal
requirements will consist of papers and oral presentations based on the readings. Rudavsky TTh 9:55
Mathematics: Its Life and Times
Mathematics is usually studied without much time or attention being given either to its own
historical development or to its relationship to the history and culture of the times in which
it is developed . This seminar cannot be an exhaustive treatment of such matters, but in it we
will give as much time and attention as we can to considering the more interesting and
intriguing aspects of some of them . The student who selects this seminar need not have an
extensive background in school mathematics or be clever mathematically. The qualities
which are expected in the members of the seminar are some curiosity about the development of ideas in an area in which many of us are inadequately informed, and a willingness to
think about the inter-relation of these ideas with other forces at particular times. The
sell)inar will meet three times a week, and assignments will be given for each meeting.
Members of the seminar will be expected to contribute to and participate in the seminar
consistently, in the form of brief oral reports and short written papers. There will also be one
or two longer papers by each student, on a subject of special interest to him or her, dealing
with topics which have not had the general attention of the seminar or which go beyond the
treatment given in the seminar sessions. The principal references will probably be: Eves,
Howard . An Introduction to the History of Mathematics , Rev. Ed., and Kline, Morris.
Mathematics in Western Culture. -Stewart MWF 11:30
Fiction, Film, and History: Portraying the Maritime Experience in the Age of Sail
This course will relate historical understanding to the literary imagination by examining as
historical materials selected English and American works generally regarded as classics of
maritime literature , together with some of their movie versions. By establishing the interrelationship of historical event, imaginative literature, and the corresponding "saltwater
celluloid," the class will critically assess the interaction of the human past with attempts to
express and explain that past. For class discussion students will prepare frequent brief,
analytical essays which will examine the nature of history and will consider the historical
possibilities and limitations of the course materials, as well as their common pertinence to
basic issues of man, nature , and society through life at sea. Reading assignments will include
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Nordhoff and Hall's Mutiny on the Bounty with William Bligh's own account of the Bounty's
cruise, C . S. Forester's Lieutenant Hornblower, Melville's Moby-Dick and Billy Budd,
Dana's Two Years Before the Mast, Kipling's Captains Courageous , and Conrad's The
Nigger of the "Narcissus." Major readings for the course will include: Nordhoff and Hall.
Mutiny on the Bounty (Pocket Books edition); Melville, Herman. Moby-Dick (Norton Critical Edition); Bligh, William. The Mutiny on Board H. M. S. Bounty (Airmont Classics
edition); Dana, Richard Henry. Two Years Before the Mast (Washington Square Press
Collateral Classic edition); Melville, Herman. Billy Budd, Foretopman (Bantam Pathfinder
edition); Kipling, Rudyard. Captains Courageous (Bantam Pathfinder edition); Forester,
C. S. Lieutenant Hornblower (Pinnacle Books edition); these are all paperback editions;
some titles may no longer be available in these particular editions. - Sloan Tfh 9:55--11:10
and occasional Wednesdays, 7:00-9:00 p.m. for films.
Seers, Saints and Sages: An Analysis of the Religious Personality
This seminar will examine the lives and teachings of selected visionaries, mystics , prophets
and philosophers from the Buddhist, Christian, Jewish , Sufi, American Indian and Taoist
traditions. By analyzing the content of their teachings and the personal qualities they
display, we will draw implications about their respective religions as well as the modes of
being and relating to the world that each religion holds up as an ideal. We will try to
determine if there is common . core - a shared "perennial philosophy" and whether these
personalities or the religions they espouse "speak" to the contemporary "human condition'
or to us as individuals. Writing will be stressed. -Fader W 7:00p.m.
The Concept of Power: A Sociological Perspective
The focus of this seminar is on types of power, its conceptualization , and its uses on several
levels. Topics to be covered include power between individuals and between groups, leaders and leadership, power in and between organizations, and between social classes . In
addition to reading the literature in the field and writing a number of short papers, students
will do some observations and data collecting and participate in several experiential games
that deal with power relationships. - Channels W 7:00 p .m .
The Anti-Hero in Modern Literature
The patterns of victimization, rebellion , and alienation have been central to Western literature since the end of the 19th century. Modern writers have become increasingly preoccupied with expressing their sense of the experiences of individuals in modern society
through the depiction of a fictive universe which is threatening, fragmented , and meaningless. At the heart of the landscape ·of modern fiction is a particular conception of the human
condition, the anti-hero, variously projected as the fool, the criminal, the outsider, the
scapegoat, etc. This seminar will examine the nature of the anti-hero in selected works of
modem literature with particular emphasis on how these works help us to understand the
nature of the broad social and political forces which confront the individual in modern
society. Readings will include works by Kafka and Dostoevsky as well as by modem European and American writers. Seminar sessions will be devoted to i1:sues arising from the
assigned readings. Short papers and a final paper will be required. - J. Miller Tih 9:55
The Ascent of Man
Jacob Bronowski produced a series of one-hour television programs for th e British Broadcasting Corporation in 1973 presenting his vision of the growth and developm ent of human
civilization. He identifies this largely with Western scientific and intellectual traditions
which share, he believes, essential characteristics with Western art and literahtre. The focus
of this seminar will be those episodes in Western culture selected by Bronowski for filmed
portrayal. But, more importantly , it will be a study of Bronowski' s vision itself. We will try
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to assess his view of Western science and his identification with it of human culture. In
reading his book with the same title, we will consider the relative merits of films (television)
and books as media for expressing historical or scientific knowledge and their place in
contemporary popular culture. We will view one of the thirteen films each week of the
course and meet later to discuss and evaluate it. There will be short, critical comments
assigned to be written about each film and a longer final paper on some more general topics
related to the series. - W. M. Brown MWF 8:30
The Psychology of Cultural Evolution: Self, Society, and the Universe
The seminar will study key Freudian works, on human character and cultural evolution. We
will discuss personal and social development in conjunction with seeing the film series, The
Ascent of Man. The impact of Bronowski's use of visual and spoken messages will be
analyzed, as ~ell as his interpretation of the history of science. Important themes will be the
roles of men and women in culture, nature, technology and human psychology and body
image. - Hunter MWF 9:30
The Evolution of Scientific Thought
This seminar will study various aspects of theories in the physical sciences and will be based
on viewing the thirteen "The Ascent of Man" films that Jacob Bronowski produced for
television . The films consider a good number of significant scientific theories, particularly,
in biology, mathematics and physics. We will examine the ways in which principles are
formulated , the kinds of assumptions made and the kinds of models used. When appropriate, the computer will be used to explicate topics in the films. To this end, the seminar will
include a brief introduction to the computer language BASIC. No previous knowledge of
computers will be required. Several short papers or projects will be assigned as well as a
longer final paper.- Walde MWF 8:30

American Studies Program
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LEACH,

Director; PROFESSOR SLOAN

The American Studies major gives the student the opportunity to apply the methods and
learning of several disciplines to the study of the culture and society of the United States. It
draws upon the resources of many departments and programs at Trinity. To learn a variety of
disciplinary perspectives on the United States, the student takes courses with American
subject-matter content offered by several departments. To integrate his/her knowledge of
American culture and society, the student participates in American Studies seminars and
tutorials. Ordinarily the student's work will center on American history, literature, political
science, economics, or sociology; however, the student may design a program that enables
him/her to concentrate in other fields of study, such as religion or fine arts.
THE AMERICAN STUDIES M~JOR
I.

Requirements of students in the major:
A. Satisfactory completion of American Studies 301-302, of American Studies 401, and
of either American Studies 402 or American Studies 403-404.
B. Satisfactory completion of a minimum of nine courses dealing with American culture
and society offered by the various departments and programs at Trinity, in addition
to the American Studies courses named above. (See sample listing that follows.)
Students in the major are urged to prepare themselves for the American Studies
courses by taking American history courses with considerable breadth of subject
matter (such as History 201 and 202) in their ·freshman and sophomore years.
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C. To insure adequate depth of inquiry, and to give focus to their programs of study,
students must take at least three American Studies-related courses above the introductory level in one department.
D. To insure adequate breadth in their programs of study, students must take American Studies-related courses in at least three departments.
The following are some of the courses with American subject-matter content regularly
offered by other departments and programs that may be taken to satisfy the requirements (see B above) of the American Studies major. This is a sample listing only. Its
purpose is to suggest the diversity of courses from which majors may construct their
individual programs. (Not all of these courses are offered this year - check course
descriptions under each department and program.)
CHRISTMAS TERM
Economics 303. Labor Economics
Economics 321. American Economic History
Education 340. American Education and Blacks: Historical Perspectives
English 205. Survey: American Literature
English 215. Ernest Hemingway
English 313. Foundations of Modem American Poetry
History 201. The United States from the Colonial Period to the Civil War
History 209. Black Americans Before 1865
History 312. Colonial America
History 314. Civil War and Reconstruction
ICS 308. The Folk Tradition in Afro-American Literature
Political Science 225. The American Presidency
Political Science 301. American Political Parties
Political Science 307. Constitutional Law
Sociology 231. Popular Culture
Sociology 321. Urban Sociology
TRINITY TERM
College Course 383(2). Herman Melville (Same as English 383)
Economics 204. Labor Relations
Economics 308. Monopoly and Public Policy
Education 276. Sociology of Education
English 206. Southern Roots of Modem American Literature
English 207. Images of Blackness in Nineteenth Century American Fiction
English 407(2). The American 1920's
Art History 209. American Art
History 202. The United States from Reconstruction to the Present
History 210. Black Americans Since 1865
History 311. The Formative Years of American History
History 319. America Between the Wars
ICS 336. Contemporary Afro-American Fiction
Philosophy 301. Pragmatism
Political Science 302. State & Local Government
Political Science 315. American Foreign Policy
Political Science 336. Public Opinion and Public Policy
Religion 361. Religion in American Society
Sociology 212. American Society
Sociology 312. Social Class and Social Mobility
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II. Recommendation for students in the major:
In order to develop comparative perspectives on the American experience and to avoid
parochialism, students majoring in American Studies should supplement their programs with courses relating to other nations and cultures. For example, a student with a
special interest in nineteenth-century American literature and history should take
courses in the literature and history of nineteenth-century England.

CHRISTMAS TERM

301-302. Seminar for Junior Majors- A two-credit course in selected topics in American
Studies, required of all majors. Normally to be taken in the junior year, this course will
serve as the introduction to the major program. The seminar will consider the conceptual
and methodological bases of the interdisciplinary study of America. It will also introduce
students to a variety of themes in American culture through readings and other materials
drawn from those disciplines which consider the American experience. Weekly papers
required. - Leach and Staff. Time TBA. (Students who cannot take American Studies
301-302 because they are away from Trinity during the time when this seminar is offered
will be required to complete an equivalent program of directed readings and written work as
a one-credit Independent Study course. This may be completed as part of the student's
course work at another institution, if such an arrangement is feasible, or it may be completed
during either the summer prior to or the summer subsequent to the junior year.)
401. Colloquium for Senior Majors - A one-credit course presented in the fall term and
required of all senior majors. The colloquium will provide students with the opportunity to
apply diverse methodological approaches and kinds of evidence to the study of a single large
theme or problem in American culture of the twentieth century. -Leach M 1:15-4:00
403-404. Senior Thesis Tutorial - A two-credit, year-long course offered on an optional
basis to senior majors working under the supervision of one or more faculty members in
American Studies-related fields. - Staff

TRINITY TERM

402. Senior Project- A one-credit course required of all majors not writing a senior thesis.
In this course the student will undertake a project on an American Studies topic of the
student's own choosing. The project will be supervised by a faculty member in an American
Studies-related field. The project will often be an outgrowth of work done in American
Studies 401. -Leach, Sloan, and other participating faculty.
403-404.

Senior Thesis Tutorial.

Biochemistry
•

The Biochemistry major is awarded by the Chemistry Department and consists of the
following one semester courses: Chemistry 309, 211L, 212L, 311L, 316, 404; Physics 122L;
Mathematics 122; Biology 317L, 318L; and two courses selected from the following: Chemistry 313, 403; Biology 220L, 321L, 409L, 412L, 414L. A grade of at least G- must be
obtained in Chemistry 212L, 316; Biology 317L, 318L.
A recommended sequence of courses through the first two years that will allow maximum
flexibility of choice in the last two years is as follows:
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F{rst Year

Second Year

Christmas Term
Chemistry 111L
Physics 121L
Mathematics 121

Trinity Term
Chemistry ll2L
Physics 122L
Mathematics 122

Chemistry 211 L
Biology 201L
Chemistry 309

Chemistry 212L
Chemistry 316

Modifications of the recommended sequence may be made, but should be made only in
consultation with a Chemistry Department staff member.
For further information concerning progress towards the major please con ult th e description of the Chemistry major. All Biochemistry majors are subject to the regulations detailed
there.

Biology
PROFESSORS CHILD, Chairman, VAN STONE, CRAWFORD, AND
GALBRAITH; ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS R. BREWER AND SIMMONS ;
ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR SCHNEIDER

Students who anticipate majoring in Biology should discuss their plans with a faculty
member of the Biology Department as early in their undergraduate career as possible, to
ensure the selection of an appropriate sequence of courses to satisfy their particular requirements.
BIOLOGY MAJOR -The major consists of 12 course credits which can be acquired through
a combination of departmental and nondepartmental courses. No course with a grade le
than C- can be counted towards the major. A minimum of eight course credits must come
from the Department of Biology offerings including Biology 201L and two other course
selected from those listed at the 200-level. The remainder of these eight credits may be
accumulated through a combination of departmental courses which the student feels be t
suits his or her objectives with the proviso that he or she present a minimum of six cour es
with laboratory. Nondepartmental courses (as listed below) may be used in any combination
with departmental courses to complete the total course credit requirement of the major.
It is expected that students intending to major in Biology will complete Chemistry lllL
and ll2L along with a course in mathematics and/or physics during the freshman year and
enter Biology 201L at the beginning of the sophomore year. The guideline courses, described below, are available for those students who wish to take a biology course in the
freshman year.
If the Biology major is to be used as preparation for medicine or other health related
professions, the section in this bulletin entitled "Advising" should be consulted . Those who
are anticipating graduate study in biology should discuss their plans with a faculty member
of the Biology Department as early in their undergraduate career as is possible.
The following nondepartmental courses may be applied towards the major in Biology as
described above.

•

Chemistry:

ll2L General Chemistry II
212 or 212L Elementary Organic Chemistry
311L Physiochemical Methods of Analysis

Education:

371 Intro. to History and Philosophy of Education
375 Educational Psychology
475 Principles and Methods in Secondary Education
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491-492 Student Teaching
Engineering:

107 Computer Concepts
122 Computing Methods
201 Principles of Electronic Instrumentation
207 Computing Structures and Techniques
211 Introduction to Systems Analysis
411 Electrical Aspects of Biological Signals
522L Biological Control Systems

Mathematics:

110 Calculus (or any higher numbered course)

Physics:

102L Principles of Physics II
l22L General Physics II

Course Credits- The credits which can be accumulated for any specific course are given
in the course description below. Students who have secured an advanced placement grade
in Biology of 4 or 5 will be excused from Biology 201 L, and they will be allowed 114. credits
towards the major.
Student Assistants- Each year, by invitation, certain students will be given the opportunity to function as teaching assistants . Those accepting will work closely with a faculty
member in the presentation of a listed departmental course. It is to be understood that the
primary responsibilities of student assistants will be instructional. Students taking part in
this program will receive lh course credit by registering in Biology 451 or 452.
Independent Study -Majors in Biology are provided the opportunity to carry ·on independent study either through direct laboratory work or library research. Because of the
nature of laboratory work, the student should not entertain this type ofindependent study
unless he or she is willing to devote at least two semesters or more likely three semesters to
the program. Library work is to be done on the semester basis and will involve the preparation of a paper dealing with a legitimate problem in the field. All students doing independent study will be under the direction of individual staff members. Those who wish to pursue
independent study should present a written request to the Department Chairman no later
than December 1 if the work is to be initiated in the Trinity Term or no later than May 1 if
the work is to be initiated in the Christmas Term. Such requests should include a general
description of the question to be pursued and an explanation of its import.
Nonmajors- Students who wish to participate in departmental courses but who are not
interested in a full major may do so by completing Biology 201L with a C-or better.
Guideline Courses- Courses numbered between 11~120 are guideline courses. These
are designed for the general student who may enter them at any period of his college career
without prerequisites. Guideline courses may also be open to the Biology majors but are not
utilizable toward major credit.
Exchange Program - Students who are involved in exchange programs, and wish major
credit for work at another college should submit to the Department Chairman in wnting
before their work is begun: the name of the institution, the course number, name and
catalogue description. Formal permission must be given before the course can be credited
towards the major at Trinity.
Open Semester - Students who choose the open semester and wish major credit for the
same, must present both orally and in writing, their proposal to the Department via the
Chairman before the work is begun. If approved by the departmental staff, the student must
submit clear proof that the approved goals were accomplished. Credit will be given or
withheld according to the proofs of achievement.
Some students may wish to engage themselves in serious biological study outside the
College. If a student wishes credit toward the major for this study, the procedure for the
open semester must be followed.
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CHRISTMAS TERM

201L. Biological Principles- An introduction to the unifying principles of biological science: organization and origin of the biosphere, the cellular basis of organisms, reproduction
and inheritance, the physical and chemical basis of cells, and general principles of populations. Illustrations will be drawn mainly from the fields of molecular and cellular biology.
Laboratory experience with the microscope, preparation of materials for microscopy, and
demonstrations of the physical, chemical and biological properties of cells and their components. Permission of the instructor. 1Y.4 course credits . - Child MWF 9:30
Lab. Sec. C- Child W 1:10
Lab. Sec. A- Child M 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Child T 1:10
311L. Vertebrate Comparative Anatomy -A treatment of the evolutionary history of the
vertebrates based on a comparison of the gross anatomy of living and extinct forms . The
lectures are correlated with a series of dissections including Squalus (Dogfish) and the cat
designed to introduce the student to the fundamental nature of vertebrate anatomy. Prerequisites : Biology 310L and permission of the instructor. 1Y.4 course credits . - Van
Stone Tfh 11 :20
Lab. Sec. B- Van Stone Th 1:10
Lab. Sec. A- Van Stone T 1:10
317L. Biochemistry I- A study of the molecular description of living systems . Emphasis
is upon current developments in both concepts and laboratory techniques . This course deals
with proteins, enzymology, bioenergetics and molecular genetics. Laboratory exercises will
explore the properties of amino acids , proteins, enzymes, radioactive isotopes and reconstituted systems of biosynthesis . Prerequisites: Biology 201L, organic chemistry, and permission of the instructor. 1Y.4 course credits . - Crawford Tfh 8:30. (With permission of the
instructor this course may be taken without laboratory by registering in Biology 317. 1
course credit. )
Lab. Sec. A- Crawford W 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Crawford Th 1:10
321L. Genetics - A study of the basic principles of genetics including the transmission and
organization of the genetic material, the structure and function of the gene , and microbial
and population genetics. Laboratory exercises will place emphasis upon methods of genetic
analysis in Drosophila. Selected experiments in microbial genetics, radiation genetics.
biochemical genetics, and cytogene tics . With permission of the instructor, certain students
may undertake independent study involving experiments of their own design . Prerequisite
Biology 201L and permission of the instructor. 1 Y.4 course credits. - Galbraith MWF 10:30
(With permission of the instructor this course may be taken without laboratory by registering
for Biology 321. 1 course credit. )
Lab. -Galbraith T 1:10
333L. Ecology - An introduction to the study of the interrelationships among organisms
and between organisms and their environment within the framework of current ecological
theory especially as it pertains to the structure and attributes of natural populations and
biological communities. Field trips and laboratory experience provide th e opportunity to
apply this theory and to use sampling methods and statistical techniques in the analy is of
the response of organisms to components of their physical environment, of selected population phenomena, and of different natural communities. Several field trips are required
during the first half of the term. Prerequisite: Biology 201L and permission of the instructor.
1 Y.4 course credits. - R. Brewer MWF 11:30
Lab. Sec. A- R. Brewer T 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- R. Brewer W 1:10
381L. Cryptogamic Botany- An intensive survey and laboratory study of the non-vascular
cryptogamic plant groups emphasizing slime molds, fungi , lichens, algae and bryoph:rtes.
Special emphasis will be placed on the ecological significance of group and individual
characteristics and their evolutionary impact. Occasional mandatory weekend field trips and
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special projects supplement the regular laboratory exercises. Offered in odd-numbered
years . Prerequisite: Biology 212L and permission of instructor. 11./.i course credits. Schneider MWF 9:30
Lab. Sec. A - Schneider W 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Schneider Th 1:10
[383L. The Vascular Plants]- A comparative study of the anatomical and morphological
diversity of the lower vascular plants, ferns , gymnosperms and angiosperms. The fossil
record and origin of the land flora will be of primary concern, as well as, the evolution of the
sporophyte and gametophyte generations. Occasional mandatory weekend field trips and
pecial projects supplement the regular laboratory exercises. Offered in even-numbered
years. Prerequisite: Biology 212L and permission of the instructor. 11./.i course credits. chneider
403. Seminar in Advanced Botany - Special topics in the field of plant science will be
extensively studied in the literature. Discussions will culminate with a major paper within
the scope of the selected topic. Enrollment limited to 8 students. Prerequisites: Biology
212L and 341L or 381L or 383L and permission of instructor. ~ course credit. Schneider TBA
409L. General Endocrinology - A study of the endocrine glands of vertebrates. Major
emphasis is placed upon the interaction of hormones in regulating metabolism, reproduction , development and differentiation. The laboratory will introduce students to modem
techniques used in studying endocrine physiology. Included will be experiments involving
measurement of protein and steroid hormones, metabolism of hormones, chromatographic
techniques for separation of hormones, and preparation of antibodies to hormones. Prerequisites : Biology 220L, 318L and permission of the instructor. - Simmons TTh 9:55
Lab. - Simmons T 1:10
415. Independent Study (Laboratory)- The student will carry on an original laboratory
research project under the direction of an individual staff member. A student electing to
pursue independent study of this type should plan on initiating his work no later than the fall
of his senior year, and he should also plan on no less than two semesters of study with a final
formal report to be submitted to the staff. The course numbers 417 and 418 may be used to
designate third and fourth semesters if necessary. Prerequisite: Permission of the staff. ~
course credit per semester. (See paragraph on Independent Study in the description of the
major. ) - Staff
419. Independent Study (Library) - The student will carry on a library research project
under the direction of an individual staff member. A student electing this type of independent study should plan on a full semester with the preparation of a final formal report to be
submitted to the staff. The course numbers 421 and 422 may be used to designate third and
fourth semesters if necessary. Prerequisite: Permission of the staff. ~ course credit per
emester. (See paragraph on Independent Study in the description of the major.)- Staff
451. Student Assistantship- Students who have been invited to function as teaching assistants will register for this course. ~ course credit. (See paragraph on Student Assistants in
the description of the major. Not creditable to the major.)- Staff

TRINITY TERM

[108. Environmental Biology] - Biological, chemical, and physical factors determine the
abundance and distribution of the living organisms on our planet. Understanding the basic
principles involved, can and should have wide application to mankind's use of the earth .
This course will examine the major world communities: (tundra, conifer forest, summergreen forest, rain forest , grassland, desert and ocean) and consider the factors that control
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the flow of energy, the mineral cycling, the population fluctuations, and the species
diversity of each. Special emphasis will be given to interpreting these principles as they
apply to man's use of the land, exploitation of natural resources, agricultural practices, and
the problem of mankind's own population growth . Problems of pollution will be discussed in
terms of their biological impact, and as public health issues. This is a program course in
Urban and Environmental Studies, not open to junior or senior biology majors. Enrollment
limited to 20. Permission of A. Gold. - Haffner
112. The Biology of Man- A treatment of the basic principles of living systems and an
application of these to the study of man. Particular attention will be devoted to structural
and functional characteristics which document man as an integral component of an evolving
physico-chemical phenomenon. Not open or creditable to biology majors. A guideline
course. -Van Stone Tih 11:20
[114. The Oceans] - An ecological perspective of the sea which includes the treatment of
the physical forces and the chemical milieu which have influenced in the past, and continue
to influence today, not only the biological components of the marine environment but life
itself. Not creditable to the major. A guideline course. - R. Brewer
212L. Biology of Plants - A study of the structure and function , development,
metabolism, and ecology of plants. Plant-animal interactions will be considered. Laboratory
exercises are designed to involve students with the important concepts outlined in lecture.
Prerequisite: Biology 201L and permission of the instructor. 1% course credits.Schneider MWF 9:30
Lab. Sec. A- Schneider T 1:10
Lab. Sec. C- Schneider Th 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Schneider W 1:10
220L. General Physiology- An introduction to molecular, cellular, and systematic
physiology. Emphasis will be placed upon the biochemical phenomena involving interaction
of the different organ systems in maintaining homeostasis. Laboratory exercises are designed to demonstrate regulatory mechanisms of the different organ systems utilizing the
laboratory rat and some subcellular preparations. Prerequisite: Biology 201L. Permission of
the instructor. 1% course credits. - Simmons MWF 8:30 (With permission of the instructor this course may be taken without laboratory by registering in Biology 220. 1 course
credit.)
Lab. Sec. A - Simmons M 1:10
Lab. Sec. C - Simmons W 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Simmons T 1:10
222L. Invertebrate Zoology - A phylogenetic treatment of the major groups of invertebrate animals based upon their morphological characteristics and their functional attributes.
The laboratory provides comparative examination of the relationship between structure and
function in the major invertebrate groups through demonstration, dissection , and experimentation. Prerequisite: Biology 201L. Permission of the instructor. 1% course credits.
- R. Brewer MWF 11:30
Lab. Sec. A- R. Brewer W 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- R. Brewer Th 1:10
310L. Developmental Biology - A study of the developmental processes in animals with
· emphasis on vertebrates. Modem theories of development are emphasized. Laboratory
exercises will include studies of the developmental anatomy of several animals with emphasis on the early embryology of the chick. In addition, experiments dealing with several
aspects of animal morphogenesis will be pursued and selected techniques used in experimental studies of animal development will be introduced. Prerequisite: Biology 201L.
Permission of the instructor. 11,4 course credits . - Galbraith TTh 9:55 (With permission of
the instructor this course may be taken without laboratory by registering in Biology 310. 1
course credit.)
Lab. Sec. A- Galbraith T 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Galbraith Th 1:10
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314. Vertebrate Microscopic Anatomy - A lecture course designed to provide the student
an insight into the structure of cells and their organization into vertebrate tissues . Prerequisite: Biology 310L or 311L and permission of the instructor. 1 course credit. -Van
Stone MWF 11:20
316. Microscopic Technique - Laboratory exercises in the preparation of cells for study
and the proper use of th e microscope. Both traditional and modem techniques will be
treated. Prerequisite: Biology 314 which may be taken concurrently and permission of the
instructor. lh course credit.
Lab. Sec. A- Van Stone M 1:10
Lab. Sec. C- Van Stone W 1:10
Lab. Sec. B - Van Stone T 1:10
318L. Biochemistry II - In the second half of the course attention is given to metabolism
and its control. The laboratory will explore the properties of carbohydrates and lipids. Also
included are experiments on detoxication and distribution of macromolecules in mammals.
Prerequisite: Biology 317L or p rmission of the instructor. 1Y4 course credits. Crawford TTh 8:30 (With pennission of the instructor this course may be taken without
laboratory by registering in Biology 318. 1 course credit. )
Lab. Sec. A - Crawford W 1:10
Lab. Sec. B- Crawford Th 1:10
412L. Cellular Physiology - The experimental evidence underlying contemporary cell
theory, with emphasis on the physiology of subcellular parts, physico-chemical organization ,
and instrumental analysis. Laboratory exercises will provide practical experience with cell
culture, sterile technique, phase contrast microscopy, and experiments in cell physiology.
Open to juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: Biology 317L and permission of the instructor.
1'/.& course credits . - Child MWF 10:30 Lab. Sec. A - Child M 1:10
416. Independent Study (Laboratory) - The student will carry on an original laboratory
research project under the direction of an individual staff member. A student electing to
pursue independent study of this type should plan on initiating work no later than the fall of
the senior year, and the student should also plan on no less than two semesters of study with a
final formal report to be submitted to the staff. The course numbers 417 and 418 may be used
to designate third and fourth semesters if necessary. Prerequisite: Permission of the staff. lh
course credit per se mester. (See paragraph on Independent Study in the description of the
major.) - Staff
420. Independent Study (Library) - The student will carry on a library research project
under the direction of an individual staff member. A student electing this type of independent study should plan on a full semester with the preparation of a final formal report to be
submitted to the staff. The course numbers 421 and 422 may be used to designate third and
fourth semesters if necessary. Prerequisite: Permission of the staff. lh course credit per
emester. (See paragraph on Independent Study in the description of the major.) - Staff
452. Student Assistantship - Students who have been invited to function as teaching assistants will register for this course. lh course credit. (See paragraph on Student Assistants in
the description of the major. Not creditable to the major. ) - Staff
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Chemistry
PROFESSORS BOBKO, Chairman, DEPHILLIPS AND SMELLIE;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS HEEREN AND MOYER***;
VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KUZNESOF
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR HENDERSON

Because of the stmcture of the Chemistry curriculum, anyone interested in pursuing the
study of Chemistry, whether for a major or otherwise, should contact a department staff
member as soon as possible, who will aid in planning a schedule of courses that will permit
the most direct and complete fulfillment of the intended goal.
The Chemistry major consists of the following one semester courses: Chemistry 2111..,
212L, 309, 310, 311L, 313, 314, 320; Physics 122L; Mathematics 122 and one course selected
from the following: Chemistry 403, 404; 405, 406, 415, 417L and 509. A grade of at least Cmust be obtained in Chemistry 212L, 310, 314 and 320.
The major as outlined above is balanced and covers the principal divisions of chemistry.
The Chemistry Department, however, strongly urges those majors who wish to continue
their studies in Chemistry or allied fields to take, in addition to the above program, Chemistry 415 and/or 417L, and an additional 400-level course. Since many graduate schools
require that degree candidates demonstrate a reading knowledge of German, the Chemistry
Department urges its majors to take appropriate courses in German to acquire such proficiency.
Majors who meet these requirements will be certified to the American Chemical Society
as satisfying its standard for "Undergraduate Professional Education in Chemistry."
Those students undertaking off-campus programs of study who wish to have a course or
courses counted toward partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Chemistry major must
present in writing a complete description of such courses for prior approval by the Department. If approved, credit will be granted only after a satisfactory demonstration of completed work has been presented to the Department Chairman. This must include a certified
transcript from the institution, a letter from the course instmctor(s) describing the student'
performance in the subject(s) studied and a personal interview.
All courses in the Chemistry Department (except Chemistry 111L, 112L, and 311L) may
be taken with or without the associated laboratory. However, independent enrollment in
the laboratory portion of any course is not permitted. Those students satisfactorily completing a course without the laboratory will receive one course credit. All others will receive one
and one-quarter course credits. (The preceding paragraph does not apply to Chern. 320.)
Students majoring in Chemistry or Biochemistry must complete the laboratory portion (if
any) of those courses, required or elective, used to satisfy the major requirements.
A recommended sequence of courses through the first two years that will allow maximum
flexibility of choice in the last two years is as follows:

First Year

Second Year

Christmas Term
Chemistry 111 L
Physics 121L
Mathematics 121

Trinity Term
Chemistry 112L
Physics 122L
Mathematics 122

Chemistry 211 L
Chemistry 309

Chemistry 212L
Chemistry 310

Modifications of this recommended sequence may be made, but should be made only in
consultation with a Chemistry Department staff member.
***Sabbatical Leave, Academic Year
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CHRISTMAS TERM
lllL. * General Chemistry I - The study of the major concepts and theories required for
an understanding of chemical phenomena. Principal topics include: atomic and molecular
structure, gas laws, stoichiometry, changes of state, solutions and energetics in chemical
reactions. Laboratory work concentrates on quantitative measurements of solutions. 1%
course credits. Enrollment in each section limited to 45. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Sec. A - Smellie MWF 9:30
Sec. B- Kuznesof MWF 11:30
Lab. MTWTh or F 1:10
Sec. C - DePhillips TTh 9:50

211L. Elementary Organic Chemistry I - A systematic study of the compounds of carbon,
including methods of synthesis and correlation of chemical and physical properties with
structure. Introd-uction to certain theoretical concepts. One laboratory per week emphasizing basic techniques and synthesis. 1% course credits. Prerequisite: Chemistry 112L with a
grade of at least C-, and permission of instructor. 211. Lecture only, 1 course credit.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 112L with a grade of at least C-, and permission of instructor.
Enrollment in each laboratory section limited to 35. - Heeren MWF 10:30 Lab. W or
F 1:10
213L. Intensive Organic Chemistry I - An in-depth study of the compounds of carbon.
Heavy emphasis on synthesis and correlation of structure with reactivity. Important theoretical concepts will be developed in detail. Coordinated library research and reading assignments in the original literature. Two laboratories per week stressing basic and advanced
techniques via the synthesis and ·characterization of organic compounds. 21h course credits.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 112L with a grade of at least B+ and permission of instructor.
Enrollment limited to five. - Heeren MTWThF 8:30 Lab. WF 1:00-5:00
309. Physical Chemistry I- Energetics and Dynamics- A lecture course concentrating
on the development of the theory and applications of thermodynamics and kinetics to
chemical systems. Special consideration will be given to the theoretical treatment of solution
chemistry (i.e. , colligative properties , electrolyte theory, etc.). Prerequisite: Chemistry
112L with a grade of at least C-, Mathematics 122, Physics 122L and permission of
instructor. - Smellie MWF 11:30
3llL. Physicochemical Methods of Analysis - A lecture and laboratory course in which
the principles and practice of chemical separation, titrimetry in nonaqueous and mixed
solvent systems, spectrophotometry and electroanalytical chemistry as applied to chemical
analysis, are presented. 1% course credits. Prerequisite: Chemistry 112L with a grade of at
least C-, and permission of instructor.- Henderson . MWF 9:30 Lab. ITh 1:10
313. Principles of Inorganic Chemistry - A study of atomic structUre, the chemical bond,
chemical reactivity, and molecular and ionic structure of inorganic compounds. An introduction to the principles of coordination chemistry and physical methods of structure elucidation as applied to inorganic compounds. l course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 309, and
permission of instructor. - Kuznesof ITh 9:55
405. Physical Methods of Organic Structure Determination - A survey of physical
methods of structure determination with emphasis on infrared, ultra-violet, nuclear mag-

•All freshmen wishing to enroll in this course should register for Chemistry 111L onlywith no designated section. The Chemistry Department staff will place all those registered
into a section in the early part of the summer, and will notify each student at that time as to
which section he is assigned.
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netic resonance and mass spectrometry. l course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 212 or
212L with a grade of C-, or better, and permission of instnJCtor. - Bobko MWF 8:30
413. Independent Study - An advanced-topic tutorial and/or laboratory research project
under the guidance of a member of the staff. Prerequisite: Consent of a staff member and
completion of an independent study form available in the Registrar's office.

TRINITY TERM

112L. General Chemistry II- A continuation of Chemistry 111L with emphasis on chem.ical equilibrium, electrochemistry, kinetics and a presentation of the properties and reactions of selected elements. Laboratory work is devoted to the qualitative analysis of ions.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 111L and permission of instructor. llf.l course credits. Enrollment
in each section limited to 45. Lab. and lecture section assignments shall remain the same as
for Chemistry 111L.
212L. Elementary Organic Chemistry II - A continuation of the lecture and laboratory
study begun in Chemistry 211L. 1% course credits. Prerequisite: Chemistry 211L and
permission of instructor. 212. Lecture only, 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 211 or
211L, and permission of instructor. Enrollment in each section limited to 35. - Heeren
MWF 10:30 Lab. W or F 1:10
214L. Intensive Organic Chemistry II- A continuation of Chern. 213L. In addition, each
student will prepare and deliver a one-hour lecture on some topic in organic chemistry,
preferably from the recent literature. A major portion of the laboratory will be devoted to
the development of research techniques, and participation in a research project. 2'h course
credits. Prerequisite: Chemistry 213L and permission of instructor. - Heeren MTWfhF
8:30 Lab. WF 1:00-5:00
310. Physical Chemistry II: Solutions, Quantum Chemistry, Spectroscopy, Statistical
Thermodynamics- A comprehensive treatment of transport properties, electrochemistry,
quantum chemistry, molecular structure and chemical statistics. Subjects covered are designed to emphasize applications to chemical systems. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 309 with a grade of at least C- , and permission of instructor. - Smellie MWF 11:30
314. Descriptive Inorganic Chemistry- A seminar course devoted to the systematic
study of transition elements and nontransition elements, their compounds and reactions.
Topics of current interest in inorganic chemistry will be discussed. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 313, and permission of instructor. - Kuznesof TTh 9:55
316. Physical Biochemistry - A comprehensive survey of the physical methods used in the
investigation of biological systems, and the models and underlying theory developed to
account for observed behavior. The physical and chemical properties of amino acids, peptides, proteins, purines, pyrimidines and nucleic acids will be examined from a thermodynamic and kinetic viewpoint. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 309 with a grade
of at least C-, and permission of instructor. - DePhillips MWF 9:30
320. Synthesis and Physical Properties of Inorganic Compounds - An integrated
inorganic-physical chemistry laboratory course emphasizing inorganic preparation and purification techniques, physical property measurements, reaction-kinetics, and structure determination of inorganic compounds. Electrolytic, vacuum line, aqueous and non-aqueous,
and high temperature solid state methods will be introduced. Characterization methods will
include infrared, visible, and nuclear magnetic spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, ionic
conductivity, magnetic susceptibility, x-ray diffraction and chemical reactivity. The theme of
this course is the coherent application of one or more physical methods to characterization of
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elected inorganic preparations. Prerequisite: Chemistry 310, 314 (both may be taken concurrently), and permission of instructor. It is recommended that Chemistry 311L be completed prior to taki!'lg this course. lh course credit. - Kuznesof, Henderson TTh 1:10
404. Bio-Organic Chemistry - A descriptive and mechanistic study of the synthesis and
reactions of biologically important compounds. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 212
or 212L. (Chemistry 403 recommended) and permission of instructor. - Bobko MWF 8:30
414. Independent Study - An advanc d-topic tutorial and/or laboratory research project
under the guidance of a member of the staff. Prerequisite: Consent of a staff member and
completion of an independent study form available in the Registrar's office.
Courses taught on an alternate year basis:
[403. Synthetic Organic Chemistry]
Courses taught in previous years, not now being offered:
[115.

The Chemistry of Air Pollution]

[406.

Physical Organic Chemistry]

[415.

Advanced Analytical Chemistry]

[417L.
[509.

Molecular Spectroscopy]
Advanced Physical Chemistry]

Classics
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MACRO, Chairman; PROFESSOR WILLIAMS;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BRADLEY

CLASSICS MAJOR -Ten courses are required for the major, at least eight of which must
be in Greek and Latin . The minimum le el ofachievement must be two 300-level courses in
the one language and two 200-level courses in the other. The two additional courses may be
in Greek or Latin , or two courses chosen from the following: Classical Civilization 202, 203,
204, 205, 206, 212; Fine Arts AH 201; History 203, 204, 332, 334; Philosophy 307, 341, 343.
Also the satisfactory completion of the General Examination is required. The General
Examination compri es thre parts: one two-hour examination in the literature and civilization of Classical Greece; one two-hour examination in the literature and civilization of
Republican and Imperial Rome; and one two-hour examination in a special author or authors
or in a genre, to be decided upon in consultation with the Chairman of the Department. The
award ofhonors will be determined by the excellence of the candidate's work in courses and
performance in the General Examination.
Major in Classics who plan to proceed to a higher d gree are urged to acquire a reading
knowledge of French and German as soon as possible.
With the permission of the Chairman of the Department and the Office of Graduate
Studies, qualified undergraduates may b admitted to the courses offered in the Summer
Term which lead to the Master of Arts d gree in Latin and Classical Civilization.
Ordinarily, one memb r of the Department in the second semester of each year is
prepared to offer tutorials in areas of his special competence. Such tutorials are open to
students who have successfully completed two 300-level courses in Latin and/or Greek.
For pecial programs at the American School of Classical Studies in Athens, the College
Year in Athens, and the Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies at Rome see section,
Special Academic Opportunities.
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GREEK
CHRISTMAS 'f;ERM

101-102(1). Elementary Greek - A double course completed in one term, elective for all
classes. This intensive course, which is designed for those who begin Greek in college,
meets six hours a week and completes a year of Greek in the Christmas Term. The aim of
this course is to enable the student to read Greek as soon as possible. Two course
credits. - Macro MWF 9:30, TTh 9:55
201. Herodotus- A selection of readings from the Histories of Herodotus. Emphasis will
be laid on developing a facility to read Greek, though analysis of the historian's method and
technique will not be overlooked. Some practice in prose composition. -Williams MWF
11:30
Advanced Studies in Greek - The material of these courses is changed every year according
to the desires and needs of the class. Elective for those who have taken Greek 202.
[311.

Thucydides] - Selections from the History of the Peloponnesian War ofThucydides .

[312(1). Tragedy] - A study of Aeschylus' Prometheus, Sophocles' Oedipus Rex, and
Euripides' Bacchae.
342(1). Plutarch- A study of Plutarch's biographical methods and materials through the
reading of selected Lives. -Bradley MWF 8:30
TRINITY TERM

112. Intermediate Greek - A rapid reading of selected Attic prose . This course follows the
intensive course in elementary Greek and includes practice in composition and sight reading. Prerequisite: Greek 101-102. - Williams MWF 9:30
202. Homer - The finest portions of the Iliad or Odyssey will be read. The course comprises lectures, discussions, composition reports on Homer, the oral technique, archaeological background, the mentality of the Homeric World. Elective for those who have taken
Greek 201. - Bradley MWF 10:30
Advanced Studies in Greek - The material of these courses is changed every year according
to the desires and needs of the class. Elective for those who have taken Greek 202.
[302. Aeschylus and Aristophanes] -A study of two prominent dramatists of fifth century
Athens, working in opposite genres. One play of each author will be read.
313(2). Tragedy- A study of Sophocles' Trachiniae and Electra and Euripides' Electra. Macro Tih 1:15
[322. Hesiod] - Readings from Hesiod' s Works and Days and Theogony . Comparisons and
contrasts will be made between the oral epic of Homer and the didactic, rural epic of
Hesiod, with some consideration of Hesiod's influence on Hellenistic literature (e.g. ,
Aratus) and on Roman literature (e.g. , Lucretius and Vergil) .
[399(2). Tutorial in Greek]- Tutorial instruction is open to candidates who are capable of
independent honors work or senior thesis. Prerequisite: Two 300-level courses in Latin
and/or Greek.

LATIN
CHRISTMAS TERM
[101-102(1). Elementary Latin]- A double course completed in one term , elective for all
classes. This intensive course, which is designed for those who begin Latin in college , meets
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six hours a week and completes a year of Latin in the Christmas Term. The aim of the course
is to enable the student to read Latin as soon as possible.
[Elementary Latin- See Student-Taught Courses.]
101. Elementary Latin - The aim of this course is to enable the student, who has had no
Latin , to read Latin as soon as possible. The course will meet three times a week. One
course credit.- Williams MWF 9:30
221. The Blending of Greek and Roman - The assimilation of Greek literary ideas and
forms (and their transformation) by such authors as Plautus and Terence, Catullus and
Lucretius, and Cicero . Emphasis on literary analysis and criticism; prose composition.
Elective for those who have offered three or four units of Latin at entrance, or have taken
Latin 112. Those who have had Advanced Placement Latin should consult with the
Chairman. - Bradley MWF 10:30
Advanced Studies in Latin - The material of these courses is changed every year according
to the desires and needs of the class . Elective for those who have taken Latin 222.
[301.

Roman Drama: Plautus, Terence, and Seneca]

[311.

Lucretius]

[321. Vergil] - Readings in the Ecologues, Georgics, and Aeneid with particular emphasis
on literary appreciation.
331. Roman Historians: Tacitus - Readings from the various works of Tacitus.
-Macro MWF 10:30
[341. Catullus and the Elegiac Poets] - Selections from the poems of Catullus, and the
elegies of Propertius , Tibullus, and Ovid.
[351. Horace]- Readings in the Odes, Satires, and Epistles with particular emphasis on
poetic theory and analysis.
[399. Tutorial in Latin] - Tutorial instruction is open to candidates who are capable of
independent honors work or senior thesis. Prerequisite: Two 300-level courses in Latin
and/or Greek.
TRINITY TERM

112. Rapid Review of Latin Fundamentals; Readings in Latin Prose and Poetry - This
course is designed to meet the need of students who wish to refresh their knowledge of Latin
grammar and vocabulary and to develop a facility in ·reading Latin prose and poetry. Selections from Latin prose and poetry will be read. Sight reading and composition will be
included. Elective for those who have offered two or three units of Latin at entrance; or have
taken Latin 101- 102; or have offered such other preparation as the instructor may
approve. - Bradley MWF 9:30
222. Roman "National" Literature- The growth of a literature celebrating native traditions and institutions and giving expression to the aspirations of a specifically Roman
humanitas. Readings selected from Vergil, Horace, Livy, Propertius, and Tibullus . Some
practice in prose composition. Elective for those who have offered three or four units of
Latin at entrance, or have taken Latin 112 or Latin 221. Those who have had Advanced
Placement Latin should consult with the Chairman. - Williams MWF 11:30
Advanced Studies in Latin - The material of these courses is changed every year according
to the desires and needs of the class. Elective for those who have taken Latin 222.
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[302.

Satire: Horace and Juvenal]

[304. The Resources of the Latin Language] - An experimental course intended to show
through training in writing Latin, analysis of texts, practice in oral reading, how the Latin
writers of prose and poetry exploited the resources of the language. Some attention will be
paid to the historical and stylistic development of Latin as a medium of expression, and, if
desired, to related topics in Greek. The course will meet two or three times a week plus
weekly conferences with individual students. Open to those who have passed a 300-level
course in Latin.
[312.

Cicero]

[322. Roman Epistolography] - A study of the epistolary form as shown in the works of
Cicero, Seneca, and Pliny: letters literary and philosophical, and letters of straight news.
[332.

Catullus]

342. Ovid- Representative selections from the Amores, Ars Amatoria, and Metamorphoses with emphasis on the baroque quality of Ovid's work and his extensive later
influence. -Bradley MWF 1:15
[352. The Roman Novel] - A study of Petronius' Satyricon and Apuleius' Metu.morphoses
("The Golden Ass") as the two surviving examples of Latin prose fiction : the one, a satire on
society by a member of Nero's court; the other, an extravagant fantasy by a Roman African of
the second century A. D.

CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION
CHRISTMAS TERM

The following courses presuppose no knowledge of Greek and Latin:
202(1). Classical Humanities: Roman Civilization - Aspects of Roman life, literature, and
art, illustrated with slides of the ancient monuments and with readings from some of the
important works ofliterature; some emphasis on the influence of Roman civilization on later
European cultures. - Bradley Tih 9:55
[205. Greek Tragedy] - A study of the literary form and ideas in all the extant tragedies of
Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. The development of the ancient theatre as an important transmitter of moral, theological, social, and political ideas . The importance of Greek
tragedy for modem literature.
For courses in Ancient History, see History 203, 204, 332, 334; in Ancient Philosophy see
Philosophy 307, 341, 343; in Classical Art see Fine Arts AH 101, AH 201. See also courses
offered in the Trinity Master of Arts Program in Latin Literature and Civilization in the
Summer Term.

TRINITY TERM

The following courses presuppose no knowledge of Greek and Latin:
203(2). Mythology - Generally, a study of the role of myth in society. Particularly, the
emphasis will be laid on the body of Greek myth and its relationship to literature and art.
Readings within the area of classical literature will be wide and varied, with a view to
elucidating what "myth" meant to the Ancient Greeks. Whatever truths are discovered
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therefrom will be tested against the apparent attitudes of other societies, ancient and modern, "civilized" and primitive, towards myth. Lectures and discussion. - Macro TTh 9:55
[204. Classical Humanities: Greek Civilization] - A study of Greek civilization from
Mycenaean times to the Hellenistic period as revealed in literature- epic, drama, history,
philosophy- and art, and through modem archaeological discovery. Some emphasis on the
legacy of Greece to modem Europe. Lectures, discussion. Illustrated with slides.
[206. Ancient Epic] - A close study of Homeric epic and of the various types of epic
derived from and influenced by Homer from the Mycenaean age to the Hellenistic period,
from the Roman Republic to the Empire. The nature of oral epic and of oral composition,
development of form and theme, the changing role of the hero, the influence on subsequent
European literature.
[212. Athenian Intellectual History] - Aspects of Athenian civilization in the classical
period. Lectures and reports based upon texts selected to illustrate literary, artistic,
philosophical movements. Some attention to democratic and anti-democratic theories. Enrollment limited to 15. Permission of the instructor.
412. The Poet and the Prophet in Greece and Israel- An interdisciplinary and comparative study of Greek and Hebrew oral and written poetic traditions to discern the distinctive
character of each , the culture which each in its prophetic role reflects, and the legacy which
each has provided Western Civilization. Prerequisite: This seminar is intended for students
with a strong background in classics and/or biblical studies, and preference will be given to
Classics and Religion majors . Greek and/or Hebrew is desirable but not required. Enrollment will be limited to 15 students, and a personal interview with the instructors will be
required before acceptance. (Same as Comparative Literature 412 and Religion 412.) Gettier and Williams TTh 2:40
For courses in Ancient History, see History 203, 204, 332, 334; in Ancient Philosophy see
Philosophy 307, 341, 343; in Classical Art see Fine Arts AH 101, AH 201. See also courses
offered in the Trinity Master of Arts Program in Latin Literature and Civilizati9n in the
Summer Term.

College Courses
College Courses are non-departmental offerings which reflect a faculty
member's current scholarly interest and are sometimes interdisciplinary
in nature. Such courses are given both by persons with appointments in a
department and by persons holding non-departmental appointments as
"college professors." During academic 1977-78 Harold C. Martin,
Charles A. Dana Professor of the Humanities, will offer four College
Courses.
CHRISTMAS TERM
Ill. Prescriptions for Dying Neighborhoods - Current strategies for neighborhoo.d
stabilization and/or preservation utilized in such cities as Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Lowell and
Hartford will be analyzed as to• their suitability or adaptability to neighborhoods in the
vicinity ofTrinity. Students will be expected to work closely with the Southside Neighborhood News and the Neighborhood Discovery System. Readings will be drawn from
Banfield, Lynch , Long, Gans, Ahlbrandt and others . Enrollment limited to 12. Permission
of Gold or Nannen.- Pawlowski T 7:00p.m .
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201. Voyages and Voyagers- Voyage as report, invention and metaphor, using such works
as the Odyssey, Herodotus' History and Tacitus' Annals, Marco Polo's Travels, Hakluyt's
Voyages, Doughton's Arabia Deserta, Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle, Bunyan's Pilgrim'•
Progress, Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Poe's Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym , and Clarke's
2001 . Lectures and discussions. One paper and a final examination. No prerequisite.
(Satisfies an elective requirement for the English major.) - Martin TTh 11:20
TRINITY TERM

108. Environmental Chemistry- A study of the chemical aspects of environmental problems. Among the topics to be included: the origin, measurement, and control of air and
water pollutants; the generation and conservation of energy; the extraction and recycling of
mineral resources; the use of chemicals in agriculture and food processing. No prerequisite,
but at least one semester of college chemistry is strongly recommended. Not open to junior
or senior chemistry majors. Enrollment limited to 20. - Bobko TTh 8:30
142. Work, Leisure, and the Individual in America -This course will explore the development of work and leisure in America. Through a broad approach to historical forces,
economic conditions, psychological needs, societal constraints, and the philosophy of values
in work and leisure, the individual will be led to an examination of vocational choices and the
forces affecting them . The relationship between education and work will be studied, and a
practical field-work component will introduce participants to a strategy of life/work planning. Up to 60% of class time will be devoted to group discussion, while lectures will occupy
10% of class time, and guest speakers will be on hand for 15% of the course. The remaining
15% of the course time will consist of field work reports, films , and the use of self-study
instruments- such as , the Self-Directed Search , the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory,
and the Hall Occupational Orientation Inventory. In addition to assigned readings, two
short research papers and a field work report will be required. Permission of instructor
required. -C. J. Shinkman M 7:00-10:00 p .m .
160. Issues in Higher Education - The course will center on issues of curricula, finance,
governance, objectives and responsibility in American higher education . Attention given
history of education as well as contemporary issues . Term paper required . Sophomores and
above. Enrollment limited to 25 students. Permission of the instructor. - T. D.
Lockwood Time TBA
310. Physics and Metaphysics - An examination of the description of the world given by
modem physics, especially quantum mechanics, and its bearing on questions traditionally
raised in metaphysics, such as the nature of physical descriptions and their relation to
ordinary experience, the "real" character of micro-particles , and the possible connection
between consciousness and observables . Some background in modem physics and
philosophy will be given in the course; however, the student should have had at least one
college level course in physics and one in philosophy, and advanced standing in at least one
of these disciplines. Philosophy majors who wish to count this course toward their major
should consult Professor Lee. -C. Miller and R. T. Lee WF 1:15
383(2). Herman Melville- Examination of the major fiction with particular attention to the
interplay betw~en theme and rhetoric and to the link between that interplay and the social
and psychological tensions of the middle part of the nineteenth century. Lectures, one
discussion meeting a week. Two short papers and a final examination. No prerequisite.
(Same as English 383(2). Satisfies the requirement of a major writer course for the English
major. ) Permission of the instructor. -Martin TTh 11:20
384. Biography and Autobiography - A course in the reading and writing of both . Readings from such authors as Plato, Plutarch, Augustine, Cellini, Montaigne, Boswell, Johnson,
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Franklin, Rousseau, Voltaire, Macaulay, Gibbon, Newman and Henry Adams. Continuous
writing exercises. Enrollment limited to 15; preference to upperclassmen. (Satisfies a genre
requirement for the English major.)- Martin TTh 8:30
402. Literature of Disorder - Non-departmental seminar examining the social and psychological underside of the Ages of Reason and of Science, as viewed primarily through
literary works by such authors as Gay, Diderot, Blake, Buchner, Dostoevsky, Kafka, Lawrence, Mann, Woolf. Short papers and a final examination. Enrollment limited to 15;
preference to upperclassmen. (Satisfies a literary history requirement for the English
major.) - Martin M 1:15

Comparative Literature Program
Administered by the following interdepartmental faculty committee: Professors Campo,
Director, and John Williams; Associate Professors Benton, Katz and Ogden.
The program is especially concerned with the study in various literatures of the nature
and development of literary traditions, movements, genres, themes, and forms as well as
with foreign influences, backgrounds, and literary indebtedness. Its approach to the study of
literature from an international point of view is intended to provide a means by which new
perspectives may be used to understand, appreciate and evaluate the individual quality of
literary texts.
Courses in the program are provided principally by the Departments of Classics, English,
and Modem Languages and Literatures.

Comparative Literature Major- Twelve courses in the program. The course in the Introduction to the Comparative Study of Literature, offered in alternate years, is required of all
majors. Also required are two literature courses in one foreign language (classical or modem)
and one literature course in a second foreign language. (Specially designed courses in the
Modem Languages and Literatures Department will enable the major to meet this requirement.) The remaining eight courses are electives and may be chosen from the five
groupings listed below.
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

I- Literary Periods and Movements
II - Backgrounds and Influences
III - Genres and Literary Conventions
IV - Themes, Motifs, History of Ideas
V - Special Topics

Recommended foundation courses:
1) a course in classical mythology
2) a course in art history
3) a course in literary critical approaches
Also recommended is a good knowledge of biblical literature.
CHRISTMAS TERM

202. Roman Civilization- Aspects of Roman life, literature, and art, illustrated with slides
of the ancient monuments and with readings from some of the important works ofliterature;
some emphasis on the influence of Roman civilization on later European cultures. (Same as
Classical Civilization 202(1))- Bradley TTh 9:55 I
209. Voyages and Voyagers- Voyage as report, invention and metaphor, using such
works as the Odyssey, Herodotus' History and Tacitus' Annals, Marco Polo's Travels, Hak-
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luyt's Voyages, Doughton's Arabia Deserta, Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle, Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Swift's Gulliver's Travels , Poe's Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, and
Clarke's 2001. Lectures and discussions. One paper and a final examination. No prerequisite. (Same as College Course 201) - Martin Tih 11:20 IV
240. Literary Existentialism - A study of American and Continental fiction , drama, and
essays which present the philosophical and theological viewpoints of existentialism , with
readings in Kierkegaard, Poe, Nietzsche, Dostoevsky, Kafka, Sartre, Camus , namuno,
Jasper, Diirrenmatt, Ellison , and Bellow. Permission of the instructor. (Same as English
240) - Benton WF 9:55 IV
247. The Author and Audience- A study of authors' conceptions of and attitudes toward
their work and their audience, especially in modem Western authors such as Joyce, Kafka,
Pirandello, and Frost. Permission of the instructor. (Same as English 247) - Potter ffi
11:20 v
290. Italian Cinema: From Fiction to Film- A study and discussion of various literary
works and an analysis of their cinematographic adaptations by noted Italian film directors:
those of Verga's House by the Medlar Tree, di Lampedusa's The Leopard and Mann's Death
in Venice by Visconti; Bassani's The Garden of the Finzi-Contini by De Sica; Moravia's Two
Women by De Sica and Moravia's The Conformist by Bertolucci; and others. The course will
also consider the trend away from reliance on literary texts toward the development of
personal expressions by such author/directors as Fellini, Antonioni and Wertmuller. Works
will be read and discussed in English. Students wishing to apply this course toward the
major in the Department of Modem Languag~s and Literatures will read the texts in the
original and meet with the instructor in supplementary sessions to consider the original.
Faithful attendance is required. (Same as Italian 290) Permission of the instructor. Campo Tih 2:40 V
341. Studies in Drama: Tragedy - A study of theories of tragedy and of major examples of
tragic drama from the Greek through contemporary times. (Same as Theatre Arts 341) Nichols TTh 9:55 III
345. Chaucer- Chaucer's Canterbury Tales and other writings in the contexts of late
medieval ideas about God, nature, the relations of men and women , the structure of society,
and others. Satisfies the requirement of a literary history course . Permission of the instructor. (Same as English 345)- McNulty Tih 9:55 V
TRINITY TERM

195(2). Survey of Oriental Literature I - A study of selected masterpieces of Chinese,
Japanese, and Indian literature - fiction, poetry and drama- from early times through the
nineteenth century. Permission of the instructor. (Same as English 195) - Benton MWF
10:30 I
203. Mythology - Generally, a study of the role of myth in society. Particularly, the
emphasis will be laid on the body of Greek myth and its relationship to literature and art.
Readings within the area of classical literature will be wide and varied, with a view to
elucidating what "myth" meant to the Ancient Greeks. Whatever truths are discovered
therefrom will be tested against the apparent attitudes of other societies, ancient and modem, "civilized" and primitive, towards myth. Lectures and discussion . (Same as Classical
Civilization 203) - Macro Tih 9:55 IV
242. Time and the Modern Novel - A study of concepts of time and related narrative
devices in the modem novel with readings in Woolf, Joyce, Faulkner, Proust and others.
Permission of the instructor. (Same as English 242)- Ogden WF 11:20 IV
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243(2). The Antihero - A study of the characteristics, function and varieties of the antihero
in Western , especially modem , literature. Permission of th e instructor. (Same as English
243) - Potter Tih 9:55 V
301. Introduction to Comparative Literature: Studies in Romanticism - An analysis of the
history, rationale and methods characteristic of the fi eld of Comparative Literature. To be
tudied through readings centering on th e Romantic movement in European literature of the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. Prereq uisite: Permission of th e instructor. - Katz WF
1:15
310. Studies in Poetry: The Epic - A study of th e genre of the epic related to th e concept
of the hero and the definition of th e elf. Readings will include the Iliad, Odyssey, Paradise
Lost , Gilgamesh , Beowulf, Paterson, Sundiata, Aeneid and other works in world literature.
Satisfies the requirement of the genre course . Pe rmission ofthe instructor. (Same as English
310) - Ogden Tih 2:40 III

384. Biography and Autobiography- A course in the reading and writing of both. Readings from such authors as Plato, Plutarch , Augustine, Cellini , Montaigne , Boswell , Johnson ,
Franklin , Rousseau , Voltaire, Macaulay, Gibbon , Newman and Henry Adams. Continuous
writing exercises . Enrollment limited to 15; preference to upperclassmen. (Same as College
Course 384) - Martin Tih 8:30 III
402. Literature of Disorder - Non-departmental seminar examining the social and psychological underside of the Ages of Reason and of Science, as viewed primarily through
literary works by such authors as Gay, Diderot, Blake, Buchner, Dostoevsky, Kafka, Lawrence, Mann, Woolf. Short papers and a final examination . Enrollment limited to 15;
preference to upperclassmen . (Same as College Course 402)- Martin M 1:15 V
412. The Poet and the Prophet in Greece and Israel - An interdisciplinary and comparative study of Greek and Hebrew oral and written poetic traditions to discern the distinctive
character of each, the culture which each in its prophetic role reflects , and the legacy which
each has provided Western Civilization . Prerequisite: This seminar is intended for students
with a strong background in classics and/or biblical studies, and preference will be given to
Classics and Religion majors . Greek and/or Hebrew is desirable but not required. Enrollment will be limited to 15 students, and a personal interview with the instructors will be
required before acceptance. (Same as Classics 412 and Religion 412) - Gettier and Williams TTh 2:40 IV

Dance
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DWORIN, Director of Program;
ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE MCADAMS AND KREEMER;
VISITING ARTIST SALTZMAN
CHRISTMAS TERM

105. Introduction to the Dance I - An introductory examination of the dance : appreciation of dance as an art form through films, readings, discussion , and application; exploration
of the basic concepts of dance technique. Permission . Sections limited to 20. Sec.
A- Kreemer, Dworin Tih 9:55, W 4:00-5:30; Sec. B- McAdams, Dworin MF 11:3~
12:45; w 11:3~1:00
106(1).

Introduction to the Dance II- Saltzman, McAdams

MW 1:15; Th 4:00-5:30
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[Ill. Improvisation] - Concentration on expanding individual awareness of movement in
relation to time , space, energy, and environment. Elements of sound, voice and music
studied in relation to motion . Selected studies assigned based on classroom interaction and
discussion . Prerequisite: Dance 105 and/or Dance 106. Permission . Enrollment limited to
15.- Dworin

[211. Western Dance History] - Historical consideration of style , form and content of
Western dance . Europe from the late Middle Ages through the development of ballet.
Modem dance in the U.S. as an expression of American culture . Readings in appropriate
areas accompanied by viewing, composing, performing. Some dance experience desirable.
Permission . Enrollment limited to 15.
215. Intermediate Theory and Style: Modern Dance - Analysis of aesthetics of dance
with particular emphasis on the development of technical and choreographic styles in mod·
em dance . Further exploration of physical and expressive range in relation to topics of
inquiry . Prerequisite: Dance 105, 106. Permission . Enrollment limited to 20. - Saltzman,
Dworin Th 7:00-10:00; MW 11 :30-1:00
216(1). Intermediate Theory and Style: Ballet - Analysis of aesthetics of dance wih particular emphasis on the development of technical and choreographic styles in ballet. Further
exploration of physical and expressive range in relation to topics of inquiry. Prerequisite:
Dance 105, 106. Permission . Enrollment limited to 20. - Kreemer, Saltzman MW 1:15;
TTh 2:40
221. Composition- Experimentation in the formal dance elements: shape, time and
space. Fundamentals of composition discussed : concentration on imaginative use of space
sound, and group interaction . Students will choreograph and participate in projects regularly, as well as do selected readings on choreography . Prerequisite: Dance 111 or 106.
Permission . Enrollment limited to 15. Two technique classes at the intermediate or advanced level are required. - McAdams MW 4:00
[305. Advanced Technique] - Recommended only for highly experienced and motivated
students . Advanced study of modem and ballet techniques with emphasis on body alignment, rhythmic awareness, phrasing and dynamic changes . Comparative analysis and research on selected disciplines . Prerequisites: Dance 205, 206. Permission .
[311. Repertory and Performance]- Students will participate in works choreographed by
dance faculty and selected students . Performances by the student repertory company will be
held at the College and elsewhere. Prerequisite: Dance 305, 306. Permission . Enrollment
limited to 15.
331. Teaching Creative Movement to Children - Selected readings and research on
teaching methods; practical experience in an actual teaching situation; weekly discussion of
readings and experiences. Only for selected students who show motivation toward teaching
and have sufficient background in both the technical and creative aspects of dance as well as
courses in child psychology. - Dworin W 7:00; TTh 1:15
[411. Special Studies in Dance] - Individual study and research on a selected topic under
the guidance of a member of the dance faculty . Permission granted with the approval of the
dance faculty.
TRINITY TERM

(Descriptions and scheduling same as Christmas Te rm)
105(2).
106.

Introduction to the Dance I
Introduction to the Dance II
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111(2).

Improvisation

[212. Survey of World Dance] - Consideration of several Non-Western dance systems .
Practical and theoretical .q uestions raised in understanding the variety of dance forms and
their relationship to other elements of their respective cultures and to our own forms. Some
dance experience desirable . Permission . Enrollment limited to 15.
[215(2).
[216.

Intermediate Theory and Style: Modem Dance]
Intermediate Theory and Style: Ballet]

218. Dance and Music- The theme of this course is two-fold. First, the relationship of the
media, dance and music, will be explored by examining a variety of dance and musical forms
which are contemporary, historical, and foreign as well as forms created by the class.
Second , we will be concerned with the discovery of methods of analysis appropriate for the
particular forms involved. No technical dance is required, although previous experience in
the arts may be helpful. Useful for choreographers. Permission. Enrollment limited to 15.
[221(2).

Composition]

222. Advanced Composition - In-depth exploration of formal and expressive themes.
Dance will be compared to and juxtaposed with music, art, and literature. Selected readings
on the art of choreography and elements of production. Each student is responsible for
completing a finished choreographed piece with lighting, costuming, and staging included.
Prerequisite: Dance 221. Permission . Enrollment limited to 15.
305(1).
[312.

Advanced Technique
Repertory and Performance]

356. Anatomy and Correctives - This course concentrates on the anatomical principles of
motion . Emphasis on skeletal and neuro-muscular systems, correct alignment, and placement and the application of these principles to modern dance and ballet. Prerequisite:
Dance 106, 205, 206. - Saltzman
412.

Special Studies in Dance

432. Principles of Movement in Education and Psychotherapy - This course investigates
movement as it relates to the therapeutic and teaching-learning processes. Theoretical
approaches to psychotherapy and education will be studied as well as various methods of
conceptualizing movement behavior. Students will be encouraged to develop a descriptive
vocabulary of movement concepts to be utilized in observational studies done in select~d
field work projects. Dance therapy will be studied in relation to other psychotherapeutic
approaches and will be compared to dance education. Background in dance, psychology,
and education necessary. Permission. - Dworin

Economics
PROFESSORS BATTIS , Chainnan, CURRAN, DUNN AND SCHEUCH;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS EGAN AND GOLD***; ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
BEAVER, LINDSEY AND ZANNONI; INSTRUCTOR BELLINGER
ECONOMICS CURRICULUM - The introductory course, Economics 101 - Basic Economic Principles is a prerequisite for all other Economics courses . Students are strongly

***Sabbatical Leave, Academic Year
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advised to take Economics 201 - Contemporary Economic Problems or another 200-level
course before proceeding to 300-level courses . Courses beyond Economics 101 and 201 are
offered in the following areas :
Economic Theory and its History (206, 301, 302, 305)
Comparative Systems and Economic Development (203, 207, 208, 316, 321, 324)
International Economics (315)
Labor Economics (204, 303)
Money and Finance (309, 310)
Public Policy Issues (209, 211 , 306, 308)
Quantitative Economics (103, 107, 312, 318, 541)
Studies in Social Policies and Economic Research (331)
Independent Research (431-432, 441-442)
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND ECONOMICS MAJOR- A student who receives a

grade of at least C- in Economics 101 and one Economics 200-level course will be admitted
to the major in Economics upon request to the Department Chairman .
The requirements for the major are a demonstration of competence by satisfactory work
(an average grade ofC-) in at least nine courses in the Department, beyond Economics 101.
Cognate courses in other departments, and/or work in special programs at Trinity or offcampus (approved, where necessary, by appropriate College authority) may be substituted
for regular elective departmental offerings, with permission of the Department Chairman or
deputy.
Each student should take Economics 101 - Basic Economic Principles and one 200-level
course prior to taking Economics 301 - Microeconomic Theory and Economics 302 - Macroeconomic Theory which are required of all majors. In addition, a minimum of four of the
student's elective courses in Economics must be at the 300 or 400-level, including at least
one seminar (Economics 331 - Studies in Social Policies and Economic Research).
Students interested in graduate study in Economics are strongly advised to acquire
mathematical preparation in Calculus , Linear Algebra, Statistics and Econometrics . Depending upon the interests of the student, other courses such as Topology, Algebra, or
applied mathematics courses may be of value. Those students interested in graduate work in
business administration are advised to acquire mathematical preparation in Calculus, Statistics, and Econometrics, as well as Economics 103- Accounting. For the students who do not
plan to do graduate work, the quantitative courses, Economics 107 - Statistics, and
Economics 541 - Research Methods would be of value. Economics 312 - Mathematical
Economics which uses many of the concepts in the courses noted above would be of value to
all groups in integrating mathematical concepts and economic theory.
THE HONORS PROGRAM - The Department will determine the junior major students

eligible for honors and those who qualify may elect to enter the Honors Program. The
candidates for honors will be selected from among those students who have done superior
work in their departmental and cognate courses .
Toward the end of that year, an honors candidate should prepare a prospectus of an
honors thesis which must be accepted by the Department. In the senior year, the candidate
for honors must take Economics 441-442 Independent Research Project.
Honors candidates are not required to take Economics 331; however, they are urged to
consider taking a research seminar as one of their 300-level courses .
Honors will be awarded on the basis of the quality of the work in Economics 441- 442 and
a general examination.
CHRISTMAS TERM

101. Basic Economic Principles - An introduction to modem economic analysis . A study of
the principles of production and exchange, the distribution of income, monetary theory, and
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national income analysis. Required of all majors in Economics and recommended for all
students planning business, legal or public service careers . Enrollment in each section
limited to 25. Permission slips signed by Department Secretary, Williams Memorial 209A.
Sec. A - Scheuch TTh 8:30
Sec. E - Bellinger MWF 10:30
Sec. B- Scheuch TTh 9:55
Sec. F- Bellinger TTh ll:20
Sec. C - Curran · Tfh 9:55
Sec. H - Egan Tih 9:55
Sec. D - Bellinger MWF 9:30
103. Principles of Accounting - A review of accounting concepts and procedures with
particular emphasis on the reasoning behind methods of measuring and recording such
items as depreciation and revenues. The implications of accounting theory and practice for
the measurement of income and financial positions are investigated. Permission granted by
Department Chairman. This course is offered through a program of interinstitutional cooperation . Permission slips signed by Department Secretary, Williams Memorial 209A. Enrollment limite~ to 35. - Gilman MW 1:15
107. (Mathematics 107) Elements of Statistics- A course designed primarily for students
in the social and natural sciences. Topics covered will include graphical methods, statistical
measures, basic probability, probability functions, sampling, analysis of measurements,
correlation and regression . Two years of high school algebra is appropriate background for
the course. Students having a mathematical background which includes Mathematics 222
should consider the Mathematics 305, Mathematics 306 sequence for work in statistics. Bonnice MWF ll:30
201. Contemporary Economic Issues - An examination of selected economic issues such
as monetary and fiscal policy; international trade; recession and inflation; income distribution; energy policy; and urban problems. Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of
the instructor.- Dunn MWF 9:30
203. Economic Development - An introduction to the theories of development and underdevelopment, identification of factors contributing to the existence of underdevelopment
and an examination of policy issues and development strategies . Prerequisites: Economics
101 and permission of the instructor. -Lindsey Tfh 1:15
[207. Industrial Revolution] - A comparative study of the processes and economic consequences of industrialization in E.n gland, France, Germany and Russia in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. Battis
209. Urban Economics- Economic analysis of urban areas in their regional setting; the
study oflocation theory, land use and housing markets, and of current public policy issues
pertaining to urban problems including urban poverty, the economics of race in metropolitan areas, urban transportation , and local public finance. The resource alloc;ation process
will be emphasized . Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. Battis MWF 8:30
[211. Environmental Economics] - An examination of the relationship between economic
growth and the deterioration of the environment; the role of the free market in causing
envirortmental problems; analysis of proposed means, such as effiuent charges, for correcting these problems; the application of cost-benefit analysis to selected environmental issues.
Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. -Egan
301. Microeconomic Theory - A study of the determination of the prices of goods and
productive factors in a market economy and the role of prices in the allocation of resources .
Required of all Economics majors. Prerequisites: Economics 101; one 200-level course and
permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 25.
Sec. A- Egan MWF 10:30
Sec. B - Egan MWF ll :30
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302(1). Macroeconomic Theory - An analysis of aggregate income; output and employment which includes the following topics: national economic accounts, theories of consumption, investment and money, Keynesian and Classical models, the monetary-fiscal debate,
inflation , unemployment and growth . Prerequisites: Economics 101; one 200-level course
and permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30.
Sec. A - Beaver MWF 9:30
Sec. B - Beaver MWF 10:30
303. Labor Economics - A study of the problems of wage earners in modem industrial
societies with particular reference to the United States: analysis of the labor force; wage
determination in theory and practice; impact of unions upon the economy; unemployment;
role of the state in protecting workers and members of disadvantaged groups including social
security, manpower, anti-poverty, and equal employment opportunity legislation. Prerequisites: Economics 101, at least one 200-level course and permission of the instructor;
Economics 301 is advised but not required. - Scheuch Tih 1:15
305. History of Economic Thought- An introduction to the ideas of the major economists
contributing to the development of economics from the pre-Classical period to Keynes and
Schumpeter. Prerequisite: Economics 101 and 301. -Dunn MWF 10:30
309. Corporation Finance - The development of the business unit; corporate organization
and control; capital budgeting; cost of capital; corporation securities; the securities markets;
valuation and promotion ; expansion and reorganization. Prerequisite: Economics 101 and
permission of the instructor; Economics 301 is advised but not required. - Curran Tfh
8:30
310(1). Money and Banking - The nature, significance, and functions of money; monetary
standards; the role and operation of commercial banks; central banking and the Federal
Reserve System; the Treasury and the money market; foreign exchange and international
finance ; monetary theory. Prerequisites: Economics 302 and permission of the instructor. Beaver WF 1:15
315. International Economics - The determinants of patterns of international trade and
comparative advantage; trade restrictions and commercial policy; trade and growth ; foreign
exchange; the role of international financial institutions; balance of payments analysis , and
international capital flows . Prerequisites: Economics 101 ; one course at the 200-level
(Economics 301 or 302 is advised, but not required). Enrollment limited to 30. Lindsey WF 1:15
321. American Economic History - A survey of the growth of the national economy from
1790 to the 1900's. Special attention will be given to the problems of foreign trade, the
"Take-Off," the economy of the antebellum South , transportation , land policy, agrarian
discontent, the rise of cities, and the problems of monopoly and economic welfare. Prerequisites : Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. - Battis Tih 9:55
331. Studies in Social Policies and Economic Research - The primary emphasis of these
senior level seminars is to strengthen the student's skill and sensitivity in applying economic
analysis and research methods to social policy problems . The topics to be studied will vary
from year to year. Prerequisites: Economics 301 and 302 and permission of the instructor.
Sec. A. Principles of Public Choice - An analysis of the distinction between
public interest and self interest approaches to collective choices in th e context of
traditional welfare economics and economic justice. - Dunn Tih 1:15
Sec. B. Forecasting - A study of the major approaches to economic forecasting,
i.e., models, surveys, leading indicators , and the application of these techniques.
Students will learn how to use and evaluate forecasts in the following areas : GNP
and its components, the firm and industry, and finance . Each student will be
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required to present and evaluate his or her own forecasts. Prerequisite: Economics
107 and 302. - Zannoni WF 1:15
431-432. Thesis- Written report on a research project. Submission date of thesis: second
Friday following return from Spring Recess. Two course credits. Seniors who undertake
Economics 431-432 will be excused from the required work in Economics 331 - Studies in
Social Policies and Economic Research. Prerequisites: Economics 301 and 302 and permission of thesis supervisor. - Staff
441-442. Independent Research Project for Honors- Written report on an original research project (due date second Friday following return from Spring Recess). Required of all
candidates for Honors. Two course credits . Prerequisites: Economics 301 and 302; permission
of the supervisor of the proposed research project and of the Chairman of the Department.Staff
Note: Some of the following graduate courses are open to juniors and seniors whose
records have been outstanding. Prerequisites: Permission of the student's major adviser, of
the instructor, and of the Office of Graduate Studies.
501.

Microeconomic Theory- Steffanci

5ll.

Economics of the Securities Markets- Curran

515.

International Economics- Lindsey

518.

Econometrics- Fongemie

[541.

W 7:00--10:00 p.m.
M 7:00-10:00 p.m.

T 7:00--10:00 p.m.

W 7:00-10:00 p .m.

Methods of Research] - Zannoni

TRINITY TERM
101(2). Basic Economic Principles - An introduction to modem economic analysis. A
study of the principles of production and !Olxchange, the distribution of income, monetary
theory, and national income analysis. Required of all majors in Economics and recommended for all students planning business, legal, or public service careers. Enrollment in
each section limite<' to 25. Permission slips signed by Department Secretary, Williams
Memorial 209A.
Sec. A- Scheuch TTh 9:55
Sec. C - Bellinger MWF 9:30
Sec. B - Curran TTh 9:55
Sec. D- Lindsey MWF 10:30
103. Principles of Accounting - A review of accounting concepts and procedures with
particular emphasis on the reasomn~ behind methods of measuring and recording such
items as depreciation and revenues. T'he implications of accounting theory and practice for
the measurement of income and financ:al positions are investigated. Permission granted by
Department Chairman. This cot "e is offered through a program of interinstitutional cooperation. Permission slips signed t "!"'~partment Secretary, Williams Memorial 209A. Enrollment limited to 35. - Gilmau 1vfW 1:15
107(2). (Mathematics 107(2)) Elements of Statistics - A course designed primarily for
students in the social and natural sciences. Topics covered will include graphical methods,
statistical measures, basic probability, probability functions , sampling, analysis of measurements, correlation and regression. Two years of high school algebra is appropriate
background for the course . Students having a mathematical background which includes
Mathematics 222 should consider the Mathematics 305, Mathematics 306 sequence for work
in statistics. - Stewart (Dept. of Mathematics) MWF 11:30
201(2). Contemporary Economic Issues - An examination of selected economic issues
such as monetary and fiscal policy; international trade; recession and inflation; income
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distribution ; and · urban problems . Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the
instructor. - Bellinger MWF 10:30
204. Labor Relations - A survey of union-management relations in the United States and
of the role of unions in contemporary society: history of the union movement; the structure
and government of unions; principal issues in collective bargaining; intensive study of
collective bargaining experience in selected industries and the public sector; government
control oflabor relations. Prerequisite: Economics 101. - Scheuch Tfh 1:15
206. Radical Political Economy - An introduction to the paradigm of radical political
economy, a comparison with neo-classical economics, and an investigation of selected
economic problems: poverty, unemployment, monopoly, imperialism , and the state. Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. - Lindsey Tfh 1:15
208. Socialism - A survey of the development of socialist thought from Marx to the
present, and an examination of the structure and functioning of a number of socialist
economies, with special emphasis given to their incentive systems, resource allocation
mechanisms and the conditions of economic welfare. Prerequisites: Economics 101 and
permission of the instructor. -Battis MWF 9:30
211(2). Environmental Economics - An examination of the relationship between economic
growth and the deterioration of the environment; the role of the free market in causing
environmental problems ; analysis of proposed means, such as effiuent charges, for correcting these problems; the application of cost-benefit analysis to selected environmental issues.
Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. - Egan MWF 11:30
301(2). Microeconomic Theory - A study of the determination of the prices of goods and
productive f(lctors . in a market economy and of the role of prices in the allocation of resources . Required of all Economics majors. Prerequisites: Economics 101; one 200-level
course and the permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30. -Egan MWF 10:30
302. Macroeconomic Theory- An analysis of aggregate income, output and employment
which includes the following topics: national economic accounts, theories of consumption ,
investment and money, Keynesian and Classical models, the monetary-fiscal debate, inflation, unemployment and growth. Prerequisite: Economics 101; one 200-level course and the
permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30.
Sec. B - Beaver MWF 10:30
Sec. A - Zannoni MWF 9:30
306. Public Finance: Economics of the Public Sector - The course emphasizes the theory
of choice in the public sector and the means of ordering priorities including the problems of
economic efficiency and allocation. Topics covered and emphasis depend upon the interests
of the class but will include: the allocation of public goods; evaluation of public investments
in theory and practice; theory and measurement of tax incidence; criteria for optimal tax
structure and effects of particular taxes on resource allocation and distribution; proposals for
reform of United States tax structures. Prerequisite: Economics 101. -Dunn MWF 10:30
308. Monopoly and Public Policy - An examination of the special aspects of the role of
government toward the problems of monopoly. The course is divided into two parts: Part
one is an analysis of the regulation of public utilities and transportation as a substitute for
monopoly pricing; part two is an analysis of the structure of American industry with special
reference to antitrust policy as an instrument for preventing monopoly and promoting
competition. Prerequisites: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor.- Curran TTh
8:30
310. Money and Banking - The nature, significance, and functions of money; monetary
standards; the role and operations of commercial banks; central banking and the Federal
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Reserve System; the Treasury and the money market; foreign exchange and international
finance; monetary theory. Prerequisites: Economics 302 and permission of the instructor.Beaver MWF 9:30
[312. Mathematical Economics] - The application of mathematical techniques in
economics including input-output analysis, linear programming, game theory, and selected
topics in operations research . The course is designed primarily for Economics majors with
limited mathematical backgrounds. Prerequisites: Economics 301; Mathematics 109 or 110
or the equivalent; and permission of the instructor. - Egan
[316. Development of East and Southeast Asia] - An analysis of the major problems of
economic development of the region in the post World War II period, and an examination of
alternative policies and strategies of development. -Lindsey
318. Basic Econometrics - The formulation and estimation of models; topics include a
review of basic concepts and results of statistical inference, single equation regression
model, functional forms , problems of estimation, and simultaneous equation models. The
computer will be used but no experience necessary. Prerequisite: Economics 107 and
permission of the instructor. - Zannoni MWF 11:30
324. Comparative Economic Systems - A study of the theories of competitive capitalism,
market socialism and central planning; and a survey of the economic organization, resource
allocation problems, and growth processes in such countries as the U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia and
China. Prerequisites: Economics 101; one 200-level course in Economics and permission of
the instructor. - Battis TTh 9:55
331(2). Studies in Social Policies and Economic Research - The primary emphasis of these
senior level courses is to strengthen the student's skill and sensitivity in applying economic
analysis and research methods to social policy problems. The topics to be studied will vary
from year to year. Prerequisites: Economics 301 and 302, and permission of the instructor.
Sec. A. Current Issues in Union-Management Relations - A historical review of
the development of American unions will be followed by intensive study of selected
current issues including: union-management relations in the public sector; national
emergency disputes; "Right-to-Work" legislation; collective bargaining initiatives
with respect to the "quality" of worklife ; and the political "character" of the American union movement.- Scheuch M 1:15
Sec. B. Issues in Energy Economics - The economic analysis of selected energy
issues such as the development of new energy sources, the federal and state pricing
regulations for present energy sources, the conservation of energy, or the environmental consequences of energy development. Each student will be required to
write a major research paper on an approved topic and to present the major
findings of that paper in a seminar. Students will also be required to read and
generally acquaint themselves with all the topics being studied in the seminar.
Prerequisite: A demonstrated interest in the area of energy economics. Egan TTh 1:15
Sec. C. International Economic Problems - Analysis of theoretical issues, empirical findings, and policy alternatives of selected problems in international trade and
finance. Prerequisites: Economics 315 and permission of the instructor. Lindsey M 1:15
Sec. D. The Economics of Regulated Industries - The theory of economic regulation with applications to selected industries within the public utilities, transportation and financial sectors of the economy. Research papers will deal with topics
suggested by the reading list for the course. -Curran TTh 1:15
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Sec. E. Problems in Public Finance: State & Local Government - The study of
fiscal needs and resources of state and local governments and the theoretical
framework for intergovernmental fiscal relations in the United States. An examination of the intergovernmental fiscal relations and local fiscal resources and responsibilities in a multi-governmental structure. Emphasis will be placed on an
examination of problems resulting from political geographic fragmentation.
-Dunn Tih 1:15
431-432. Thesis - Written report on a research project. Submission date of thesis: second
Friday following return from Spring Recess. Two course credits. Seniors who undertake
Economics 431-432 will be excused from the required work in Economics 331(2) - Studie
in Social Policies and Economic Research . Prerequisites: Economics 301 and 302 and permission of the thesis supervisor. - Staff
441-442. Independent Research Project for Honors - Written report on an original research project (due date second Friday following return from Spring Recess). Required of all
candidates for Honors . Two course credits. Pre requisites: Economics 301 and 302; permission
of the supervisor of the proposed research project and of the Chairman of the Department. Staff
Note: Some of the following graduate courses are open to juniors and seniors whose
records have been outstanding. Prerequisites: Permission of the student's major adviser, of
the instructor, and of the Office of Graduate Studies.
500.

Economic Principles- Bellinger T 7:00-10:00 p.m .

502.

Macroeconomic Theory - Zannoni

506.

Public Finance: Fiscal Policy- Dunn

510.

Money and Banking - Beaver

514.

Analysis of Financial Markets- Steffanci

W 7:00-10:00 p.m .
T 7:00-10:00 p.m.

M 7:00-10:00 p.m.
W 7:00-10:00 p.m.

Education
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR MOSEBY, Acting Chairman;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SCHULTZ***;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS CHRISTOPHERSON AND R. GOODENOW

The Department of Education offers courses for persons who intend to teach in public or
private schools and for others who are interested in a broad range of issues and problems in
education . Students who anticipate a career in public secondary school teaching (grades
7-12) should confer during their freshman or sophomore years with the Department Chairman concerning various state certification requirements and reciprocity agreements under
the Twenty-eight State Compact. Members of the Department can also assist students
interested in independent secondary school teaching by planning courses and advising on
the availability and nature of independent school situations.
Individuals wishing to prepare for elementary school teaching (K-8) should consult with
the Department Chairman, not later than the close of their freshman year, about the Trinity
College - St. Joseph College consortia! program which may be arranged through the Office

***Sabbatical Leave, Academic Year
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of the Dean for Educational Services. This program leads to state elementary certification on
the recommendation of the Department of Education at St. Joseph College, and the
elementary certificate granted is acknowledged beyond Connecticut under the Twentyeight State Compact. Students electing this program will begin their work at Trinity with
two courses: Education 271 or 276 and 375.
In addition to the above programs, students who wish to pursue independent studies in
areas concerning public education , which may include field experience in the schools, may
make arrangements with the Department for such studies .

CHRISTMAS TERM

277. BilinguaVBicultural Education - This course will explore bilingualism and biculturalism from psychological, linguistic, and educational perspectives. Topics to be considered will include the effects on self-concept, social adjustment, literacy, and school achievement. The effectiveness of different program models will be reviewed. The education of
Spanish-speaking children in Hartford will provide special opportunities for study. Fluency
in. a second language is not necessary. (Same as Intercultural Studies 277.) Permission of the
instructor required. - Christopherson TTh 9:55
332(1). Teaching Creative Movement to Children - Selected reading and research on
teaching methods; practical experience in an actual teaching situation; weekly discussion of
readings and experiences. Only for selected students who show motivation toward teaching
and have sufficient background in both the technical and creative aspects of dance as well as
courses in child psychology. (Same as Dance 332(1).) - Dworin W 7:00 Th 4:00
340(1). American Education and Blacks: Historical Perspectives - This course considers
topics relevant to the education of blacks in historical perspective . Social thought, educational ideologies, major leaders and institutions, urbanization, industrial education , the
nature of racism and other areas of interest will be explored . Students will be familiarized
with recent research and interpretive trends. Research on Hartford and New England will
be encouraged. (Same as Intercultural Studies 340. ) - R. Goodenow TTh 2:40
371. Issues in Education: In Search of Educational Equity- The Role Of The State Connecticut State Education Commissioner and Deputy examine key problems and issues
involved in the search for equity in a state with a widely diverse student population . The
focus of discussion is centered on the role and responsibility of the State in developing
strategies for educational improvement. Topics will include: School finance equalization,
education in the cities, federal encroachment, accountability, the legislative and judicial
processes that bear on educational equity and improvement, and the question of who
governs education, the layman or the professional. Permission of the Department Chairman
required . -Shedd and Horoschak Th 7:00-9:30 p .m .
475. Principles and Methods of Secondary Education - A study of secondary school aims,
curricula, and teaching methods. The emphasis is on meeting the practical problems involved in instruction. Students will develop teaching units in their subject matter disciplines
and analyze their own teaching efforts in video-taped micro-teaching lessons. Open to
juniors and seniors only. Permission of the instructor required. -C. Goodenow TTh 11:20
481. Developmental Reading in the Secondary School- Students will study the psychological bases of reading and reading instruction . Relevant theory and research in cognition,
perception , language , learning, and motivation will be explored. Students will spend 20
hours during the term observing and tutoring reading. Students will also have the opportunity to observe their own teaching through video-taped exercises and to work with reading
pacers and controlled readers . Open to all interested students with permission of instructor.
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(Required of all English majors wishing to teach in the public schools. ) - Christopherson
Th 4:00-6:30 p.m.
482. The Teaching of English in Secondary Schools - The nature and scope of literary
study and reader response will be explored both theoretically and practically as guides to
curriculum design, course content, teaching methods, and interdisciplinary innovations.
There will be observation of urban and suburban English classes and programs in selected
area schools. The student will be required to prepare English lessons and materials, analyze
teaching and learning objectives, and prepare at least one teaching unit for video-taping.
Required of all English majors desiring to teach in the public schools. - TBA TTh 11:20
491-492(1, 2). Student Teaching - A laboratory course of supervised observation and
teaching experience in cooperation with nearby secondary schools . The student must be
able to spend a full secondary school day for at least nine weeks, and must ordinarily observe
or teach approximately 140 school periods. Offered both Christmas and Trinity Terms.
Prerequisite: Two courses in Education, including either Education 475 or Education 521,
senior or graduate standing, and permission of the Department Chairman and of the instructor. Two course credits. -Goodenow and Staff
Note: The following graduate courses , except those numbered 600 and above , are open to
juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: Permission of the student's major adviser, of the instructor, and of the Graduate Office. (See Trinity College Bulletin: Graduate Studies: Summer
1977/Academic Year 1977- 1978.)
501.

History of Education- R. Goodenow

W 7:00p.m.

505.

Psychology for Instruction - Christopherson

521.

Instructional Techniques in Theory and Practice - Moseby

M 7:00 p.m .
T 7:00 p.m .

TRINITY TERM

271. Introduction to the Philosophy and History of Education - What do we do when
we educate? The perspectives and tools of philosophy will be used to clarify, assess, and
justify the values that underlie educational positions, concepts , language, decisions, and
teaching styles, and to examine the implications of these values for educational practice. As
they work through such analysis, students will be encouraged to develop and clarify their
own positions and to see them in relation to those which are available historically in the
development of educational theories and practices. Permission of instructor required. ·R. Goodenow TTh 9:55
[276. Sociology of Education] - A study of the dynamics of education in the American
social order through consideration of the social, political, and economic forces that influence
our schools . Particular attention will be paid to an analysis of the social structure affecting
the schools in various settings- core city, interurban , suburban , and rural areas- and the
problems which each generates. Visits to various types of educational institutions for the
purposes of observation , report, and discussion will be arranged insofar as is possible.
Permission of the instructor required. - Schultz
336. Educating the Gifted - A comprehensive study of major conceptions of giftedness,
such as creativity, athletic ability, and verbal and mathematical aptitude. Psychological
research, teaching methods, guidance, and programs , including Connecticut programs, will
be considered. Permission of the instructor. -Christopherson M 7:00-9:30 p.m.
375. Educational Psychology -A study of the nature and conditions of school learning.
Topics will include behavior modification, social learning theory, motivation, cognitive
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development, skill development, transfer of training, and educational evaluation. Students
will spend 30 hours during the term observing and tutoring in local schools. - Christopherson Tfh 2:40
[376. Issues in Educational Testing] - An introduction to the methods and theoretical
issues of educational testing. Students will acquire basic skills in classroom test construction.
The use and interpretation of standardized tests and the controversy surrounding testing,
especially intelligence testing, will be explored. Permission of the instructor. - Christopherson
378. Minority Group Adolescence - This course will examine major contributions to the
theories on adolescence and their applicability to minority group adolescents. Principal
focus will be on racial and ethnic minority groups in the United States. The course will
attempt to assess the state of our present knowledge of minority youth and the role formal
schooling plays in the life of minority group youngsters. (Same as Intercultural Studies 378. )
- Moseby Tfh 1:15
[380. The Education of the Working Class] - A critique of the prevailing view that the
academic difficulties of working class children are due to fundamental cognitive and personality deficits and to inadequate child-rearing practices. The effectiveness of programs designed to remedy these problems, such as compensatory education, will be assessed. Alternatives to the deficit view which hold the school or society responsible for the child's failure
will also be considered. An attempt will be made to account for the popularity of the deficit
view among educators and among psychologists and sociologists concerned with education.
Permission of the instructor. - Schultz
491-492(1, 2).

Student Teaching - (See description under Christmas Term. )

Note: The following graduate courses, except those numbered 600 and above, are open to
juniors and seniors . Prerequisite: Permission of the student's major adviser, of the instructor, and of the Graduate Office. (See Trinity College Bulletin: Graduate Sh1dies: Summer
1977/Academic Year 1977-78. )
535.

Individual Differences and Development - Christopherson

602A.

Seminar: The Crisis in Basic Skills- C. Goodenow

602B.

Seminar: Teacher Negotiation - Bomstein

Th 7:00p.m .

T 7:00p.m.

W 7:00p.m.

Engineering
PROFESSORS SAPEGA, Chairman , BRONZING AND NYE; ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR BLAKESLEE; ASSISTANT PROFESSORS AHLGREN AND WARNER;
LECTURER WOODARD
HARTFORD GRADUATE CENTER FACULTY OFFERING COURSES
AT TRINITY: BRONIS R. ONUF, PROFESSOR

MAJORS IN ENGINEERING
The Engineering Department offers two options for the major. One option leads to the
Master of Engineering degree, as described in the section on Academic Information. The
second option is a four-year major for students planning to enter business, industry or to
study Business Administration, after their Bachelor's degree. Students planning to under-
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take the Master of Engineering degree program must fulfill the Engineering major; those in
the four-year program must satisfy the General Engineering major.
ENGINEERING MAJOR- With Electrical or Mechanical Engineering options: Engineering 122, 212L, 225, 226, 231L, 337; in addition, Electrical Engineers must take, Engineering 307L, 308L. Physics 302; Mechanical Engineers: Engineering 326, 332, 362. Chemistry
lllL. Mathematics through Mathematics 322. Physics 121L, 122L, 221L, 222L. (The student may apply to the Department Chairman to substitute, for no more than two of the
stated physics and chemistry courses , other science courses which may be more appropriate
for the program goals of that student.)
GENERAL ENGINEERING MAJOR- Nine courses in Engineering. Mathematics 221,
222; Chemistry lllL; Physics 121L, 122L, 221L, 222L. (The student may apply to the
Department Chairman to substitute, for no more than two of the stated physics and chemistry courses, other science courses which may be more appropriate for the program goals of
that student.)

MAJOR IN COMPUTING
COMPUTING COORDINATE MAJOR -This major is designed for those students who
wish to combine an interest in computers with study in a traditional major department.
There are three sets of requirements to be fulfilled: (I) The Computing Sequence; four
courses in computing, including the senior seminar. (2) Six courses in mathema~cs , as
approved by the Mathematics Department, chosen so as to cover the general areas of the
calculus (three course sequence), computational mathematics, probability or statistics, and
algebraic structures or finite mathematics. (3) The Coordinate Major; five to seven courses in
a major deJ?artment, chosen to assure a depth of knowledge in the chosen field. The choice
of courses in the Coordinate Major Department must be approved by a designated member
of that Department before the student is accepted into the Computing Coordinate Major.

CHRISTMAS TERM

107. Computer Concepts - The study of the underlying concepts of computers, computer
systems, and their use; program design concepts; data representations and applications;
social implications of the computer. Program writing and execution is required. 1 course
credit. Permission of the instructor. -Ahlgren MWF 8:30
201. Principles of Electronic Instrumentation - This course is designed to provide a
background in electronic instrumentation in the physical and life sciences, as well as in
engineering. General principles of electronic measurement will be developed which apply
to areas such as physiology, biochemistry, solid state physics, along with engineering measurements of ~train , temperature, etc. The principal emphasis is on laboratory work. Each
student is required to complete a special project involving his or her particular area of
scientific or engineering interest . 1 course credit. Prerequisite: One year of college level
mathematics. Enrollment limited to 15. - Sapega M 1:15
207. Computing Structures and Techniques - A study of the characteristics of batch,
time-sharing, and real-time computer systems . The study of data structures, data handling,
and non-numeric programming algorithms . Various computer languages , including assembly language, are introduced as needed. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Engineering 107 or
122. Students having extensive previous computing experience may take this course with
the permission of the instructor. - Warner MWF 8:30
211. Introduction to Systems Analysis - The analysis of systems from the fields of engineering, biology, economics, urban and environmental areas, etc. using mathematical
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methods. Appropriate digital and analog computer solution techniques are introduced and
applied to study the dynamics of systems. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: One year of college
level mathematics. Enrollment limited to 25. - Bronzino TTh 8:30
225. Statics - Statics of a particle, equivalent force system, equilibrium of rigid bodies,
analysis of structures. 1 course credit. - Blakeslee MWF 11:30
231L Engineering Materials - A study of the nature, properties, and applications of
materials in engineering designs. Emphasis is placed on behavior at the atomic and molecular level. 231L. Lecture and laboratory, 1 'f.& course credits . Required of majors. 231. Lecture
only, 1 course credit. Prerequisite: One year college physics, one chemistry course. Sapega Tfh 11:20

[307L. Semiconductor Electronics I] - Introductory semiconductor physics leading to the
development of the equations of p-n junctions. Diode circuit applications. 307L. Lecture
and laboratory, 1'f.& course credits. Required of majors. 307. Lecture only, 1 course credit.
Prerequisite: Engineering 212, Physics 221 , or permission of instructor.
337. Thermodynamics- The natural laws governing the reciprocal conversions of heat
and work in thermal cycles; the nature of common working substances; the source of and the
release of energy. Prerequisite: Mathematics 221. - Onuf TTh 8:30
341. Architectural Drawing -Techniques of drawing required in architectural practice,
including floor plans, perspectives, shading techniques. Four contact hours per week. 1
course credit . Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. -Woodard M 1:15
411. Electrical Aspects of Biological Signals - Basic principles of neurophysiology including generation and transmission of nerve impulse, evoked potentials and the electroencephalogram as well as other electrical signals of biological origin. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. - Bronzino TTh 4:00
483. Independent Study - Research work to test maturity and initiative in the solution of a
problem in the area of the student's special interests . 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Permission of staff.
TRINITY TERM

102. Introduction to Engineering Analysis- An introduction to the methods of engineering analysis through study of selected topics from various branches of engineering. The
quantitative nature of engineering analysis is emphasized. Social impacts of engineering
works will be discussed. Lectures will be given by various members of the Department.
This course does not count toward the major requirements in Engineering. One course
credit. Permission of the instructor. - Sapega Tfh 1:15
122. Computing Methods -An introductory study of computing methods. Determination
of the real and complex zeros of functions. Numerical integration methods. Least squares
methods . A study of the problems of errors and roundoff in computing. Computer programs
are assigned to illustrate applications of methods developed. 1 course credit. Permission of
the instructor. - Warner MWF 8:30

212L. Linear Systems I- A continuation of Introductory Systems Analysis for Engineering majors, with special emphasis on electrical circuits, in both steady-state and dynamic
conditions. 212L. Lecture and laboratory, 1'f.& course credits. Required of majors. 212.
Lecture only, 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Physics 221, Mathematics 221. - Bronzino TTh 8:30 - Lab. Arranged
226.

Dynamics - Kinematics and kinetics of particles and rigid bodies; principle of work
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and energy; impulse and momentum. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Engineering 225. Blakeslee MWF 11 :30
[308L. Semiconductor Electronics II] - A continuation of Semiconductor Electronics I.
Development of circuit models for the transistor. Application of solid state circuit devices in
analog and digital circuits. 308L. Lecture and laboratory, 1 '!.& course credits. Required of
majors. 308. Lecture only, 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Engineering 307.
312. Linear Programming - An introduction to the theory and application of linear programming and game theory to industrial and business problems . Lecture and problem
solution. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. - Sapega TTh 11:20
Co-ordinate courses: Economics 318, Basic Econometrics; Economics 312, Mathematical
Economics
322. Computer Organization - The study 6f the relationships between c:omputer
hardware and software. The principles of logical design are introduced. The interaction of
control elements with memory devices and peripheral components is studied. The influence
of hardware on computing languages is developed . Special purpose computers are reviewed. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Engineering 207 or permission of instructor. Ahlgren MWF 8:30
326. Mechanics of Deformable Bodies - Cone pt of stress and strain ; relationship between loads, stresses and deformation in load-carrying members. Prerequisite: Engineering
225. - Blakeslee MWF 11:30
Sec. A - Engineering majors
Sec. B - Pre-Architecture majors
332. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory - This course provides engineering student
with laboratory experience in measurement and analysis techniques in the mechanical
engineering area. Measurements of temperature, pressure, fluid flow, stress and strain , will
be undertaken, with particular emphasis on electronic methods . Report writing stressing
the use of drawings, tables, and graphical methods, is required. 2-3 hour laboratory session
per week. lh course credit. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. - Sapega TBA
342. Architectural Design - A study of architectural design concepts including space relationship, site planning, use of materials . The student will prepare a three dimensional model
of a design prepared by him or her. The course includes field trips. Four contact hours per
week. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Engineering 341 or permission of instructor. Woodard M 1:15
362. Fluid Mechanics - A study of the fundamental concepts and laws relating to the1e
behavior of fluids, including the effects of compressibility and viscosity. Prerequisite: En- 1
gineering 226, 337, Mathematics 321. - Onuf TTh 8:30
422. Computing Seminar- A review of current computer publications dealing with bo
hardware and software areas is to be undertaken. Students will report on developments o
interest to the seminar. The discussion of the impact of the computer on society with respec
to privacy and moral questions is to be considered. 1 course credit . Prerequisite: At lea
three previous courses in computing. - Staff
483(2). Independent Study- Research work to test maturity and initiative in the solutio
of a problem in the area of the student's special interests. 1 course credit. Prerequisite _
Permission of staff.
522L. Biological Control Systems - Application of engineering analysis, highlighting tli
concepts of control theory, and mathematical modeling of neurological control system
522L. Lecture and laboratory, 1% course credits. Required of majors . 522. Lecture only,
course credit. - Bronzino TTh 4:00
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524. Simulation of Biological Systems Laboratory - Simulation and modeling techniques
are used to develop an understanding of biological processes using the analog and digital
computer. This laboratory may be taken without taking Engineering 522 by advanced
undergraduates with the permission of the instructor. Y-4. course credit. - Bronzino Hrs.
arranged.

English
PROFESSORS SMITH, Chairman, MCNULTY**, DANDO*, AND WHEATLEY;
PROFESSOR (PART-TIME) MINOT; ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
BENTON, POTTER, OGDEN AND KUYK; ASSISTANT
PROFESSORS J. MILLER, HUNTER, RIGGIO, AND SILVERMAN;
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR DIEHL; LECTURER C. BROWN
ENGLISH MAJOR- Twelve courses are required with grades of at least C- and distributed

as follows : (The numbers normally assigned to the course categories are indicated in
parentheses following the requirement.)
1
2
2
2
2
1
2

Introduction to Literary Study (295)
Critical Survey of Literature (299)
Courses in a genre or critical theory (300-339)
Courses in a major writer or literary history before 1800 (340-379)
Courses in a major writer or literary history after 1800 (380-419)
Senior seminar (495)
Electives in English

To qualify for the English major a student must pass two sections of English 299 with a
grade of B- or better.
Note: New requirements for the English major, listed above, will apply to students in the
Class of 1980 and following. Other students should consult previous catalogue issues to
determine their major requirements.
The following College Courses may count as an elective (201: Voyages and Voyagers Martin), a genre course (384: Biography and Autobiography- Martin), and a literary history
course (402: Literature of Disorder- Martin). An annual list of courses in other departments
that may count as electives in English is available in the English Department office.
Students planning to conti~ue the study of English in graduate school or to teach should
see the Chairman about special preparation.
CHRISTMAS TERM

100(1). Writing- A practical cnurse in expository and critical writing. Permission of the
instructor.
Sec. A- C. Brown TTh 1:15
Sec. D - Riggio M 1:15
Sec. B - C. Brown WF 1:15
Sec. E - Diehl WF 2:40
Sec. C -Ogden M 1:15
*Sabbatical Leave, Christmas Term
**Sabbatical Leave, Trinity Term
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110(1). Literary Writing- An introduction to creative writing in both poetry and fiction
with an emphasis on poetry; critiques of student and professional work. Permission of the
instructor. -Ogden ITh 1:15
205. Survey: American Literature - A survey of some of the major formal and thematic
elements in the works of selected American writers from the 18th century to the present;
readings in Edwards, Poe, Cooper, Hawthorne, James, Dickinson , Fitzgerald, Pynchon and
· others. Permission of the instructor. (Recommended for American Studies majors. ) Diehl WF 1:15
215. Ernest Hemingway - A study of the major novels and short stories, including readings in biographical and critical works. Permission of the instructor. - Smith Tih 2:40
240(1). Literary Existentialism - A study of American and Continental fiction , drama, and
essays which present the philosophical and theological viewpoints of existentialism, with
readings in Kierkegaard, Poe , Nietzsche , Dostoevsky , Kafka, Sartre, Camus , Unamuno,
Jasper, Diirrenmatt, Ellison, and Bellow. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative Literature 240 (1)) - Benton MWF 9:30
247. The Author and Audience- A study of authors' conceptions of and attitudes toward
their work and their audience, readings in modem Western authors such as Joyce, Kafka,
Pirandello, and Frost. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative Literature 247)Potter ITh 11:20
249. Desire in the Novel - A study of obsessional desire in novels by Stendhal, Flaubert,
Proust, Eliot, Hardy, Fowles and Nabokov, exploring the relationship between desiring
subject and desired object, ritual repetition , narcissism, fetishism and jealousy. Permission
of the instructor. - Silverman Tih 11 :20
281. Psychology and Myth - This course will consider the nature and functions of myth as
put forth by such theorists as Cassirer, Levi-Strauss , Freud, and especially Jung. We will
also examine how myth is manife~ted in Faust, in the Grail legends, and in works by such
writers as Mailer, Aeschylus, Coleridge, and John Barth . (Same as Psychology 225. ) Permission of the instructor. - Baum , Kuyk MWF 9:30
295. Introduction to Literary Study- The critical reading of poetry, fiction , and drama
and the consideration of some primary questions concerning the nature and function of
literature and our responses to it. Permission of the instructor. (Required for the English
major.)
Sec. B - Ogden Tih 11:20
Sec. A - Potter ITh 2:40
299. Critical Survey of Literature - The study of some of the major works of poetry,
fiction, and drama selected from each of the periods of literary history and introducing the
students to the assumptions and methods of an important critical system . Permission of the
instructor. (Two sections required for the English major. )
Sec. A - Historical Criticism - Diehl MWF 11:30
Sec. B - Cultural Criticism - Silverman Tih 2:40
Sec. C- Psychological Criticism- Hunter TTh 1:15
Sec. D - Structural Criticism "'7 Smith Tih 9:55
313. Studies in Poetry: Foundations of Modem American Poetry- A study of th e poe try
and poetics of the founders of modem poetry, especially Whitman , Williams, Steve ns,
Lowell, and Olson. Satisfies the requirement of a genre or literary history course. Permission of the instructor. - Kuyk MWF 10:30
334(1). Advanced Literary Writing- The writing of poetry, fiction , and drama; study and
analysis of each genre with the emphasis on composition. Satisfies the requirement of a
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genre course. Recommended preliminary course: English 100 or 110. Permission of the
instructor. - Minot Tih 9:55
345. Chaucer - Chaucer's Canterbury Tales and other writings in the context of late
medieval ideas about God, nature, the relations of men and women , the structure of society,
and others. Satisfies the requirement of a literary history course. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative Lite rature 345)- McNulty Tih 1:15
355. Studies in Seventeenth-Century Literature: Lyric Poetry- A study of the varieties
of amorous experience in Renaissance poetry, from the Platonic to the erotic, and of the
cultural and psychological dete rminants for the preoccupation with love in 16th- and 17thcentury verse; readings in Wyatt, Sidney, Shakespeare, Donne and Marvell. Satisfies the
requirement of a lite rary history or genre course. Permission of the instructor. - Silverman Tih 9:55
William Blake: The Poet as Radical- A study of the poet's systematic exploration and
elaboration of a largely unified social, political, religious and esthetic alternative to established opinion and institutions. Satisfies the requirement of a major writer course. Permission of the instructor. - Martin M 1:15

363.

390(1). Studies in Nineteenth-Century British Literature: Victorian Romanticism - A
study of the revolt against Victorian realism in fiction carried on by such writers of romances
as Stevenson, Doyle, Haggard, Kipling, Monroe, Weyman, Mason , Orczy, Hope , Conrad,
and others. Readings in the esthetics of the romance as well as in short and long fiction .
Satisfies th e requirement of a literary history course. Permission of the instructor. Benton MWF 10:30
401. Robert Frost and T. S. Eliot -A study of the poets' major representative poetry,
particularly as indications of contrasting movements in the development of modern poetry.
Satisfies the requirement of a major writer course. Permission of the instructor. -Potter M
1:15
413. Studies in Literary History: Women's Literature - A study of fiction , poetry, drama,
and criticism by women . Discussion of feminine psychology and women's literary heritage
and culture. Satisfies the requirement of a literary history or genre course. Permission of the
instructor. - Hunter W 7:00p.m.
490(1). Independent Study - A limited number of individual tutorials in topics not currently offered by the Department; applications for this course should be submitted to the
instructor and approved by the Chairman prior to preregistration . -The Staff
·
TRINITY TERM

100. Writing - A practical course in expository and critical writing. Permission of the
instructor.
Sec. I - Minot MWF 9:30
Sec. F- C. Brown WF 1:15
Sec. G - Dando WF 2:40
Sec. J - Silverman Tih 1:15
Sec. H - Wheatley WF 2:40
182. Introduction to Film Criticism - Critical study of the film as a genre through the
analysis and discussion of major feature films chosen for variety of style, technique and
cultural context. Permission of the instructor. - Potter Tih 2:40
195(2). Survey of Oriental Literature I - A study of selected masterpieces of Chinese,
Japanese, and Indian literature - fiction , poetry and drama- from early times through the
nineteenth century. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative Literature 195(2)
and Intercultural Studies 195(2)) - Benton MWF 10:30
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206. Southern Roots of Modern American Literature - A survey of Southern literature,
considering its roots in social history and assessing its influence on modem American poetry,
fiction and drama. Readings in Faulkner, Flannery O'Connor, Ellison, Wright, T. Williams,
Dickey, W. J. Cash, The Mind of the South and E. Genovese, Roll, jordan, RoU. Permission
of the instructor.
Sec. A- Kuyk MWF 9:30
Sec. B - J. Miller MWF 9:30
242. Time and The Modern Novel - A study of concepts of time and related narrative
devices in the modem novel with readings in Woolf, Joyce, Faulkner, Proust and others.
Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative Literature 242) - Ogden M 1:15
243(2). The Antihero - A study of the characteristics, function and varieties of the antihero
in Western, especially modem, literature. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative Literature 243(2))- Potter TTh 9:55
295(2). Introduction to Literary Study - The critical reading of poetry, fiction , and drama
and the consideration of some primary questions concerning the nature and function of
literature and our responses to it. Permission of the instructor. (Required for the English
major. )
Sec. A- Benton MWF 9:30
Sec. B - C. Brown Tih 1:15
299(2). Critical Survey of Literature - The study of some of the major works of poetry,
fiction , and drama selected from each of the periods of literary history and introducing the
students to the assumptions and methods of an important critical system . Permission of the
instructor. (Two sections required for the English major.)
Sec. A - Historical Criticism - Riggio Tih 9:55
Sec. B - Cultural Criticism - J. Miller TTh 9:55
Sec. C- Psychological Criticism - Hunter Tih 1:15
Sec. D - Structural Criticism - Silverman Tih 9:55
302. Studies in Fiction- A study of some of the important characteristics of contemporary
fiction - its concern with varieties of point-of-view, narrator-reader relationships, experiments in plot, and fiction as history - and their origins in earlier fiction . Satisfies the
requirement of a genre course . Permission of the instructor. - Smith WF 2:40
310. Studies in Poetry: The Epic- A study of the genre of the epic related to the concept
of the hero and the definition of the self. Readings will include the Iliad, Odyssey, Paradise
Lost, Gilgamesh, Paterson , Sundiata, Aeneid and other works in world literature. Satisfies
the requirement of the genre course. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Comparative
Literature 310) - Ogden TTh 1:15
314. Studies in Poetry: Modern Poetry- A broad survey of recent poetry, mainly American, with emphasis on Ginsberg, Berryman, Hughes, and Creeley. Satisfies the requirement of a genre or literary history course . Permission of the instructor . - Kuyk MWF
10:30
320. Studies in Drama: Symbolic Drama- A study of the cultural significance of symbolic
and ritual drama, especially the structure, staging, and motifs in medieval and morality
plays, Jacobean masques, and 19th- and 20th-century symbolic dramas. Satisfies the requirement of a literary history or genre course. Permission of the instructor. - Riggio Tih
2:40
324. Stylistics - A study of stylistic theory based on contemporary linguistic and rhetorical
systems, with some application to selected passages from such writers as James, Hemingway, Faulkner, Frost and Yeats . One-half course credit. Satisfies one-half of th e requirement for a genre course. Permission of the instructor. (Course ends during the week of March
13.) - Smith MWF 11:30
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330. Five Popular Forms- A study of the generiC' characteristics and the history of five
popular fictional forms- detective story, Western , Gothic romance, spy story, and science
fiction, including the work of Poe, Doyle, Chandler, and Spillane; Wister, Grey, Haycox,
and L'Amour; Lewis, Shelley, Stoker, Rohmer, Buchan , Fleming, and LeCarre; and Wells,
Bradbury, and Clarke. Satisfies the requirement of a genre course. Permission of the instructor. - Benton Tfh 9:55
342. Studies in Medieval Literature: The Medievai Romance - A study of selected verse
and prose romances, concentrating on the Arthurian legend and its analogues, from the 12th
century to the 15th century; readings in Geoffrey of Monmouth, Marie de France, Chretien
de Troyes, the Pearl poet, and Malory. One-half course credit. Satisfies one-half of the
requirement for a literary history course. Permission of the instructor. (Course begins
during the week of.March 13.)- Smith MWF 11:30
351(2). Shakespeare -The sonnets, early history plays, A Midsummer Night's Dream,
Twelfth Night, The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth, Coriolanus,
The Winter's Tale, and The Tempest studied with The Wheel of Fire, The Shakespearean
Imagination, and Psychoanalysis and Shakespeare. Satisfies the requirement of a major
writer course. Permission of the instructor. - Hunter Tfh 11:20
383(2). Herman Melville- Examination of the major fiction with particular attention to the
interplay between theme and rhetoric and to the link between that interplay and the social
and psychological tensions of the middle part of the nineteenth century . (Same as College
Course 383(2).) Satisfies the i equirement of a major writer course. Permission of the instructor. - Martin Tfh 11:20
391(2). Charles Dickens- A study of Dickens' portrayal of the character of English life in
eight novels. Film adaptations of some of the novels will be shown. Satisfies the requirement
of a major writer course. Permission of the instructor. - Dando M 1:15 and 7:00 p.m.
407(2). The Amerlcan 1920's- A study of some major writers from Frost to Faulkner in
America's most innovative literary decade. Satisfies the requirement of a literary history
course. Permission of the instructor. -Wheatley WF 1:15
490. Independent Study- A limited number of individual tutorials in topics not currently
offered by the Department; applications for this course should be submitted to the instructor and approved by the Chairman prior to preregistration. -The Staff
492. Fiction Workshop - Advanced seminar in the writing of fiction; class discussions
devoted primarily to the analysis of student work and secondarily to examples of contemporary short stories. Satisfies the requirement of a genre course. Recommended preliminary
course: English 334. Permission of the instructor. - Minot WF 1:15
494. Poetry Workshop- Detailed study of the writing of poetry, involving the examination
of the work of specific poets and the practice of"making" poems. Satisfies the requirement
of a genre course. Permission of the instructor. -Ogden T 7:00p.m.
495(2). Senior Seminar- Three separate seminars, each with a different critical approach
to literature. Culminates in the Senior Symposium at the end of the term.
Sec. A- Wheatley M 1:15
Sec. B- Silverman M 1:15
Sec. C - Riggio, West M 1:30 (Two credit course; also satisfies the requirement of a
Uterary'.history course. Same as History 406B.)
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Fine Arts
PROFESSORS MAHONEY, Chairman, BAIRD (PART-TIME);
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF STUDIO ARTS CHAPLIN;
ART HISTORIAN-IN-RESIDENCE ROHRER;
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE WOOD; VISITING ARTIST CALE

The Department offers instruction in two academic majors: Art History and Studio Arts.
Pre-architecture students are advised that requirements for admission to graduate schools
vary greatly but they may include: (a) at least a year's survey in art history; (b) studio courses
in basic design, drawing, painting and sculpture; plus (c) a college level physics course- but
not. mechanical drawing - and a college level mathematics course in addition to calculus.
Engineering 341, 342, are recommended to pre-architecture students.

ART HISTORY
THE ART HISTORY MAJOR- Course requirements: AH 101 and AH 102, two studio
courses selected from SA 111 through SA 215, AH 401, and seven further courses in Art
History beyond AH 101 and AH 102. Classical Civilization 202 or 204 may be taken for
major credit. All majors must arrange to have an adviser within the Art History faculty by
the beginning of their junior year. A grade of C-or better is required for major credit, with
the exception of the two studio requirements, which may be taken on a pass/fail basis.
Majors are strongly urged to take a survey of European history. Students who plan to
continue the study of Art History at the graduate level are reminded that a good reading
knowledge of either French , Italian , or German is normally a prerequisite for admission to
graduate school.
The award of departmental honors in Art History will be based on superior performance
in all history of art courses and in a senior essay (see AH 402).
Enrolling majors are advised that the department is reviewing a plan to introduce senior
comprehensive examinations. Should the plan be approved, it would be first put into effect
for the Class of 1979.
CHRISTMAS TERM

AH 101. Introduction to the History of Art I - A survey of .t he history of art and architecture in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. - Baird MWF 9:30
AH 204(1). Gothic and Early Renaissance Art in Italy - A study of painting, sculpture and
architecture in Italy from the later Middle Ages through the fifteenth century, with emphasis on masters such as the Pisani , Giotto, Bnmelleschi, Ghiberti, and Donatello. Baird Tih 9:50
[AH 206(1). High Renaissance Art in Italy] - Italian painting, sculpture and architecture
from the end of the fifteenth century through the sixteenth century. The first third of the
course is devoted to the study of Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Raphael; the second third to
the art of their contemporaries and successors in central Italy; and the final third to art in
Venice - the paintings of Bellini, Giorgione, Titian, Veronese, and Tintoretto, and the
architecture of Palladio. - Baird
[AH 213. Early Medieval Art] - Art and architecture from the early Christian period to
about 1200, with emphasis upon the emergence of a Christian art and architecture in the late
Roman world, the art of the Byzantine Empire, the Carolingian Renaissance, and the
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sculpture and architecture of the great Romanesque monasteries and pilgrimage
churches . - Baird
AH 214(1). Gothic and Renaissance Art in Northern Europe - Art and architecture in
northern Europe from the late twelfth to the sixteenth century, with emphasis upon the
high Gothic cathedrals such as Chartres and Amiens and on painting and sculpture in
Flanders and Germany at the end of the Middle Ages, particularly such masters as van Eyck
and Dtl'rer. - Baird M 1:00
AH 215. Nineteenth Century Painting and Sculpture - A study of nineteenth century
developments in Western Europe with an emphasis on Neo-Classicism, Romanticism,
Realism, Impressionism, Symbolism, and Post-Impressionism. Prerequisite: AH 102 or
permission. - Rohrer MWF 10:30
AH 219. Ideas in Contemporary Art- Events in the arts since World War II will be
studied in historical perspective, with emphasis on those concepts shared by painting,
sculpture, architecture and the media as traditional boundaries between these arts are
broken down and the traditional concepts of art and non-art subverted. Topics to be considered include the recurrent modes of abstraction and realism, the impact of technology and
popular culture, the work of art as performance, and the rejection of the object in conceptual
art. -Rohrer TTh 1:10
AH 221. Seventeenth Century Art I: the South - Painting, sculpture, and architecture of
the period in Italy, France, and Spain . -Mahoney MWF 11:30
AH 231. Asian Art II: China and Japan- A su'l'Vey of the art and architecture of China and
Japan from prehistoric to present times . - Mahoney TTh 11:20
[AH 304(1). Eighteenth Century Art and Architecture]- A survey of European art during
the period when the structure and institutions of the ancien regime were displaced by the
ideas and events that led to the French Revolution . Special attention to major figures and
monuments throughout Europe such as Watteau, Cuvillies , Tiepolo, and Hogarth. Mahoney
AH 401. Junior Seminar in Art History - Required of and limited to Art History majors .
Studies in the tradition and methodology of art history. Museum visits, readings, discussion ,
and reports. - Rohrer W 1:00--6:00
TRINITY TERM

AH 102. Introduction to the History of Art II - A survey of the history of painting,
sculpture, and architecture from the Renaissance to the present day. - Mahoney MWF
11:30
AH 209(2). American Art - The history of the arts in America from Colonial times to the
present. - Rohrer TTh 9:55
AH 211(2). Modern Architecture - A survey of twentieth-century architecture and its
nineteenth-century background following the development and interaction of four major
currents:. the functionalist " machine aesthetic," the humanist-naturalist response , the
picturesque-formalist approach , and the visionary Utopian vein. - Rohrer TTh 2:40

AH 212. Twentieth Century Painting and Sculpture- A history of major artists and
movements of the early twentieth century. Fauvism, German Expressionism, Cubism,
Futurism, Surrealism, and Abstract Expressionism will be examined with an emphasis on
artistic theory and intent; ramifications in more recent art will also be discussed. Conceived
as a continuation of AH 215. Prerequisite: AH 102 or permission . - Rohrer MWF 10:30
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AH 222. Seventeenth Century Art II: the North- Painting, sculpture and architecture of
the period in Flanders, the Netherlands and England.- Mahoney Tfh 11:20
[AH 232. Asian Art I: Islam and India]- A survey first of Islamic art and architecture as it
emerged and developed from the seventh century onwards; secondly, a survey of the art and
architecture of India from the early historic period onwards. - Mahoney
AH 402. Senior Seminar in Art History- Individual tutorial, with an extended paper, on
a topic in the history of art. Required only of Art History honors candidates in their senior
year. - Staff
·

Ancient Art- Classical Civilization 204 or 202 may be taken for major credit in Art History.

STUDIO ARTS
All students (majur and non-major) must have finished or be enrolled in the second term of
drawing and design courses to qualify for first (I) level painting, graphics, or sculpture.
Exceptions are granted on the basis of a portfolio review by the Department.
THE STUDIO ARTS MAJOR- The major program provides a firm foundation in drawing
and design; then a broad exposure specifically to1painting, graphics, and sculpture. All I and
II level majors are given individual critiques by the entire program staff once each term.
Additional critiques are given by visiting artists to both majors and non-majors enrolled in
any level of painting, graphics, or sculpture.
Course requirement: art history courses AH 101, AH 102, AH 212, two terms of drawing
(SA 111, 112), two terms of design (SA 113, 114), Painting I (SA 211), Graphics I (SA 213),
Sculpture I (SA 215), and two further terms in II level courses selected from Painting II (SA
212), Graphics II (SA 214), Sculpture II (SA 216). Normally, majors must have completed
the first (I) le~el courses to qualify for those at second (II) level. A mark of C- or above is
required for major credit.
Majors may choose to be candidates for departmental honors in Studio Art. The award will
be based on superior performance and a presentation of a number of representative works at
the end of the senior year for evaluation by the Department.

CHRISTMAS TERM
SA Ill. Drawing - Study of line and mass as a means to articulate and explore formal and
spatial concepts. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 20.
Sec. A - Cale M 12: 4~3:45
Sec. C - Wood F 12 : 4~:45
Sec. B - Chaplin Th 12:4~3:45
'
SA 113. Design - Orientation to basic objective formal concerns in two and three dimensional form. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A: Color Interaction - Enrollment limited to 30. - Chaplin T 12:4~:45
Sec. B: Two and three dimensional studies- Enrollment limited to 20. -Wood W 3:006:00
SA 211. Painting I - Basic problems in color/shape/space relationships in a variety of
media. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design . Permission of the
instructor. Enrollment limited to 15. - Chaplin TTh 4:00-6:00
SA 213. Graphics I - Basic techniques in printmaking. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design. Permission of the ·instructor. Enrollment limited to 15. Cale MW 4:00-6:00
SA 215.

Sculpture I - Basic problems in three-dimensional form in a variety of media.
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Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design . Permission of the instructor.
Enrollment limited to 15. - Wood W 12:45-2:45 F 4:00-6:00
SA 217. Advanced Drawing- A continuation of the basic drawing courses. Students are
encouraged to develop and sustain their own concepts. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing.
Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A - Cale W 12:45-3:45
Sec. B (Figure) - Wood Th 3:00-6:00
SA 311. Painting Project Study - Independent study with two full faculty critiques . May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I)
courses; two second level (II) courses. - Staff TBA
SA 313. Graphics Project Study - Independent study with two full faculty critiques. May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I)
courses ; two second level (II) courses. -Staff TBA
SA 315. Sculpture Project Study - Independent study with two full faculty critiques. May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I)
courses; two second level (II) courses . - Staff TBA
TRINITY TERM

SA 112.
rollment
Sec. A Sec. B -

Drawing (See Christmas Term) - Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Enlimited to 20.
Cale M 12:45-3:45
Sec. C - Wood F 12:45-3:45 ·
Chaplin Th 12:45-3:45

SA 114. Design (See Christmas Term) - Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A: Two and three dimensional studies - Enrollment limited to 20. - Chaplin
12:45-3:45
Sec. B: Color Interaction - Enrollment limited to 30. - Wood W 3:00-6:00

T

SA 212. Painting ll - Intermediate study in color/shape/space. Prerequisite: Two terms of
drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I) courses . Permission of the instructor.
Enrollment limited to 15. - Chaplin TTh 4:00-6:00
SA 214. Graphics ll - Intermediate study of print-making techniques. Prerequisite: Two
terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I) courses . Permission of the
instructor. Enrollment limited to 15. - Cale MW 4:00-6:00
SA 216. Sculpture IT- Intennediate study in three-dimensional form. Prerequisite: Two
terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I) courses. Permission of the
instructor. Enrollment limited to 15. - Wood W 12:45-2:45 F 4:00-6:00
SA 218. Advanced Drawing (See Christmas Term) - Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing.
Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A- Cale W 12:45-3:45
Sec. B (Figure)- Wood Th 3:00-6:00
SA 312. Painting Project Study- Independent study with two full faculty critiques. May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I)
courses; two second level (II) courses. - Staff TBA
SA 314. Graphics Project Study - Independent study with two full faculty critiques. May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I)
courses; two second level (II) courses . -Staff TBA
SA 316. Sculpture Project Study - Independent study with two full faculty critiques. May
be repeated. Prerequisite: Two terms of drawing and two terms of design; all first level (I)
courses; two second level (II) courses. - Staff TBA
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History
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PAINTER, Chairman; PROFESSORS COOPER,
DAVIS, DOWNS**, BANKWITZ***, WEAVER, SLOAN, AND STEELE;
ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS WEST, LEACH , KASSOW, AND QUINONES ;
INSTRUCTORS SPENCER AND CHAMP; LECTURERS CHATFIELD
AND FARRAR
HISTORY MAJOR- The intent of the major is to develop a general knowledge of the past,
as well as familiarity with historiography and historical methods.
Majors are required to take twelve courses in the Department. (Graduate courses and
graduate seminars may be taken with the permission of the instructor and the Office of
Graduate Studies. ) Students may complete the History major by fulfilling the requirements
for either the regular major or the Intensive Study major.
THE REGULAR MAJOR -The following courses are required:
1. European History
a. History 101
b. One course in English or European history before 1700 (including ancient history)
c. One course in English or European history since 1700
2. American History (including Latin America)
Two courses
3. Non-Western History (Africa, Middle East, Asia, Russia)
Two courses
4. Seminars for Majors (Seminars do not fulfill the requirements listed in 1, 2, and 3)
Three seminar courses (selected from courses numbered History 401, 402, 403-404)
during the junior and senior years.
Thesis: Seniors may apply for admission to a full-year thesis seminar (History 403-404,
601- 602) when offered. The thesis seminar, normally taken in the senior year, is the
equivalent of two of the three seminars required.
THE INTENSIVE STUDY MAJOR -The following courses are required:
1. The courses required in European, American , and Non-Western history as described in
items 1, 2, and 3 of the regular major except that a total of 6 rather than 7 courses is
sufficient. The required course to be waived will be determined by the student's adviser
and the Chairman.
2. Two double-credit seminars (History 405, 406)
3. A thesis in the senior year. Thesis topics must be approved by the end of the junior year.

History majors are strongly advised to select courses in the Social Sciences and
Humanities appropriate to their interests . The Department urges them to attain proficiency
in a foreign language . Undergraduates intending to pursue graduate work in History should
plan to develop a reading knowledge of two foreign languages .
To fulfill the requirements for the major, seniors must pass the General Examination in
History.
The award of Departmental Honors will be based on superior performance in all history
courses and in the General Examination .

**Sabbatical Leave, Trinity Term
***Sabbatical Leave, Academic Year
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CHRISTMAS TERM
101. Introduction to the History of Europe -Topics in the history of Western Europe
from Carolingian times to 1715. Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A - Painter F 8:30
Sec. D - Farrar F 10:30
Sec. B - Painter F 10:30
Sec. E - Farrar F 11:30
Sec. C - Downs F 10:30
(Lectures- MW 10:30 for aU sections) (Section meetings F)
.102(1). Introduction to the History of Europe- Western Europe from 1715 to the present.
Permission of the instructor. - West 1Th 8:30
103. The City in American History - Cities in the colonies and in the new nation, the
urban frontier, cities and the American national character, urban demography, immigration,
social mobility, the political machine, the ghetto. - Weaver WF 1:15
201. The United States from the Colonial Period through the Civil War- An examination
of the developing American political tradition with emphasis on economic and ideological
factors. - Chatfield MWF 10:30
203. The Ancient Near East and Greece- The origins of society in the Mediterranean
world . A survey of ancient Near Eastern history and of Greece to the death of Alexander the
Great. Permission of the instructor. - Davis MWF 9:30
205. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan - A survey of the growth and development
of East Asian civilization as an important sector ofhuman experience. The first term will deal
with the making of the great tradition in East Asia by analyzing the interrelationships
between social, economic, political institutions and thought in certain key periods of
Chinese and Japanese history . The diversities and similarities between Chinese and
Japanese societies will be examined to show how the two countries, in spite of the shared
politico-cultural tradition, developed in significantly different ways. (Same as Intercultural
Studies 205 and Political Science 205) - Vohra and Quinones TTh 11:20
207. England to 1714- The political, constitutional, economic, and social evolution from
the Roman conquest to the death of Queen Anne. Permission of the instructor. Cooper MWF 11:30
209. Black Americans before 1865. - Afro-American life and culture in Antebellum America will be examined. Particular emphasis will be placed upon the Slavery experience. (Same
as Intercultural Studies 207) - Champ 1Th 9:55
302(1). History of the Middle Ages: The West - Discussion of the principal topics in the
history of Europe , 900-1300. Readings from the literature and an essay for each topic. Downs MWF 9:30
307. Russia to 1881 -Russia from earliest times to the death of Alexander II with especial
emphasis on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Permission of the instructor. West 1Th 11:20
310(1). Modem Germany - A survey of German history from 1815 to 1945. Topics will
include the Vormarz Period, Bismarck, Wilhelmine Germany, the Weimar Republic, and
the Third Reich . - Kassow 1Th 1:15
312(1). Colonial America - The political, economic and social history of the period. Weaver MWF 10:30
327. History of Africa to 1800 - Problems and method of African history, traditional
African society, the spread of Islam, and peripheral contact with classical and western
culture. (Same as Intercultural Studies 327) - Steele 1Th 9:55
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329. History of the Middle East, 1900 to the Present - A survey of changing Middle
Eastern societies from the rise of European imperialism to the emergence of modem political and social movements. Topics covered include the Young Turk Revolution, the World
Wars and their aftermaths, the emergence oflsrael, and the course of nationalism in Turkey,
Iran, and the Arab countries. - Steele MWF 10:30
330. Modem Japan, 1800-1960- A survey ofJapan's transition from feudalism to a modem nation state and then her effort to create a new order in East Asia. Coverage will include
the American occupation and the story of Japan's economic success since 1945. Quinones TTh 2:40
332(1). Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic Era, 338 B.C. to 200 B.C.- Greece and
the Near East from the conquest of Greece by Macedon with especial study of the source
material on Alexander the Great and on the Hellenization of the East. Permission of the
instructor. - Davis MWF 8:30
337. Modem Italy- A survey of the history of nineteenth and twentieth century Italy with
particular emphasis on the period from unification to Fascism and World War II. -Painter TTh 2:40
401.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

Seminars- (Permission of the instructor is required for all seminars. )
A - American Social History in the 1920's and 1930's - Champ W 1: 15
B - Age of Cicero and Caesar - Davis W 1: 15
C - The Twelfth Century - Downs M 1:15
D- The Soviet Union- Kassow W 1:15
E- Japan's Quest for Empire in the Twentieth Century - Quinones M 1:15

405. Topics in European History- Steele and Farrar
sion of the instructors.

W 1:15 (two-credit course) Permis-

Note: The following graduate courses are open in the Christmas Term to history majors
with the permission of the instructor and the Office of Graduate Studies.
525. England from the Glorious Revolution to 1815 - The economic, social, and political
foundations of the power of the governing class, and an investigation of the relationship
between literature and society of the Georgian period.- Cooper W 7:00p.m.
556. The Gilded Age, 1865-1900- The transformation of the United States into an urbanindustrial nation , with special attention to the social and cultural effects of industrialization.
The course will begin by examining Reconstruction, but will concentrate on the years after
1877. Extensive readings in original source materials, including several novels, as well as in
narrative and analytic histories . -Leach T 7:00p.m.
601. American Historiography - Special topics in the literature of American history,
method and techniques of research. - Weaver Th 7:00 p .m.
TRINITY TERM

102. Introduction to the History of Europe- Western Europe from 1715 to the present.
Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A - Farrar WF 2:40
Sec. C - West TTh 9:55
Sec. B - Kassow MWF 10:30
202. The United States from Reconstruction to the Present - A continuation of History
201, examining the transformation of the divided and agrarian society of the nineteenth
century into a highly organized, urban-industrial world power. - Leach MWF 9:30
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204. Hellenistic and Roman History - A survey of the Mediterranean world from the
death of Alexander the Great to A. D . 235. Permission of the instmctor. -Davis MWF 9:30
206. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan- A survey of the growth and development
of East Asian civilization as an important sector ofhuman experience. The second term will
deal with the impact of Western aggression and examine the nature of the process of
modernization in China and Japan . (Same as Intercultural Studies 206 and Political Science
206) - Vohra and Quinones TTh 11:20
208. England from the Accession of George I -The development of England, Great
Britain, the Empire and Commonwealth from 1714 to the present. Permission of the instmctor. - Cooper MWF 11:30
210. Black Americans Since 1865 - The Afro-American Experience in the United States
since the Civil War will be studied. Strategies and tactics of economic and social survival
utilized by Afro-Americans in the twentieth century will be emphasized. Required ofbeginning majors concentrating in Afro-American Studies. (Same as Intercultural Studies 208) Champ TTh 9:55
303(2). Renaissance Europe- A survey of European history from 1300 to 1517 with special
attention given to the Italian Renaissance. One-half course credit. - Painter MWF
9:30 (Course ends week of March 6)
304. Reformation Europe- A survey of European history from 1517 to 1648 with special
attention given to the Continental Reformation. One-half course credit. -Painter MWF
9:30 (Course begins week of March 6)
308. The Rise of Modem Russia - Imperial Russia and the Soviet Union. Permission of
the instmctor. - Kassow Tfh 9:55
311(2). The Formative Years of American History- The late Colonial period, the Revolution , the problems of the Critical period, the framing of the Constitution, and the early
development of the nation . -Weaver MWF 10:30
313(2). Latin America - A survey of the Iberian cultures of the Western Hemisphere .
Permission of the instructor. - Davis MWF 8:30
324. Twentieth Century European Diplomatic History - The course will focus on problems of war and peace, imperialism, alliances, leaders, economics, ideology, and public
opinion from the origins of World War I through the Cold War. -Farrar WF 1:15
331(2). Africa in the Nineteenth Century- An examination of the main outlines of African
history during the century in which it was largely reduced to colonial status by the European
powers. Topics covered include: the role of Islam, the Slave trade and its abolition, the
origins of African nationalism , the scramble for Africa. (Same as Intercultural Studies 333(2))
- Steele Tih 9:55
344. U.S.-East Asian Relations, 1792-1972 - The United States' role in the confrontation
between East Asia and the Western world will be surveyed from a variety of perspectives:
diplomatic, commercial and intellectual. Emphasis will be on U.S.-Chinese relations but
with due attention to Japan and Korea. - Quinones Tfh 2:40
346. Modem Jewish History - This course will examine major trends in Jewish history
since 1789. There will be particular emphasis on Jewish society in Eastern Europe and the
breakdown of orthodox ·hegemony. Topics will include the Haskala, the Bund, the development of Zionism, the interwar period in Eastern Europe, the Holocaust, and the_§tate of
Israel. The approach will be primarily that of intellectual history with emphasis on the
secular aspects ofJewish history . Prerequisite: History 102 or its equivalent . Permission of
the instructor. - Kassow TTh 1:15
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381(2). The Chinese Revolution - An examination of the underlying political, ideological,
economic and social forces that broke up the traditional order in China and finally triumphed
in the establishment of the Communist Government. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Political Science 331(2))- Vohra W 1:15
390. Philosophy of History- A study of some of the meta-historical assumptions made by
practicing historians - causality, "laws, " generalization, objectivity, and the nature of evidence. (Same as Philosophy 323) - Sloan and R. T. Lee WF 2:40
402.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

Seminars

(Permission of the instructor is required for all seminars .)

A - Response to Industrialism in America - Chatfield Th 1:15
B - Victorian England - Cooper W 1:15
C- Tudor England- Painter W 1:15
D- Interpretations of American History- Sloan M 1:15
E - Imperialism - Steele T 1:15
F-East Asia After World War ll- Quinones M 1:15
G- Early America- Weaver M 1:15

406. Sec. A- Topics in United States History- Spencer and Champ TTh 1:15 Permission of the instructors. (Two-credit course)
Sec. B- Historical and Literary Perspectives on European Society, 1870-1920- This
interdisciplinary seminar will focus on the crisis of European civilization culminating
in the First World War. Primary attention will be given to the history and literature of
this period. Selected works of music and art will be used where appropriate. Historians read will include A. J. P. Taylor, Fritz Stem , Frederich Meinecke, Edmund
Wilson and Roger Shattuck. literary authors will be selected from Dostoevsky,
Tolstoi, Mann, Zola, Du Gard, Hardy, Yeats , Joyce, Kafka, Chekhov, Ibsen and
Strindberg. Permission of instructors required. Two-credit course. Satisfies one seminar requirement for students in the Intensive Study Major. (Same as English 495(2)
Sec. C) - Riggio and West M 1:30, and tutorials to be arranged.
Note: The following graduate courses are open in the Trinity Term to history majors with
the permission of the instructor and the Office of Graduate Studies.
505. Greece 594 B.C. to 338 B.C. -A study of the political, economic, and social development of Greece from Solon to the loss of Greek independence after Chaeronea, with
especial emphasis on the growth of democracy at Athens . - Davis Th 7:00 p.m.
542. Russia and the West, 1600-1900 -The course will investigate the penetration of
Western influences into Russia beginning in the seventeenth century, the Russian response
to the gradual diffusion of European culture and technology; and the role of these alien
influences in shaping the course of modem Russian history through the last century. West T 7:00p.m.
551. The Colonial Period in American History- A social and cultural history emphasizing
the intellectual, religious , and economic developments. -Weaver Th 7:00p .m .
555. America in the Age of Uneasy Nationalism- An examination of the United States
from 1815 into the 1850's in terms of two historical problems: the concept of nationalism as
applied to the American experience; and the application of alternative explanation-forms, or
paradigms, to this particular segment of the American past. Topics for reading and group
discussion will include economic and technological developments , expansionism, varieties
of social reform, political tensions, the Constitution and the Supreme Court, and the intensification of sectional rivalries with emphasis on the role of the South . - Sloan W 7:00p.m.
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Intercultural Studies Program
PROFESSOR BARRETT, Director; PARTICIPATING
FACULTY: PROFESSORS BATTIS, CHERBONNIER, DAVIS,
HENDEL, N. MILLER, STEELE, VOHRA; ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
BENTON, GASTMANN, .KERSON; ASSISTANT PROFESSORS BAUM,
CHRISTOPHERSON, FADER, GOODENOW, KASSOW, S. LEE, LINDSEY,
J. A. MILLER, MOSEBY, PUKA, QUINONES, REILLY, SACKS, WEST;
INSTRUCTOR CHAMP; LECTURER JIBRELL
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM- The Intercultural Studies Program offers a series of
Area Studies concentrations which are interdisciplinary in approach and broadly comparative in perspective. The Area Studies currently emphasized at Trinity are:

African - Area Coordinator: Professor Steele
Afro-American- Area Coordinator: Professor J. Miller
Asian - Area Coordinator: Professor Vohra
Latin American - Area Coordinator: Professor Kerson
Russian- Area Coordinator: Professor West
The program requires that the student concentrate in at least one of these areas , while at the
same time taking courses from Core offerings and in cognate areas.
THE INTERCULTURAL STUDIES MAJOR - Fulfillment of the objectives of the major
requires an intensive interdisciplinary study of a particular society or culture area and a
comparative study of at least one other society or culture.
1. Each applicant to the major must submit a projected program designed to fulfill three
goals: (a) a comprehensive knowledge of at least one culture area or society; (b) the ability to
analyze that society or culture area both in terms of its unique characteristics and in terms of
a cross-cultural comparative perspective; (c) an appreciation of the diversity and value of
human experience and cultural patterns in a number of societies.

Application to the major must be submitted no later than the first semester of the student's
junior year.
2. In addition to the regular curricular opportunities outlined in the Catalogue, the
student is encouraged to include in his or her program such educational opportunities as
study abroad or at other U.S. institutions, tutorials , and independent work.
3. Each major is required to participate in Intercultural Studies 301 and 302 (the General
Introductory seminars). During the junior and senior years, seminar opportunities are
available for concentration in the primary area of study.
4. In the senior year, the student is expected to undertake a project, thesis, or comprehensive examination (written or oral) illustrating competence in the area concentration
and in comparative studies. To this end the student is required to keep a dossier of the work .
completed for the major, as a review of the work carried out during the entire period of
participation in the program will be one of the ways by which successful completion of the
major will be evaluated.
5. Twelve (12) courses , approved in advance by the program director, which fulfill the
general goals of the program , are required to complete the normal course requirements for
the major.
Application to the major- The student's program proposal drawn up upon entry into the
major must be submitted to the program director who in tum will bring it to the attention of
the appropriate area coordinator for advice as to the soundness ofits rationale, its coherence,
and its appropriateness to the overall objectives of the major.
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Languages - The program has no specific language requirement but th e acquisition of
fluency in a foreign language needed to study a particular society or culture may be counted
toward fulfilling the requirements of the major.
Related Studies - Experience indicates that the students who achieve the highest degree
of satisfaction in pursuing an Area Studies major have taken care to master the basic disciplinary approach of one or more of the Social Sciences or the Humanities. It is therefore
strongly recommended that in drawing up a program , the student consider elective work in
such fields as Economics, Literature , or Sociology in addition to the course of study pursued
within the Intercultural Studies Program.

CoRE CouRsEs
CHRISTMAS TERM
203. Economic Development - An introduction to the theories of development and underdevelopment, identification offactors contributing to the existence of underdevelopment
and an examination of policy issues and development strategies . Prerequisite: Economics
101 and permission of the instructor. - Lindsey MWF 10:30
231. Popular Culture- An interdisciplinary approach to the study of comics, music, film ,
television, and popular literature as they reflect persistent as well as changing values in
American society. Recent developments in the theory of mass culture. (Same as Sociology
231) Permission of the instructor. - J. Miller and N. Miller TTh 1:15
240(1). Philosophical Anthropology - Philosophical anthropology synthesizes biology,
phenomenological psychology, and cultural anthropology, in constructing theories of
human nature and society. We will focus on three areas of concern: 1) Biological explorations
of higher individual capacities (reason, love, altruism), and social institutions (morality,
culture, religion) 2) The relation between culturally relative practices and universal psychosocial development 3) The representation of government and social nom1s as attempts to
compensate for missing biological capacities in adapting the human . species to its environment. We will read from the work of such thinkers as Binswanger, Cassirer, Darwin , Freud,
Humboldt, Marx, Nietzsche and Piaget. Classic studies of the myths and practices of a wide
variety of cultures will be read and discussed.- Puka TTh 11:20 (Same as Philosophy 240)

277. Bilingual/Bicultural Education - This course will explore bilingualism and biculturalism from psychological, linguistic and educational perspectives. Topics to be considered will include the effects of self-concept, social adjustment, literacy, and school achievement. The effectiveness of different program models will be reviewed. The education of
Spanish-speaking children in Hartford will provide special opportunities for study. Fluency
in a second language is not necessary. (Same as Education 271)- Christopherson TTh 9:55
281. Primitive Religions - An introduction to the foundations of religion through an examination of religious phenomena prevalent in preliterate cultures. The idea of "primitive·, " is
examined critically and systematically. The topics include initiation, shamanism, sacrifice,
witchcraft, and magical beliefs. The myths, symbols, rites and festivals of several localized
cults are studied. (Same as Religion 281) - Barrett WF 1:15
301. Introduction to Intercultural Studies- A study of the problems arising from the use
of scholarly techniques of historically Western origin in studying cultures different from the
Western; analysis of major problem areas in interpreting other cultures than our own with
an attempt to delineate the "world views" of a number of different cultures from a comparative perspective. Beginning majors; other students by permission of the instructor. - Barrett M 1:15
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340(1). American Education and Blacks: Historical Perspectives - This course considers
topics relevant to the education of blacks in historical perspective. Social thought, educational ideologies, major leaders and institutions, urbanization, industrial education, the
nature of racism and other areas of interest will be explored. Students will be familiarized
with recent research and interpretive trends. Research on Hartford and New England will
be encouraged. (Same as E<lucation 340)- Goodenow Tib 2:40
451. Seminar - Intended primarily for junior and senior majors. The seminars will examine specific aspects and problems of the culture area which the student has elected as his or her
field of concentration. The topics to be studied will vary from semester to semester.
Topic for Christmas Term, 1977: Black Writers in Exile:- An examination of the theme of
exile in 20th century Afro-American literature, with particular emphasis on the social,
cultural, and political sources of exile as a condition of 20th century black life. Readings
include Claude McKay, Paul Robeson, Richard Wright, Chester Himes, James Baldwin,
and Eldridge Cleaver. Permission of the instructor. -Miller W 1:15
491. Independent Study - Independent research on topics not currently offered by the
Program . Applications for this course should be submitted to the instructor and approved by
the Chairman prior to pre-registration . - Staff
[Intercultural Studies 453]
493. Senior Thesis - Intended primarily for Intercultural Studies senior majors engaging
in advanced research in a specific aspect of their area of concentration, resulting in a written
thesis. Arranged by consultation with their program adviser, the appropriate area coordinator, and the program director. One course credit each semester. - Steele and
Staff TBA
TRINITY TERM

206. Radical Political Economy - An introduction to the paradigm of radical political
economy, a comparison with ne<>'-classical economics, and an investigation of selected
economic problems: poverty, unemployment, monopoly, imperialism, and the state. Prerequisite: Economics 101 and permission of the instructor. - Lindsey MWF 10:30
302. Approaches to Intercultural Studies- A continuation oflntercultural Studies 301. An
examination of a number of different culture areas in an effort to establish the extent to
which the "cultural factor" determines the character, direction , and extent of institutional
change. Beginning majors; other students by permission of the instructor. -Steele M 1:15
[322. Comparative Social Change] - An examination of the conditions and consequences
of economic development and nation-building in various cultural contexts . Historical patterns in Western Europe and Russia will be considered and contrasted with more recent
examples of modernization . (Same as Sociology 355) Sociology 101 or permission of instructor required. - Sacks
[324. The Psychology of Symbolic Activity] - An investigation of man's need for and use of
symbols, including cross-cultural analysis of various symbols and archetypes . Emphasis will
be placed on non-verbal symbols, with some attention to various rituals and languageoriented topics. By studying the work of Jung, Pollio, Progoff, and others, students will trace
our relationships with our symbolic milieu from creation of symbols and their meanings
through their transmission by culture. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Psychology
324) - Baum
343(2). Sociology of Literature- An interdisciplinary examination of the social and cultural
contexts in which literary works are produced. The major focus will be on the ideological
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underpinnings of selected writers in the light of the socio-political milieu in which they
lived. Authors to be studied include Homer, Dostoevsky, Kosinski, Wright, Brecht, and
Shakespeare. Permission of the instructor. (Same as Sociology 343(2)) - J. Miller and N.
Miller Tih 1:15
378. Minority Group Adolescence- This course will examine major contributions to the
theories on adolescence and their applicability to minority group adolescents. Principal
focus will be on racial and ethnic minority groups in the United States. The course will
attempt to assess the state of our present knowledge of minority youth and the role formal
schooling plays in the life of minority group youngsters. (Same as Education 378) Moseby Tih 1:15
388. Religion and Culture Change- A study of aspects of culture change brought about by
the impact of colonization, Christianity, and western technology in the Third World. Such
movements as revitalization, millinarian, revival, and Cargo cults will be considered to
determine how they emerged, developed, and routinized themselves. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Religion 388) - Barrett M 1:15
452. Seminar- Intended primarily for junior and senior majors. The seminars will examine specific aspects and problems of the culture area which the student has elected as his or her
field of concentration. The topics to be studied will vary from semester to semester.
Topic for Trinity Term, 1978: Research in Afro-American History- Advanced research in
Afro-American history, with particular emphasis on the quest for identity in Afro-American
life. Some attention will be given to recent research trends in black history and new
interpretations of Afro-American life. Permission of the instructor. -Champ W 1:15
492. Independent Study- Independent research on topics not currently offered by the
Program. Applications for the course should be submitted to the instructor and approved by
the Chairman prior to pre-registration . - Staff
494. Senior Thesis - Intended primarily for Intercultural Studies senior majors engaging
in advanced research in a specific aspect of their area of concentration , resulting in a written
thesis. Arranged by consultation with their program adviser, the appropriate area coordinator, and the program director. - J. Miller and Staff TBA

AFRICAN STUDIES COURSES
CHRISTMAS TERM

211. African Tradition, Culture, and Development - Emphasis will be placed on the
unity of the values, outlooks, and experiences of African peoples. Topics covered include
African religions, arts , psychological makeup, philosophies, political institutions, and the
impact of Islam , Christianity, and Western culture. Permission of the instructor. - Jibrell
Tih 1:15
327. History of Africa to 1800 - Problems and methods of African history, traditional
African society, the spread of Islam, and peripheral contact with classical and Western
culture. Permission of the instructor. (Same as History 327) - Steele Tih 9:55
TRINITY TERM

[202. Twentieth Century Major African Thinkers] - An examination of the political
thought of Frantz Fanon , Amilcar Cabral, and Julius Nyerere. An inquiry into their
philosophy of decolonization , liberation from colonialism and neo-colonialism, and their
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views of creating a higher form of social and political development. Permission of the
instructor. - Jibrell
212. Pan-Africanism and African Socialism - An analysis of the theory and practice of
Pan-Africanism since its inception in 1945. The course also includes an examination of the
main themes of socialism, nationalism, revolution , and national liberation as these appear in
modem-day Africa. Permission of th e instructor. - Jibrell TTh 1:15
[328. Africa, 1914 to the Present] - European colonial rule , the emergence of resistance
movements, th e rise of modem African nationalism , decolonization, and the problems of
African independence. (Same as History 328) - Steele
333(2). Africa in the Nineteenth Century - An examination of the main outlines of African
history during th e century in which it was largely reduced t~ colonial status by the European
powers. Topics covered include: the role of Islam , the Slave trade and its abolition, the
origins of African nationalism , the scramble for Africa. (Same as History 331(2)) Steele TTh 9:55
[378. Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa] - A study of the social, political, economic, and
cultural factors affecting the status of contemporary Sub-Saharan African societies . The
post-colonial period will be emphasized. Topics will include: the rise of African Nationalism,
problems of development, the incorporation of socialist principles into economic plannin5 in
many African countries, Africa and the Sino-Soviet bloc, and "Africa in the 1970's." (Same a'.
Poljtical Science 318) Enrollment limited to 30. - T. Reilly
402.

Imperialism (19th and 20th Century)- (Same as History 402E)- Steele

T 1:15

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES COURSES
Majors concentrating in Afro-American studies are required, in consultation with their
adviser, to develop a program which places primary emphasis on one of the following areas
of study: 1) literature, old world; 2) literature, new world; 3) history, old world; 4) history,
new world .
CHRISTMAS TERM

207. Black Americans before 1865 - Afro-American life and culture in Antebellum America will be examined. Particular emphasis will be placed upon the Slavery experience.
Required of beginning majors concentrating in Afro-American Studies. (Same as History
209) - Champ TTh 9:55
[308(1).
451.

The Folk Tradition in Afro-American Literature]

Seminar: The Black Writ~r in Exile - Miller
TRINITY TERM

208. Black Americans Since 1865- The Afro-American experience in the United States
since the Civil War will be studied. Strategies and tactics of economic and social survival
utilized by Afro-Americans in the twentieth century will be emphasized. Required of beginning majors concentrating in Afro-American Studies. (Same as History 210)- Champ TTh
9:55
[336. Contemporary Afro-American Fiction]- An examination of the significant thematic
and stylistic tendencies in Afro-American fiction during the 1960's and 1970's. Writers to be
considered include Ishmael Reed, Henry Dumas , Toni Morrison, and Ernest Gaines. Permission of the instructor.
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[338.

The Life and Work of Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr.]- J. Miller

[344. Twentieth Century Afro-American Poetry] - An examination of significant works
and tendencies in Afro-American poetry. From the 1940's to the present. Writers to be
considered include: Margaret Walker, Robert Hayden, Melvin Tolson, and Gwendolyn
Brooks, as well as contemporary Afro-American poets . Permission of the instructor. - J.
Miller
452.

Seminar: Research in Afro-American History - Champ

ASIAN STUDIES COURSES
CHRISTMAS TERM

205. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan- A survey of the growth and development
ofEast Asian civilization as an important sector ofhuman experience. The first term will deal
with the making of the great tradition in East Asia by analyzing the interrelationships
between social, economic, political institutions and thought in certain key periods of
Chinese and Japanese history. The diversities and similarities between Chinese and
Japanese societies will be examined to show how the two countries, in spite of the shared
politico-cultural tradition, developed in significantly different ways. (Same as History 205
and Political Science 205)- Vohra TTh 11:20
[225. Philosophy East and West]- Through the dual approach of philosophical investigation and yogic, meditational practice, we will compare eastern and western conceptions of
human nature, consciousness, reality and science. Our major emphasis will be upon the
relation between ideals of personhood and ideal social systems. We will attempt to formulate
a view of the enlightened sage as a socially responsible and politically active being. Readings
will be selected from original texts of Hindu, Buddhist, Confucial and Taoist traditions, as
well as from the works of Mao Tse-Tung, Ayn Rand, Ghandi, Nietzsche, Maslow, Aristotle
and Aurobindo. Permission of instructor. - Puka
251. Religions of the Orient - An introduction to the essential elements common to
Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Sufism, and Zen, focusing on their understanding of the
nature, cause, and resolution ofhuman suffering. No prior knowledge of the field is presupposed. (Same as Religion 251) - Fader MWF 10:30
330(1). Government and Politics of Contemporary China - The course will examine the
rise of the Communist Party, the evolution of Maoist strategy for political revolution and
social change, and the post-revolutionary developments in the People's Republic of China.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Political Science 330/530)- Vohra Th
7:00p.m.
352(1). Readings in Oriental Religious Literature- A seminar focusing on the texts of one
Oriental religion from among Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism, and Zen . In
1977-78: Mahayana Buddhism. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 12. (Same as Religion 352(1)) - Fader TTh 2:40
TRINITY TERM

206. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan- A survey of the growth and development
of East Asian civilization as an important sector ofhuman experience. The second term will
deal with the impact of Western aggression and examine the nature of the process of
modernization in China and Japan. (See listing for 205 in Christmas Term .) (Same as Political Science 206)- Vohra TTh 11:20
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[256. Hinduism]- An examination of India's mystical, philosophical and ritualistic heritage
through classical and contemporary Hindu sources. Enlightenment, samsara, devotionalism, yoga, reincarnation and miracle-working will be discussed. Sufism and Jainism
will be studied as they relate to the Hindu tradition. (Same as Religion 256) - Fader
331(2). The Chinese Revolution - An examination of the underlying political, ideological,
economic and social forces that broke up the traditional order in China and finally triumphed
in the establishment of the Communist Government. Permission of the instructor. (Same as
Political Science 331(2))- Vohra W 1:15
[~ i. Zen and Japanese Culture] - A seminar examining various types of cultural expression associated with Zen Buddhism in Japan: art, calligraphy, swordsmanship, the ritual tea
ceremony, Noh drama, etc., as religious forms, and Zen as expressed through these cultural
elements. Some serious acquaintance with Zen Buddhism, Eastern religions in general, or
one or more of the cultural fOrms mentioned above is recommended. Permission of the
instructor. (Same as Religion 354) - Fader

356. Zen Buddhism and Western Psychotherapy - A seminar examining the basic tenets
of Zen Buddhism in dialogue with selected Western psychotherapeutic theories and their
respective approaches to significant questions about human nature. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Religion 356) - Fader Tih 2:40

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
CHRISTMAS TERM

[285. African Religions in the New World] - An examination of traditional West African
religions and the major themes and issues surrounding their preservation and survival in the
New World. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Religion 285(2))- Barrett
363. Themes in Spanish American Literature - Primarily through the essay and novel, a
selected number of themes will be explored, such as: the contribution of the Spanish colony,
the Mexican and Argentinian self-definition, dictatorship as myth and reality, the Caribbean, etc. (Same as Spanish 363) - Kerson WF 1:15
TRINITY TERM

[236. Latin American Liberation Theology: Socialism and Christianity]- A study of the
Socialist Christian theology of Alves, Gutierrez, Torres, Camara, and Christians for
socialism and of the implications of this theology for Christian ethics and for traditional
theology. (Same as Religion 236)
317(2). Government and Politics in Latin America- An analysis of the political systems of
contemporary Latin America, and an examination of the relationship of the political process
to the social structure and national diversity. Also the relation of nationalist aspirations to
international pressures will be studied. Prerequisite: Political Science 204 or permission of
the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30. (Same as Political Science 317(2)) Gastmann MWF 10:30
[318. Comparative Slave Societies] - A comparison of French, English, Spanish, and
Portuguese new world slave societies. Particular emphasis will be paid to the differing
legacies which these slave experiences fostered upon their individual post-emancipation
societies. Permission of the instructor.
351(2).

The Modern Spanish American Novel - A study of the modem Spanish American
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novel up to 1941. Authors included are Mariano Azuela, Eduardo Barrios, Benito Lynch,
Ricardo Giiiraldes, Teresa de la Parra, R6mulo Gallegos, Marta Brunet and Ciro Alegria.
The origins and development of the novel in Spanish America will also be considered. (Same
as Spanish 351(2)) - Kerson MWF 10:30
362. Caribbean Society- A review of the attempt to develop generalizations about the
structure of Caribbean society. Theoretical materials will focus on the historical role of
slavery, the nature of plural societies, race, class, ethnicity, and specific institutions such as
the fumily , the schools , the church and the political structure. Permission of the instructor. Barrett Tih 11:20

Additional related courses offered at Trinity , 1977-78:
AFRICAN STUDIES :
French 275.

French African Literature

ASIAN STUDIES :
English 195(2).

Survey of Oriental Literature I

History 401E.

Asian History

History 402F.

Asian History

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES:
History 313(2).

Latin America

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES :
History 329.

Middle East, 1900 to the Present

RUSSIAN STUDIES :
History 307.

Russia to 1881

History 401D.
History

30~.

Soviet Union
Rise of Modem Russia

Political Science 308.

The Soviet Union in Theory and Practice

COMPARATIVE COURSES :
Economics 208.

Socialism

Economics 315.

International Economics

Economics 331(2).

Section C: International Economic Problems

Economics 324/524.
Political Science 201.
Religion 276.

Comparative Economic Systems
International Politics I

Religious Ideas in Conflict
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International Relations
Th~ curriculum of Trinity College includes a sizable number of courses that deal directly

with various aspects of international relations. Although the College offers no major in
International Relations, students may, in consultation with the participating faculty named
below, construct a coherent sequence of courses that provides a basic grounding in international law, international economics, diplomacy and the like. Such a sequence will often be
taken by students majoring in Political Science or Economics, but it may be pursued in
conjunction with various other majors. (Students wishing to undertake a major in International Relations are adv'i sed to explore the possibility of an individualized interdisciplinary
major, described in the Catalogue section on "Special Curricular Opportunities .")
PARTICIPATING FACULTY:
Albert L . Gastmann , Associate Professor of Political Science
Charles W . Lindsey, Assistant Professor of Economics
Thomas A. Reilly, Assistant Professor of Political Science
Michael P . Sacks, Assistant Professor of Sociology
H . McKim Steele, Professor of History
Ranbir Vohra, Professor of Political Science
BASIC COURSES :
Regardless of the subject in which they are majoring, students wishing to concentrate a
part of their work in International Relations will ordinarily take the following basic courses:
Economics 203: Economic Development
Economics 315: International Economics
History 102: History of Europe, 1715-Present
Political Science 103: Introduction to Comparative Politics
Political Science 201: International Politics
Political Science 305: International Organizations
Political Science 313: International Law
Political Science 315: American Foreign Policy
Sociology 344: Population Studies
In addition to these basic courses, students will select a number of other courses pertinent
to International Relations in such fields as Economics, History, Intercultural Studies, Political Science and Sociology. The specific selections should be made with the advice of one or
more of the participating faculty members and will depend upon each student's particular
orientation and the field in which he or she is majoring.
It is assumed that a student seriously interested in the study oflntemational Relations will
develop proficiency in at least one modem foreign language.
For purposes of illustration the following course sequence is provided. It is typical of th.e
program of courses pertinent to International Relations that might be taken in the sophomore, junior and senior years by a student whose major is Political Science.
FIRST YEAR:
Political Science 103: Introduction to Comparative Politics
Eco~omics 101: Basic Economic Principles
Foreign Language
Political Science 102: American National Government
Economics 203: Economic Development
History 102: History of Europe, 1715-Present
Foreign Language
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SECOND YEAR:
Polltical Science 201: International Polltics
•Economics 315: Intemational Economics
Area Study (Economics, History, Intercultural Studies, Political Science or Sociology)
Foreign Language
Political Science 202:
Area Study
Foreign Language

International Polltics

THIRD YEAR:
Political Science 313: International Law
Polltical Science 315: American Foreign Polley
Economics 208 or 324: Socialism or Comparative Economic Systems
AREA STUDY
Polltical Science 304: American Polltical Thought
Political Science 305: International Organizations
Political Science Seminar
Sociology 344: Population Studies
It is emphasized that the above sequence is presented only as an example. The program of
each student will vary according to such circumstances as the major he or she is doing, the
semester or year in which each course is offered, the prior completion of prerequisites , and
the degree offoreign language proficiency the student has attained prior to college. Students
are urged to consult with one or more of the participating faculty members as early as
possible to plan an overall sequence of courses.

Mathematics
PROFESSORS STEWART, Chairman, KLIMCZAK, AND WHITTLESEY;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS POLIFERNO, WALDE, AND BUTCHER (PARTTIME); VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BONNICE;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS ROBBINS, REINER, AND WARNER
MATHEMATICS MAJOR -Ten courses in Mathematics beyond Mathematics 121, 122,

including Mathematics 207, 221, 222, and 307, and Mathematics 321 or 322 or 323. At least
five of these ten courses must be .at the 300-level or above. Before election of Mathematics
321 or 322 or 323, the student should consult the instructors in these courses. Mathematics
520 may replace Mathematics 207. A grade of at least C- must be attained in the specified
courses.
Candidates for Honors in Mathematics must earn grades of A- or better in at least seven
mathematics courses with numbers greater than 205, at least three of which are courses
specified for the major. (The same criteria will apply to transfer students after the equivalence of transfer courses to Trinity courses has been determined, except that at least three of
the seven courses in which the grade of A- or better is earned must be taken at Trinity.)
CHRISTMAS

TERM

100(1). Algebra and Analytic Geometry - Real numbers, inequalities, functions, polynomials and graphs. This course is designed as preparation for Mathematics 110 and other
courses in mathematics and science. Admission of freshmen to the course iS' determined by
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Trinity's Mathematics Qualifying Examination I. Admission of upperclassmen is upon the
advice and consent of the instructor. Not open to students who have received credit by
successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination in Mathematics, or to
those who have attained a grade of G- or better in a college mathematics course. Five class
hours per week. One course credit. -Walde MF 1:15, TTh 9:55
[101. Finite Mathematics for the Social and Natural Sciences I] - The purpose of this
course is to introduce students to the basic methods used to analyze mathematical systems of
finite size. Such methods are presently applied in the investigation of mathematical models
which are used in both the social and the natural sciences. Topics studied will include: logic,
sets, combinations, vectors, matrices . Open to all students who have completed two years of
high school algebra.
107. (Economics 107) Elements of Statistics- A course designed primarily for students in
the social and natural sciences. Topics covered will include graphical methods , basic probability, probability functions, sampling, analysis of measurements, correlation and regression. Two years of high school algebra is appropriate background for the course. Students
having a mathematical background which includes Mathematics 221, 222 should consider
the Mathematics 305, 306 sequence for work in statistics. - Bonnice MWF 11:30
109. Probability and Pre-Calculus Mathematics - This course has a dual purpose: (i) to
provide an elementary introduction to probability, particularly for students in the social
sciences; (ii) to prepare for Mathematics 110 those students whose programs or interests
require a less extensive introduction to calculus than Mathematics 121, 122. It will include
the following topics: sets; permutations and combinations; the binomial theorem; elementary probability theory; the real number system; functions and their graphs. Prerequisite:
Two years of high school algebra. Not open to students who have received credit by successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination in Mathematics (see Catalogue
section "Advanced Placement for Freshmen"). Enrollment in each section limited to 25.
Sec. A- Bonnice MWF 9:30
Sec. C- Bonnice MWF 1:15
Sec. B - Polifemo MWF 10:30
.
[111. Additional Topics in Calculus]- A continuation of Mathematics 110, with emphasis
on logarithmic and exponential functions and some of their applications. One-half course
credit. Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics llO with a grade ofC- or better, or permission
of the instructor. - Stewart
121. Analytic Geometry and Calculus I - The real number system; functions and graphs;
limits; continuity; derivatives with applications. This course is recommended for students
who intend to major in mathematics or science. Prerequisite: Three years of high school
mathematics, including trigonometry. Not open to students who have received credit by
successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination in Mathematics (see
Catalogue section "Advanced Placement for Freshmen''). Enrollment in each section limited to 25.
Sec. A - Butcher MWF 9:30
Sec. D - Warner MWF 10:30
Sec. E - Klimczak MWF 11:30
Sec. B -Reiner MWF 9:30
Sec. F - Warner MWF 11:30
Sec. C - Robbins MWF 10:30
121L. Calculus I Laboratory- Students will learn a programming language and will write
computer programs to illustrate the algorithmic and computational aspects of elementary
calculus. 1/4 course credit. Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in or credit for Mathematics
121. Enrollment limited to 20. - Reiner T 8:55-9:45
121-122. Analytic Geometry and Calculus I-ll - An intensive course covering in one
semester the material covered in Mathematics 121 and Mathematics 122 (see the description
of those courses). Two course credits. - Robbins MWF 9:30, TTh 8:30
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[203. Introduction to Numerical Analysis] - A course designed for non-mathematics
majors who will need to do numerical computations in their work. Topics covered are: short
review of relevant calculus , numerical error, curve fitting, integration , and solution of
equations (non-linear, differential, and systems of linear). Within each topic the necessary
mathematics will be introduced, and theory will be done gently . The computer will be used
as the major tool of modern numerical mathematics that it is. Students will be required to
program several of the algorithms presented in class, and they will be taught to use "canned"
programs intelligently. One course credit. Prerequisite: A grade ofC or better in Mathematics llO or Mathematics 122, knowledge of a computer language, and permission of the
instructor. -Reiner
207. Linear Algebra- Systems of linear equations, matrices, determinants ,
dimensional vector spaces, linear transformations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors ,
canonical forms of linear transformations, bilinear forms, unitary and Euclidean
spaces. Prerequisite: Mathematics 122, or permission of the instructor. - Stewart
9:30

finiteJordan
vector
MWF

221. Analytic Geometry and Calculus ID - Indeterminate forms , improper integrals, sequences, infinite series, differential equations. Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 122
with a grade of G- or better, or permission of the instructor. Enrollment in each section
limited to 25.
Sec. A - Reiner MWF 10:30
Sec. C - Reiner MWF ll:30
Sec. B - Poliferno MWF 11:30
305. Probability- Discrete and continuous probability, combinatorial analysis, random
variables, density and distribution functions , some particular probability distributions including the binomial, Poisson, and normal. Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 221 and
222 and permission of the instructor. (Offered in alternate years.)- Butcher MWF 11:30
[309. Numerical Analysis]- Theory, development and evaluation of algorithms for problem solving by computation. Topics will be chosen from the following: difference calculus;
interpolation and approximation ; summation; numerical integration and differentiation; solution of: equations, systems oflinear equations, difference equations, differential equations;
analysis of error. Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 221 and 222, and permission of the
instructor. (Offered in alternate years.)- Reiner
321. Advanced Calculus I- Introduction to Laplace transform . Series solution of differential equations and special functions. Boundary value problems, Fourier series and orthogonal expansions. Elective for those who have passed Mathematics 222 with a grade of G- or
better, or permission of the instructor. - Klimczak MWF 10:30
323. Introduction to Analysis I- An introductory course in the fundamental concepts of
real analysis. Characteristics of the real number system; topology of Euclidean space; convergence of sequences of vectors and functions. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
(Normally, this permission is contingent upon the passing of Mathematics 221 and 222 with
grades of G- or better.)- Robbins MW 7:00-8:15 p .m.
401. Functions of a Complex Variable - Algebra of complex numbers , analytic functions
and conformal mapping, integrals of analytic functions and Cauchy's theorem , expansion of
analytic functions in series, calculus of residues. Elective for those who have passed Mathematics 322 or 324, or by permission of the instructor. - Klimczak MWF 9:30
417. Topology- Sets and functions, metric spaces and metrizability, topological spaces
and their continuous maps, compactness, separation, connectedness. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Normally, this permission is contingent upon successful completion
of Mathematics 324.)- Polifemo MW 7:00-8:15 p.m.
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[425. Special Topics]- A course which will be offered from time to time to meet special
needs and interests of students majoring in mathematics .
Note: The following graduate courses are open to juniors and seniors whose records have
been outstanding. Prerequisite: Permission of the student's major adviser, of the instructor,
of the Chairman of the Department, and of the Office of Graduate Studies.
[500(1).

Advanced Calculus]

[500A(1).

Advanced Calculus I]

501. Introduction to Analysis I - Elective for those who have passed Mathematics 221 and
222 with grades of C- or better, and permission of the instructor. - Robbins MW 7:0<}8: 15p.m.
503. Theory of Functions of a Real Variable I - Prerequisite: Mathematics 324 or permission of th e instructor. - Whittlesey Th 7:0<}-9:30 p .m.
[505.

Theory of Probability]

507. Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable I - Prerequisite: Mathematics 322 or
324, or permission of the instructor. - Whittlesey T 7:00-9:30 p.m.
[509. Numerical Analysis] - Prerequisite: Mathematics 221 and 222 and permission of the
instructor. - Reiner
[511.

Advanced Numerical Analysis I]

517. General Topology - Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Normally, this permission is contingent upon successful completion of Mathematics 324. )- Polifemo MW
7:00-8:15 p.m.
520(1). Linear Algebra - Prerequisite: Mathematics 324 or its equivalent, or permission of
the instructor. -Whittlesey TTh 5:30-6:45 p .m.
[521.

Vector Analysis]

525. Topics in Mathematics: Categorical Algebra - Introduction to categories, functors,
categorical limits, and adjoint functors , with applications to analysis, algebraic topology, and
algebra. - Whittlesey TTh 4:00-5:15 p.m.
TRINITY TERM

[102. Finite Mathematics for the Social and Natural Sciences IT] - This course, together
with Mathematics 101, will provide a substantial background in finite mathematics. Topics
studied will include : linear programming, graph theory, game theory, and optimization
methods such as dynamic programming. Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 101, or 107,
or 109, or permission of the instructor.
107(2). (Economics 107(2)) Elements of Statistics - A course designed primarily for students in the social and natural sciences. Topics covered will include graphical methods,
basic probability, probability functions, sampling, analysis of measurements, correlation and
regression. Two years of high school algebra is appropriate background for the course.
Students having a mathematical background which includes Mathematics 221 , 222 should
consider th e Mathematics 305, 306 sequence for work in statistics. - Stewart MWF 11:30
llO. Calculus - This course is offered for students whose programs or interests require a
less extensive introduction to calculus than Mathematics 121, 122. It will include the following topics: limits and continuity; the derivative and some applications; the integral and some
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applications; the Fundamental Theorem. Not open to students who have received credit by
successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination in Mathematics (see
Catalogue section "Advanced Placement for Freshmen"). Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 109 or permission of the instructor. Enrollment in each section limited to 25.
Sec. A - Bonn ice MWF 9:30
Sec. C - Bon nice MWF 1:15
Sec. B - Poliferno MWF 10:30
Sec. D - Stewart MWF 1:15
122. Analytic Geometry and Calculus l l - Integrals with applications; transcendental
functions; techniques of integration; conic sections. Not open to students who have received
credit by successful performance on the Advanced Placement Examination in Mathematics
(see Catalogue section "Advanced Placement for Freshmen"). Prerequisite: Credit for
Mathematics 121 or permission of the instructor. Enrollment in each section limited to 25.
Sec. B -Reiner MWF 9:30
Sec. E - Klimczak MWF 11:30
Sec. C- Robbins MWF 10:30
Sec. F - Warner MWF 11:30
Sec. D - Whittlesey MWF 10:30
122L. Calculus ll Laboratory - Continuation of Mathematics 121L. Students without
credit for Mathematics 121L will meet before classes begin to learn a programming language
and the theory of sequences. 14 course credit. Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in or
credit for Mathematics 122. Enrollment limited to 20. - Reiner T 8:55-9:45
206. Introduction to Mathematical Modeling- Application of elementary mathematics
through first-year calculus to the construction and analysis of mathematical models. Applications will be selected from areas such as: the life sciences, especially ecology and biology; the
social sciences, especially economics; the physical sciences and engineering. Several models
will be analyzed in detail and the high speed computer will be used as necessary. The
analysis will consider the basic steps in mathematical modeling: recognition of the nonmathematical problem, construction of the mathematical model, solution of resulting
mathematical problems, analysis and application of results. Prerequisite: One year of calculus, knowledge of a computer language, and permission of the instructor. Enrollment
limited to 20. - Reiner MWF 11:30
222. Analytic Geometry and Calculus IV- Vectors and vector-valued functions , polar
coordinates, three-dimensional analytic geometry, functions of several variables, multiple
integrals. Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 122 with a grade of C-or better, or permission of the instructor. (Normally, however, Mathematics 221 is completed prior to election
of this course.) Enrollment in each section limited to 25.
Sec. A - Reiner MWF 10:30
Sec. B - Poliferno MWF 11:30
306. Mathematical Statistics- The nature of statistical methods, sampling theory, correlation and regression, estimation, testing hypotheses, testing for goodness of fit , small sample
distributions, statistical design in experiments. Stress on both theory and application . Prerequisite: Credit for Mathematics 305, and permission of the instructor. (Offered in alternate years.)- Butcher MWF 11:30
307(2). Modern Algebra - A study of the structure of algebraic systems: groups, rings,
integral domains, fields , with careful attention given to the concepts of homomorphism and
isomorphism; normal subgroups and quotient groups; ideals and quotient rings; Euclidean
rings. Elective for those who have passed Mathematics 207 or Mathematics 221 and 222 with
a grade of C-or better, or permission of the instructor. -Walde T1h 1:15
[310. Mathematics of Investment]- Interest, especially compound interest, and how it
operates in various types of transactions. Discrete and continuous rates of interest and
discount, valuing sums of money at interest, annuities, methods of debt repayment, bonds.
Stress on both theory and practice. Prerequisite: Mathematics 221, 222, or permission of the
instructor, who will give consideration to.special cases. Enrollment limited to 20. (Offered in
alternate years.) - Butcher
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[312. Applications of Groups]- Elementary properties of groups, finite .groups, matrix
groups, representations of groups, symmetry groups, crystallographic groups, orthogonal
and unitary groups and their relationship to quantum mechanics. Prerequisite: Mathematics
221 , or Mathematics 122 and Mathematics 207, or permission of the instructor. - Walde
[314. Combinatorics and Computing] - Introduction to combinatorics and use of the
computer to carry out computations involving discrete mathematical structures. Topics may
include, but will not necessarily be limited to: computer representation of mathematical
objects; enumeration techniques; sorting and searching metho.ds; generation of elementary
configurations such as sets, permutations and graphs; matrix methods. Students will be
expected to write programs for various algorithms and to experiment with their application
to appropriate problems. Prerequisite: Mathematics 207 and some computing experience. - Rein er
322. Advanced Calculus II- Elementary properties of vectors. Vector calculus, including
curvilinear coordinates, divergence theorem, and Stokes' theorem. Elective for those who
have passed Mathematics 222 with a grade of C-or better or Mathematics 321, or permission of the instructor. - Klimczak MWF 10:30
324. Introduction to Analysis II - A continuation of Mathematics 323. Continuity and
uniform continuity of functions on Euclidean spaces; differentiation; theory of the
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. Additional topics as time permits. Prerequisite: Credit for
Mathematics 323 with a grade of C- or better, or permission of the instructor. (It is
suggested that Mathematics 207 be taken before Mathematics 324. )- Robbins MW 7:008:15p.m.

404. Ordinary Differential Equations - An introduction to the theory of ordinary differential equations. Theorems concerning the existence, uniqueness, and properties of solution
of first and second order equations and first order systems of equations will be developed.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 221 and 222, and permission of the instructor. (Offered in alternate years.)- Klimczak MWF 9:30
418. Introduction to Algebraic Topology - Simplicial and singular complexes , their
homology and cohomology groups. Homotopy groups. Prerequisite: Mathematics 417 or
permission of the instructor. - Whittlesey TTh 5:30-6:45 p.m.

One of the following two courses will be available depending upon student interest. (Consult
Mr. Poliferno or Mr. Stewart (chairman)).
414. Mathematical Logic - Tautologies, the propositional calculus; quantification theory,
first-order predicate calculi; first-order theories (with equality), models, completeness
theorems. Prerequisite : Permission of the instructor. (Normally, this permission is contingent upon successful completion of Mathematics 324. ) (Offered in alternate years.)- Polifemo MW 7:00-8: 15 p.m .

or
423(2). Foundations of Mathematics - An introduction to concepts and questions in the
foundations of mathematics. Mathematical induction, the natural numbers, the system of
real numbers, infinite sets and transfinite arithmetic, philosophies of mathematics. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Normally, this permission is contingent upon successful completion of Mathematics 324.) (Offered in alternate years.) - Poliferno MW
7:00-8:15 p.m .
Note: The following graduate courses are open to juniors and seniors whose records have
been ou tstanding. Pre requisite : Permission of the student's major adviser, of the instructor,
of the Chairman of the Department, and of the Office of Graduate Studies .
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[SOOB.

Advanced Calculus IT]

502. . Introduction to Analysis IT - Prerequisite: Mathematics 501. - Robbins
8:15p.m.

MW 7:00--

504. Theory of Functions of a Real Variable II - Prerequisite: Mathematics 503. Whittlesey Th 7:00--9:30 p .m.
[506.

Mathematical Statistics]

508. Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable IT - Prerequisite: Mathematics 507 or its
equivalent. -Whittlesey T 7:00--9:30 p.m.
[512.

Advanced Numerical Analysis II]

[516. Combinatorics and Computing] - Prerequisite: Mathematics 207 and some computing experience. - Reiner
518. Introduction to Algebraic Topology. Prerequisite: Mathematics 417 or permission
of the instructor. -Whittlesey TTh 5:30--6:45 p.m.
519(2). Modem Algebra - Prerequisite: Mathematics 324 or equivalent. (Offered in alternate years.)- Walde TTh 5:30--6:45 p.m.
[522.

Vector and Tensor Analysis]

One of the following two courses will be offered.
514. Mathematical Logic - Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Normally, this
permission is contingent upon successful completion of Mathematics 324.)- Polifemo MW
7:00--8:15 p.m.
or
523(2). Foundations of Mathematics - Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Normally, this permission is contingent upon successful completion of Mathematics 324. ) Polifemo MW 7:00--8:15 p.m.

Medieval and Renaissance Studies
The courses listed below are an indication of the resources in the Medieval and Renaissance
area of study currently available in the curriculum of Trinity College. They are collected
here as a convenience to students who may wish to concentrate a portion of their study in
the Medieval and Renaissance periods.
There is no major offered in Medieval and Renaissance Studies, but students majoring in
one of the recognized departments are encouraged to follow an interdisciplinary and interdepartmental program of their own devising. Those students who do wish to major in the
Medieval and Renaissance area may do so by developing an individual interdepartmental
major using the procedure described in the Special Curricular Opportunities section of the
College Bulletin.
In addition to the courses below there will be occasional lectures, movies, and other
special events.
Students who wish to identifY themselves with the Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Program in order to receive information and advice on courses, special events, and programs
of study should speak to one of the faculty listed below.
Thomas P. Baird, Associate Professor of Fine Arts
Michael R. Campo, Professor of Modern Languages
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Norton Downs, Professor of History
Gerald Kamber, Professor of Modem Languages
J. Bard McNulty, Professor of English
Borden W. Painter, Jr., Associate Professor of History
Suroey Courses (These courses deal in part with the Medieval and Renaissance periods.)
Art History 101.

Introduction to the History of Art I

Art History 102.

Introduction to the History of Art ll

English 320.

Studies in Drama

English 323.

Studies in Genre

History 101.

Introduction to the History of Europe

History 207.

England to 1714

Music 111.

Introduction to Music Literature

Philosophy 307.

History of Philosophy

Philosophy 357.

Topics in Jewish Philosophy

Political Science 105.

Western Political Thought and Institutions I

Religion 221.

The Crucible of Western Religion

Religion 223.

Major Religious Thinkers of the West

Religion 276.

Religious Ideas in Con8ict

Period Courses (These courses deal wholly with the Medieval and Renaissance periods)

Art History 204.

Gothic and Early Renaissance Art in Italy

Art History 214.

Gothic and Renaissance Art in Northern Europe

Art History 206.

High Renaissance Art in Italy

Art History 213.

Early Medieval Art

Comparative Literature 277.
English 345.

Early European Masterpieces and Their Inftuence

Chaucer (same as Comparative Literature 345)

English 351, 352.

Shakespeare

History 302.

History of the Middle Ages: The West

History 303.

Renaissance Europe

History 304.

Reformation Europe

History 339.

Middle Eastern Thought and Culture, 600-1406

History 401.

T}le Twelfth Century

History 402.

Tudor England

French 311.

La Renaissance Francaise

French 302.

French Literature of the Middle Ages
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German 305.

The German Epic

Italian 251.

Italian Literature 1: Dante to Machiavelli

Italian 333.

Special Topics: Petrarch and Boccaccio

Italian 387. Dante, The Classics and Anglo-American Literature (same as Comparative
Lite rature 387)
Music (see courses listed under Music H istory which are given at Hartt College of Music)
Philosophy 346.
Spanish 251.

Medieval Philosophy

Spanish Literature I

Barbieri Center (These courses are offered at th e Cesare Barbieri Cen ter in Rome)
Roman Baroque Art and Architecture
Italian Art of the Renaissance
The Art of Christian Rome
History of Europe, Renaissance to Baroque
Masterpieces of Italian Literature in Translation
Italian Literature I: Dante to Machiavelli

Modern Languages and Literatures
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR HOOK, Chairman;
PROFESSORS ANDRIAN , CAMPO** AND KAMBER;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS HANSEN , KATZ , KERSON , PRETINA t ;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS BIANCHINI, S. L E E , AND LOWE
MODERN LANG UAGES AND LITERATURES MAJOR - Two plans fo r the major in the
Department are possible:
l. Ten courses in French , Ge rman, Italian or Span ish beyond course 111. Students who

begin at th e level of a 300 course will receive credit for two cou rse toward the major.
Such a major in Russian is also possible by special ar rangement. A course in Comparative
Lite ratu re which includes the lite rature of the major language, an d either one course in
Linguistics or one course in th e art, music or history of the coun try of the major language, may also be counted towards the major. Courses 251 and 252, or their equivalent
are required .
Note: The major takes courses from among th e following three subject groups: literary
pe riods and/or move ments; major authors an d works; genres (th ree courses, one for each
major genre: prose, poetry, drama).
2. Seven courses in one language beyond the 111 level, including at least one course in
civilization and one in literature beyond th e survey level, and fi ve courses in a second
**Sabbatical Leave, Trinity Te rm
t Leave of Absence, Academic Year
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language beyond the 111 level, including at least one course in the survey of the literature of this language. A course in Comparative Literature which includes the literatures
of both languages may also be counted toward the major. Majors will be expected to
write a senior paper relating some aspect of the two literatures studied.
Senior majors under both plans will be expected to participate in some kind of evaluative
process which will be determined by each language section. It may take the form of a senior
seminar (French), a graduated reading list examination (Italian or Spanish), or a
comprehensive-type examination (German). Reading lists for the various majors are available
in the Modem Languages and Literatures Secretary's office.
Upper level courses are conducted in the original language unless otherwise indicated.
Majors and other serious students of modem languages and literatures are urged if possible to spend their jtmior year abroad or to enroll either in a program of summer study abroad
or in a recognized summer language school in the United States. If this is not feasible , a
summer experience requiring the use of foreign language (work abroad, Experiment in
International Living, tutoring, foreign language camp counseling), or an extensive program
of summer reading is highly recommended. A reading list will be provided by the Department on request.
Chinese language and literature courses are available to Trinity students by special arrangement with Central Connecticut State College. Consult the Dean for Educational
Services.

FRENCH
CHRISTMAS TERM
Ill. Intensive Introductory French - Designed to develop basic skills, as well as the
ability to read and understand the language . Five classes per week plus work in the language
laboratory . Limit of 15. 2 credits.
Sec. A- S. Lee MWF 11:30, TTh 9:55
Sec. B - Staff MWF 11:30, TTh 9:55

211. Intermediate French - This course aims to develop written and oral expression of
French through conversation and composition. It will center around a review of grammar
and the reading and analysis of various texts of French literature and culture. Prerequisite:
French 111 or its equivalent, usually one semester of college French or 2 to 3 semesters of
high school French . Permission of the instructor. - · Lowe MWF 10:30
221. Advanced Conversation and Composition - This course is designed to improve oral
and written proficiency through the reading and analysis of selected texts on French life,
culture and civilization. Emphasis will be placed on conversation. Prerequisite: French 211,
or two to three years of French at entrance.
Sec. A- Kamber MWF 9:30
Sec. B-Lowe MWF 11:30
251. French Literature 1: Renaissance and Classical Age - Elective for those who have
completed the equivalent oflntermediate French. This course is designed to introduce the
student to the techniques ofliterary appreciation through a survey ofworks of various genres
of the Renaissance and Classical Age. Permission of the instructor is required. - Katz TTh
9:55
275. African Literature of French Expression: Prose and Theatre - Search for identity
and self-criticism will be the two main themes examined through the works of various
African authors. - S. Lee MWF 10:30
321. Seventeenth Century Literature: The Theatre - Intensive study of the innovations
in dramatic technique and theory, as well as the examination of Man in Society during the
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Age of Classicism. Based primarily on the plays of Comeille, Moliere and Racine . Permi sion of the instructor. -Kamber Tih 11:20
341. Studies in Nineteenth Century Fiction -A study of the nineteenth century novel
through the works of three major authors of the century: Balzac, Stendhal, and Flaubert. Katz Tih 1:15
344i518.
p.m.

Studies in Lyric Poetry - Baudelaire, Rimbaud and Mallarme - Katz

M 7:00

351/522. Studies in Twentieth Century Fiction - Part II - A study of the French novel
from 1938 to the present. - S. Lee W 7:00 p.m.
TRINITY TERM

204. Advanced Introductory French - TI1is course is designed to prepare the student for a
further knowledge of French and to develop accuracy and facility in understanding, speaking and writing French. Permission of the instructor.
Sec. A - Katz MWF 10:30
Sec. B -Lowe MWF 11 :30
222. Explication de Textes and Composition - This course is designed to train the student
in the techniques of literary analysis of the main literary forms through close reading of
representative works in French literature. Permission of the instructor. - S. Lee MWF
11:30
252. French Literature II: Modern French Literature - Elective for those who have
completed French 251 or the equivalent of three years of high school French. This course
introduces the student to the literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries . Permission of the instructor is required. - Lowe MWF 9:30
304. Culture and Civilization - A study of twentieth century French civilization through
its history, arts, literature, politics, press, cinema, publicity and social structures . - S.
Lee MWF 10:30
332. Theatre in Eighteenth Century France: From Satire to Sensibilite - The plays and
dramatic theories of such authors as Regnard, Lesage, Crebillon, Marivaux, Voltaire, Diderot, Sedaine and Beaumarchais. The role of th e commedia dell'arte, domestick tragedy,
burgerliches Trauerspiel, drame bourgeois, comedie larmoyante in the evolution of the
theatre, aesthetically and technically. - Kamber Tih 1:15
342. Studies in Fiction: The Short Story - The development of this neglected genre from
Chateaubriand to Robbe-Grillet. Authors to be read represent Romanticism, Realism,
Naturalism and Existentialism, including such writers as Vigny, Stendhal, Meri - ..;P, Balzac,
Maupassant, Sartre, Camus, and Marguerite Duras . -Lowe Tih 1:15
352/515. Studies in Twentieth Century Literature: Surrealism - A course beginning
with th e early modemist movements embodied in the poetry and poemes en prose of
Apollinaire, Jacob and Reverdy , proceeding through Dada and Tzara, and then concentrating on the two decades of Surrealism to its dissolution. Principal authors studied: Breton;
Aragon; Eluard; Queneau; Prevert; Desnos. -Kamber M 7:00p.m.
402. Senior Seminar - This course is designed for majors in the Department. The content
of the course will be determined after consultation with Senior French majors . - Katz
525. Literary Criticism. Panorama of literary ideas and doctrines in France - A study of
the major doctrines from "La Ple'iade" to structuralism. Each doctrine will be exemplified by
its most representative literary work. - S. Lee W 7:00 p.m.
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GERMAN
Trinity now offers a Program in German in conjunction with the University of Hartford and
other colleges of the Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Education. Courses taken at
either institution are accepted for full credit at the student's home college. Students wishing
to major in German , or German plus another foreign language, can do so under the general
regulations for a major at Trinity. For further information contact the Department Chairman,
Professor Hook.
CHRISTMAS TERM

101. German for Reading Knowledge- A course designed to develop skill in reading
German journalistic, scientific, and technical writings. Recommended for students in fields
where much source material is in German, e.g., organic chemistry, music, philosophy, and
German history. No previous knowledge of German required. - Hansen TTh 9:55
Ill. Intensive Introductory German - Designed to develop a basic ability to understand,
speak , and write German . Five class meetings per week, emphasizing pronunciation,
grammar, graded readings, and audio-lingual practice in language lab. 2 course credits.
Section limit: 20. - Staff MWF 11:30, TTh 11:20 (This course is equivalent to University
of Hartford German 110-111 or German 118 (intensive).)
211. Intermediate German I - Designed to enable the student to attain proficiency in
reading German . Intensive practice in literary texts. Rapid review of essential principles of
grammar. Lab work. Prerequisite: German 204 or the equivalent. Section limit: 20. Hansen MWF 10:30 (This course is equivalent to University of Hartford German 120 or
121. )
221. German Conversation and Composition I- Designed to develop accuracy and facility
in understanding, speaking, and writing German, and a basic knowledge of German life and
culture . Lab work. Prerequisite: German 204 with a grade of B or higher, or the equivalent,
and permission of the instructor. Section limit: 12. - Staff MWF 9:30 (This course is
equivalent to University of Hartford German 124.)
251. Survey of German Literature - Elective for those who have had two years of college
German or the equivalent. This course will present authors and aspects of German literature
from earliest times to the present. Reading, reports, and discussion of selected masterpieces. - Hook TTh 9:55
Available at the University of Hartford:
German 124. Literature, Conversation, and Composition '- Improvement of aural and
reading skills . Introduction to German literature. Intensive practice in writing. Prerequisite: Trinity German course 222 or equivalent . One course credit.- Staff MWF 2:00-2:50
TRINITY TERM

102. German for Reading Knowledge II- A continuation of German 101, with grammar
and vocabulary review and intensive practice in reading. Students will be encouraged to
select texts in their fields of interest as soon as practicable. Prerequisite: German 101 or the
equivalent. - Hansen TTh 9:55
204. Advanced Introductory German- A continuation of German 111, designed to expand the student's knowledge of German through readings in modem German literature,
with treatment of grammar as necessary . Prerequisite: German 111 or the equivalent.
Section limit: 20. -Staff MWF 11:30
212.

Intermediate German II - A continuation of German 211, designed to enable the
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student to read German with facility . Continuation of grammar review, exercises, lab work.
Prerequisite: German 211 or 221. - Hansen
222. German Conversation and Composition II - A continuation of German 221, designed
to enable the student to attain proficiency in understanding, speaking, and writing German,
and a good general knowledge of German life and culture. Lab work. Prerequisite: German
221 or permission of the instructor. Section limit: 12. - Hook MWF 9:30 (This course is
equivalent to University of Hartford German 125.)
Available at the University of Hartford:
German 125. Literature, Conversation, and Composition - Continuation of German 124.
One course credit. - Staff MWF 2:00-2:50

LINGUISTICS
TRINITY TERM

101(2). Elementary Linguistics - Introduction to descriptive, historical, and comparative
linguistics, with emphasis on the Indo-European language family. Brief study of the main
steps in the history of English. - Hook Tih 11:20

ITALIAN
CHRISTMAS TERM

111. Intensive Introductory Italian - Designed to provide a good knowledge of the grammar, structure and vocabulary of the language and a basic proficiency in conversation and
aural comprehension. Since all linguistic skills cannot be fully developed in just a onesemester course, stress will be placed on the mastering of a facility in reading, the other
skills to be developed in follow-up courses. This course also proposes, through carefully
chosen reading selections and recorded materials, to provide a basic understanding of the
customs and mentality of the Italian people . Five hours of classes plus work in the language
laboratory. 2 course credits. -Campo MWF 11:30, Tih 11:20
211. Intermediate Italian - Readings in a variety of texts (including newspaper articles and
autobiographical accounts) which will illuminate aspects of contemporary Italian civilization
and serve as the basis for oral expression and writing, aiming at a good command of the
language. Italian politics, economic and social structures and cultural life will be considered;
films dealing with these topics will be viewed. Prerequisite: Italian 204, its equivalent or the
permission of the instructor. - Bianchini MWF 11:30
290. Italian Cinema: From Fiction to Film - A study and discussion of various literary
works and an analysis of their cinematographic adaptations by noted Italian film directors:
those of Verga's House by the Medlar Tree and di Lampedusa's The Leopard by Visconti;
Bassani's The Garden of the Finzi-Contini by De Sica; Moravia's Two Women by De Sica
and Moravia's The Conformist by Bertolucci; and others. The course will also consider the
trend away from reliance on literary texts toward the development of personal expressions
by such author/directors as Fellini, Antonioni and Wertmiiller. Works will be read and
discussed in English. Students wishing to apply this course toward the major in the Department of Modem Languages and Literatures will read the texts in the original and meet
with the instructor in supplementary sessions to consider the original. Faithful attendance is
required. Permission of the instructor. - Campo Tih 2:40
333.

Special Topics - TBA

Modern Languages and Literatures/167
TRINITY TERM

204. Advanced Introductory Italian - This course aims at strengthening the student's
reading, writing and speaking skills through reading and discussion of contemporary prose
an d th e writing of co mpositions. - Bianchini MWF 11:30
244. Language Through Literature - Designed to improve oral and written proficiency
th rough th e reading and analysis of various genres by distinguished Italian authors . Elective
fo r th ose who have completed Italian 211 or its equivalent. - Kamber MWF 11:30
333(2).

Special Topics - TBA

RussiAN
CHRISTMAS TERM
111. Intensive Introductory Russian - An intensive course designed to develop a basic
abili ty to read , understand, speak, and write Russian . Five classes per week emphasizing
pronu nciation , grammar, audio-lingual practice, and graded readings. 2 course credits.
Permission of the instructor. Section limit: 15. - Hansen MWF 11:30, 1Th 11:20

211. Intermediate Russian - A thorough grammar review coupled with intensive readings
in various styles (lite rary , historical , journali tic) with a view to broadening the student's
vocab ulary and accuracy of expression . Prerequisite: one year of college Russian or two to
three years on the secondary level. Permission of th e instructor. - Szeliga MWF 10:30
221. Russian Readings, Conversation, and Composition - Grammar review and furth er
practice in reading, understanding, speaking, and writing Russian. Prerequisite: two years
of college Ru ssian or th e equivalent. Permission of th e instructor. - Szeliga MWF 11:30
TRINITY TERM

204. Advanced Introductory Russian- A continuation of Russian 111. Completion ofbasic
gramm ar study, audio-lingual practice, and basic readings . Prerequisite: Russian 111 or the
equivalen t. Section limit: 15. - Hansen MWF 11:30
212. Intermediate Russian IT - A continuation of Russian 211 , this course is designed to
expand th e student's range of understanding and expression by exposure to additional
genres and styles (th e film script, th e me moir, etc.) as special student interests and needs
shall suggest. Permission of the instructor. - Szeliga MWF 10:30
222. Russian Readings, Conversation, and Composition IT - A continuation of Russian
221 , with greate r emphasis on reading prose and poetry. Prerequisite : Russian 221 or the
equivalent. Permission of the instructor. - Szeliga MWF 11:30

SPANISH
CHRISTMAS TERM
Ill. Intensive Introductory Spanish - An intensive course designed to provide the student with th e basic skills of th e language. Five classes per week plus work in th e language
laboratory. 2 course credits . - Sec. A TBA MWF 11:30, Tih 11:20; Sec. B TBA MWF
10:30, Tih 9:55

211. Intermediate Spanish - Elective for those who have had one year of college Spanish ,
or at leas t two years of secondary school Spanish . Grammar review, oral and written practice, an d selected readings . - Kerson MWF 11:30
221. Language Through Literature - Elective for those who have completed Spanish 211
or 212, or who are credited with three years of Spanish at entrance. This course is designed
to improve oral and written proficiency through th e reading and analysis of works of various
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genres by famous modern Spanish and Spanish-American authors. The principal points d
grammar and syntax will be thoroughly reviewed. - Andrian MWF 9:30
251. Spanish Literature I- Elective for those who have completed Spanish 212, or equivalent, or three or four years of Spanish at entrance. This course is designed to introduce the
student to the techniques of literary appreciation through a study of selected works of the
Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods. - Andrian WF 1:15
333. Romanticism and the Realist Novel (I)- The major expressions of Spanish Romanticism will be studied (Don Alvaro, Don juan Tenorio, the poetry ofEspronceda and Becquer)
as well as the subsequent passage into Realism (AlarcOn , Pereda, Gald6s). - Bianchini MWF 10:30
363. Themes in Spanish American Literature - Primarily through the essay and novel, a
selected number of themes will be explored, such as: the contribution of the Spanish colony,
the Mexican and Argentinian self-definition, dictatorship as myth and reality, the Cari~
bean, etc. - Kerson WF 1:15
519. Studies in 20th Century Literature: The Contemporary Spanish Novel- Andrian T
6:30p.m.
531.

Methods of Literary Criticism - Kerson

Th 6:30

TRINITY TERM

204. Advanced Introductory Spanish- A continuation of Spanish 111, with greater emphasis on readings and discussion of selected literary and cultural texts . - Andrian MWF
11:30
212. Advanced Intermediate Spanish - Elective for those who have completed Spanish
204 or 211 , or who are credited with two or three years of Spanish at entrance. lntensiw
readings and discussion of modern Spanish works representing all genres . - Kerson MWF
11:30
222. Culture and Civilization of Spain -This course, designed to follow Spanish 221, hau
twofold purpose. Essentially a discussion course , it provides continued oral and writtell
practice, using as a basis reading material in Spanish which deals with or reflects the culturerl
Spain.- Andrian MWF 9:30
252. Spanish Literature II - Same prerequisite as for Spanish 251. A study of selectEd
works of Spanish literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. - Andrian WF 1:15
334. The Realist Novel (II) and Naturalism- The works of the major Spanish novelistsci
the late 19th century, ir.lcluding the later Gald6s, Pardo Bazan, Clarin and Blasco IbaDez.
will be studied. - Bianchini MWF 9:30
351(2). The Modem Spanish American Novel - A study of the modern Spanish Amera
novel up to 1941. Authors included are Mariano Azuela, Eduardo Barrios, Benito Lyncl
Ricardo Giiiraldes, Teresa de Ia Parra, R6mulo Gallegos, Marta Brunet and Ciro Alegria.
The origins and development of the novel in Spanish America will also be considered.·
Kerson MWF 10:30·
402. Seminar: Spanish Baroque Poetry of the 17th Century - A limited number rl
Baroque poets will be studied, with major emphasis on Gongora and Quevedo. Permisa
of the instructor required. - Kerson WF 1:15
503.

Culture and Civilization: Spain: the 19th Century - Bianchini

T 6:30 p.m.

Music/169

Music
Deputy Director,
Director of Concert Choir

INSTRUCTORS REHMAN ,
LOVE AND MOSHELL,

The core cou rses of the music major and a number of electives are offered by the Trinity
music faculty. Additional study opportunities for majors and other qualified students are
availab le th rough Hartt College of Music, University of Hartford, on a space-available basis .
For information consult the music faculty.
THE M USIC MAJOR - Ten course credits including Music 111, 112 (or two Hartt HLM
220-231 courses), Music 418, Music 104, 105, 106, and four course credits in approved
music electives . One of the electives (normally in the Junior year) must be a course in music
history an d lite rature involving analysis of style and form . Only two course credits in applied
music may be counted towards the music major. Students contemplating the major should
complete Music 111, 112, Music 103 (unless excused) and Music 104 by the end of the
Sophomo re year. An elementary knowledge of German should be acquired before the
Senior year.
Tests in the major include a basic keyboard test at the start of the major, a theory and
musiciansh ip proficiency test (at the discretion of the faculty) upon completion of the requ ired theory courses , and General Examinations in the Senior year.
A grade of at least G- is required for all courses included in the major.
A basic piano test will be given at the end of the Sophomore year or upon entrance to the
music major. Students deficient in the use of the keyboard as a basic tool for music courses
will be required to study piano until the required proficiency is achieved.
At the discretion of the music faculty a theory and musicianship test may be required of
any music majors who, upon completion of the required number of theory courses or their
equivalents, are still deficient in basic skills and proficiency in written work.
Requirements for Honors in Music - Distinction in all courses of the major and the
General Examinations.
Courses with numbers preceded by the letters HLM, TH, and COM, are all offered on the
campus of Hartt College of Music; all others are offered at Trinity.
All students wishing to enroll in Music courses at Hartt College must secure permission on
fonns provided by the Music Department or the Registrar's Office.
CHRISTMAS TERM

HISTORY AND LITERATURE
Music 111. Introduction to Music Literature (I)- The study of selected masterpieces from
th e major periods of western music. Introduction to the terminology of music and the
techniques of listening. Emphasis on forms and styles . The history of music from the late
Medieval through the Baroque periods . No previous knowledge of music is required. This
course is for the general student and the Music major. Permission. Enrollment limited to 50
per section.
Sec. A- Love TTh 11 :20
Sec. B- Love TTh 1:15
HIM 220. Music in Western Culture (Ia) - First term of a two-year survey of musical
thought, forms and styles against a background of European cultural history. Middle Ages to
High Renaissance. General students and majors may substitute this course for Music 111.
Permission . - Hanen Sections: Dl MWF 8:00; D2 MWF 9:00; D3 MWF 11:00
HLM 230.

Music in Western Culture (IIa) - Third term of the two-year survey which
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begins with HLM 220. Music in the Classic Period. General students and majors may
substitute this course for Music 112. Permission. - Schwager Sections: D1 TTh 8:00;
D2 TTh 9:30; D3 TTh 1:00
HLM 350. Medieval Seminar - Selected topics of the Medieval period. Permission . Hanen Section: G1 TTh 1:00--2:20
Music 415. Special Studies in Music - Individual and group study and research on a
selected topic under the guidance of a member of the music facu lty. Permission granted only
to qualified students with the approval of th e music faculty. -Trinity Staff TBA
Music 418(1). Senior Seminar - Introduction to research in music. Attention will be given
to the principal collected editions, treatises and other scholarly writings on music. Final
study of history and style towards the General Examinations. Required of all Senior majors.
- Staff WF l: 15

THEORY AND COMPOSITION
Music 103. Basic Musicianship and Harmony I - Sight singing ear training, elementary
theory (clefs, accidentals, values, major and minor scales, circle of fifths , key and meter
signatures, intervals in all forms , triads). Writing of four-part harmony through sixth chords.
Correlated analysis and keyboard work. The course is designed for prospective majors,
though it may not be counted towards the major. Students with equivalent preparation
planning further work in music theory may be exempted at the discretion of th e instructor.
Permission. Enrollment limited to 20. - Rehman MWF 1:15
Music 105. Harmony IT - Continuation of four-part writing through dominant functions,
7th and 9th chords, modulation, chromatic alterations. Extensive figured bass realization ,
analysis, applied keyboard work. Required of majors. Prerequisite: Music 104. Rehman MWF 2:40
TH 137. Theory-Analysis VI - A study of problems related to contemporary music and a
consideration of the general aesthetics applied to all the arts of this period. Prerequisite: TH
136 or permission. - Franchetti MWF 12:00
COM 010. First Course Composition - A course designed to stimulate and direct the
creative instincts of th e student. Writing and adaptation of melody to simple musical forms .
Permission . - Mulready Section: D1 TTh 8:00
TRINITY TERM

HISTORY AND LITERATURE
Music 112. Introduction to Music Literature (IT) -The study of selected masterpieces
from the Classical, Romantic and Modern periods . Although this course continues the work
of Music 111 into later style eras, a number of students who have not taken the first term
may be admitted depending on enrollment . Prerequisite: Music 111 or permission. Enrollment limited to 50 per section.
Sec. A - Love TTh 11:20
Sec. B - Love TTh 1:15
HLM 221. Music in Western Culture (Ib) - Second term of a two-year survey of musical
thought, forms and styles against a background of European cultural history. Late Renaissance and Baroque music. General students and majors may substitute this course for Music
111. Permission.- Hanen Sections: D1 MWF 8:00; D2 MWF 9:00; D3 MWF 11:00
HLM 231.

Music in Western Culture (llb) - Fourth term of the two-year survey which
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begins with HLM 220. Romantic music into modem times . General students and majors
may substitute this course for Music 112. Permission. - Schwager Sections: D1 TTh
8:00; D2 Tih 9:30; D3 Tih 1:00
HLM 351. Renaissance Seminar - Selected topics of the Renaissance period. Permission .
- Hanen Section: G1 Tih 1:00-2:20
Music 416. Special Studies in Music - Individual and group study as described under
Music 415. Permission. - Trinity Staff TBA

THEORY AND COMPOSITION
Music 104. Counterpoint I- Two- and Three-part writing in the five species within the
eighteenth century (tonal) framework. Analysis of examples from the literature in terms of
prolonged counterpoint. Required of majors. Prospective majors should complete by end of
Sophomore year. Prerequisite: Music 103 or permission. - Rehman MWF 2:40
Music 106. Counterpoint II - Chorale writing as the synthesis of harmony and species
counterpoint. Study of combined species. Analysis. Possibly introduction to fugue. Required of majors . Prerequisite: Music 105. - Rehman MWF 2:40
TH 136. Theory-Analysis V - Diatonicism versus chromaticism. The dissolution of architectural tonality. The form-content: identification. Romantic and neo-Romantic practices,
18~1900 . Prerequisite: Music 106 or permission . - Franchetti MWF 12:00
COM 011. First Course Composition - Continuation of COM 010. Prerequisite: COM
010 or permission. - Mulready TTh 8:00
(For additional courses in Music available through Hartt College, consult the music
faculty .)

Courses offered in other years:
[Music 109.

J. S.

[Music 214.

Choral Music]

Bach]

[Music 216.

Keyboard Music]

[Music 271.

Paris in the Early Twentieth Century. Music and Arts]

[Music 272.

Music in Eighteenth-Century England]

[Music 312.

Modem Music]

APPLIED MUSIC
Credit for the studx of applied music is given to students who can demonstrate performance
ability sufficiently beyond the elementary level. Normally, students earn course credits for
applied music by studying with faculty members of Trinity, Hartt College, or other approved local institutions. If a student has special reasons for wishing to earn course credit for
study with a teacher not on the faculty of either Trinity or Hartt College, he or she may submit
a written petition to the Director of the Program in Music at Trinity. Each petition will be
examined on its merits by a Trinity faculty and administration review committee. Students
whose petitions are approved will register for the appropriate credit (one or one-half course
credit) in Music 325, 326, indicating the sponsoring member of the Trinity music faculty as
supervisory instructor.
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Required preparation and a half-hour lesson each week can;es one-half course credit per
term. Required preparation and a one hour lesson each week carries one course credit per
term .
The maximum quantity of applied music credit which students may count towards the
B.A. will be four course credits. Of these, only two course credits may be included in the
music major.
Qualified students may apply for academic credit for full participation in approved performance groups at Trinity and Hartt College. With permission of the conductor, one-half
course credit is allowed for each term's work in the Trinity Concert Choir (Music 321, 322).
However, effective with the Class of 1978, the total course credit allowed for Concert Choir
will be three course credits.
It is expected that music majors and students taking private lessons for credit will participate in a campus musical organization such as the Concert Choir, a chamber music ensemble, or in a Hartt ensemble. Frequent opportunities for performance are offered through the
extracurricular activities organized by the Trinity College Instrumental Ensembles and
"Postludes ," a series of student conducted solo and group recitals . The Program in Music
sponsors recitals by qualified Senior majors.
To enroll for credit in the Applied Music program permission must be obtained from the
music faculty. More than one applied music activity may be elected at the same time.
However, the maximum allowance is one full course credit per term.
Individual instruction is offered in voice, keyboard (piano and organ), strings, woodwind,
brass and percussion instruments.
Fees for private music lessons will be billed by the institution or the instructor in addition
to the regular tuition charges rendered by Trinity. For schedules of fees consult the music
faculty.

Philosophy
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR W. M. BROWN, Chairman;
PROFESSORS DE LONG, HYLAND AND R. T. LEE;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS PUKA AND RUDAVSKY;
INSTRUCTOR MUSGRAVE
PHILOSOPHY MAJOR- Ten courses in Philosophy, with a grade of at least C- in each,
including Philosophy 205 (or 326, or 216) 307, 308, and at least two other courses in
pre-twentieth century philosophers or pre-twentieth century periods of philosophy.
Majors are strongly encouraged, but not required, to write a senior thesis. In order to
qualify for honors, a student must write a thesis in which he or she achieves a grade of at
least A- , and achieve a departmental course grade average of at least A-.
The courses in the Department of Philosophy are arranged according to various sequences
of numbers. The sequences and their descriptions are as follows (the courses given within
each numbered group vary from year to year):

201 through 240 - Courses carrying any of these numbers are specifically designed as
entry-level courses. No advance preparation or work in philosophy is expected or required. These courses usually satisfy one of the Guideline descriptions.
301 through 320- Courses in the history of philosophy bear th ese numbers. Any course at
the 300-level may occasionally appear as a Guideline course, but th ey are recommended
as beginning courses only for the more able student, or for the student who has had some
previous work in philosophy . Enrollment in courses at 300-level and above requires the
permission of the instructor.
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321 through 340 - Courses in the philosophy of various disciplines or topics, such as
Philosophy of Science and Philosophy of the State.
341 through 360- Courses dealing with individual philosophers and advanced courses in the
history of philosophy .
361 through 380 - Systematic courses, such as Metaphysics and Epistemology.
401 through 420 - Various special studies and seminars, chiefly for majors.
CHRISTMAS TERM
201. Introduction to Philosophy -An introductory treatment of some fundamental problems in philosophy such as the nature and limits of knowledge, the concept of a person, and
the relation between the individual and society. Both classical and contemporary authors
will be consulted. -Musgrave Tfh 11:20
203. Ethics- An introduction to some major concepts of ethical theory (goodness, responsibility, freedom, justification, rationality) through a study of Aristotle, Kant, and Mill. More
recent questions dealing with cultural relativism will be considered, and the course will
conclude with a reading of Skinner's Walden Two.
Sec. A- R. T. Lee MWF 9:30
Sec. B - R. T. Lee MWF 10:30 •
205. Logic - An introduction to deductive logic. After a survey of traditional logic, including a discussion of fallacies and the syllogism, the course concentrates on modern developments: truth functions, qualification theory , and proof theory. Attention will also be given to
philosophical problems connected with these developments . - DeLong MWF 9:30
211. Philosophic Themes in Western Culture- The course will deal primarily with the
question "What is Philosophy?" We shall consult the views of some of the great philosophers
of the past on this question (Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Marx) and culminate with the views
of three important contemporary thinkers (Husserl, Ayer, and Heidegger). - Hyland TTh
9:55
212(1). Philosophy of Religion - This course will deal with major philosophical issues of
religion as discussed by both classical and contemporary thinkers. Among the topics examined are th e proofs for the existence of God, the problem of evil, and the nature of religious
faith . - Rudavsky TTh 1:15
240(1). Philosophical Anthropology - Philosophical anthropology synthesizes biology,
phenomenological psychology, and cultural anthropology, in con·s tructing theories ofhuman
nature and society. The course will concentrate on two areas of concern: (1) biological
explanations of higher individual capacities (reason, love, altruism), and social institutions
(morality, culture, religion), (2) the hypothesis that governmental and social norms are substitutes for biological controls found in other species . Classic studies of the myths and
practices of a variety of cultures will be read. Authors include: Binswanger, Cassirer, Darwin , Freud , Humboldt, Marx, Nietzsche and Piaget. - Puka TTh 11:20
307. History of Philosophy (I) - History of ancient and early medieval philosophy, concentrating on th e Pre-Socratics , Plato, Aristotle, Epicureanism , Stoicism , Neoplatonism,
Augustine, and Aquinas . Prerequisite: A 200-level course in Philosophy or permission of the
instructor. - H yland TTh 2:40
325/525. Philosophy of Language - A systematic study of problems arising from reflection
on language and speech acts: meaning and reference, truth , linguistic convention and the
th eory of use, illocutionary acts and the comparison of ordinary and artistic uses oflanguage.
Permission of instructor. - R. T. Lee M 7:00-10:00
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341/541. Plato - Through a careful study of two Platonic dialogues, the Charmides and
Timaeus, we shall attempt both to gain a general sensitivity to Platonic philosophy, its basic
tenets, origins, and influence, and to focus on a specific major philosophic issue: the nature
and possibility of wisdom. Our major " secondary source" will be Plato's Republic, which will
be studied outside of class and referred to as the occasion arises in our seminars. Hyland Th 7:00-10:00
350(1). Marx - An introduction to the political and social thought of Karl Marx, with
special attention to the relevance of Marx's thought to the modem world. Topics include the
Hegelian foundations of Marx's thought, the nature of alienation, the functions of the state,
human freedom, the philosophy of history, the family, and the sociology of knowledge.
Permission of instructor. - Puka TTh 1:15
357/557. Topics in Jewish Philosophy - This course is an introduction to the basic themes
in both Medieval and Modem Jewish philosophy . We will examine issues such as the
problem of evil, the nature of religious faith , prophecy and the concept of God, as developed
in the works of Philo, Saadiah Gaon , Halevi, Maimonides and Rosenzweig. Attention will
also be paid to the cultural, historical, and religious environments of these thinkers . Permission of instructor. - Rudavsky W 7:00-10:00
364(1}/564. Knowledge- Can we ever know anything, and if so, what? What are the means
by which we know whatever it is we know? Are there importantly different sorts of knowing?
These are some of the questions to which this course is directed. The theories of knowledge
of a number of important ancient and modem philosophers , including Aristotle, Hume and
Kant will be examined in varying detail. Finally, we will consider some contemporary views
of knowledge, including those of Austin, Ryle, Quine , and Chisholm. Readings will be
almost exclusively in primary sources. -Musgrave T 7:00-10:00
TRINITY TERM

201(2). Introduction to Philosophy- An introductory treatment of some fundamental problems in philosophy such as the nature and limits of knowledge, the concept of a person, and
the relation between the individual and society. Both classical and contemporary authors
will be consulted.
Sec. A- W. M. Brown MWF 8:30
Sec. B- Musgrave TTh 1:15
217(2). Philosophy of Sport- This is an introductory course designed to exhibit the Socratic thesis that the " material" for philosophic reflection is present in our everyday experiences, even in activities which we may consider "non-intellectual," if only they are reflected
upon properly. Accordingly, we shall take up the related themes of sport, athletics, and play
in order to show that an adequate understal\ding of them requires, and is indeed inseparable
from, a philosophic understanding. The course will begin with such issues as the social
significance of sport and play, the psychological significance, competition, and the pursuit of
excellence. By showing that these dimensions, although important and insightful, cannot
possibly offer a comprehensive account of the significance of play for man , we shall attempt
to move toward an understanding of play as a stance toward the world, a stance that can be
affirmed or denied only upon the basis of a philosophical conception of human nature. Hyland ITh 9:55
221(2). Philosophy of Law - This course will take up the nature of legal systems of social
cooperation, regulation and oppression . Emphasis will be placed on questions oflaw and the
distribution of wealth as well as on issues of criminal justice and the operation of penal
institutions. We will consider the justification for punishment and the problem of handling
political crimes as criminal offenses. The failure of our legal system to adequately protect
mental patients, non-human animals, and the environm~nt, will also be discussed. - Musgrave TTh 11:20
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222. Medical Ethics- This course will take up ethical, political and legal issues relevant to
the medical profession and patient population . Topics will include: death with dignity,
treatment with dignity, abortion, mercy-killing, patient consent, the nature of physical
ve rsus mental illness, medical experimentation, and the socially conscious distribution of
medical resources.
Sec. A- Puka TTh 1:15
Sec. B- Puka TTh 11:20
308. History of Philosophy (II)- The history of modem philosophy from Descartes to the
end of th e nineteenth century. Prerequisite: Philosophy 307 or permission of the instructor.
- Puka, R. T. Lee TTh 9:55
312. Nineteenth-Century Philosophy- We shall examine the works of the most important
nineteenth-century European philosophers, Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard, J. S. Mill, and
Nietzsch e. Attention will be paid to their place in the philosophic tradition, their unique
contributions, and the extent to which they have influenced contemporary thought. Specific
issues will be the conceptions of human nature in these thinkers, whether human nature
changes, human nature and history, and the conception of rationality in each. Hyland TTh 2:40
323(2). Philosophy of History - A study of some of the meta-historical assumptions made
by practicing historians - causality, "laws," generalization , objectivity, and the nature of
evidence. This course is also offered as History 390 and will be accepted as a major course in
both departments. - R. T. Lee and Sloan WF 2:40
326. Advanced Logic- An investigation of various methods of logic. Certain related topics
in episte mology and the philosophy of mathematics will be considered. Permission of the
instructor. - DeLong MWF 9:30
328. Philosophy of Mathematics - After considering the nature of the axiomatic method,
set th eory, and some fundamental results of mathematical logic, the course concentrates on
a study of logicism, intuitionism, and formalism. Permission of the instructor. - DeLong MWF 10:30
331(2). Problems in the Foundations of Public Policy- (Also listed as Urban & Environmental Studies 402. Problems ofFormulation ofPublic Policy.) In the context of a particular
policy issue, course material will cover the logical complexity in defining the "public interest," moral and philosophical bases for setting priorities and the problem of knowing
whether the policy choice will work. - DeLong WF 2:40
344/544. Hegel- An intensive study of the Phenomenology of Spirit. Special attention will
be paid to the way in which Hegel claims to culminate philosophy and to the influences on
subsequent philosophers, as clues to an understanding of the difficulties of the work itself.
Major secondary sources (Kojeve, Rosen , Fachenheim) will be discussed in class. Hyland W 7:00-10:00
352/552. Hume - Primarily a careful reading from both critical and historical points of view
of the Treatise of Human Nature and the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding .
Attention will be paid to the connections between Hume's ethical writings and his theory of
knowledge and to his influence on later philosophers such as Kant. - W. M. Brown T 7:00
367(2)/567. Moral Problems - This course will consider selected problems in moral
theory, including the nature of obligation , moral and non-moral imperatives, the relation
between ethics of self-perfection and other systems , questions about the connection of habit
and deliberate choice, and the nature of vice. Prerequisite: Philosophy 203 or permission of
the instructor. - Musgrave Th 7:00-10:00
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Philosophy Courses given in other years:
210.

Philosophy of Art ·

214.

Utopias: Social Ideals and Ideal Societies

219.

Ethical Relativism

223.

Indian Philosophy

224.

Chinese Philosophy

225.

Philosophy East and West

230.

Love

231-232.

Community and Political Philosophy

301.

Pragmatism

303.

Tutorials

304.

Philosophy of the State

309.

Special Studies in Philosophy

314.

Twentieth Century Philosophical Analysis

315.

Existentialism

320.

Philosophy of Social Science

327.

Philosophy of Psychology

328.

Philosophy of Science

329.

Philosophy of Literature

343.

Aristotle

345.

Wittgenstein

346.

Medieval Philosophy

347.

Kant

348.

Freud

349.

Continental Rationalism

351.

Twentieth Century Marxist Thought

353.

Whitehead

355.

Nietzsche

356.

Heidegger

361.

Metaphysics

362.

Classical Empiricism

363.

Phenomenology

365.

Existential Phenomenology

Physical Education/177

Physical Education
PROFESSORS KURTH, Chainnan, DATH AND MCPHEE; ASSOCIATE
PROFESSORS SHULTSf, D. MILLER, AND SLAUGHTER; ASSISTANT
PROFESSORS HAZELTON AND MILLSPAUGH; INSTRUCTOR SUTHERLAND;
MR. HAMEL, MR. GRAF, MR. DARR, MISS. SHEPPARD

Courses in physical education are offered on a quarter basis, i.e., two courses a semester,
and four courses in an academic year. Academic credit, up to a maximum of one course
credit, may be earned at a rate of one-half course credit for successful completion of two
quarters of course work. Grades will be given unless the student elects to participate on a
pass-fail basis.** Classes will be offered on the same time schedule as all academic classes.
The physical education program is designed to meet individual interests and needs. A
variety of activities are available which serve to augment health and physical fitness, develop
recreational and leisure time skills, initiate and facilitate functional and aesthetic body
movement, impart knowledge in the area of skills performance, game strategy and rules,
and an in-depth understanding of sports coaching, recreational leadership, and first aid.
Specific courses include:

I Aquatics
Beginning Swimming
Swimming

II Racquets
Beg. Squash
Adv. Squash

III Physical Development & Body
Mechanics

Advanced Lifesaving
Water Safety Inst.
Springboard Diving
Synchronized Swimming

Beg. Tennis
Adv. Tennis
Badminton

Physical Development
(men)
Beg. Body Mechanics
Adv. Body Mechanics
(women)
Beg. Floor Exercise
Adv. Floor Exercise

IV Individual and
Combatives
Golf
Archery
Beg. Karate
Adv. Karate
Beg. Judo
Adv. Judo
Fencing

V Classroom
Medical Self-help (First Aid)
Coaching Seminar

VI Special
Scuba
Skiing
Recreational Rowing

The courses designated as "Special" may require a nominal fee for those who elect them,
as well as certain special scheduling arrangements. Attire appropriate to each activity and
attendance requirements will be determined by the individual class instructor. Courses,
unless otherwise noted, will be offered on a coeducational basis.
Permission to change courses is given a student during the first ten days of the physical
education quarter. A student may drop a course during this period without its being entered
on his or her permanent record card. After that time and until the end of the second ten days
tSabbatical Leave, Trlnity Term
**The pass-fail option in physical education is permitted in addition to the one permitted for
academic courses.
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of the quarter, a student may drop a course and it will be entered on his permanent record as
"Drop." During the remainder of the quarter no student is permitted to drop a course.
Note:

All Physical Education courses earn

If.&

credit.

Note: Instructors for the courses listed below will be published during the registration
each quarter at the Ferris Athletic Center.
101. Beginning Swimming- A course primarily for non-swimmers : water acclimatization,
floating, treading water, bobbing; lead-up strokes , human stroke, sculling.

*1, 2, 3, 4

By arrangement (Individual or Group)

102. Swimming- This is a course designed for the swimmer of moderate skill and experience. It will have as an objective the development of aquatic skills and attitudes which will
encourage the enjoyment of swimming as a lifelong recreational activity. Stroke correction
and instruction will concentrate on crawl, back crawl, breast stroke, side stroke, and
trudgen. Instruction on turns and entering the water will also be given , as well as some
distance training. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Enrollment in each section limited
to 12.
1 Sec. A - MWF 8:30
2 Sec. B - MWF 9:30
3 Sec. C- MWF 9:30
4 Sec. D - MWF 11:30
103. Springboard Diving - A course designed for the beginner in fancy diving; emphasis
upon proper boardwork and the mechanics of aerial tumbling; dives taught from each of the
five groups. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Enrollment in each section limited to 10.
2 Sec. A- TBA
3 Sec. B - TBA
104. Synchronized Swimming - A course designed to teach the basic fundamentals of
synchronized swimming and water ballet. Stunt work will be geared to the individual level,
and some choreography work will be included. Enrollment in each section limited to 15.
1 Sec. A - TTh 11 :20
4 Sec. B- TTh 1:15
201. Advanced Lifesaving- Red Cross course in advanced lifesaving: Red Cross certification. Prerequisite: Qualification Test. Enrollment limited in each section to 16.
1 Sec. A - MWF 10:30
1 Sec. B - TTh 9:55
3 Sec. C - MWF 10:30
3 Sec. D - TTh 9:55
202. Water Safety Instructor- Red Cross course in water safety instructor: Red Cross
certification; primarily practice teaching in Red Cross methods of instruction for all swimming strokes and lifesaving. Prerequisite: P. E. 201. Enrollment in each section limited to
16.
2 Sec. A- MWF 10:30
2 Sec. B - TTh 9:55
4 Sec. C - MWF 10:30
4 Sec. D - TTh 9:55
121. Physical Development for Men - Designed primarily as work with weights and
isotonic exercise; balanced program to strengthen all large muscle groups; strength , endur-

*Indicates Quarter
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ance , body con tour and weight control major objectives. Enrollment in each section limited
to 15.
*1 Sec. A - MWF 10:30
2 Sec. B - MWF 10:30
3 Sec. C - MWF 11:30
4 Sec. D - MWF 9:30

122. Beginning Body Mechanics for Women - Primarily an exe rcise regime n for figure
improvement and control : posture, contour, coordination and strength; isotonic and isometric techniques utilized.
1 Sec. A - MWF 11 :30
3 Sec. B - MWF 10:30
222. Advanced Body Mechanics for Women - Students will design an exercise program
specific to th eir personal needs after examining the principal systems of Aerobics , Royal
Canadian Air Force, interval and circuit training. Pre requisite: P .E . 122 or permission .
Enrollment in each section limite d to 15.
·
2 Sec. A - MWF 11:30
4 Sec. B - MWF 10:30

124. Beginning Floor Exercise - A basic gymnastics course designed to concentrate upon
matwork and tumbling rather than apparatus; hand support series, casting series, kipping
series , coordinated floor exercise routines . Enrollment in each section limited to 10.
1 Sec. A - Tih 8:30
3 Sec. B - Tih 11:20
224. Advanced Floor Exercise - An augmentation of skills acquired in P. E. 124. Emphasis
upon advanced tumbling skills such as walkovers, handsprings, somersaults , and aerials.
Continuing work on improvement of strength and flexibility. Composition of an original
coordinated floor exercise routine utilizing moves of advanced difficulty. Prerequisite: P. E .
124 or permission of instructor. Enrollment in each section limited to 10.
2 Sec. A - Tih 8:30
4 Sec. B- Tih 11 :20

111. Beginning Squash - Basic fundamentals of squash racquets including racquet grip,
service, return of serve, court position, basic strokes and elementary strategy. Racquets
available . Enrollment in each section limited to 12.
1 Sec. A - MWF 9:30
Sec. B - WF 1:15
Sec. C - Tih 9:55
Sec. D - Tih 1: 15
2 Sec. E - MWF 8:30
Sec. F - MWF 10:30
Sec. G - MWF 11:30
Sec. H - Tih 8:30
Sec. I- Tih 11:20
3 Sec. J - MWF 9:30
Sec. K- WF 1:15
Sec. L - Tih 9:55
Sec. M - TTh 1:15
4 Sec. N - MWF 8:30
Sec. 0 - MWF 10:30
Sec. P - MWF 11:30
*Indicates Quarter
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Sec. Q - Tih 8:30
Sec. R- Tih 11:20
211. Advanced Squash - A review of basic skills followed by instruction in advanced shots
such as the lob, cross-court, comer shot, drop shot; control of ball and court position
emphasized. Racquets available. Prerequisite: P. E . 111 or permission. Enrollment in each
section limited to 12.
*1 Sec. A - Tih 8:30
Sec. B - Tih 11:20
2 Sec. C - MWF 9:30
Sec. D- WF 1:15
Sec. E - Tih 9:55
Sec. F - Tih 1: 15
3 Sec. G - MWF 8:30
Sec. H - MWF 10:30
Sec. I - MWF 11:30
Sec. J - Tih 8:30
Sec. K - Tih 11 :20
4 Sec. L - MWF 9:30
Sec. M- WF 1:15
Sec. N - Tih 9:55
Sec. 0- Tih 1:15
112. Beginning Tennis - Instruction concentrated on fundam entals for forehand stroke,
backhand stroke and serve. Playing rules , court etiquette and procedures for singles play
emphasized. Racquets available. Enrollmen t in each section limited to 12.
Sec. A - MWF 9:30
Sec. B - MWF 11:30
Sec. C - Tih 9:55
2 Sec. D- MWF 10:30
Sec. E - Tih 8:30
Sec. F - Tih 11:20
3 Sec. G - MWF 9:30
Sec. H - MWF 11:30
Sec. I - Tih 9:55
4 Sec. J - MWF 10:30
Sec. K- WF 1:15
Sec. L - Tih 8:30
Sec. M - Tih 11:20
Sec. N- Tih 1:15
212. Advanced Tennis - Review of forehand , backhand , and serve; instruction on volley,
lob, and spin serve; emphasis on doubles play and doubles strategy. Racquets available.
Prerequisite : P. E . 112 or permission . Enrollment in each section limited to 12.
1 Sec. A - MWF 10:30
Sec. B - Tih 11:20
2 Sec. C - MWF 9:30
Sec. D - MWF 11:30
Sec. E - Tih 9:55
3 Sec. F - MWF 10:30
Sec. G- WF 1:15
Sec. H - Tih 8:30
Sec. I - Tih 11:20
*Indicates Quarter
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Sec. J- MWF 9:30
Sec. K - MWF 11:30
Sec. L - Tih 9:55

113. Badminton - Emphasis upon the fundamentals of the game, including rules, how to
set up a court, knowledge of equipment, and basic playing skills. Enrollment in each section
limited to 16.
1 Sec. A- Tih 1:15
2 Sec. B - MWF 11:30
3 Sec. C- MWF 9:30
Sec. D - Tih 1: 15
131. Golf- Instruction as to grip, stance, and basic swing. Course etiquette, rules, and
procedures taught; instruction with each club regarding its special use and technique for its
particular shot. Golf clubs available. Enrollment in each section limited to 16.
1 Sec. A- MWF 11:30
Sec. B - Tih 11:20
4 Sec. C - MWF 9:30
Sec. D - Tih 9:55
Sec. E - MWF 11:30
133. Archery- Emphasis upon the basic techniques of target shooting, selection and care
of equipment , and safety measures. Enrollment in each section limited to 10.
1 Sec. A - MWF 11:30
4 Sec. B - MWF 10:30
Sec. C - MWF 11:30
135.

Beginning Fencing- (See Student-Taught Courses) 1st quarter

235.

Advanced Fencing- (See Student-Taught Courses) 2nd quarter

136. Beginning Karate - Introduction to the martial art of empty-handed fighting with
emphasis on self-defense. Enrollment in each section limited to 16.
1 Sec. A- WF 1:15
3 Sec. B - Tih 1:15
236. Advanced Karate - Added to hand fighting, foot fighting with emphasis on defending
against two or more attackers . Prerequisite: P. E. 136 or permission. Enrollment in each
section limited to 16.
2 Sec. A- WF 1:15
4 Sec. B - Tih 1:15
137. Beginning Judo - Introduction to the fundamentals of judo; conditioning, falling,
throwing, and self-defense. Enrollment in each section limited to 16.
1 Sec. A- Tih 11:20
3 Sec. C- Tih 9:55
237. Advanced Judo - Concentration on advanced throws; emphasis on application of
jujitsu and judo techniques in self-defense. Prerequisite: P. E. 137 or permission.
2 Sec. A - Tih 11:20
4 Sec. B - Tih 9:55
241. Scuba - A 34-hour course combining instruction in skin and scuba diving. Of the 34
hours, 10 are spent in open water and the remaining 24 hours are equally divided between
classroom and pool sessions. National Association of Underwater Instructors (NAUI) and
Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI) certification given. Course conducted
at Trinity by professional instructors . Nominal fee.
1 Sec. A - TBA
4 Sec. B - TBA
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142. Skiing- Instruction for all levels of skiing proficiency, beginner to expert; conducted
at neighboring ski resort by professional instructors; nominal fee . Enrollment limited to 40.
3 Sec. A- TBA
[144. Recreational Rowing (Novice)]- Exposure to practices, systems, and procedures of
club rowing; emphasis on terminology and basic small boat rowing technique for recreational rowing purposes. Prerequisite: Minimal level of swimming proficiency. Enrollment
in each section limited to 4.
1 Sec. A-T 9:00-11:30
Sec. B - T 1:15--3:45
Sec. C - W 9:00-11:30
Sec. D - W 1:15--3:45
Other times by arrangement
151. Medical Self-Help (First Aid) - Combines the best of First Aid and the program of
self-help; instruction by movies and lectures, practical work in lab sessions. Enrollment in
each section limited to 20.
1 Sec. A - MWF 9:30
3 Sec. B- MWF 10:30
152. Coaching Seminar- Primarily for students who anticipate the possibility of coaching
football in private school: in-depth study of football fundamentals , basic offense and defense,
staff organization, practice planning, and special teaching techniques. Enrollment limited to
10.
4 Sec. A- ITh 11:20

Physical Sciences
PHYSICAL SCIENCES MAJOR- (Suggested for those who are preparing to teach science
in the secondary schools); eight courses chosen from the 300- and 400-level offerings in the
Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Engineering, Mathematics, and Physics including at
least three courses in one of the departments and two courses in another.
A student desiring acceptance as a Physical Sciences major must secure the approval of
the Chairmen of the Departments in which a majority of the work is to be completed.
Students desiring a Physical Sciences major must eomplete the laboratory portion (if any) of
those courses, required or elective, used to satisfy the major requirements.

Physics and Astronomy
PROFESSORS HOWARD, Chairman, LINDSAY, AND C. MILLER;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PICKERt;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS GREGORY AND GRIFFITHS
COURSE LEVELS - Physics 121-2 and 221-2 are courses designed as preparation for
students who are planning on majoring in physics or other physical sciences. They make use
of the calculus and require concurrent registration in appropriate mathematics courses .
The other courses at the 100- and 200-level are for students who are not planning advanced work in physics. They do not have mathematics prerequisites. The courses offered

tSabbatical Leave, Academic Year
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vary from year to year. This year, besides general physics there will be courses on energy
and society, the environment, and astronomy.
The courses at the 300- and 400-level form the advanced work for the Physics major. They
are also available for students in other sciences. It is recommended that Physics 401 be taken
as early as possible. Not all of these courses are taught every year.
PHYSICS MAJOR- Five courses must be taken at the 300-level or above, two of which must
be Physics 310 and Physics 401. Grades of C-or better must be obtained in them. Outside
the Department the student must also take Mathematics 221 and 222. It is strongly recommended that students preparing for graduate study in physics take three additional courses
in physics at the 300-level or above , at least one year of mathematics at the 300-level or
above, and Chemistry lllL.
COMPUTING COORDINATE MAJOR IN PHYSICS- See the heading "Major in Computing" in the Engineering section of this Catalogue. Students contemplating the Computing
Coordinate Major in Physics should contact the Chairman of the Physics Department, who
will direct them to appropriate faculty members for guidance and assistance in setting up a
plan of study.

CHRISTMAS TERM

lOlL. Principles of Physics I- An introduction to the concepts of physics carried out at a
pre-calculus level. This course is addressed primarily towards students with interests in the
life sciences . Topics covered include kinematics, Newton's laws of motion, Newton's law of
universal gravitation , the work-energy principle , and the conservation laws involving energy
and momentum. Three lecture periods and one laboratory period per week. 1Itt course
credits. The course may be taken without laboratory (Physics 101) for 1 course credit.
Sec. A - TBA MWF 10:30
Sec. C - TBA MWF ll:30
Sec. B - Howard MWF 10:30
Lab. MTW or F
104(1). Environmental Physics- A study of the physical properties of the atmosphere, the
ocean, and the earth , as well as a discussion of the pollution problems relating to these
media. The relationship between the physics of our environment and the fundamental laws
of physics (such as the conservation laws) will be stressed . Enrollment limited to 40. Lindsay MWF 10:30
121L. General Physics I - A study of the description of matter ranging from elementary
particles to astronomical systems. Dynamics of single particles and of systems . lnvariance
principles and conservation laws including special relativity. Three classroom periods and
one laboratory period . Prerequisite: Mathematics 121 or concurrent registration . 1 Itt course
credits. Laboratory may be waived under special circumstances (Physics 121, 1 course
credit).
Sec. A - Lindsay MWF 8:30
Sec. C - Gregory MWF 10:30
Lab. TBA
Lab. TBA
.1ec. B - Griffiths MWF 9:30
Lab. TBA
221L. General Physics III - The study of electromagnetism with emphasis on the field
approach . Fields and potentials from integrals over their sources , Gauss' law, Ampere's law,
electromagnetic induction , introduction to Maxwell's equations, relativity and electromagnetism. Methods of vector calculus will be developed as needed. Prerequisite: Physics
121, 122 with grades of C-or better, concurrent registration in Mathematics 221. 1 Itt course
credits. - C. Miller MWF 9:30, Lab. Th 1:15
[304(1).

Statistical Physics] - Equilibrium statistical mechanics , both quantum and classi-
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cal. Use of partition fw1ctions. Relationship of statistical mechanics to thermodynamics,
fluctuation phenomena. Prerequisite: Physics 222.
[305. Physical Optics] - An introduction to physical optics in which the student's previous
acquaintance with wave motion is extended and applied to the analysis of a wide range of
optical phenomena. Beginning with basic rules governing the propagation of light, we
proceed to discuss coherent and incoherent sources, superposition, and interference, including such topics as interferometry and Fourier-transform spectroscopy. Then we investigate Fraunhofer and Fresnel diffraction and wavefront reconstruction (holography). A discussion of propagation in various materials, including conducting media and the effects of
polarization, leads us to examine dispersion and optical activity. The phenomena studied in
this course will be illustrated by a selection of laboratory demonstrations. Prerequisites:
Physics 222, Mathematics 222.
313. Quantum Mechanics - An introduction to quantum mechanics for chemists and
physicists. Following a brief review of the classical mechanical antecedents of quantum
mechanics, we shall develop the formalism of Schrodinger wave mechanics and make applications to problems in atomic physics; atomic spectroscopy, angular momentum and spin,
chemical binding. Physics 313 is designed to be a preparation for advanced continuations in
modern physics and chemistry. Prerequisite: Physics 222. 1 course credit. - Howard MWF 11:30
401. Mathematical Methods of Physics - This course is one of the requirements for the
physics major. It is designed to provide a working background of mathematical tools for use
in other upper-level courses and thus should normally be taken in the junior year. Beginning with a discussion of linear algebra, matrices, linear operators, and complete sets of
functions, to provide a unified setting for subsequent topics, we proceed to treat differential
equations, Green's functions, and the special functions of mathematical physics . An introduction to complex-variable methods is provided to help clarify some properties of the
special functions as well as to give the student a powerful tool for the evaluation of definite
integrals. Additional topics, such as an introduction to group theory, may be taken up if time
permits. Whenever appropriate, student-written computer programs in BASIC or FORTRAN will be used to illustrate the practical applications of the mathematical methods under
discussion. (Those students who are not familiar with either of these programming languages
will be given an opportunity to learn one or both.) Prerequisites: Physics 222L and Mathematics 222, with grades of C- or higher in each. - Griffiths MWF 10:30

409. Undergraduate Research Participation - Individual experimental or theoretical research project under the direction of a staff member. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. - Staff
412(1). Applications of Physics in Biology- Development and application of some concepts and theories of contemporary physics to examples from biology. The aim of the course
will be to see how fundamental physics manifests itself in biology, not to analyze particular
biological systems in depth. A sample list of topics might include energy, entropy, equilibrium in closed and open systems, order and structure, atomic and quantum phenomen~
Prerequisite: Physics 121, 122 or equivalent. -C. Miller TTh 5:20
TRINITY TERM

ASTRONOMY
103(2). Stars and Galaxies -An introduction to current views of the contents, structure
and evolution of the astronomical universe. Although the emphasis will be on bringing this
account up to date, lengthy excursions will be made into selected topics to illustrate the
growth of our astronomical ideas. Some possible topics : astronomical distance scales, the
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"discovery" of our galaxy, the "discovery" of neutron stars. Regular astronomical viewing
Optional
sessions will be scheduled. Permission of instructor. - Gregory MWF 10:30
Monday evening viewing sessions to be arranged.

PHYSICS
102L. Principles of Physics II- A continuation of Physics lOlL, this course covers topics
such as elementary thermodynamics, the theory of special relativity, classical wave behavior, and the description of microscopic physical systems via quantum theory. Three
lecture periods and one laboratory period per week. 1 V.. course credits. The course may be
taken without laboratory (Physics 102) for 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Physics 101 or 121.
Sec. A- C. Miller MWF 10:30
Sec. B - TBA MWF 11:30
108. (U&E 106.) Energy and Society- A study of the energy sources man has used, from
the steam engine to the nuclear reactor, and the effects they have had on his life and
environment. We will examine (a) the historical development of various energy sources and
their technologies, (b) the physical principles underlying these sources, (c) the limitations
imposed by pollution and resource exhaustion on the continued growth of energy use, (d)
the effect of the development of new energy sources on the quality of life, (e) the alternatives. Enrollment limited to 40. - Howard MWF 11:30

[111(2). Frontiers of Physics] - A course for non-science majors which will deal with some
of the important as well as interesting developments in contemporary physics. Exemplary
topics to be considered are gravitational waves and the search for the graviton; quarks and
the elementary particles; the status of time reversal in current physical theories; pulsars,
quasars , and cosmogony; controlled fusion research. The development will be carried out
with a minimum of mathematics and at a pre-calculus level.
l22L. General Physics II - A continuation of Physics 121 with a detailed investigation of
the dynamics of single particles and of many particle systems including rotations, oscillations
and waves. Introduction to electric and magnetic fields. Three classroom periods and one
laboratory period. Prerequisite: Mathematics 122 or concurrent registration, Physics 121 or
permission of instructor. 11.4 course credits. Laboratory may be waived under special circumstances (Physics 122, 1 course credit).
Sec. A - Lindsay MWF 8:30, Lab. TBA
Sec. C - Howard MWF 10:30, Lab. TBA
Sec. B - Griffiths MWF 9:30, Lab. TBA
[164. The Intellectual Heritage of Newton and Einstein] - An examination of the evolution of man's description of the physical world at the macroscopic level. We shall investigate
the description of motion provided by Newton and contrast it with its antecedents. Examples of the predictive power of the Newtonian scheme (e.g., the discovery of a new planet)
will be discussed. Then we shall examine the revision of our primitive notions of space and
time entailed by Einstein's special theory of relativity. Finally, we shall look into some
aspects of Einstein's replacement for Newton's universal theory of gravitation: the general
theory of relativity.
In this course, we shall concentrate more on developing an appreciation for the methods
of two giants of natural philosophy than on problem-solving. Our readings will include
biographical and historical material. Lectures will be presented regularly, but at least once
every two weeks we will have a "free-for-all" discussion, with no holds barred. Enrollment
limited to 25.
222L. General Physics IV- Waves, Optics, and Modern Physics -The analytical description of wave motion, including elementary Fourier analysis. Electromagnetic waves and
physical optics. An introduction to modem physics, including the relativistic kinematics of
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particle collisions, production, and decay; properties of photons; characteristics of atomic
spectra; deBroglie waves and Schrodinger wave mechanics; elementary statistical physics
and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Prerequisites: Physics 121 through 221 with
grades of C- or higher in each, Mathematics 221 with a grade of C- or higher. 1 Y-1 course
credits. -Gregory MWF 9:30, Lab. T 1:30
301(2). Classical Mechanics - Following an introduction to differential equations, vectors,
and matrices, some representative problems in ewtonian particle mechanics are treated.
The Lagrangian equations of motion are developed and applied. Subsequen t topi cs include
the formulation of the central force problem and its application to plane tary motion and
scattering; the dynamics of rigid body motion ; and oscillations, normal modes, and wa e
propagation in coupled systems. Prerequisites: Physics 121, 122, 222, 401 and Mathematic
222. - TBA M W F 8:30
[302. Electrodynamics] - A study of the unifi ed description of electromagnetic
phenomena provided by Maxwell's equations in differential form . The scalar and vector
potentials, multiple expansions, boundary value proble ms , propagation of electromagnetic
waves, radiation from accelerated charges. Pre requisites : Physics 221, 401.
306. Atomic Physics - The physics of th e atom: Topics to be considered include the
structure of multi-electron atoms, the static and dynamic properties of atomic states , the
atomic spin orbit interaction , origins of fine and hyperfine structure, and atomic transition
probabilities . Prerequisite: Physics 313. - Griffiths MWF 11 :30
308. Acoustics - The mathematical description of acoustical wave propagation in solid,
liquid, and gaseous media including effects at boundaries be tween different media and
radiation from sources of various geometries. This will be followed by a study of application
of acoustics to physiology, architecture, noise measure ment and control, and geophysic .
Recent developments in ultrasonic techniques will also be treated. Prerequisites: Physics
121, 122 and Mathematics 222. - Lindsay MWF 9:30
310. Advanced Laboratory- Selected experiments in modem physics . Principally aimed
at giving experience in current laboratory techniques and preparation for possible future
research . 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Physics 221. - Staff
[312. Geophysics]- An investigation of some of the principal physical processes occurring
in the earth and its oceans. Topics will include seismology, structure of th e core and mantle,
geomagnetism, plate tectonics, properties of sea water, and the dynamics of ocean circulation. An analytical approach will be taken assuming a background in elementary college
physics and calculus . 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Physics 221 or permission of instmctor.
[403(2). Nuclear Physics] -The physics of the nucleus : Topics to be considered include
intemucleon forces and meson theory , the structure of nuclei , the static and dynamic
properties of nuclear states, the formation of nuclear states via reaction mechanisms, the
modes of nuclear disintegration and de-excitation, nuclear models , and experimen tal techniques in nuclear spectroscopy. Prerequisite: Physics 222.
[404. Advanced Seminar]- A course in which individual students participate by presenting oral reports with emphasis on topics related to matters of current interest in physics .
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
410.

Same as Physics 409
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Political Science
PROFESSORS VOHRA, Chairman, HENDEL AND NEAVERSON;
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS GASTMANN, JACOBSON*** , AND MCKEE;
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR T. REILLY

Philosoph y and Purposes of Political Science Department
Aristotle very perceptively wrote that man is a political animal and that the progress of
man kind is inextricably bound up with the nature and development of an organized political
order.
Accordingly, a primary obligation of the political science department is to search for and
seek to convey an und erstanding of the nature, problems and dilemmas of the state (and
other political organizations) and of the uses and significance of politics in shaping and
improving man 's society and environment.
With respect to process, the political science discipline attempts to discover and uncover
persistent patterns, stmctures, and uniformities in order to assist in the development,
te sting and application of theories which contribute to understanding, and may have predictive value, in regard to political organizations, institutions and behavior.
In a more practical and specific sense , the political science department seeks: (a) To
increase the students' knowledge of and interest in politics and political participation. (b) To
teach students to think rationally about politics, to analyze conflicting viewpoints , to weigh
evidence and arguments, and to form their own value judgments. This experience may assist
th em in deciding between alternative policies which confront them as citizens . (c) To supply
student political science majors with a body of knowledge and information which will be
professionally useful to them and of benefit to society at large .
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR - Ten courses in the Department and Economics 101 or a
Statistics course approved by the Department.
Majors must take a minimum offour courses (at least two of which are from Category III)
in one area of concentration, one course in each of the three remaining areas of concentration, and a senior seminar. Although some courses are included in more than one area of
concentration, a single course may not be used to fulfill more than one of these requirements.

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION
A.

American Government and Politics

102.

American National Government

225.
301.
309.

II.
The American Presidency
American Political Parties
Congress and the Legislative Process

302.
307.
311.

III.
American State and Local Government
Constitutional Law: The Federal System and Separation of Powers
Administration and Public Policy

I.
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312.
315.
316.
324.
325.
336.
402.
450.

Urban Politics
American Foreign Policy
Constitutional Law: Civil Liberties and Civil Rights
Transportation and Public Policy
Frontier Political and Social Issues
Public Opinion and Public Policy
Seminar: American Government
Political Data Analysis

B.

International Relations

201/202.

I.
International Politics

205/206.
305.

East Asian Civilization: China and Japan
International Organizations

303.
308.
313.
315.
317.
318.
330.
401.

III.
Con8ict and Conflict Theory
The Soviet Union in Theory and Practice
International Law
American Foreign Policy
Government and Politics of Latin America
Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa
Government and Politics of Contemporary China
Seminar: International Relations

C.

Comparative Politics

103.

I.
Introduction to Comparative Politics

II.

II .
204.
Comparative Politics
205/206. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan
208.
Parliamentary Government and Politics
308.
314.
317.
318.
330.
331.
404.

III .
The Soviet Union in Theory and Practice
Elections and Voting Behavior
Government and Politics of Latin America
Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa
Government and Politics of Contemporary China
The Chinese Revolution
Seminar: Comparative Politics

D.

Political Theory

105/106.
219.

I.
Western Political Thought and Institutions I and II
Democratic Theory and its Critics

304.

II.
American Political Thought
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306.
320.

The Philosophy and Methodology of Empirical Political Science
History of Political Thought: Machiavelli to Burke

303.
307.
308.
316.
331.
402.
405.

III.
Conflict and Conflict Theory
Constitutional Law: The Federal System and Separation of Powers
The Soviet Union in Theory and Practice
Constitutional Law: Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
The Chinese Revolution
Seminar: American Government - Decision Making
Seminar: Political Theory

The basic introductory courses in each area of concentration are listed under Category I.
Courses listed in Category II may, in general, be taken without prerequisites. It is recommended, and may be required, that courses listed in Category III be preceded by a Category I or II course within the relevant area of concentration.
480. Independent Study and 499. Tutorial in Government (the Honors Thesis course)
may be used to fulfill the concentration requirement in th e area to which the specific project
is relevant.

The Department will organize colloquia d aling with significant political science questions
periodically. The discussions will be led by faculty or students. All department majors will
be expected to attend.
HONORS CANDIDATES - Honors in Political Science may be earned in two ways: (l )
Students who attain a college average of at least Band an average of at least B+ in political
science course , and who write a one-semester thesis which receives a grade of distinction,
will be awarded Honors. Honors may also be earned by students who have a college average
of at least B + , an average of at leas t A- in political science courses, an A- or better in the
senior seminar, and pass an oral exam ination.
COMPUTING COORDINATE MAJOR- Students may take political science as part of a
Computing Coordinate Major. Information on this program appears in the Engineering
Department's catalogue entry .
LEGISLATIVE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM - Political Science credit may be earned through
participation in the Legislative Internship Program . Interes ted students should see Profesor McKee.

Special Requests- Students involved in exchange programs who wish "major" credit for
work at another college, or a normal requirement waived, or a course substituted, should
submit to the D partment Chairman requests in writing with full details and supporting
rationale .
CHRISTMAS TERM
102(1). American National Government - An exami nation of the institutions, processes,
values, and problems of Am rican government and democracy. Included are constitutional
foundations , federalism , political parties, Congress, the presidency, the judiciary, national
administration , and basic issues of American government and democracy. Enrollment in
each section limited to 35.
Sec. A - T. Reilly MWF 9:30
Sec. B - Hendel TTh 9:55
103. Introduction to Comparative Politics - The main purpose of this course is to introduce the student to basic concepts of comparative political analysis in cross-cultural theory.
An analytical study of political systems in selected countries of both Western and non-
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Western traditions will be made. Specific attention will be given to comparing contemporary political practices and trends in the United States with those of the selected states. Gastmann MWF 11:30
105. Western Political Thought and Institutions I: The Foundations- A history of political
philosophy in its political, social, economic, and religious settings. Five stages in the political development of Europe will be emphasized to illustrate the continuity of the tradition:
Classical Antiquity, Medieval Christendom, the Renaissance and the Reformation , Seventeenth Century England. The course will stress developments in the theory of constitutional
restraints, law, justice, liberty, authority, and sovereignty. Among those whose works will
be read are: Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas, Machiavelli, Hobbes, James I, Milton,
Locke. - Neaverson MWF 10:30
201. International Politics I - Basic factors in international relations: the nature of nationalism, imperialism, and colonialism; evolution of the modem national state system;
contemporary sources of international tension. Special emphasis upon the operation of these
factors in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Enrollment limited to 30. - Gastmann MWF
9:30
205. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan - A survey of the growth and development
of East Asian civilization as an important sector of human experience. This course will deal
with the making of the great tradition in East Asia by analyzing the interrelationships
between social, economic, political institutions and thought in certain key periods of
Chinese and Japanese history. The diversities and similarities between Chinese and
Japanese societies will be examined to show how the two countries, in spite of the shared
politicO-cultural tradition, developed in significantly different ways. (Same as Intercultural
Studies 205 and History 205) - Vohra Tih 11:20
219. Democratic Theory and Its Critics - An analysis of the assumptions and values of
traditional Western liberal democratic thought as seen chiefly by late nineteenth and twentieth century critics representative of different philosophical viewpoints such as : elitist,
irrationalist, collectivist, conservative, positivist, and "post-industrial." The purpose is to
attempt a reconstruction of the traditional view so as to meet some of the objections to it.
Prerequisite: One of the following - Political Science 105, 106, 304, or permission of the
instructor.- Neaverson MWF 11:30
307. Constitutional Law: The Federal System and Separation of Powers- An analysis of
leading Supreme Court decisions dealing with the use of and curbs upon federal power to
enact economic and social legislation with special attention to urban and environmental
issues. Resolution of conflicts engendered by the federal system and separation of powers
will also be studied. Enrollment limited to 30. - McKee TTh 2:40

309: Congress and the Legislative Process- A study of politics and party formation in the
American Congress. The course includes investigation into the process of congressional
improvement and organization, decision-making and leadership and will explore the operation of the legislative party. Special emphasis is placed upon the problems of the representative assembly in the twentieth century. Prerequisite: Political Science 102 or permission of
the instructor. - T. Reilly MWF 10:30
313/522. International Law- The nature and sources of the law of nations; jurisdiction of
states over territories and persons; questions of recognition; the law of treaties, the peaceful
settlement of disputes. Recent trends in the development of a system of international law.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 20. - Gastmann M 7:00
316(1). Constitutional Law: Civil Liberties and Civil Rights- An analysis and evaluation of
decisions of Courts (and related materials) dealing principally with freedom of expression
and equal protection of the laws. Enrollment limited to 30. - Hendel Tih 11:20
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330(1)/530. Government and Politics of Contemporary China - The course will examine
the rise of the Communist Party, the evolution of Maoist strategy for political revolution and
social change, and the post-revolutionary developments in the People's Republic of China.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Intercultural Studies 330(1)) Vohra Th 7:00p.m.
405. Seminar: Political Theory - Protestant Ethic, Class War or Saintly Revolution ? An
examination of the influence of Calvinism and Marx on social theory. Topics will include: th e
role of religion , ideology and economics; theories of social and political stratification and of
the origins of capitalism and industrial democracy. Interpretations will include those of
Weber, Schumpeter, Walzer, Tawney, Marcuse and Mannheim. Limited to 12 students.Neaverson M 1:15
480(1). Independent Study - Individual research and reading under the guidance of a
department member. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. - Staff Hours by arrangement
499. Tutorial in Government - Required of all candidates for Honors via the thesis route.
Preparation of a thesis on a subject approved by the Department. - Staff
Note: The following graduate courses except 621, and 651-652 are open to juniors and
seniors whose records have been outstanding. Prerequisite: Permission of the student's
major adviser, of the instructor, and of the Office of Graduate Studies.
507.
7:00

Constitutional Law: The Federal System and the Separation of Powers- McKee

T

621. Independent Study - Individual research on a selected topic under th e guidance of a
department member. Permission granted to specially qualified candidates only. Not a substitute for the thesis course. May be taken only once. - Staff
651--652. Thesis - Conference hours by appointment. Six semester hours. Investigation
and report of an original research project. - Staff
TRINITY TERM

102. American National Government - An examination of the institutions, processes,
values and problems of American government and democracy. Included are constitutional
foundations , federalism, political parties, Congress, the presidency, th e judiciary, national
administration, and basic issues of American government and democracy. Enrollment limited to 35. - T. Reilly MWF 9:30
106. Western Political Thought and Institutions II: Political Philosophy, Ideology, Politics, and Society - The emergence of constitutional representative democracy, nationalism,
and totalitarianism. Political philosophy and political ideologies will be related to major
political changes in Europe from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. The course will
focus on the political thought connected with the following periods: the French and American Revolutions, nineteenth century Liberalism and th e Age of Reform, th e Developmen t
of Collectivism, twentieth cen tury Totalitarianism and Modern Democracy. Among those
who will be read are Rousseau, Paine, Burke, Hegel, Ben tham , Mill; Marx, Lenin , and
thinkers representative of National Socialism, Fascism and Modern Democracy. No prerequisite . May be taken independently of Political Science 105.- Neaverson MWF 10:30
202. International Politics II - An examination of specific problems related to the organization and functioning of the con temporary international system. Background , development,
and status of selected transnational issues will be studied. There will be emphasis on
diplomatic, economic, and military strategies for their solution relating to both global and
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regional environments. Prerequisite: Political Science 201 or permission of the instructor.Gastmann MWF 9:30
206. East Asian Civilization: China and Japan- A survey of the growth and development
of East Asian civilization as an important sector ofhuman experience. The second term will
deal with the impact of Western aggression and examine the nature of the process of
modernization in China and Japan . (See listing for 205 in Christmas Term.) (Same as Intercultural Studies 206 and History 206)- Vohra TTh 11:20
208. Parliamentary Government and Politics - Britain , Canada, France, and Germany.
The course will focus on the processes of political development and change in modem
industrial societies and upon the patterns of power, policy, and interest, within them.
Specific topics within the analytical framework will include: political culture, political
socialization, political elites, party systems, parliamentary institutions, and federalism. Neaverson MWF 11:30
302. American State and Local Government - The structure and operation of state governments and of urban and rural local governments; a survey of state and local services and
an analysis of the relationships between governmental units in the American Federal System .- McKee TTh 9:55
308. The Soviet Union in Theory and Practice - Philosophical and historical background
of the Bolshevik Revolution; the crushing of opposition and the role of terror; the nature,
achievements, failures, problems, and challenges of the Soviet political, economic, and
social systems. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30. Hendel TTh 9:55
311(2). Administration and Public Policy - A survey of the theory of American public
administration. This course will also consider the following issues: the inlellectual crisis in
public administration; the ethical problems of public employees; unique aspects in the
administration of our schools, courts, police departments and presidential campaigns; and
the influence of the news media. Course will include case studies, audio-visual films, and
guest speakers. Prerequisite: Political Science 102 or permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 35. - McKee TTh 1:15
315(2). American Foreign Policy - An examination of the principles of American foreign
relations since the beginning of the twentieth century, with particular emphasis on the
post-World War II period. The course will also include a survey of the major factors that
enter into the formation of American foreign policy. Prerequisite: Political Science 201 or
permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30. - T. Reilly MWF 10:30
317(2). Government and Politics in Latin America - An analysis of the political systems of
contemporary Latin America, and an examination of the relationship of the political process
to the social structure and national diversity. The relation of nationalist aspirations to international pressures will also be studied. Prerequisite: Political Science 204 or permission of
the instructor. Enrollment limited to 30. - Gastmann MWF 10:30
324/524 (U&E 107). Transportation and Public Policy- l) A study of the formulation and
development of public policy in urban and interurban mass transportation , the national
highway system, railroads, airports and airways, domestic and overseas shipping . 2) The
roles of Congress, the Executive, regulatory and promotional agencies , and private associations. 3) The problems of devising an acceptable national transportational policy: some
alternative analytic approaches and political strategies by means of which this might be
accomplished. - Neaverson T 7:00
331(2). The Chinese Revolution - An examination of the underlying political, ideological,
economic and social forces that broke up the traditional order in China and finally triumphed
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in the establishment of the Communist Government. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as History 381(2))- Vohra W 1:15
344. Criminal Justice and Corrections- The course focuses on how society should deal
with the convicted offender. The course will consider alternative theories of punishments,
discretionary sentencing, parole decision-making and parole supervision and the purposes
and problems of incarceration will be addressed with regard to a current movement towards
abolition of the indeterminate sentence and parole in favor of the fixed sentence. Enrollment limited to 25. Permission ofT. A. Reilly. -Howard Sacks* TBA
*UCONN Professor of Law, former member of the Connecticut Parole Board
Seminar: American Government- Selected constitutional law topics (not dealt with
in Political Science 316) will be examined in depth . These will include, inter alia, freedom of
religion, academic freedom , the war power, the emasculation of"privilege and immunities"
and the expansion of the "due process" clause; the one-man, one-vote concept; "political"
questions; and the case for and against judicial review. Enrollment limited to 12. - Hendel W 1:15

402.

406. Seminar: Topics in American Government- "The Intellectual Crisis in Public Administration ." This seminar is designed primarily for the political science major who has had
substantial contact with the real world of politics , government, or public service
through work in campaigns, internships, or field research . Political Science 311 is recommended but not required as a prerequisite. Focus of seminar: An intensive investigation into
the nature and causes of the intellectual crisis in the theory of American public administration. Given "the Madisonian formula" of the founding fathers and the political system this
formula initiated, can the crisis in administration be resolved? - McKee Th 6:00
480. Independent Study - Individual research and reading under the guidance of a department member. Prerequisite : Permission of the instructor. - Staff Hours by arrangement
Tutorial in Government - Required of all candidates for Honors via the thesis
route. Preparation of a th esis on a subject approved by the Department. - Staff

499(2).

Note: The following graduate courses except 621, and 651-652 are open to juniors and
seniors whose records have been outstanding. Prerequisite: Permission of the student's
major adviser, of the instructor, and of the Office of Graduate Studies.
515.

American Foreign Policy - T. Reilly

W 7:00

517.

Government and Politics of Latin America- Gastmann

M 7:00

Independent Study - Individual research on a selected topic under the guidance of
a department member. Permission granted to specially qualified candidates only. Not a
substitute for th e thesis course. May be taken only once. - Staff

621(2).

Thesis - Conference hours by appointment. Six semester hours. Investigation
and report of an original research project . - Staff

651-652.

COURSES NOT OFFERED 1977-78
[101.

Introduction to Politics]

[204.

Comparative Politics]

[225.

The American Presidency]

[301.

American Political Parties]
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[303.

Conflict and Conflict Theory]

[304.

American Political Thought]

[305.

International Organizations]

[306.

The Philosophy and Methodology of Empirical Political Science]

[312.

Urban Politics]

[314.

Elections and Voting Behavior]

[318.

Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa]

[320.

History of Political Thought: Machiavelli to Burke]

[325.

Frontier Political and Social Issues]

[336.

Public Opinion and Public Policy]

[401.

Seminar: International Relations]

[404.

Seminar: Comparative Politics]

[450.

Political Data Analysis]

Psychology
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MACE , Chairman; PROFE SSORS DOTEN AND
HIGGINS; ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS WINE R , HABE RLANDT AND R. LEE;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS BAUM, FINK AND KIRKLAND ;
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR ALE SSI

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR B .A . OR B.S.- Ten semeste r courses in Psychology. All students,
in consultation with their advisers, are expected to arrange th eir cou rse work as follows:
1. Introduction to General Psychology (101)
2. At least one course from each of the following four groups:
1

126 - Intro. to Social Psychology
236 - Adolescent Psychology
291 - Intro. to Child Psychology

3
Experimental Psychology
Psychological Data Evaluation
Human Factors Psychology
Experimental Psychology
Methods and Evaluation
261 - Physiological Foundations of
Behavior

161
211
213
221

-

2
235 - Personality
242 - Studies in Psychopathology
338 - Behavior Problems and Psychopathology of Children
4

251L 252L 255L 293 -

Psychology of Memory
Psychology of Learning
Cognitive Psychology
The Psychology of Perception .
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3.

At least three courses from the following advanced courses:

225 262 264 276 313 -

Psychology and Myth
Psychology of Motivation
Comparative Psychology
Nonverbal Communication
Computer Application and
Systems Research
322 - Experimental Social Psychology
324 - The Psychology of Symbolic
Activity
329 - Experimental Environmental
Psychology
335 - Community Psychology
351 - Advanced Psychology of Memory
352 - Psychology of Learning
(Advanced)
391 - The Psychology of Language
393 - Piaget
411 - Exp. Design and Advanced
Statistics
414 - Theoretical and Systematic
Psychology
423(2) - Cognitive Social Psychology

425 - Social Psychology of the City
429 - Social Behavior in Physical
Settings
432 - Introduction to Clinical Methods
441 - Psychological Problems in
Sexuality
447 - Freud
449 - Men and Women
452 - Seminar in Cognition
462 - Advanced Physiological
Psychology
465 - Physiology of Learning
Disabilities and Hyperkinesis
471- Clinical Psychology and
Psychotherapy
493 - Visual Perception in the
Real World
494-95 - Research Assistant
Independent Study
Student Taught
Teaching Assistant

4. At least two other courses from the set immediately above or:
Psychology 491- 92 Senior Thesis
Open Semester
From time to time new courses will be added to the above listings according to their
appropriate grouping. Students should see the Chairman concerning requirements for Departmental Honors .
Computer Coordinate Major in Psychology - See the heading "Major in Computing" in the
Enginee ring section of this Catalogue . Students contemplating the Computer Coordinate
Major in Psychology should contact the Chairman of the Psychology Department, who will
direct th em to appropriate faculty members for guidance and assistance in setting up a plan
of study.
CHRISTMAS TERM

101. Introduction to General Psychology - An introduction to the basic concepts in psychology with primary emphasis on the study ofhuman behavior. Topics will include motivation , learning, emotion, perception, intelligence, mental illness, and social interaction. Winer MWF 10:30
[161. Experimental Psychology]- An intensive study of the methods employed in understanding human and animal behavior. Some of the topics included are the roles of observation, description , bias, hypotheses, theory, data evaluation, and non-reactive research. In
addition , the ethical concerns in research will be discussed. Approximately one-third of the
course will be composed of lectures . In the remaining time each student will investigate an
aspect of behavior of his or her own choosing in any area of psychology and will submit a
research report. - Winer
221.

Experimental Psychology - Methods and Evaluation - An intensive study of the
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methods employed in understanding human and animal behavior as well as introduction to
the problems of psychological data evaluation. Some of the topics included will be the roles
of observation, description, bias, hypotheses, theory, and non-reactive research . Consideration will also be given to descriptive techniques, including measures of central tendency,
variability, and correlation. Problems will deal with hypothesis testing, group comparisons,
frequency comparisons, analysis of variance. Limit: 30. Prerequisite: Psychology 101. 2
credits . - Doten and Kirkland MWF 9:30-11:20
225. Psychology and Myth -This course will consider the nature and functions of myth as
put forth by such theorists as Cassirer, Levi-Strauss, Freud, and especially Jung. We will
also examine how myth is manifested in Faust, in the Grail legends, and in works by such
writers as Mailer, Aeschylus, Coleridge, and John Barth. (Same as English 281) Permission
of the instructor. - Baum, Kuyk MWF 9:30
235. Personality - The course will examine the major theories of personality including
those of Freud, Rogers, Dollard and Miller, the trait theorists, and the behaviorists . Various
assessment approaches such as psychometrics, projective tests, and behavior observation
will also be discussed. A number of specific topics will be examined, along with the research
results and methodology pertaining to them. These topics may include identification, heredity and biological factors, sex-typing, conscience and self-control, achievement motivation,
and psychological defensiveness. Limited enrollment. - Fink TTh 9:55
[251L. Psychology of Memory] - A survey of theories and research in human memory.
Traditional topics such as short term memory and long term memory will be discussed. In
addition, recent views of memory as a general "store" of knowledge will be treated. It will be
shown that topics in this course are closely related to concerns of computer scientists,
linguists, and philosophers. The laboratory will illustrate different research methods and
selected findings in the area. Prerequisite: Psychology 101. Limit: 40. 1Y4 credits. - Habe rlandt. (To be given in alternate years)
255L. Cognitive Psychology - Deals with various cognitive functions including pattern
recognition, scanning, reading, abstraction, and the role of inference in comprehension. The
course takes the approach that such areas as perception, memory, psycholinguistics, and the
psychology of thinking are intimately related. During the term reference will be made to the
continuing influence of philosophy and the more recent impact of computer sciences on
research in cognition. Laboratory exercises are designed to illustrate a sample of the cognitive functions discussed in the lecture class. Prerequisite: Psychology 101. Limit: 40. 1!;4
credits. - Haberlandt Lecture: TTh 11:20
Lab. A T 1:15
Lab. B Th 1:15
261. Physiological Foundations of Behavior - The lecture is intended to introduce psychology majors with no prior biological science background to the general area of physiological psychology, including neurophysiology, gross neuroanatomy, and the biological bases of
sensory, motor, motivational and cognitive systems. The laboratory, an optional feature of
the course (!;4 credit, 24 students maximum), will deal with anatomy of the sheep and human
brain, and will teach students how to implant an electrode in the brain of a rat and to
evaluate the effects of intracranial brain stimulation. It is hoped that the lab will serve to
help interested students learn some of the more difficult material in the course, and to
prepare them for undergraduate research and/or graduate training in this area. Kirkland WF 1:15
Lab. B .W 3:00
Lab. A M 1:15
313. Computer Application and Systems Research - A study of computer models relevan t
to psychology. Emphasis in the course is on the integration of such models into man. machine systems. Limited enrollment. - Doten TTh 9:55
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[329. Experimental Environmental Psychology] - A study of the methods employed in
understanding human behavior as it interacts with the physical environment. Students will
be encouraged to investigate more intensive areas of environmental psychology (e.g.,
crowding, urban stress, the effects of architectural design) and will be required to design and
conduct experiments. Enrollment limited to 30. Permission required. - Baum
338(1). Behavior Problems and Psychopathology of Children- The course will attempt to
provide an overview of the range of psychological and behavioral problems found in children . Both severe disturbances and "normal" behavior problems will be discussed, with
class interest determining where emphasis is placed. The course will also try to expose
students to the major theoretical views of childhood psychopathology - analytic, neoFreudian (Adlerian), and social learning theory. Lectures will be descriptive and issuecentered in nature, with less stress being placed on treatment techniques or clinical procedures . Included in the wide possibility of topics would be: childhood autism, the issue of
minimal brain damage, hyperactivity and the issue of treating it with drugs, learning disabilities , school phobia, extreme aggression, and withdrawal in children. Less severe behavior problems would include tantrums, children's fears, toilet-training and enuresis,
thumb-sucking, dependency, and problems of sexual identity. Limited enrollment. Fink MWF 9:30
[351. Advanced Psychology of Memory] - Will discuss selected topics in the field of .
memory. We shall deal with two general areas. (1) What can we learn from the study of
reaction times (RT) about memory? The rise and fall ofRT research at the turn of the century
will be examined and its resurrection (by Saul Sternberg) in the sixties. (2) Then we shall
consider semantic models of memory. Generally these models hold that all information is
interrelated. The nature of these relationships is said to be semantic. Pros and cons of
various theories will be evaluated (e.g., Anderson and Bower, Collins and Quillian , Norman). Prerequisite: Psychology 101 and permission of the instructor. - Haberlandt (To be
given in alternate years)
391. The Psychology of Language -A survey of approaches to the study of language in
psychology with particular attention to language as a cognitive process. The work of Noam
Chomsky and the psycholinguists he inspired will receive the most coverage. The course is
meant to form the basis for a variety of follow-up offerings . These might include: language
acquisition in children, Chomsky transformational grammars and subsequent competitors,
cognitive psychology, speech perception , etc. Psychology 101 or permission of instructor
required . - Mace MWF 9:30
[411. Experimental Design and Advanced Statistics] -This course is designed to complement 491, Senior Thesis. After a survey of various designs, each student will pursue more
deeply a design which is relevant to his particular area of interest. Limit 5. Psychology 211
required. - Doten
414(1). Theoretical and Systematic Psychology - An integrative consideration of psychological problems leading to the development of theoretical perspectives. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. - Mace WF 1:15
425. Social Psychology of the City - By studying relevant theory and experimental
findings from social psychological research, students will systematically consider the major
social problems of modem urban areas . Topics such as learned helplessness, crowding,
bystander apathy, deindividuation , noise, and architectural impact will be studied in order
to determine some of the major causes of urban pathology. Prerequisite: Psychology 101,
126, 211 (or equivalent) and permission of the instructor. Limit: 12. - Baum TTh 9:55
429. Social Behavior in Physical Settings - An intensive examination of the effects of
man-made settings on social behavior. Included will be study of the interactive determina-
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tion of human behavior by social and environmental syste ms . Students will read both
primary and secondary source material and will be expected to participate in and evaluate
current research in the area. Prerequisites: Psychology 126, 211 or equivalent, Psychology
322 or 329. Permission required. Enrollment limited to 10. - Baum M 1:10

[441. Psychological Problems in Sexuality] - The course will cover readings of primary
material and some research and field work concerning aspects of both normal sexuality and
sexual variations. While all topics will not be covered each year, examples of topics include:
Development of Sexual Responses, The Nature of Orgasm, Sexual Behavior as a Function of
Social Class, Homosexuality, Transsexuality and Gender Identity, and Geriatric Sexuality.Higgins
[447. Freud] - The course is a systematic reading of about two-thirds of the works of
Sigmund Freud covering the entirety of his productive life. The reading load is extremely
heavy and both class attendance and participation in class discussions are essential . Student's performance in this course will be evaluated on his or her class participation. Permission required. (Same as Philosophy 348(1))
-Higgins, DeLong
449. Men and Women - This interdisciplinary seminar seeks to broaden the student's
understanding of sex roles and sex stereotyping by providing a systematic study of th ese
phenomena in men and women . Among the topics to be covered are : sex role socialization
and stratification in men and women, differential psychosocial and physical stresses on men
and women, femininity in men and masculinity in women , and sex differences in work and
organizations. Permission of instructors required, with preference to seniors . Enrollment
limited to 20. (Same as Sociology 401) - Channels and Higgins TTh 1:15
[465. Physiology of Learning Disabilities and Hyperkinesis]- A comprehensive study of
the physiological correlates of learning deficiencies and hyperkinesis . Included will be
consideration of minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and biochemical abnom1alities in children. Students will become familiar with primary and secondary source materials related to
these topics. Additionally, they will participate in and evaluate current physiological and
biochemical research in these areas. Limit: 10. Prerequisite: Psychology 261(2). - Wine r
471. Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy - The course is taught as a seminar with
limited enrollment and assumes some background, particularly in the area of psychopathology. The field of clinical psychology is investigated as both a profession and scientific
discipline and within this context particular attention is given to the changing roles and
functions of clinical psychologists necessitated by concomitant social and environmental
change. The major portion of the cour9e constitutes an investigation of psychothe rape ut ic
theory and practice. Attention is given to the nature of the therapeutic relationship,
therapeutic communication, classical and current research in psychotherapy, and integrative aspects of diverse theories and styles of psychotherapy, such as client-cente red th erapy,
psychoanalysis, behavior therapy, hypotherapy, group therapy, etc., exposure to wh ich is
augmented with audio tapes and films illustrating various therapeutic styles. Limit: 16.
Permission of instructor required. - R. Lee Th 7:00-10:00 p .m.
491-492. Senior Thesis- A project planned, developed, and written up by th e studen t in
an area of his or her special interest under the supervision of the staff membe r in his or he r
field . Students who elect to take this course should arrange with the Chairman and an
appropriate staff member for enrollment prior to the end of the Trinity Te rm of the junior
year. This is a full year course for which two course credits are given . - The Staff
495. Research Assistants- From time to time the opportunity exists for students to assist
professors in conducting research studies. Hours and duties will be dete rmined on the basis
of project needs and student interests. 1 course credit. Permission required . - The Staff
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Independent Study- Research in a Child Clinic Setting- Students will familiarize themselves with ongoing research project at a local child and family clinic, and will then select a
sub-area of research which they will independently pursue. Limit: 6. Independent Study
Fonn is necessary for registration . .- Alessi See Mr. Fink for initial information.
Independent Study- Studies in Applied Experimental Psychology. Limit 10. - Doten
Independent Study - Studies in Clinical, Child, and Adolescent Psychology. -Fink
Independent Study - Studies in Psychopathology. - Higgins
Independent Study - Studies in Cognitive Psychology (Memory and Understanding Prose).
Limit 4. - Haberlandt
Independent Study - Studies in Physiological and Comparative Psychology. -Winer
Independent Study - Studies in Clinical Psychology. - R. Lee

TBA

Independent Study - Studies in Social and Environmental Psychology. - Baum
Independent Study - Studies in Cognitive Child Psychology, Perception, and Language.Mace
TRINITY TERM

Introduction to General Psychology - An introduction to the basic concepts in
psychology with primary emphasis on th e study of human behavior. Topics will include
motivation , learning, emotion, perception, intelligence, mental illness, and social interaction. - Doten MWF 10:30
101(2).

126. Introduction to Social Psychology - Deals with human behavior in social situations,
studies interaction of individuals in groups, and such topics as affiliation , aggression, and
conformity. The course also covers current theories of social behavior.- Baum TTh 9:55

Psychological Data Evaluation - An introduction into problems of psychological
data evaluation providing consideration of descdptive techniques, including measures of
central tendency, variability, and correlation. Problems will deal with hypothesis testing;
group comparisons; frequency compadsons; simple analysis of variance. Limit: 75. Doten MWF 1:15
211(2).

213(2). Human Factors Psychology - A review of psychological problems involved in
selection, training, work methods and procedure analyses, man-machine interactions, for
optimizing human performance in various work environments . - Doten TTh 9:55
236. Adolescent Psychology - The course will deal with the physical, personality, social,
and cognitive changes that accompany the adolescent years. Emphasis will be placed on
more applied topics including the adolescent and the American school system, alienation,
peer-pressure and conformity, delinquency, and value-development. An effort will be made
to involve present adolescen ts in a few of the class sessions. In addition, class members will
conduct a comprehensive interview with an adolescent of their choosing. Limited en rollment. - Fink TTh 9:55

242. Studies in Psychopathology - An overview course in introductory psychopathology .
Basic human development relevant to psychopathology, theoretical and clinical discussion of
some "disorders" and discussion of diagnosis and therapy are presented in a unified view.
The course stresses the similarity between "pathological" and "normal" behavior and examines the limitation s of modern psychology's approach to th e topics. - Higgins WF 2:40
252L.

Psychology of Learning - Surveys classical and instrumental conditioning and con-
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ventional methods in human learning. Covers selected theories of learning, including
conflicting views of the reinforcement mechanism and quantitative approaches to learning.
As the course proceeds it will address some of the recent challenges to the stimulusresponse approach in learning. The laboratory is an integral part of the course and involves
animal and human learning situations. Prerequisite: Psychology 101, some understanding of
probability and of statistical concepts would be helpful. Limit 36 students. 114. course
credits. - Haberlandt Lecture: Tih 11:20
Lab. Sec. A: T 1:15
Lab. Sec. B: Th 1:15
262. Psychology of Motivation - An introduction to the major ethological, physiological,
social and cognitive theories and research in the area of human and animal motivation.
Topics will include aggression, sexual behavior, hunger and need achievement. Kirkland MWF 10:30
264. Comparative Psychology- An introduction to the origins and development of behavior in man and animals. The course material touches upon many disciplines , including
experimental psychology, sensory physiology, endocrinology, ethology , behavior genetics,
ecology, systematics and evolution, and deals with such general areas as the evolution of the
nervous system, innate versus learned behaviors, and a comparative analysis of sensory
processes, communication, orientation and social organization in different species, including
man. The optional (14. credit) laboratory is intended to introduce students to current observational and experimental research techniques used in the area of animal behavior and
human ethology, and will include such topics as biological clocks in rats , wall-seeking
behavior in mice, pheromonal communication in earthworms, imprinting in chicks, and
territoriality in humans. Permission required. -Kirkland WF 1:15
Lab. B M 4:00
Lab. A M 1:30
276. Nonverbal Communication- A study of the research and theory on the nonverbal
processes in human communication and interaction. Detailed consideration will be given to
each of the three main areas within nonverbal communication: proxemics (influence of space
and distance), kinesics (influence of body movement, gestures, eye behavior, posture) and
paralanguage (influence of vocal nonverbal elements of speech) . In addition to lectures and
discussion, students will engage in research on nonverbal processes. Limited enrollment.
Permission of instmctor required. - R. Lee TTh 1:15
291(2). Introduction to Child Psychology- Survey of topics and techniques prominent in
current developmental psychology. Topics include moral judgment, emotional ties, language, perception and intelligence examined from the developmental point of view. Psychology 101 or permission of instmctor required. - Fink MWF 9:30
293(2). The Psychology of Perception -An introduction to today' s understanding of how
organisms maintain contact with their environments through perception . Emphasis is on
vision, but other modalities are also treated. Prerequisite: Psychology 101 or permission . Mace MWF 9:30
322. Experimental Social Psychology - An examination of social psychological experimental design and methods. Students will design and conduct experiments . Enrollment limited
to 15. - Baum Tih 11:20
[324. The Psychology of Symbolic Activity] (Same as ICS 324)- An investigation of man's
need for and use of symbols, including cross-cultural analysis of various symbols and archetypes. Emphasis will be placed on nonverbal symbols, with some attention to various
rituals and language-oriented topics . By studying the work of Jung, Pollio, Progoff, and
others, students will trace our relationships with our symbolic milieu from creation of
symbols and their meanings through their transmission by culture. Permission required. Baum

Psychology /201
335(2). Community Psychology - An examination of the development and functioning of
community systems in the attempt to meet the needs of its members. Special emphasis will
be placed on the decentralization of mental health services and the subsequent involvement
of existing community resources. Field work will be required. Limited enrollment and
permission of the instructor. - Fink W 1:15-3:55
352. Psychology of Learning (Advanced) - A discussion of theories and research on the
unde rstanding of text. We shall consider such topics as structure and organization of a piece
of te xt, acquisition of information from a passage, paraphrase and translation, and memory
for "gist. " Participants have an opportunity to conduct individual research projects if they so
desire. Limited enrollment. . Permission of the instructor required . (To be given in alternate
years .)- Haberlandt W 7:00-9:30 p.m .
393(2). Piaget - An examination of Jean Piaget's account of the development of logical
thinking in children - from the standpoint of modem psychology and from the standpoint of
"genetic episte mology." Piaget's empirical research will be considered to the extent that it
sheds light on the ultimate questions he asks . Current Piaget - inspired studies in both
education and psychology will then be examined to ascertain the amount and significance of
his impact on our understanding of intellectual development and on American psychology.
Permission of instructor required . - Mace WF l: 15
423(2). Cognitive Social Psychology - An intensive historical and topical examination of
cognitive perspectives in social psychology, tracing theoretical development from Gestalt
psychology to modem attribution theories. In addition to both primary and secondary
reading a signments, students will be expected to evaluate current research and, if the
opportunity arises, participate in empirical investigations. Psychology 126, 322, and permission required. - Baum WF 1:15
[432. Introduction to Clinical Methods]- The course will expose students to the methods
used in clinical assessment as well as to the issues which surround them. Topics will include
clinical intervie wing and observation, intelligence testing, projective techniques, objective
personality and aptitude tests, behavior observation, and clinical interpretation and prediction . Limited enrollment. Prerequisite: Psychology 242 or 338, Psychology 211 . Permission
of instructor required. - Fink
[452. Seminar in Cognition] - Revie w of recent literature on reading. Reading processes
will be studied at th e level of word recognition and at the level of comprehension of prose.
The relationship be tween reading and other cognitive processes will be examined. Sources
in linguistics and artificial intelligence will be consulted. Permission of instructor. - Haberlandt. (To be given in alternate years)
462. Advanced Physiological Psychology - A brief review of basic neuroanatomy and
neurophysiology will be followed by in-depth investigations of the topics of motivation,
emotion , sleep, brain functioning in learning, and psychopharmacology. This course will
assume some basic knowledge of neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, either from Psychology 261(2), or approved courses in the Biology or Engineering Departments. The topics of
motivation, sleep, and emotion will stress the more recent theoretical approaches to these
subject areas, whereas a survey posture will be assumed for areas of brain functioning in
learning and psychopharmacology. -Winer M 1:3~:00
[493(2). Visual Perception in the Real World]- Historical and conceptual analysis of the
ways knowledge through perceiving has been treated in psychology. Particular emphasis
will be placed on the need to consider an organism's environment before a complete account
of his perception of it can be given. This is done primarily through studying the work of
James Gibson . In addition to covering the most recent research in what Gibson calls "ecological optics" closely related topics in philosophy and art will be treated. - Mace
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494 . Resear ch Assistants- From time to time the opportunity exists for students to assist
professors in conducting research studies. Hours and duties will be determined on the basis
of project needs and student interests. Permission required. 1 course credit. - The Staff
Independent Study - Research in a Child Clinic Setting - Students will familiarize themselves with ongoing research project at a local child and family clinic, and will then select a
sub-area of research which they will independently pursue. Limit: 6. Independent Study
Form is necessary for registration. -Alessi See Mr. Fink for initial information .
Independent Study- Studies in Clinical, Child, and Adolescent Psychology. - Fink
Independent Study - Studies in Psychopathology. - Higgins

TBA

Independent Study- Studies in Cognitive Psychology (Memory and Understanding Prose).
Limit: 4. - Haberlandt
Independent Study- Studies in Physiological and Comparative Psychology.- Winer, Kirkland
Independent Study- Studies in Clinical Psychology. - R. Lee
Independent Study Doten TBA

TBA

Studies in Applied Experimental Psychology . Limit: 10. -

Independent Study- Studies in Social and Environmental Psychology. - Baum
I ndependent Study- Studies in Cognitive Child Psychology, Perception , and Language.Mace

Religion
ASSO CIATE PROFESSOR GETTlE R, Chairman; PROFESSORS MAUCH AND
BARRETT; PROFESSO R (PART-TIME) CHERBONNIER; ASSOCIATE
P RO FESSOR KIRKPATRICK; ASSISTANT PROFESSORS TULL AND FADER;
LECTURERS KIMELMAN AND BATCHELDER

REUGION MAJO R - A student applies (a) by calling on each member of the Department,
and (b) by submitting a written statement of what he or she expects to accomplish from thE.
study of religion . No application will be considered after the mid-term of the first semester
of a student's senior year.
Once accepted as a major, the student is responsible, in consultation with his or her major
adviser, for a course of study which systematically investigates the nature of religion , using
the techniques of constructive criticism: literary, historical, philosophical, and cultural. This
course of study must begin by applying these methods to various religious phenomena. The
student should then apply the data and criteria thus acquired to related fields of interest.
To this end, each major is expected to attain a grade of C- or better in 10 courses in the
Department, including at least two courses in religious scriptures , and at least one in each of
the following areas: (a) evolution of religious thought and institutions, (b) philosophical or
scientific interpretation, (c) ethical and cultural expressions of religion. Majors are also
required to participate in the Department's program for a General Examination .
Alternatively, a student who believes that the goals stated above are better pursued in
ways other than those recommended may submit his or her own carefully planned course of
study to the Department for its approval. If and when accepted, this course of study would
supplant the above requirements (excepting the last) .
Honors are awarded to those who attain a minimum grade average ofB+ in their courses
fulfi lling the major requirements and distinction in the General Examination Program .

Religion/203
CHRISTMAS TERM
[103. Elementary Hebrew I]- An introduction designed to develop a facility in reading
the Hebrew Bible. Emphasis will be placed upon mastery of the grammar, acquisition of a
basic vocabulary, skill in the use of the lexicon, and translation of selected passages. Two
course credits for the full year's participation . This course cannot be counted toward the
fulfillment of major requirements. (Offered in alternate years with 203.)- Gettier
175. The Religious Quest - An introduction to the study of religion . What is religion? How
are personal experiences, historical events, traditions, and scriptures related to it? How is
religious belief expressed in thought, symbol, and art? How does a religious thinker formulate his vision systematically? How do religious convictions affect attitudes toward other
persons, society, government, and nature?- Kirkpatrick MWF 11:30
[201. The Contemporary Jewish Experience] - A philosophical examination of the
perspectives and problems peculiar to Jews living in the modem world: assimilation and
identity, the nostalgia for Eastern Europe, the secular Jewish state - blessing or curse,
modem manifestations of anti-Semitism, after Auschwitz, and the vision for the future. Fader
203. Readings in Hebrew Literature I- An intensive study of selected portions of the
Hebrew Bible in order to develop the methods and skills of biblical interpretation. Prerequisite: Religion 103-104 or permission of the instmctor. (Offered in alternate years with
103-104)- Gettier TTh 11:20
205. Rabbinic Judaism- A study of Jewish civilization from 70 C.E. through the middle of
the sixth century; the law, philosophy, and mysticism of the Talmud; the social, political,
and religious institutions related to Jewish life in late antiquity; the history of the period and
its most important personalities; its influence on modem Judaism. - Kimelman M 1:15
211. Introduction to the Bible I- Examination of the biblical writings in the light of the
time and events which produced them; an analysis of the various literary units to discern the
emergence of the biblical world-view. Christmas Term: Old Testament.
Sec. A - Gettier MWF 11:30
Sec. C - Mauch TTh 9:55
Sec. B - Mauch TTh 8:30
221. The Crucible of Western Religion - A study of the developing expression of biblical
faith in the thought forms of the Greek philosophical tradition: the Hellenistic interpretations of Judaism , the definitive formulations of Christian faith in the categories of later
Platonism. - Tull TTh 2:40
223. Major Religious Thinkers of the West - Heresy and Orthodoxy in Conflict: an
historical and theological study of the development of Western religious thought from the
point of view of both heretics and orthodoxy within Christianity and Judaism. Among the
topics to be covered: Gnosticism, Augustine, Aquinas, Eckhart, millenarianism, the Free
Spirit, Luther, Calvin, the Anabaptists, and Hume. -Kirkpatrick TTh 1:15
231. Ethics: Dilemmas of Decision-Making I: Racism and Sexism -An analysis of racism
and sexism in America as systems of human oppression. The course will (1) examine the
operation of these systems in their historical, cultural, institutional, and personal dimensions; (2) trace their impact upon the oppressed and the oppressing groups; and (3) develop a
set of theological/ethical criteria by which to evaluate critical issues (e.g., affirmative action,
discrimination-in-reverse, separation vs. integration) and strategies for overcoming racial
and sexual oppression. - Batchelder TTh 11:20
[237. Issues in Science and Religion: Medical Ethics]- An investigation of the relationship
between ethics, law and medical practice, and religious visions of life in the issues of
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euthanasia, abortion , experiments on .human beings, utilization of scarce resources, and
behavior control.
251. Religions of the Orient - An introduction to the essential elements common to
Hinduism, Buddhism , Taoism, Sufism, and Zen , focusing on their understanding of the
nature, cause, and resolution of human suffering. No prior knowledge of the field is presupposed. (Same as Intercultural Studies 251) - Fader MWF 10:30
[255. Buddhism]- The life· and teachings of Siddhartha Gautama, emphasizing the essential core of Buddhist thought and practice, as well as its various expressions in India, Tibet,
China and Japan. Selected textual study from the Theravada, Madhyamika, Mahayana or
Zen masters. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Intercultural Studies 255)
- Fader
281. Primitive Religions- An introduction to the foundations of religion through an examination of religious phenomena prevalent in preliterate cultures. The idea of "primitivity" is
examined critically and systematically. The topics include initiation, shamanism , sacrifice,
witchcraft, and magical beliefs. The myths, symbols, rites , and festivals of several localized
cults are studied. (Same as Intercultural Studies 281)- Barrett WF 1:15
[285. African Religions in the New World] - An examination of traditional West African
religions and the major themes and issues surrounding their preservation and survival in the
New World: Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Intercultural Studies 285) Barrett
311. Major Figures of Biblical Thought I- Intensive study of the principal contributors to
the development ofbiblical thinking. In 1977- 78: II Isaiah. Prerequisite: Permission of the
instructor. - Mauch TTh 1:15
[319. Types of Bibli<;al Literature]- An intensive examination of a specific type of biblical
literature (narrative, prophetic, apocalyptic, wisdom, etc. ) within the framework of ancient
Near Eastern thought and institutions. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as
Comparative Literature 319) - Gettier
[335.

Theological Ethics]

352(1). Readings in Oriental Religious Literature - A seminar focusing on the texts of one
Oriental religion from among Hinduism, Buddhism , Taoism , Confucianism , and Zen . In
1977-78: Mahayana Buddhism. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 12. (Same as Intercultural Studies 352(1)) - Fade r Tib 2:40
376(1). Alfred North Whitehead and John Macmurray- An analysis of the life and writings of two Western religious thinkers . The historical and personal contexts in which each
developed his thought as well as the logic of each theology will be studie d through a close
reading of primary texts. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. - Kirkpatrick M 1:15
[377.

Religious Existentialism]

391. Tutorial - Regular conferences, reading, and written work on topics of common
interest to instructor and student. Prerequisite: Permission of the Department Chairman.
(Arrangements should be made prior to pre-registration .) - The Department
[451. Seminar I] - Intensive study of special topics in the field of religion . Pre requisite:
Permission of the instructor.
491. Independent Study- Advanced work on an approved project under th e guidance of a
faculty member, as provided by the College curriculum . Prerequisite : Permission of the
Department Chairman . (Arrangements should be made prior to pre-registration. ) - The
Department

Religion/205
TRINITY TERM

[104.

Elementary Hebrew II] - Required continuation of Religion 103. - Gettier

128. Religion in the Rise and Fall of Civilizations - The conflict of religious ideas in the
ancient world, as a clue to the contemporary cultural crisis. - Cherbonnier TTh 11:20
204. Readings in Hebrew Literature II - Continuation of Religion 203. Prerequisite:
Religion 203 or p rmission of the instructor. - Gettier TTh 11:20

206. Modern Interpretations of Judaism - A study in polarities. God, the Sabbath,
pra er, Israel, tc. , as viewed by such thinkers as Heschel, Buber, Kaplan, Rosenzweig, and
Baeck . Recent attempts to reconcile Judaism with radical political activity and social concience and with Aquarian my ticism. - Fader TTh 9:55
[208.

The Jewish Mystical Tradition] - Fader

212. Introduction to the Bible II- Trinity Term: N w Testament.
Sec. A - G ttier MWF 11:30
Sec. C - Mauch TTh 9:55
Sec. B - Mauch TTh 8:30
224. Major Religious Thinkers in the West II- Trinity Term: Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard,
ietzsche, Marx, Buber, Tillich, and Bonhoeffer. - Kirkpatrick TTh 1:15
232. Ethics: Dilemmas of Decision-Making II: Economic Problems - An examination of
the ethical values and commitments underlying basic economic issues in America. The
course will di tinguish betw n social thics and personal morality and will analyze from a
theological p rsp ctive uch economic problems as the work ethic vs. growing job alienation ; unemplo ment, pov rt , and welfare in an affiuent society; economic growth vs.
cologicallimits; U.S . corporations and the developing nations. -Batchelder TTh 2:40
[234.

Contemporary American Christian Political Resistance]

[236. Latin American Liberation Theology: Socialism and Christianity] - A study of the
ocialist Chri tian theology of Alv s, Gutierrez, Torres, Camara, and Christians for
ocialism and of the implications of thi th ology for Christian ethics and for traditional
theology. (Sam as Int rcultural Studies 236)
238. Contemporary Images of Man- An analysis of some contemporary understandings of
the nature of man , the dynamics of interp r onal relationships, and the character of moral
life . Contributions from psychology, literature, and religion will be considered, including
Freud, He se, Sartre, Norman 0 . Brown, and Marcuse. - Tull TTh 2:40
[242. Religious Issues in Contemporary Literature] - An exploration of the questions
about God and human lifi posed by the novelist, dramatist, and poet. - Tull

[256. Hinduism]- An examination of India's mystical, philosophic and ritualistic heritage
through classical and contemporary Hindu sources. Enlightenment, samsara, devotionalism, yoga, reincarnation and miracle-working will be discussed. Sufism and Jainism
will be studi d as they relate to th Hindu tradition. (Same as Intercultural Studies 256) Fader
276. Religious Ideas in Conflict - The logic of the mystical tradition (Hinduism, Buddhi m, Taoism) contrasted with that of the biblical religions (Ju-daism, Christianity, Islam).
Prerequisite: One course in religion or philosophy. - Cherbonnier WF 1:15
[278. Atheism and the Eclipse of Religion] - An examination of objections to religious
belief and practice, especially those associated with atheism . Our primary concern will be to
define those arguments which lead to a denial of God's existence or which reduce religious
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belief and practice to the irrational, primitive , or cowardly. The counter-arguments for
religious belief will also be considered. Readings from: Nietzsche, Freud, Sartre, Marx,
Feuerbach, "death of God" theologians, and others. - Kirkpatrick
[312.

Major Figures of Biblical Thought IT]- Trinity Term: Jesus , Paul, or John .

314. Major Motifs of Biblical Thought - The structures of biblical thinking developed
through an examination of the central themes in the Old and New Testaments. Prerequisite:
Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 20. -Mauch TTh 1:15
[336. Biblical Ethics] - The structure of biblical ethics: its philosophical and/or religious
presuppositions: its relation to contemporary theological ethics.
342. Sociology of Religion - The social sources of ritual and belief. Magic, witchcraft and
sorcery. Folk and official religions. Religion from the standpoint of formal organization.
Church and sect, with particular emphasis on schism. (Same as Sociology 342) - N. Miller TTh 11:20
[354. Zen and Japanese Culture] -A seminar examining various types of cultural expression associated with Zen Buddhism in Japan : art, calligraphy, swordsmanship, the ritual tea
ceremony, Noh drama, etc., as religious forms , and Zen as expressed through these cultural
elements. Some serious acquaintance with Zen, Buddhism, Eastern religions in general, or
one or more of the cultural forms mentioned above is recommended. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Intercultural Studies 354) - Fader
356. Zen Buddhism and Western Psychotherapy- A seminar examining the basic tenets
of Zen Buddhism in dialogue with selected Western psychotherapeutic theories and their
respective approaches to significant questions about human nature. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Intercultural Studies 356) - Fader TTh 2:40
361(2). Religion in American Society -The historical role of religion in shaping American
life and thought, with special attention to the influence of religious ideologies on social
values and social reform . -Kirkpatrick TTh 11:20
370. Reason and Emotion - An exploration of the tension between the heart and the head
and of attempts to resolve it in literature, psychology, philosophy, and religion . Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. - Cherbonnier M 7:30
372. Selected Problems in the Philo59phy of Religion - In 1977-78: The Nature and
Knowledge of God - A philosophical examination of different approaches to our knowledge
of God, dealing with such problems as the use and verification of religious language , and the
relation of religious knowledge to knowledge of self and world. Among the approaches
covered will be mysticism, existentialism,, Thomism, linguistic analysis, myth , revelational
theology, and varieties of empiricism (including personalism, process theology, and
philosophy of action). Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. -Kirkpatrick WF 1:15
388. Religion and Culture Change- A study of aspects of culture change brought about by
the impact of colonization, Christianity, and western technology in the Third World . Such
movements as revitalization, millinarian, revival, and Cargo cults will be considered to
determine how they emerged, developed, and routinized themselves . Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. (Same as Intercultural Studies 388)- Barrett M 1:15
392. Tutorial - Regular conferences, reading, and written work on topics of common
interest to instructor and student. Prerequisite: Permission of the Department Chairman.
(Arrangements should be made prior to pre-registration.)- The Department
402. The Holocaust - An intensive seminar dealing with the Holocaust and its implications
for contemporary Judaism and modern humanity: its challenge to theology, ethics and moral
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responsibility, and to our understanding of human nature; its significance as a model by
which to examine other human atrocities - past, present, and future. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. - Fader M 1:15
412. The Poet and the Prophet in Greece and Israel- An interdisciplinary and comparative study of Greek and Hebrew oral and written poetic traditions to discern the distinctive
character of each, the culture which each in its prophetic role reflects, and the legacy which
each has provided Western Civilization. Prerequisite: This seminar is intended for students
with a strong background in classics and/or biblical studies, and preference will be given to
Classics and Religion majors . Greek and/or Hebrew is desirable but not required. Enrollment will be limited to 15 students, and a personal interview with the instructors will be
required before acceptance. (Same as Classics 412 and Comparative Literature 412. ) Gettier and Williams TTh 2:40
[452.

Seminar II]

492. Independent Study- Advanced work on an approved project tmder the guidance of a
faculty member, as provided by the College curriculum. Prerequisite: Permission of the
Department Chairman . (Arrangements should be made prior to pre-registration.) -The
Department

Sociology
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR J. BREWER, Chairman; PROFESSOR N. MILLER;
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS CHANNELS AND SACKS;
LECTURERS MCGUIRE, SONENSTEIN, WALLACE
SOCIOLOGY MAJOR - Ten courses in Sociology, including Sociology 101, 201, 202, and
410. It is recommended that Sociology 201 and 202 be taken as early in the major as
possible. Majors must also take Mathematics 107 or Psychology 211, or satisfactorily complete an independent study in statistics that is approved by the Department. In addition,
majors are expected to take at least one course in three of the following departments:
Economics, History, Mathematics (other than 107), Philosophy, Political Science, or Psychology (other than 211). Students are urged to select these courses in consultation with a
Department adviser.
Departmental honors will be awarded on the basis of superior academic performance in
the major and in Sociology 409 as judged by the Department.
COMPUTING COORDINATE MAJOR IN SOCIOLOGY - See the heading "Major in
Computing" in the Engineering section of this Catalogue . Students considering a Computing Coordinate Major in Sociology should contact the Chairman of the Department of
Sociology.

CHRISTMAS TERM

lOlL. Principles of Sociology -The basic concerns, ideas, and methods of sociology both
as a scientific and humanistic discipline. The course will deal with questions like these: What
are the underlying causes of our major social problems? Are inequality and the exercise of
power by some over others inevitable in all social life? How important in human life are
cultural and social factors compared to the influence of biological inheritance, personality,
and economic constraints? What are the prospects for origins and results of attempts at
deliberate social change? To what extent can we realistically expect to achieve our democratic ideals of freedom and equality in contemporary societies? Three class periods and one
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laboratory period per week: 1 ~ credits. The laboratory will provide experience with the
fundamental methods and equipment of social science data analysis, using data from surveys
of national samples and from the Trinity Freshman Survey. lOlL is strongly urged for
students considering a major in any of the social sciences. However, the course may be
taken without the laboratory (Sociology 101) for one course credit. - Channels TTh
9:55 Labs TBA
[213. The Making of Modem Sociology]- An introduction to sociology via an examination
of the major figures in its past. This course will deal not only with the founding fathers of
sociology (Marx, Weber, Durkheim, Simmel) but with the founding uncles as well (British
and French social philosophy, social anthropology, and psychoanalysis). The classic books
themselves, rather than books about the classics , will make up the bulk of the reading. - N.
Miller
[221. Working]- More than 'an economic necessity, work is one of the central social and
personal events in human life. This course will compare workers' experiences and the social
organization of work in a wide variety of contemporary occupations and professions and will
examine the relationship between work and other social institutions (leisure, education,
politics, the family, and religion) . Among the topics to be considered are: work and the self,
alienation and the ideal of craftsmanship, the structure and dynamics of careers, illegal
occupations and dirty work, professionalization, autonomy and social control in the major
professions, informal relations among practitioners , client-service and client-control,
"natural histories" of occupations, styles of leisure, ideologies, and the social basis of the
work ethic. - J. Brewer
223. Crime, Law, and Society- Crime and law will be considered in the context of
contemporary sociological theory and research dealing with social control, deviant behavior,
and the institutions responsible for the detection, prevention, and punishment of deviance.
The instructor will provide students with opportunities to observe different aspects of the
legal system at first-hand. Sociology 101 or permission of the instructor required. - Wallace Tih 9:55
225. Sociology of Health and Illness- An introduction to the field of medical sociology,
with special emphasis upon the influence of social factors in becoming sick and seeking
treatment. Topics to be covered will include: social epidemiology, health and illness behavior, the health professions, health care institutions, and alternative systems of health
service. Students will be asked to identify a problem on which they wish to do independent
reading and/or field study and to share their work in oral presentations and papers . Sociology 101 or the permission of the instructor required. -McGuire W 7:00p.m.
231. Popular Culture- An interdisciplinary approach to the study of comics , music, film ,
television and popular literature as they reflect persistent as well as changing values in
American society. Recent developments in the theory of mass culture. (Same as Intercultural Studies 231)- N. Miller and J. Miller Tih 1:15 (Coordinate Course: English 184)
251. Sociological Approaches to Social Psychology - The contribution of sociology to
understanding the place of the individual in society. The social basis of personal identity.
Theories of the self. Deviance and social control. The dynamics of social roles and interpersonal relations. Collective behavior. Ethnomethodology and the social construction of reality. The method of participant observation contrasted to interviewing and experimentation.
Sociology 101 required. - J. Brewer Tih 11:20 (Coordinate Courses: Psychology 126,
Psychology 324)
321. Urban Sociology- This course will focus on the theoretical examination of the process
of urbanization, urban stratification systems, urban ecology, community power, suburbanurban relationships and the effects of urban living on individuals . The applicability of such
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sociological knowledge for understanding urban institutions, problems, and experiences will
also be examined. Sociology 101 required. - Sonenstein M 1:15 (Coordinate Courses:
Economics 209, History 103, Philosophy 231)
341. The Family - The family as a basic group in human societies; its development; its
relations to other institutions; historical changes in its structure; its place in modem industrial society. Sociology 101 required. - Sacks Tih 9:55
[355. Comparative Social Change] - An examination of the conditions and consequences
of economic development and nation-building in various cultural contexts . Historical patterns in Western Europe and Russia will be considered and contrasted with more recent
examples of modernization . Sociology 101 or permission of instructor required. -Sacks
361. Formal Organizations - The sociological analysis of deliberately established goaloriented organizations of all kinds (businesses, universities, government agencies, hospitals,
prisons, law firms , etc. ). Among the topics to be considered will be theories of bureaucratic
organization, the relationship between formal and informal behavior and structure, organizational leadership and authority, the place of small groups in large organizations, officialclient relationships, the effects of organization upon their individual members, the definition and achievement of organizational goals, and the relations of organizations to one
anothe r and to the community. - J. Brewer Th 7:00p.m. (Coordinate Course: Political
Science 311)
372(1). Social Movements - A comparative study of movements - both past and
present - that have played major roles in social change: millenarians, utopians, anarchists,
socialists , populists, communists, feminists , fascists. The basic aims of the course are to
identify the principal social conditions giving rise to such movements, their structural
characteristics, and an attempt at accounting for their successes and failures. - N. Miller Tih 2:40 (Coordinate Courses: Intercultural Studies 212, Political Science 106)
401. Men and Women- This interdisciplinary seminar seeks to broaden the student's
unde rstanding of sex roles and sex stereotyping by providing a systematic study of these
phenomena in men and women. Among the topics to be covered are: sex role socialization
and stratification in men and women , differential psychosocial and physical stresses on men
and women , femininity in men and masculinity in women , and sex differences in work and
organizations. Permission of instructors required, with preference to seniors. Enrollment
limited to 20. (Same as Psychology 449) - Channels and Higgins Tih 1:15
409. Independent Research Project - Written report on an original research project.
Students should consult with the faculty superviser before registration, i.e. , during the
Trinity Term. Required of all candidates for Honors; elective for others. - Staff TBA
TRINITY TERM

101L(2).

Principles of Sociology -

J.

Brewer Tih 11:20 Labs.

TBA

201L(2). Research Methods - Introduction to scientific methods as they are applied in the
social sciences, especially sociology. Focuses on the research process including the relationship b tween theory and research; the formulation of research problems and hypotheses;
selection of appropriate research designs and techniques; sampling; questionnaire construction; observation; methods of data analysis; and the use of data analysis equipment. Required laboratory sessions will offer experience in each step of the research process, with
emphasis on the .development of a research design which is both appropriate to the empirical setting and fits within a broad theoretical context. Sociology 101 required. 114 course
credits . - Channels T 7:00p.m . Lab Sec. A- W 11:30 Sec. B- Th 9:55 (Coordinate Courses: Psychology 211, Mathematics 107)
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202. Contemporary Sociological Theory - Critical examination of the major theoretical
perspectives current in sociology (structure functionalism , interactionism, conflict theory,
exchange theory, and ethnomethodology) and consideration of their implications for core
problems - such as social order and social change - that cone rn all sociologists. Also,
emphasis upon the methods of theory construction, the relationship between theory and
research, and the significance of the classics (e.g., Durkheim's Suicide) for sociologists now.
Sociology 101 required.- N. Miller M 1:15-3:55
212. American Society- Diverse sociological persp ctives on the causes of social problems
are analyzed . Crime, police behavior, collective violence, poverty, welfare and other topics
relating to deviance and inequality in American society are considered in the light of these
perspectives. Sociology 101 required.- Sacks MWF 9:30 (Coordinate Courses: Psychology 425, Education 380, Political Science 311)
[302. Secondary Analysis of Social Science Data] - Secondary analysis, like alchemy,
attempts to transform used and apparently useless data into something of value. This course
will emphasize the problems and procedures of comparative studies (e.g., the Five Nation
Study); trend studies (e.g., the successive waves of the Trinity Freshman Survey); plus many
sets of data available to meet the individual goals and interests of students (e.g., voting,
housing, religious behavior, health , etc.). It is anticipated that students will be involved in
independent research projects; hence it would be advisable to meet with the instructor
briefly in the Christmas Term . Sociology 201 required. - N. Miller
312. Social Class and Social Mobility- A review of theory and research on stratification
and mobility in modem societies, from Warner's Yankee City to Porter's The Vertical
Mosaic. The course will examine the relationship between social class position and individuals' styles of life in their families , at work, and at play. Attention will be paid to the
relationships between social class position and individual life-chances (educational achie ement, health, mental illness, "deviant" behavior, and mobility) , and to relationship between
social class and political activity and apathy. -Channels TTh 2:40 (Coordinate Course:
Political Science 303)
[318. Sociological Perspectives on Women] -The relationship between women's work,
family and political roles in the United States, Soviet Russia, Western Europe and Third
World nations; the causes of and impediments to change; problems of measuring trends and
defining equality. Emphasis on student projects involving the analysis of change over time
in a selected nation or region. Sociology 101 or permission of instructor required. - Sacks
[320. Marx the Sociologist] -The Marxist view of social structure as seen through his
writings on social class, the family, religion , political parties, and social change. These will
be examined in the light of more recent developments in Marxist theory as well as contemporary empirical knowledge. - N. Miller
342. Sociology of Religion - The social sources of ritual and belief. Magic, witchcraft and
sorcery. Folk and official religions. Religion from the standpoint of formal organization.
Church and sect, with particular emphasis on schism. (Same as Religion 342) - N. Miller TTh 11:20 (Coordinate Courses: Religion 251, 256, 281, 285, 388)
343(2). Sociology of Literature - An interdisciplinary examination of the social and cultural contexts within which literary works are produced. The major focus will be on the
ideological underpinnings of selected writers in the light of the ocio-political milieux in
which they lived. Authors to be studied include Homer, Dostoevsky, Kosinski, Wright,
Brecht and Shakespeare. (Same as Intercultural Studies 343(2))- N. Miller and J. Miller TTh 1:15
344. Population Studies - Social causes and consequences of population structure and
change. How variations in fertility, mortality, and migration arise and how they affect
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society. Illustrations from the United States and a variety of developed and underdeveloped
countries. - Sacks WF 1:15
[362. The Sociology of Small Groups]- An examination of sociological theory and research
concerning the interaction among persons in face-to-face groups, and the structure and
functioning of these groups when considered as autonomous units and as parts of larger
social and cultural systems. Attention will be given both to field studies of natural groups
and to laboratory studies of experimental groups. Sociology 101 required. - J. Brewer
410. Senior Seminar- Intensive study of selected sociological problems. Sociology 101
required. - J. Brewer M 1:15--3:55
Courses given in other years:
[211.

Sociological Perspectives]

[314.

Cultural Change in Modem Societies]

[316.

Social Problems and Social Policy]

[351.

Political Sociology]

Theatre Arts
PROFESSOR NICHOLS*, Director of the Program in Theatre
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SHOEMAKER; ASSISTANT IN
THEATRE ARTS WOOLLEY

Arts;

The Theatre Arts major exists to explore the inter-relationship of the study and doing of
theatre. It is not intended as vocational training in theatre, but it could forrn the basis for
further training in graduate or professional schools. Through studying dramatic literature
and theatrical skills, majors will come to some understanding of this artistic representation of
the human condition.
THEATRE ARTS MAJOR -Ten courses required: five in Theatre Arts, including Theatre
Arts 101, 411 or 412; four in Dramatic Literature, including one semester of Shakespeare;
and one in Fine Arts (AH 101 or AH 102) or Music (111, 112, 113, HLM 220, 221, 230 or
231) or Dance 211. 101 must be taken by the end of Christmas term in the junior year.
Production requirement: Each major is required to participate in a minimum of eight
productions at Trinity of which three must be in backstage work as assigned by the Technical
Director. Two one-act plays count as one production.
A grade of at least C- must be obtained in courses for the major requirement.
The last term of the senior year must be spent in residence at Trinity College.
To fulfill the requirements for the major, seniors must pass the General Examination in
Theatre Arts .
The award of Honors in Theatre Arts will be based on superior performance in all theatre
and drama courses and in the General Examination.
CHRISTMAS TERM

101. Introduction to Theatre - A survey of drama and the art and craft of theatre. Shoemaker MWF 11:30
*Sabbatical Leave , Trinity Term
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201. Production Participation - A student may register for one-quarter credit at a time.
One-quarter credit requires a minimum of 75 hours of work on one major production . An
average of 12 hours per week is required during the preparation of a show for production .
A maximum of one credit may be earned by any one student through repeated enrollments in this course. Permission of the Department Chairman is required.
Permission to drop this course is given during the first week of work on a production.
During the second week a student dropping the course will have "Drop" entered on his
permanent record card. During the remainder of a production no student is p rmitted to
drop the course . Prerequisite: Substantial participation in one major Theatre Arts production.
[205. Speech for Theatre]- Study and practice in using the actor's voice , breath control,
articulation, enunciation, pronunciation, phonetics and projection. Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 20.
207. Oral Interpretation - An analytical study of the values of prose, poetry and drama
and the development of vocal and physical techniques of effective oral communication.
Permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited to 20. -Nichols Tih 1:15
[221.

Production Techniques]

[301. Playwriting] - An introduction to the analysis and writing of plays. Emphasis is on
composition with criticism and discussion of both student and professional work . Permission
of the instructor.
311. Directing- Play analysis and practice in the fundamental element of directing plays.
Prerequisites: Theatre Arts 101 and 211 . Permission of the instructor. - Shoemaker M
1:15, Tih 2:40
[331.

Seminar in Theatre and Drama]

341. Studies in Drama: Tragedy- A study of theories of tragedy and of major examples of
tragic drama from the Greek through contemporary times . - Nichols Tih 9:55
361. Independent Study - Individual study and research on a selected topic under the
guidance of the Theatre Arts faculty. Permission granted to qualified upperclassmen with
the approval of the Theatre Arts faculty. - TBA
411. Special Studies in Theatre Arts: Theatre and Drama Since 1950- An examination of
major plays, theatrical events, analysis and artists of the past twenty-five years . The cour e
aims to develop an overview of the present state of world theatre. Permission of the in truetor. - Shoemaker WF 1:15
TRINITY TERM

202.

Production Participation- See Theatre Arts 201.

212. Advanced Acting- Intensive study and practice of character analysis , style and role
development in performance. Prerequisite: Theatre Arts 211. Permis ion of the instructor.
Enrollment limited to 20. -Shoemaker MTTh 1:15
[222.

Production Techniques]

312. Advanced Directing- Intensive analysis of the stylistic, rhythmic and visual alue of
the script and their realization in performance. Prerequisite: Theatre Arts 311. Permission
of the instructor. - Shoemaker MWF 1:15
[332.

Seminar in Theatre and Drama]

Urban and Environmental Studies Program/213
[342.
362.

Studies in Drama]
Independent Study- See Theatre Arts 361.

[412.

Special Studies in Theatre Arts]

Urban and Environmental Studies
Program
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR GOLD***, Director
HOWARD NANNEN, Acting Director
The programs in both Urban and Environmental Studies are multidisciplinary programs
designed to give the student a background from which graduate study or career work is
possible. This is accomplished through a productive blend of course and field work, the
latter arranged through the program and the Office of Community Education. Neither
program should be viewed as professional training for a specific job.
The Urban and Environmental Studies Programs are described below. Altogether, the
programs comprise a minimum of eighteen and a maximum of twenty-one course credits .
Particular courses may be waived or substituted for with approval of the Acting Director.
For the student who does not fit well into either program, help in the construction of a
student defin ed major is available.

Introductory Courses
The programs offer three courses, and while none is required, at least one is recommended . U&E 103 is an historical introduction. U&E 202 has a current problems orientation and U&E 106 is related to energy use .
Urban Studies Program
I.

Basic Courses
Community and Political Philosophy
Urban Sociology (Prerequisite: Sociology 101)
Urban Politics
rban Economics (Prerequisite: Economics 101)
Statistics

II. Discipline of Concentration
Each student is required to choose one of the traditional disciplines in which to concentrate during the junior and senior years. The purpose of the concentration is to sharpen
the student's analytical abilities and to provide confidence with at least one mode of
analysis. This requirement may be satisfied by taking four courses above the introductory level within the discipline of choice (a single course satisfies only one requirement
area and will not be double counted).
III. Theme
In the theme choice a student studies a subject area (as distinguished from a disciplinary concentration) by choosing two courses and an internship that best fit the theme
choice. A junior seminar keyed to the theme choice will be offered for one-half credit.

***Sabbatical Leave, Academic Year
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IV. I ntemship

A student is expected to choose an Open Semester or two credit independent study
which fits with the discipline and theme choices . The College will make every attempt
to locate placements which are complements to course work.

V.

Senior Seminar
Problems of Formulation of Public Policy
Environmental Studies Program

I.

Basic Courses
Ecology (Prerequisite: Biology 201L)
Environmental Economics (Prerequisite: Economics 101)
Environmental Physics
Statistics

II. Discipline of Concentration
Each student is required to choose seven courses from within one of the following
disciplines: Biology, Chemistry, Economics, Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, and
Political Science. One of the seven will be an independent study done under the
supervision of a department member on the relevance of the discipline to an understanding of environmental problems . Basic courses can count towards the discipline.

III. Internship
Each student shall work with an environmentally related agency for two independent
study course credits .
CHRISTMAS TERM

Program Courses
Biology 333L. Ecology - An introduction to the study of the interrelationships among
organisms and between organisms and their environment within the framework of current
ecological theory especially as it pertains to the structure and attributes of natural populations and biological communities. Field trips and laboratory experience provide the opportunity to apply this theory and to use sampling methods and statistical techniques in the
analysis of the response of organisms to components of their physical environment, of
selected population phenomena, and of different natural communities. Several field trips are
required during the first half of the term . Prerequisite: Biology 201L and permission of the
instructor. 1Y4 course credits. - R. Brewer MWF 11:30 Lab. Sec. A - R. Brewer T
1:10 Lab. Sec. B- R. Brewer W 1:10 ·
Economics 209. Urban Economics - Economic analysis of urban areas in their regional
setting; will involve the study of location theory, land use and housing markets, and an
examination of current public policy issues pertaining to urban problems including urban
poverty, the economics of race in metropolitan areas , urban transportation, and local public
finance. The resource allocation process will be emphasized. Prerequisite: Economics 101
and permission of the instructor. - Battis MWF 8:30
[Economics 331. Sec. B Economics of Bureacracy] - The study of non-profit maximizing
institutions and how they differ from "normal" firms. Some of the topics to be covered will
be the role and affect of hierarchy, bureau-client relationships, bureaucratic (non) cooperation, and the functioning of a bureaucracy in a political setting. - Gold
Education 340(1). American Education and Blacks: Historical Perspectives - This course
considers topics relevant to the education ofblacks in historical perspective. Social ~ought ,
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educational ideologies, major leaders and institutions, urbanization, industrial education,
the nature of racism and other areas of interest will be explored. Students will be
familiarized with recent research and interpretive trends. Research on Hartford and New
England will be encouraged. (Same as Intercultural Studies 340.)- Goodenow Tfh 2:40
Education 371. Issues in Education: In Search of Educational Equity -The Role of the
State. Connecticut State Education Commissioner and Deputy examine key problems and
issues involved in the search for equity in a state with a widely diverse student population.
The focus of discussion is centered on the role and responsibility of the State in developing
strategies for educational improvement. Topics will include: School finance equalization,
education in the cities, federal encroachment, accountability, the legislative and judicial
processes that bear on educational equity and improvement, and the question of who
governs education , the layman or the professional. - Shedd and Horoschak. Th 7:00-9:30
p .m.
[Education 380. The Education of the Working Class]- A critique of the prevailing view
that the academic difficulties of working class children are due to fundamental cognitive and
personality deficits and to inadequate child-rearing practices. The effectiveness of programs
designed to remedy these problems, such as compensatory education, will be assessed.
Alternatives to the deficit view which hold the school or society responsible for the child's
failure will also be considered. An attempt will be made to account for the popularity of the
deficit view among educators and among psychologists and sociologists concerned with
education . Permission of the instructor. - Schultz
Mathematics 107. (Economics 107) Elements of Statistics - A course designed primarily
for students in the social and natural sciences. Topics covered will include graphical
methods, statistical measures, basic probability, probability functions, sampling, analysis of
measurements , correlation and regression. Two years of high school algebra is appropriate
background for the course . Students having a mathematical background which includes
Mathematics 222 should consider the Mathematics 305, Mathematics 306 sequence for work
in statistics. - Stewart
[Philosophy 231-232. Community & Political Philosophy] - This full year workshop will
call upon the class to generate possible solutions to social problems, especially within the
urban context . The interrelated aims of the course will be a) to evaluate ways in which the
socialization process and political institutions in our society shape our consciousness and
lifestyle, b) to compare alternative theories from liberal, Marxist and anarchist traditions as
to the just structuring of institutions and optimal form of social cooperation, and c) to
evaluate alternative designs for education , social service, government, economic production , child-rearing and ecological conservation . Our evaluations and conclusions in pursuit of
these three aims will also be formulated into proposals for the enrichment of the Trinity
community in terms of increased intellectual sharing, the integration of work and play
("studies and the real world"), increased community self-determination, and sense of joint
endeavor. Students will be urged to participate in an extra-credit internship involving work
within a Hartford community organization . Permission of the instructor. (2 credits for full
year participation .) - Puka
Physics 104(1). Environmental Physics - A study of the physical properties of the atmosphere, the ocean , and the earth , as well as a discussion of the pollution problems relating to
these media. The relationship between the physics of our environment and the fundamental
laws of physics (such as the conservation laws) will be stressed. Enrollment limited to 40. Lindsay MWF 10:30
[Physics 312(1). Geophysics] - An investigation of some of the principal physical processes
occurring in the earth and its oceans. Topics will include seismology, structure of the core
and mantle, geomagnetism, plate tectonics, properties of sea water, and the dynamics of
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ocean circulation. An analytical approach will be taken assuming a background in elementary college physics and calculus. 1 course credit. Prerequisite: Physics 221 or permission of
instructor. - Lindsay
Psychology 335. Community Psychology - An examination of the development and functioning of community systems in the attempt to meet the needs of its members. Special
emphasis will be placed on the decentralization of mental health services and the subsequent involvement of existing community resources. Field work will be required. Limited
enrollment and permission of instructor. -Fink
Psychology 425. Social Psychology of the City - By studying relevant theory and experimental findings from social psychological research , students will systematically consider the
major social problems of modem urban areas. Topics such as learned helplessness, crowding, bystander apathy, deindividuation, noise, and architectural impact will be studied in
order to determine some of the major causes of urban pathology. Prerequisite: Psychology
101, 126, 211 (or equivalent) and permission of the instructor. Limit: 12. - Baum TTh 9:55
Psychology 429. Social Behavior in Physical Settings - An intensive examination of the
effects of man-made settings on social behavior. Included will be study of the interactive
determination ofhuman behavior by social and environmental systems . Students will read
both primary and secondary source material and will be expected to participate in and
evaluate current research in the area. Prerequisites: Psychology 126, 211 or equivalent
Psychology 322 or Psychology 329. Limit 10. Permission required. - Baum
Sociology 321. Urban Sociology (The City)- An examination of the city as a social institution. Major sociological works on the city including studies of ethnic groups and cultures,
stratification, bureaucracy, and political structures are reviewed and criticized. Sociology
101 required. -Channels
Sociology 361. Fonnal Organizations - The sociological analysis of deliberately established goal-oriented organizations of all kinds (businesses , universities , government agencies, hospitals , prisons, law firms , etc.). Among the topics to be considered will be theories
of bureaucratic organization , the relationship between formal and informal behavior and
structure, organizational leadership and authority, the place of small groups in large organizations, official-client relationships, the effects of organization upon their individual members , the definition and achievement of organizational goals , and the relations of organizations to one another and to the community.- J. Brewer Th 7:00p.m.
U&E 103. (History 103) The City in American History- The subjects to be studied in this
course are cities in the colonies and in the new nation, the urban frontier , cities and the
American national character, urban demography, land use, immigration , social mobility,
political machines, and the ghetto. Lectures, extensive readings, discussions, and a project
or term paper. -Weaver
U&E 107. (Political Science 324) Transportation and Public Policy .:. . 1) A study of the
formulation and development of public policy in urban and inter-urban mass transportation,
the national highway system, railroads, airports and airways, domestic and overseas shipping. 2) The roles of Congress, the Executive, regulatory and promotional agencies, and
private associations. 3) The problems of devising an acceptable national transportation policy; some alternative analytic approaches and political strategies by means of which this
might be accomplished. - Neaverson
U&E 201. Visions and Visionaries in Community Planning- An exploration of the importance of Visions and Visionaries throughout the history of the evolution of community
planning. Each student will be expected to participate in developing a critical analysis of the
Visions that people or peoples have had concerning the way that they believe that com-
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munities of people should live together. Places and people to be read about include: Plato,
Paterson, New Jersey, Jefferson, LeCorbusier, Radburn, Columbia, Wright, Moses,
Owens, Lowell, Hook, Runcorn, Roehampton & Brasilia. Enrollment limited to 20. Will
satisfy the U&E requirement for Community. Permission of Gold or Nannen. - Dollard Tih 8:30
U&E 203. City Building - A course which holds as its premise that cities are viable;
focuses upon the nature of cities in terms of its principal actors, functions, physical form and
analyzes the constructive/destructive forces currently shaping urban areas. Prescriptions for
the healthy perpetuation of cities will be analyzed with Hartford as a model. Limit: 30. Nannen Tih 11:20
U&E 301. Junior Seminar- This seminar will concentrate on the preliminary investigation of a student's choice of an intensive study area culminating in a research and study
proposal to guide further work in the theme area.
Related Courses
Engineering 211.
Economics 331.

Systems Analysis
Sec. A

Political Science 311.
Philosophy 221.

Principles of Public Choice

Administration and Public Policy

Philosophy of Law
TRINITY TERM

Program Courses
[Biology 108. Environmental Biology]- Biological, chemical, and physical factors determine the abundance and distribution of the living organisms on our planet. Understanding
the basic principles involved, can and should have wide application to mankind's use of the
earth. This course will examine the major world communities: (tundra, conifer forest,
summer-green forest, rain forest, grassland, desert and ocean) and consider the factors that
control the flow of energy, the mineral cycling, the population fluctuations, and the species
diversity of each. Special emphasis will be given to interpreting these principles as they
apply to man's use of the land, exploitation of natural resources, agricultural practices, and
the problem of mankind's own population growth. Problems of pollution will be discussed in
terms of their biological impact, and as public health issues. Enrollment limited to 20.
Permission of A. Gold. - Haffner (Offered iQ odd-numbered years)
Economics 331(2). Sec. B. Issues in Energy Economics - The economic analysis of
selected energy issues such as the development of new energy sources, the federal and state
pricing regulations for present energy sources, the conservation of energy, or the environmental consequences of energy development. Each student will be required to write a
major research paper on an approved topic and to present the major findings of that paper in
a seminar. Students will also be required to read and generally acquaint themselves with all
the topics being studied in the seminar. Prerequisite: a demonstrated interest in the area of
energy economics. One credit. - Egan
Economics 332. Sec. E. Problems in Public Finance: State & Local Government - The
study of fiscal needs and resources of state and local governments and the theoretical
framework for intergovernmental fiscal relations in the United States. An examination of the
intergovernmental fiscal relations and local fiscal resources and responsibilities in a multigovernmental structure. Emphasis will be placed on an examination of problems resulting
from political geographic fragmentation. -Dunn Tih 1:15
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[Economics 332. Sec. C. Problems in Urban Economics] - Special topics and projects
pertaining to cities will be researched by the student and presented in a seminar format. We
will attempt to formulate the topics in the previous term with a view toward coherence and
policy relevance. Prerequisite: 209 or 306. -Gold
[Education 376. Sociology of Education] - A study of the dynamics of education in the
American social order through consideration of the social, political, and economic forces that
influence our schools. Particular attention will be paid to an analysis of the social structure
affecting the schools in various settings- core city, interurban, suburban, and rural areasand the problems which each generates. Visits to various types of educational institutions for
the purposes of observation, report, and discussion will be arranged insofar as is possible.Schultz
Education 377. (Intercultural Studies 377) Bilingual/Bicultural Education - This course
will explore bilingualism and biculturalism from psychological, linguistic, and educational
perspectives. Topics to be considered will include the effects of self-concept, social adjustment, literacy, and school achievement. The effectiveness of different program models will
be reviewed. The education of Spanish-speaking children in Hartford will provide special
opportunities for study. Fluency in a second language is not necessary. 1 course credit.Christopherson
Philosophy 231-232.

Community and Political Philosophy - Puka

TTh 11:20

Sociology 344. Population Studies - Social causes and consequences of population structure and change. How variations in fertility, mortality, and migration arise and how they
affect society. Illustrations from the United States and a variety of developed and underdeveloped countries . - Sacks
U&E 102. (Economics 211(2)) Environmental Economics -An examination of the relationship between economic growth and the deterioration of the environment; the role of the
free market in causing environmental problems; analysis of proposed means, such as effiuent
charges, for correcting these problems; the application of cost-benefit analysis to selected
environmental issues. - Egan MWF 11:30
U&E 106. Energy and Society - A study of the energy sources man has used , from the
steam engine to the nuclear reactor, and the effects they have had on his life and environment. We will examine (a) the historical development of various energy sources and their
technologies, (b) the physical principles underlying these sources, (c) the limitations imposed by pollution and resource exhaustion on the continued growth of energy use, (d) the
effect of the development of new energy sources on the quality oflife, (e) the alternatives.Howard MWF 11:30
U&E 107(2). (Political Science 324) Transportation and Public Policy- 1) A study of the
formulation and development of public policy in urban and inter-urban mass transportation,
the national highway system, railroads , airports and airways, domestic and overseas hipping. 2) The roles of Congress, the Executive, regulatory and promotional agencies, and
private associations. 3) The problems of devising an acceptable national transportation policy; some alternative analytic approaches and political strategies by means of which this
might be accomplished. - Neaverson
U&E 108. Environmental Chemistry - A study of the chemical aspects of environmental
problems . Among the topics to be included: the origin , measurement, and control of air and
water pollutants; the generation and conservation of energy; the extraction and recycling of
mineral resources; the use of chemicals in agriculture and food processing. No prerequisite,
but at least one semester of college chemistry is strongly recommended. Not open to junior
or senior chemistry majors. Enrollment limited to 20. - Bobko TTh 8:30
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U&E 109(2). Introduction to Landscape Architecture - The course will introduce the
tudent to fundam entals of landsca.p architecture including design logic and the design
proce s in r lation to the natural and built environment. The reference text for the course
will be: John Ormsbee Simonds , Landscape Architecture: The Shaping of Man's Natural
Environment. Enrollment limited to 15. Permission of Gold or Nannen . - Gebrion W
7:00-10:00 p.m .
[U&E 312. (Political Science 312) Urban Politics]- Emphasis will be upon the politics of
environmental decision-making. The following questions will be raised: What is the nature
of the political syste m of the core city and how does this system relate to the political systems
of national, state and sub-local organizations? What political resources are available for
attacking environmental problems? What are the relationships between partisan politics and
en ironmental decision-making? Is it possible to develop alternative models for implementing environmental policies? Enrollment limited to 30. -McKee TTh 1:15
U&E 202. Introduction to Urban Studies- A problems orientation to the contemporary
city. A survey of many problems and their relation ~th one another.
U&E 402. (Philosophy 331) Senior Seminar: Problems of Formulation of Public PolicyIn the context of a particular policy issue, course material will cover the logical complexity in
defining the "public interest, " moral and philosophical bases for setting priorities and the
problem of knowing whether the policy choice will work . - DeLong WF 2:40

Related Courses
Art History 211.

Economics 306.

Modem Architecture
Public Finance: Economics of the Public Sector

Engineering 312.

Linear Programming

Engineering 342.

Architectural Design

[Engineering 402.
English 384.

Seminar: Technology and Society]

American Cosmologies

Political Science 302.

American State and Local Government

[Political Science 303(2).

Conflict and Conflict Theory]

Student-Taught Courses
A. Beginning Fencing. Development of basic foil skills and an appreciation offencing as a
sport and as an art. An introduction to the epee and the sabre for those who are interested .
Instructor: David J. Weisenfeld, '78. Faculty advisers: Professors Dath and McPhee. Outside examiner: Ralph Spinella. lf.t course credit. First quarter. Enrollment limited to
20. TWTh 4:00-5:00

B. Advanced Fencing. Continuation of work on fencing skills in student's choice of
weapon. Those who wish to begin to fence competitively will be encouraged to do so.
Instructor: David J. Weisenfeld, '78. Faculty advisers: Professors Dath and McPhee . Outside examiner: Ralph Spinella. lf.t course credit. Second quarter. Enrollment limited to 20.
TWTh 4:00-5:00
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Graduate Studies
THE Trinity College program of Graduate Studies provides for the further
scholarly development of talented men and women who wish to engage in
a program of part-time graduate study.
Courses in the program lead to the degrees of Master of Arts , Master of
Liberal Arts and Master of Science. Students who hold the Bachelor's
degree may enroll in graduate courses for which they are qualified even
though they do not matriculate for the Master's degree. During the regular academic year, degree programs are offered in economics , education,
English, French, history, mathematics, philosophy, physics , political science, public policy studies and Spanish. During the Summer Term, instruction is offered in most of these areas. A degree program in Latin
Literature and Classical Civilization is available only during the summer.
Students wishing to pursue diversified studies in a multi-disciplinary
mode may design their own programs of study and earn a Master of
Liberal Arts degree . This degree program , initiated in 1976, enables
students to take courses in several departments around a common theme
of inquiry under the direction and guidance of a faculty adviser.
As a result of its experience since 1927 with part-time graduate study,
Trinity has concluded that the following conditions enable graduate students to progress toward a Master's degree which will represent superior
accomplishment: first, a limited enrollment of students who are capable,
mature, highly motivated; second, a faculty of scholar-teachers; third,
courses which meet for the longest possible time consistent with the
efficient use of the student's necessarily limited time; fourth , small classes
which meet at the College; fifth , excellent library facilities ; sixth, encouragement of independent research; seventh, careful counseling of students
to undertake in any semester no more courses than they can complete to
the best of their ability.

The Master's Degree
Students holding Bachelor's degrees may apply for admission as candidates for the degree of Master of Arts , Master of Liberal Arts or Master of
Science. Catalogues and forms to be used in applying for admission to
Graduate Studies are available at the Office of Graduate Studies.
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Candidates for the Master's degree must complete a total of ten
graduate courses (numbered in the 500's or 600's), the equivalent of 30
semester hours. At least eight courses must be in the field of major study.
Courses elected from another field must be approved by the Graduate
Adviser of the department of major study. Some departments require
students to write a thesis as the final project undertaken for completion of
degree requirements. Credit in the amount of two courses is awarded for
the thesis. Some departments require a comprehensive examination in
lieu of a thesis or give students the opportunity of electing one or the
other.
Under certain conditions as many as two courses (six semester hours)
from another graduate school will be credited toward the requirements
for the Master's degree at Trinity.
It is implicit in the conferral of any earned degree that study toward
that degree has assumed an important position in the student's life. Consistent with this implication is the imposition of a time limit within which
the requirements for a degree must be completed. At Trinity College the
requirements for the Master's degree must be completed within six years
from the beginning of study toward the degree.
Trinity undergraduates who desire to take graduate courses to be credited toward the Master's degree must receive the approval of the
Graduate Office. The student may not later elect to use these courses to
satisfy the requirements of the Bachelor's degree.
Other information may be obtained from the Office of Graduate
Studies.
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Sun1n1er Tern1
EACH SUMMER Trinity College makes available a program of studie in
arts and sciences at the graduate level. A limited number of undergraduate courses are available.
The Summer Term is presented with the same vigor as an academic
semester at Trinity College. Although it is a shorter period of time than
the winter or spring terms, instruction is of the same quality and the
amount of work per course is equivalent. Because of the compressed
schedule and the varying demands of different courses , the student is
cautioned to follow carefully the advice regarding course loads included in
many course descriptions. In no case will a student be permitted to enroll
in more than three summer courses. Experience indicates , however, that
achievement is highest when the student engages in a full program of
study. Outside employment is not advised.
GRADUATE STUDIES

Graduate courses during the Summer Term are offered for candidates for
the Master's degree at Trinity and elsewhere, and for college graduates
interested in a specific area of study at an advanced level. A number of
courses designed primarily for the secondary school teacher are available.
Through study exclusively in summer terms students who qualify for
admission to candidacy can earn the Master's degree at Trinity in education, English, French, history, Latip, and Spanish. Trinity also grants the
Master's degree in economics, political science, mathematics , philosophy, physics, and public policy studies. Most of the course work in
these latter areas is offered in the evening during the regular college year.
Undergraduates who are entering their junior or senior year and whose
records have been outstanding will be permitted to enroll in certain
graduate-level courses. To enroll in these courses the student must have
the prior approval of his or her college and the permission of the office of
the Trinity College Summer Term. Undergraduates who are admitted to
these courses are expected to complete the same requirements that apply
for graduate students.
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Fellowships
For further information regarding Fellowships, inquiry should be made to the Dean for
Educational Services.
The H. E. Russell Fellowships, endowed by a legacy from Henry E. Russell of New York,
pay to the recipients about $1,800 each annually. One is awarded each year by vote of the
Faculty to a member of the graduating class who gives evidence of superior ability and who
engages to pursue an approved course of nonprofessional graduate study at Trinity College
or at some American or foreign university approved by the Faculty. The incumbent holds
the Fellowship for two years and may not be married.
The Mary A. Terry Fellowships, endowed by a legacy from Miss Mary A. Terry of
Hartford, pay to the recipients about $1,800 each annually. One is awarded annually by the
President upon the recommendation of the Faculty to a member of the graduating class who
gives evidence of superior ability and who engages to pursue an approved course of graduate
study in the arts and sciences at Trinity College or at some other college or university
approved by the Faculty. The incumbent holds the Fellowship for two years.
The W. H. Russell Fellowships, endowed by a gift from William H. Russell of Los
Angeles , California, pay to the recipients about $800 each annually. One is awarded each
year by vote of the Faculty to a member of the graduating class who gives evidence of
superior ability and of a desire to continue study after being graduated at Trinity College.
The incumbent holds the Fellowship for two years.
The Thomas J. Watson Foundation each year receives from Trinity College four nominations of graduating seniors who then participate in a national competition. Fellowships of
$7,000 ($9,500 for married students) are awarded to those who are selected (approximately
40% of the nominees) so that they may pursue an independent program of travel and study
in the year following graduation. All seniors, regardless of career plans or rank-in-class, are
eligible to compete for the College's nomination.
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Scholarships
In general, scholarships are awarded only on evidence of financial need. Applications for
scholarships must be made on forms provided by the Office of Financial Aid, and, in the case
of students in college , must be submitted on or before March 15. Freshman applications
must be completed by February 15. Complete details concerning financial aid and the
continuation of scholarship grants will be found in the section, Financial Aid.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Aetna Life & Casualty - given by Aetna Life and Casualty of Hartford, to provide
financial assistance to disadvantaged and/or minority students.
Alumni Area- Three local Alumni Associations are authorized by the Trustees of Trinity
College to provide scholarships for students of the College with the concurrence of the
Committee on Financial Aid. Application for such grants should be made through the Office
of Financial Aid.
Walker Breckinridge Armstrong - bequest of Walker Breckinridge Armstrong ';l3 of
Darien , Connecticut.
Arrow-Hart - given by Arrow-Hart, Inc., of Hartford, with preference to sons and
daughters of company employees.
Clinton J., Jr. and Gertrude M. Backus- given by Gertrude M. and Clinton J. Backus,
Jr. '09 of Midway City, California.
Isbon Thaddeus Beckwith- bequest of the Rev. Isbon Thaddeus Beckwith, Hon . 1898, of
Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation- given by Bethlehem Steel Corporation of New York City.
Bishop of Connecticut- given by the Rt. Rev. Walter H. Gray, D.D. , Hon. '41, of
Hartford, Trustee of the College from 1951 to 1973, for students from the Greater Hartford
area. Additions have been made by Mrs. Virginia H. Gray, Trustee of the College.
Grace Edith Bliss- given by Grace Edith Bliss of Hartford, for students from the Greater
Hartford area.
Henry E. Bodman Memorial - given by Mrs. William K. Muir of Grosse Pointe, Michigan , in memory of her father, Henry E . Bodman.
George Meade Bond- bequest of Mrs . Ella Kittredge Gilson of Hartford, in memory of
George Meade Bond, Hon. '27.
Garrett D. Bowne - bequest of Mary Gormly Bowne of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in
memory of her husband, Garrett D. Bowne '06.
John F. Boyer Memorial- given by Francis Boyer, Hon. '61, of Philadelphia, in memory
of his son, John Francis Boyer '53.
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Lucy M. Brainerd - given by Lyman B. Brainerd '30, Hon. '71, of Hartford, Trustee of
the College, in memory ofhis mother. Additions have been made by members of the family.
Susan Bronson - bequest of Miss Susan Bronson of Watertown, Connecticut.
Raymond F. Burton- given by Frances E. and Raymond F. Burton '28 of East Canaan,
Connecticut.
Capital Area- in recognition of its special relationship to the Hartford community, the
College has provided scholarships for outstanding young men and women from Hartford and
neighboring towns . Awards are based on need as measured against the college expenses. Up
to ten Capital Area Scholarships are awarded each year. These scholarships will be continued for four successive years if warranted.
Frederic Walton Carpenter - given by members of the family of Frederic Walton Carpenter, J. Pierpont Morgan Professor of Biology, and others, for students in biology.
Class of 1916 Memorial - given by the Class of 1916.
Class of 1918 Memorial - established in 1968 by members and friends of the Class of
1918, in memory of classmates and of Laurence P. Allison, Jr.
Class of 1926 Memorial- given by the Class of 1926.
Class of 1935 Memorial of William Henry Warner - given by the Class of 1935 in
memory of their classmate.
'
Class of 1940- given by the Class of 1940.
Martin W. Clement - given by his wife , Elizabeth W. Clement, and children, Alice W.,
James H ., and Harrison H. Clement in honor of Martin W. Clement '01, Hon. '51, Trustee
of the College from 1930 to 1963, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This fund has also been
augmented by gifts from many friends . Scholarships are awarded with preference given to
students from the Greater Philadelphia area.
Archibald Codman -given by Miss Catherine A. Cadman, the Rt. Rev. Robert Cadman
'00, and Edmund D. Cadman of Portland, Maine, in memory of their brother, the Rev.
Archibald Cadman '85.
Richard H. Cole- given by Richard H. Cole of Hartford.
Collegiate - gifts for scholarship purposes where a special scholarship was not designated.
Concordia Foundation - given by the Concordia Foundation of Hartford.
Connecticut Alpha Chapter of Phi Kappa Psi- preference. given to children of alumni
members from Trinity's chapter of Phi Kappa Psi.
Connecticut General Insurance Corporation - given by the Connecticut General Insurance Corporation of Bloomfield to provide financial aid for needy and deserving students.
E. C. Converse - bequest of Edmund C. Converse of Greenwich, Connecticut.
Harold L. Cook- bequest of the Rt. Rev. Monsignor Harold L . Cook '47 of Plymouth ,
Indiana, for pre-medical or pre-theological students.
Charles W. Cooke Memorial- bequest oflrene T. Cooke of Wethersfield in memory of
her husband, Charles W . Cooke '14, with preference for students majoring in Engineering.
Herman Crown Investment League - given by the Herman Crown Investment League, a
Trinity student investment club, for a senior economics major.
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Lemuel J. Curtis - bequest of Lemuel J. Curtis of Meriden , Connecticut.
Charles F. Daniels - bequest of Mrs. Mary C. Daniels of Litchfield , Connecticut, in
memory of her son.
Harvey Dann - given by Harvey Dann '31 of Pawling, New York - preference given to a
student from Dutchess County, New York.
J. H. Kelso Davis Memorial - to honor the memory ofJ. H. Kelso Davis '99, Hon. '23, of
Hartford, Trustee of the College from 1924 to 1956.
Jane N. Dewey - given by Mrs . Albert T. Dewey of Manchester, Connecticut.
Edward H. and Catherine H. Dillon - bequest of Catherine H. Dillon of Hartford.
Edward S. and Bertha C. Dobbin - given by James C. Dobbin of Inglewood, California,
in memory of his parents, EdwardS. Dobbin '99 and Bertha C. Dobbin.
Joseph N. and Jean W. Dobrovir - given by William A. Dobrovir '54 in honor of his
father and mother.
George William Douglas- given by the Rev. George William Douglas 1871, M.A. 1874,
Hon. 1895, of New York City.
Alfred J. and Elizabeth E. Easterby - given by Charles T. Easterby '16 of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, in memory of his father and mother.
William S. Eaton - given by Mrs. Julia Allen Eaton of Hartford, and others in memory of
her husband, William S. Eaton '10.
Jacob W. Edwards Memorial - given by relatives and friends in memory of Jacob W.
Edwards '59. This scholarship is awarded to a student who has completed the Freshman
year and will provide financial assistance for the remainder of his undergraduate years and
for the first year of graduate study.
Leonard A. Ellis - bequest of Leonard A. Ellis '98 of San Diego, California.
James S. and John P. Elton - given by James S. Elton and John P. Elton '88, Waterbury,
Connecticut, Trustee of the College from 1915 to 1948.
Gustave A. Feingold - bequest of Dr. Gustave A. Feingold '11 of Hartford.
Rabbi and Mrs. Abraham J. Feldman - given by the 'Frustees of the Congregation Beth
Israel of Hartford, for students from the Greater Hartford area.
S. P. and Barr Ferree- bequest of Mrs. Annie A. Ferree of Rosemont, Pennsylvania, in
memory of her husband, S. P. Ferree, and her son Barr Ferree.
Thomas Fisher - .bequest of Thomas Fisher.
Edward Octavus Flagg, D.D. - bequest of Miss Sarah Peters Flagg of Woodcliff Lake,
New Jersey, in memory ofher father, Edward Octavus Flagg 1848.
Fraternity of I.K.A. -two scholarships with preference to children or grandchildren of
alumni members of Trinity's chapter of I. K.A.
Frank Roswell Fuller - bequest of Frank Roswell Fuller of West Hartford.
Elizabeth and Keith Funston- given by G. Keith Funston '32, Hon . '62, of Greenwich ,
Connecticut, President of the College from 1945 to 1951, and Trustee of the College, for
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students who show potential to be "enlightened and self-reliant citizens of American Democracy."
Elbert H. Gary - bequest of Elbert H . Gary, Hon . '19, of Jericho, New York.
James Hardin George- bequest of Mrs. Jane Fitch George of Newtown , Connecticut, in
memory of her husband, James Hardin George 1872.
Raymond S. George- bequest of Raymond S. George of Waterbury, Connecticut, for
students of the Senior Class who are members of any Episcopal Church or Sunday School in
Waterbury.
George Shepard Gilman- given by the family of George Shepard Gilman 1847.
Estelle E. Goldstein - bequest of Estelle E. Goldstein of Hartford.
Goodwin-Hoadley- established by Daniel Goodwin and George E. Hoadley. One is
awarded each year to the student of the highest scholastic rank from the public schools of
Hartford who enters Trinity College and who is not receiving other scholarship aid; the
nomination to these scholarships is vested in the Board of Education.
DavidS. Gottesman- given by DavidS . Gottesman '48 of Scarsdale, New York.
Charles Z. Greenbaum - given by relatives and friends in memory of Charles Zachary
Greenbaum '71 of Marblehead, Massachusetts, with preference to students majoring in
science.
Griffith- bequests ofJohn E. Griffith, Jr. ' 17 and George C. Griffith '18.
Stella and Charles Gutbnan Foundation- preference to students of recognized ability
who have completed two academic years of college and who are contemplating graduate or
professional study.
Karl W. Hallden Engineering- given by Karl W. Hall den '09, Sc. D. '55, of Thomaston,
Connecticut, Trustee of the College from 1950 to 1970, for students in Engineering.
Ernest A. Hallstrom - bequest of Ernest A. Hallstrom '29 of Hartford.
Jeremiah Halsey- bequest of Jeremiah Halsey, Hon. 1862, of Norwich, Connecticut.
Florence S. and Muriel Harrison - given by The Rev. A. Palmore Harrison '31 and
friends in memory of his wife and daughter.
Hartford Insurance Group - full tuition scholarships given by the Hartford Insurance
Group.
Hartford Rotary -Charles J. Bennett - given by Trustees, friends, and the Hartford
Rotary Club, in memory of Charles J. Bennett of Hartford.
Thomas Holland- bequest of Mrs. Frances J. Holland of Hartford, daughter of Bishop
Brownell, the founder of the College, in memory of her husband, Thomas Holland. Three
tuition scholarships, to be held during the following year, are awarded by the Faculty to the
students attaining the highest rank in the junior, sophomore and freshman classes respectively.
Thurman L. Hood- given by the family and friends in memory of Dr. Thurman L. Hood,
former Dean and Professor in the Department of English from 1928 until his retirement in
1959.
Richard K. Hooper- given by Richard K. Hooper '53 of New York City.
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Rex J. Howard - bequest of J. Blaine Howard in memory of his son, Rex J. Howard '34,
for a studen t in th e Department of English.
Illinois - A special fund established in 1948 provides scholarships for young men and
women who reside in th e State of Illinois . They are awarded on the basis of intellectual
distin ction, character, leadership ability, and need . Th ere are nearly 40 Illinois Scholars
now at T1inity College. Approximately ten new Illinois Scholarships will be awarded annually.
Charles and Winifred Jacobson - given by Charles E . Jacobson, Jr., M. D . '31 of Manchester, Connecticut in memory of his parents.
Daniel E. Jessee - given by Carl W. Lindell '37 in me mory of Daniel E. Jessee, football
coach from 1932-1967, baseball coach from 1937-1967 and squash racquets coach from
1947- 1958.
Dorothy A. and Glover Johnson - given by Dorothy A. and Glover Johnson '22, Hon . '60,
of New Rochelle, New York, Trustee of the College from 1962 to 1973, with preference for
graduates ofTrinity School and Trinity-Pawling School, respectively.
Harry E. Johnson - bequest of Katherine W. Johnson of Hartford in memory of her
husband.
George Kneeland - given by Miss Adele Kneeland and Miss Alice Taintor, both of
Hartford, in memory of George Kneeland '80.
Vernon K. Krieble - given by relatives and friends in memory of Dr. Vernon K. Krieble,
Scovill Professor of Chemistry.
Vernon K. Krieble - given by the Loctite Corporation, of Newington, Connecticut, in
memory of Dr. Vernon K. Krieble, Scovill Professor of Chemistry. It provides a full tuition
scholarship to a student who plans to pursue, or is pursuing, a major in th e Department of
Chemistry, and who, in the opinion of the Department staff, has demonstrated outstanding
scholastic achievement.
Kurz - sponsored by The Kurz Family of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, with preference for
scholars who are Seniors or Juniors majoring in Religion.
George Thomas Linsley - bequest of Mrs . Helen L. Blake of Farmington in memory of
her first husband, the Rev. George Thomas Linsley, D . D .
The Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther - given by E . Selden Geer, Jr. '10 of Wethersfield, in
memory of the Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther, President of the College from 1904 to 1919, and
his wife, Isabel Ely Luther.
Alexander A. Mackimmie, Jr. - given by the family and friends of Professor Alexander A.
Mackimmie, Jr. with preference to graduates of Bulkeley High School , Hartford.
Morris M. and Edith L. Mancoll - given by Morris M. Mancoll, M.D ., '24 and Mrs.
Mancoll .
George Sheldon McCook Memorial - given by the family of George Sheldon McCook '97.
George Payne McLean - given by Mrs. Juliette McLean of Simsbury, in memory of her
husband, George Payne McLean, Hon. '29.
Caroline Sidney Mears - bequest ofJ. Ewing Mears 1858, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
in memory of his mother, Caroline Sidney Mears .
Memorial - gifts in memory of alumni and friends .
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Milbank- given by The Memton Fund of New York City, with preference for students
from Metropolitan New York.
Moak-Trinity- given by C. B. Moak of Miami, Florida, with preference for students from
the Florida area.
RobertS. Morris- given by RobertS. Morris '16, Hon. '65, of West Hartford, Trustee of
the College from 1941 to 1947 and from 1948 to 1963.
Shiras Morris- given by Mrs. Grace Root Morris of Hartford, in memory ofher husband,
Shiras Morris '96.
Allen C. Morrison - bequest of Sara M. Brown of West Hartford in memory of her first
husband.
Clarence E. Needham - bequest of Edith S. Needham of Shaker Heights, Ohio, in
memory of her husband, Clarence E . Needham '11.
William J. Nelson- bequest of William J. Nelson '10 of Plaistow, New Hampshire, and
memorial gifts from his family and friends.
Gustav P. Nordstrom- bequest of Estelle E. Goldstein of Hartford, in memory of Gustav
P. Nordstrom '29.
Remsen Brinckerhoff Ogilby - given by Messrs. Carlos B. Clark, Hon. '43, James B.
Webber, Joseph L. Webber, Richard H. Webber, Oscar Webber, and James B. Webber,
Jr. '34 of Detroit, Michigan , in memory of the Rev. Remsen BrinckerhoffOgilby, President
of the College from 1920 to 1943.
Dr. William Anthony Paddon- given by Richard Paddon '42 of Summit, New Jersey, in
honor of his brother, Dr. William Anthony Paddon '35, Hon. '76, with preferenc~ to
students who have a special interest in public health and a demonstrated concern for others.
Mitchel N. Pappas- given by the family and friends of Professor Mitchel N. Pappas, for
students with special promise in painting or other phases of the studio arts.
Dwight Whitfield Pardee- given by Miss Cora Upson Pardee of Hartford, in memory of
her brother, Dwight Whitfield Pardee 1840.
Alfred L. Peiker - bequest of Alfred L. Peiker '25 of West Hartford, and memorial gifts
from family and friends , for a student majoring in Chemistry.
Clarence I. Penn- bequest of Clarence I. Penn '12 of New York City.
Henry Perkins - bequest of Mrs. Susan S. Clark of Hartford, in memory of her first
husband, Henry Perkins 1834. Nominations made by the Bishop of Connecticut.
John Humphrey Pratt- bequest of John H. Pratt, Jr. '17 of Darien, Connecticut.
Returned Scholarship - given by Harold L. Smith '23 of New York, and others, in
appreciation of scholarship aid given them as undergraduates.
Governor Abraham A. Ribicoff- given by the Suisman Foundation , Inc. , of Hartford, in
honor of former Connecticut Governor Abraham A. Ribicoff, Hon. '55.
Maria L. Ripley - bequest of Miss Maria L. Ripley of Hartford.
Bishop Harold E. Sawyer - bequest of the Rt. Rev. Harold E. Sawyer '13 of Ivoryton,
Connecticut.
Thomas A. Shannon - bequest of Thomas A. Shannon '25 of West Hartford.
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Society for Savings - given by the Society for Savings, Hartford, for students from the
Greater Hartford area.
Southern New England Telephone - given by the Southern New England Telephone
Company.
Charles Byron and Ila Bassett Spofford- bequests of Charles Byron Spofford, Jr. '16 and
his wife, Ila Bassett Spofford, with preference for Juniors or Seniors with financial need.
Grace B. Starkey- given by George W. B. Starkey, M.D., '39, present Chairman , Board
of Trustees, and Mrs. Starkey of Brookline, Massachusetts in honor of Dr. Starkey's mother.
General Grifim A. Stedman, Jr. - given by Miss Mabel Johnson of Hartford, in memory
of her uncle, Brig. Gen. Griffin Alexander Stedman, Jr. 1859, M.A. 1863.
Mitchell B. Stock - given by Mitchell B. Stock of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Student Body - given by Trinity students from the activities budget, for disadvantaged
and/or minority students.
Suisman Foundation, Inc. - given by the Suisman Foundation , Inc., of Hartford.
Samuel C. Suisman - given by the Suisman Foundation, Inc. , of Hartford, with preference to a rising senior who has made substantial contribution in extracurricular activities and
has shown general leadership qualities.
Samuel C. and Edward A. Suisman - given by Samuel C . Suisman and Edward A.
Suisman, Hon. '71, of West Hartford.
Surdna Foundation - given by the Surdna Foundation, Inc. to be used fur students in
need of financial assistance to complete their education at Trinity College.
Swiss Reinsurance Company - given by the Swiss Reinsurance Company of Zurich,
Switzerland, with preference to a student majoring in mathematics.
Edwin P. Taylor ill- given by the family and friends of Edwin P. Taylor III '46.
Theta Xi- preference to children of fraternity members .
Mathew George Thompson- bequest of the Rev. Mathew George Thompson, Hon . '20,
of Greenwich, Connecticut.
Melvin W. Title- given by the Suisman Foundation , Inc. , of Hartford, Melvin W. Title
'18, Hon . '68, and friends .
William Topham- bequest of Margaret McComb Topham of New York City, in memory
of her father, William Topham.
B. Floyd Turner - given by B. Floyd Turner '10 of Glastonbury, Connecticut, and
memorial gifts from his family and friends.
Arthur J. Ulmer- bequest of Arthur J. Ulmer of Jersey City, New Jersey.
Raymond J. Wean- given by Raymond J. Wean, Hon. '54, of Warren , Ohio, Trustee of
the College from 1955 to 1973, with preference to children of employees of Wean United,
Inc. and candidates from the Ohio area.
Ronald H. Weissman- given by Mrs . Estelle Fassler of Scarsdale, New York, mother of
Ronald H. Weissman '74, for a student majoring in science, preferably biology.
Western Connecticut Alumni Association- given by members of the Western Connecticut Alumni Association, with preference for students from Western Connecticut.
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Mary Howard Williams - bequest of Augusta Hart Williams of Hartford.
Isidore Wise- given by Isidore Wise, Hon. '49, of Hartford.
Charles G. Woodward- given by Charles G. Woodward 1898, of Hartford, Trustee of the
College from 1917 to 1950.
Vertrees Young- given by Vertrees Young '15, Hon. '73, of Bogalusa, Louisiana, Trustee
of the College from 1960 to 1971.

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS PREPARING
FOR THE MINISTRY
The following scholarships are awarded only to students who are preparing to enter the
ministry. Applicants for these scholarships will apply on the usual forms, and the same
general rules will apply to them as govern the award of other scholarships .
Thomas Backus- given by the Rev. Stephen Jewett, Hon. 1833, of New Haven, Connecticut.
Daniel Burhans- bequest of the Rev. Daniel Burhans, Hon. 1831, of Newtown, Connecticut.
John Day Ferguson and Samuel Morewood- bequest of Mrs. Jeannie Taylor Kingsley of
New Haven, Connecticut.
George F. Goodman - bequest of Richard French Goodman 1863, of Newton, New
Jersey.
Horace B. Hitchings- bequest of the Rev. Horace B. Hitchings 1854 of Denver, ·Colorado.
Harriette Kirby- bequest of Miss Harriette Kirby of Hartford.
Horatio N. Lake- bequest of Horatio N. Lake of Bethlehem, Connecticut.
John Shapleigh Moses - bequest of Annette Foxall McCarteney Moses of Andover,
Massachusetts, in memory of her husband, John Shapleigh Moses, D. D. '14.
Joseph P. Robinson Memorial- bequest of Stanley A. Dennis, Jr. '17 of Kearny, New
Jersey, in memory of the Rev. Joseph P. Robinson.
Isaac Toucey- bequest of the Honorable Isaac Toucey, Hon. 1845, Trustee of the College
from 1830 to 1869, of Hartford.
Isaac H. Tuttle - bequest of the Rev. Isaac H. Tuttle 1836, of New York City.
Nathan M. Waterman- bequest of General Nathan Morgan Waterman of Hartford.

STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
Alumni, Senior- established in 1938 by gifts of the Alumni Association ofTrinity College.
Backus, Clinton Jirah and Carrie Haskins- established in 1950 by Clinton J. Backus '09,
of Midway City, California.
Mead, George J. - established in 1951 by bequest of George J. Mead, Hon. '37, of
Bloomfield, Connecticut - The income to be used for loans to students majoring in
economics, history, government or languages.
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Edward J. Myers and Thomas B. Myers Trinity College Student Loan Fund- established by Thomas B. Myers '08, in his name and in that ofhis brother, Edward J. Myers '14,
with preference to graduates of accredited Racine County (Wisconsin) high schools.
National Direct (Defense)- Under provisions of the National Defense Education Act of
1958 as amended, loans are made available for students with financial need .
New England Society of New York- established in 1945 by the New England Society of
New York, used for ~hort-term small loans.
Remsen Brinckerhoff Ogilby- established in 1943 by gifts of Carlos B. Clark, Hon. '43,
and James W. Webber, Jr. '34, and his family, all of Detroit, Michigan.
Trinity - established by vote of the Trustees of the College in 1952 to provide loans
comparable to the terms and conditions of the Mead L>an Fund for students majoring in
other fields.
Wyckoff Student Loan Fund - established 1973 by The Alcoa Foundation in honor of
George W. Wyckoff. This Fund is available to provide loans to needy and deserving undergraduate students.
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Prizes
The John C. Alexander Memorial Award of $100 was established by friends of John C.
Alexander, 1939, to memorialize his name and, in some way, to identify a Trinity undergraduate who possesses some of the qualities that he poss ssed. It is presented annually to a
enior or jtmior economic major who· is a member of a varsity squad and who has demonstrated the most acad mic progress during his Trinity career.
Alumni Prizes in English Composition of $400 and $300 from the income of a fund
contributed by the Alumni, ar awarded to the stud nts who present the best essays on
ubject approved by the Department of English. Essays originally prepared for academic
courses, for publication in the Trinity Tripod, or especially for the contest will be accepted,
but no student may offer more than one entry. Essays must be submitted to the Department
on or before April 14.
Trinity Alumnus Prizes in Prose Fiction of $35, $25, and $10 are annual awards establi hed by the late Mr. Clar nc I. Penn of the Class of 1912. Original manuscripts of short
torie or novelettes are to be submitted to th Department of English on or before April14.
Book Prizes for Excellence in Spanish are presented to graduating seniors who have
shown outstanding progress and achievem nt in their work in Spanish at the College.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers Prize is awarded by the Hartford Chapter of the American Society of M chanica! Engineers to the senior who makes the highest
record in the Engin ering Department.
The Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical Society Award is given in
r cognition for outstanding accomplishment in the study of chemistry.
The Division of Analytical Chemistry of the American Chemical Society Award is given
to a tudent who ha compl t d the third undergraduate year and who displays interest in
and aptitude for a car er in analytical ch mi try.
The Chemical Rubber Company Awards are made to the outstanding freshman chemistry tud nts for outstanding achievement in General Ch mistry.
The J. Wendell Burger Prize in Biology i an award of $100 given to a graduating senior
major in Biology who, b vote of the Faculty of Biology, is considered to have demonstrated
the greatest promise for a car r in biological sci nc . The prize is from a fund established in
honor of James Wendell Burg r, the J. Pierpont Morgan Professor in Biology, Emeritus.
The Class of 1922 Award, e tablished by vote of th Class, is granted annually to a
graduating woman who has don outstanding work in a particular academic field.
The Cesare Barbieri Essay Prizes, a gift from the Cesare Barbieri Endowment, for essays
in Italian studies are award d on Honors Day. Students interested in competing for these

prizes hould consult th Director of the Cesare Barbieri Center of Italian Studies. Essays
mu t be ubmitted befor April 21.
The Cesare Barbieri Prizes for Excellence in Beginning Italian, a gift from the Cesare
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Barbieri Endowment, are awarded to those students who show excellence in beginning
Italian. The competition must be completed before April 21.
The F. A. Brown Prizes of $325, $200 and $125, founded in 1897 by Mrs. Martha W.
Brown of Hartford in memory of her husband, are awarded to students who deliver the be t
orations over the College radio station or at public functions.
The Connecticut Commandery, Military Order of Foreign Wars Book Award is made to
the male member of the graduating class who has demonstrated outstanding leader hip
qualities.
The George B. Cooper Prize in British History of $100 is awarded to the senior who ha
done the best work in British history at Trinity.
The Delta Phi Alpha Book Prizes are awarded to meritorious students in the field of
German studies. The prize books by well-known G rman authors are made available by
Delta Phi Alpha, the National German Honorary Fraternity, through the Trinity College
Chapter, Delta Upsilon. If in any academic year the local chapter does not initiate any new
Delta Phi Alpha members , the book prizes are not available that year.
The Faculty of Economics Award is presented annually to that graduating senior major in
Economics who, by vote of the Faculty of Economics, is considered to have demonstrated
the greatest promise as a professional economist.
The Ferguson Prizes in Economics, History, and Political Science, founded in 1890 by
the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868, are offered annually for the be t
essays submitted to each of the three Departments of History, Economics, and Political
Science. Two prizes are offered by each Department, a first prize of$180 and a second prize
of $120. All essays must be typewritten. They must be submitted to the Chairman of the
Department before dates indicated below.

Economics - The prizes are offered to seniors for the two b st essays on topic approved
by the Department. April 21.
History -The two Ferguson Prizes will be awarded for essays of at least 15 pages in length
written independently of for courses or seminars. All Trinity undergraduates are eligible to
compete for the Ferguson Prizes. April 21.
Political Science - The prizes are offered for the two best essays submitted for any
undergraduate course, tutorial , or seminar in the D partment during the academic ear.
April 21.
The Ronald H. Ferguson Prizes in French of $300 and $150 were established in 1951 in
memory of Mr. Ronald H. Ferguson, Class of 1922. The prizes are awarded for the two best
essays, written in French , on subjects approved by the D partment, and for th e be t results
of an oral examination. Essays prepared in any regular course of study may be offered in
competition, provided that such essays are recomm nded by the instructor in whose course
they were written and that they are approved as well by the Department.
The SamuelS. Fishzohn Awards for Civil Rights and Community Service - tablished
in 1966 in memory of Samuel S. Fishzohn , Class of 1925, a prominent figure in ocial work
and welfare. Awards of $75 are given each year to two stl}dents: one who has demonstrated
initiative and creativity in community service related to important social issues, and the
other who has worked with dedication in civil rights, civil liberties or race relations. aminations for these awards may be made by any faculty member or by students for themselves
if they have the endorsement of a member of the faculty.
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The Goodwin Greek Prizes of $300 and $200, founded in 1884 by the late Mrs. James
Goodwin of Hartford, are offered to stud nts in Greek who attain the highest grade of
excellenc in the courses taken and in a special examination. A student who has received a
prize is not again eligible to comp te for the arne prize . The winners also are awarded a
Greek coin of the classical period. The examination, to be held in April, is designed to test
the student's general knowledge of Greek and skill in sight translation such as he may
properly be expected to acquire from reading in connection with courses. No prize will be
awarded unless the work offered is excellent.
The Mary Louise Guertin Actuarial Award was established in 1952 by Alfred N. Guertin
'22, in memory of his mother. The award of $100 will be made annually to the senior
selected by three Fellows of the Society of Actuaries, named by the College, as having
personal qualities indicative of future executive capacity and leadership in the · actuarial
profession . The student must also have completed satisfactorily the two preliminary examinations for associateship in the Society of Actuaries or their equivalent, and have acquired
scholar hip grades in mathematics , English, and economics.
The Abraham Joshua Heschel Prize is awarded in recognition of outstanding achievement in the study of religion .
The Human Relations Award is awarded annually to an undergraduate who during the
year has exhibited outstanding citizenship and sportsmanship . Sportsmanship is interpreted
in its broadest sense and does not necessarily include achievement in athletics.
The George J. Mead Prizes are awarded under the terms of a bequest from the late Mr.
George J. Mead, Hon. '37, for accomplishment in the fields ofhistory and political science.

Political Science- An annual prize of $50 will be awarded on Honors Day to the sophomore or junior receiving the highest mark in Political Science 201, International Politics.
History -The Mead Prize of $50 will be awarded on ~onors Day to the freshman or
sophomore with the most outstanding record in History 101 as judged by the instructors of
that course.
The Helen Loveland Morris Prize for Excellence in Music, established by gift of the late
RobertS . Morris, '16, is awarded to the student who, in the opinion of the Department of
Music, has made an outstanding contribution to music in the College. TI1e prize of $175 is
awarded to a nominee who is judged by his record in music courses and in Concert Choir,
Chapel Singers, College Band, or student recitals. The Department reserves the right to
withhold the prize in any year if the required excellence is not achieved.
The Richard K. Morris Book Award for Excellence in Education is given annually to the
member of the senior class who best fulfills the following qualifications: communicates
effectively, stimulates inquiry, demonstrates excellence in scholarship, manifests moral and
ethical attitudes towards professional responsibility, and participates in community activities
in an educational capacity. This award is given by the Trinity Education Graduate Association in honor of Richard K. Morris, Professor of Education, Emeritus.
James A. Notopoulos Latin Prizes of $75 and $50 are from a fund named after Professor
James A. Notopoulos in appreciation of his interest in promoting high ideals ofleaming. The
fund was established by an anonymous donor who has suggested that the income from this
fund be used to offer a prize primarily for freshman excellence in attainment in Latin, then
to upperclassmen. The examination, to be held in April, is designed to test the student's
general knowledge of Latin and skill in sight translation such as he may properly be expected
to acquire from reading in connection with courses.
The Fern D. Nye Award is presented annually on the basis of work of originality and
excellence in graphic arts.
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The Mitchel N. Pappas Memorial Prize was established by Dr. Peter Tsairis of the Class
of 1960 to honor the memory of Mitchel N. Pappas of Trinity's Fine Arts Department. It is
awarded to that senior student who shows special promise in the area of studio arts .
The Phi Gamma Delta Prizes in Mathematics are offered to freshmen taking Mathematics
121, 122 and to freshmen or sophomores taking Mathematic 221, 222. In each case, the first
prize is $75, the second prize is $50, and the third prize is $25. These prizes are from the
income of a fund established in 1923, and increased in 1931 by th e Alumni authorities of the
local chapter of the Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta.
The Phi Gamma Delta Senior Prize of $100 is awarded annually to the person adjudged
by the Department of Mathematics to be its most outstanding senior major. This prize is
from the income of a fund established in 1923, and increased in 1931 by the Alumni
authorities of the local chapter of the Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta.
The Physics Prize, established by the faculty of the Department of Physics and Astronomy in 1976, is awarded to a freshman for exceptional achievement in either Physics
121L-122L or Physics 221L-222L.
The Physics Senior Prize recognizes outstanding scholarship in physics. Established in
1976 by the faculty of the Department of Physics and Astronomy, it is awarded to a enior
physics major for demonstrated excellence in physics at the advanced undergraduate level.
The Pi Gamma Mu Scholarship Award, authorized by the National Board of Trustees of
the Society, is given by the Connecticut Alpha Chapter in the interests of the promotion of
scholarship in the social sciences on the Trinity campus . The award is made to one of the top
five ranking seniors who has pursued a major in one of the social sciences; additional
considerations are that he be outstanding in scholarship and ability and that he shall have
pursued a program of studies indicating breadth in the work of the social sciences.
The Friends of Art Award for Art History is given to the graduating major who e
academic record and promise of future achievement best pitomizes the goals of The
Friends to cultivate and sustain the arts among us.
The Friends of Art Awards for Studio Arts are given to students for exceptional achie ement in painting, graphics, scu lpture or photography.
The Peter J. Schaefer Memorial Prize Award - established by the classmates of Peter J.
Schaefer, Class of 1964, to memorialize his name, consists of the annual award of books to
the two Freshmen who have achieved the highest grades in introductory economics in the
preceding academic year.
The D. G. Brinton Thompson Prize in United States History of $100 will b awarded for
the best essay in the field of United States history submitted by an undergraduate . Senior
Seminar essays in United States history are eligible.
The Melvin W. Title Latin Prizes, one of $65 and one of $35, founded in 1958 by Mr.
Melvin W. Title of the Class of 1918, are offered to students in Latin who attain the highest
grade of excellence in the courses taken and in a sp cial examination. A stud nt who has
received a prize is not again eligible to compete for the same prize. The examination, to be
held in April, is designed to test the student's general knowledge of Latin and skill in sight
translation such as he may properly be expected to acquire from reading in connection with
courses. No prize will be award d unless the work offered is excellent.
The Jerome P. Webster, Class of 1910, Student Book Collectors Prizes have been
established in memory of Dr. Jerome P. Webster '10, by the Trinity College Library
Associates. They are awarded annually to three students who make collections of book in a
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p cific field , or pertaining to some particular interest in one of these fields, or an intelligently elect d nucleus of a general library for the future. Emphasis is placed on the
tudent's knowledge of the contents of the collection and its usefulness. The total number of
books or their money value is not a determining factor.
The Miles A. Tuttle Prize of $350 will be awarded to the member of the Senior Class who
write th best essay in history on a topic selected by the contestant and approved by the
Department of History. Senior S minar essays are eligible for the Tuttle competition. If in
the judgment of the Department no essay meets the standards of excellence, no prize will be
awarded.
The Rue) Crompton Tuttle Prizes were established in 1941 by the bequest of Ruel
Crompton Tuttle of Windsor, Connecticut, Clas of 1889, to be awarded annually by the
Chairman of the English Department to the two students who are deemed by him respecti ely the b stands cond-best scholars in the English Department from the junior class; the
first prize will be $1100 and the second prize $550. The terms of award rest solely on the
judgment and discretion of the Chairman of the English Department. Students interested in
the prizes should confer with the Chairman of the English Department by March 10.
John Curtis Underwood, '96, Memorial Prizes in Poetry of$35 , $25, and $10 are annual
awards established by the late Mr. Clarence I. Penn of the Class of 1912. Original manuscripts should be submitted to the Department of English before April 14.
The Frank Urban, Jr., Memorial Prize was established as a memorial to Frank Urban,
Jr., of the Class of 1961 and is awarded by the Department of Classical Languages and
Civilization for excellenc in beginning Greek.
The Frank W. Whitlock Prizes in Drama of $125, $75 and $35 were founded by a legacy
of Mrs . Lucy C. Whitlock, of Great Barrington, Massachusetts, and by her direction bear
the name of her son who was a graduate in the Class of 1870.

HONOR SOCIETIES
Pm BETA KAPPA: Brian H . Abery '77; Jane F. Annunziata '77; Louis J. Aronne '77; Virginia
H. Bartot '77; DonaldS . Berry '77; Mary Ellen Breault '77; Martha S. Cooley '77; Angelee
Diana '77; Richard M. Dubiel '77; Peter W. Duke '77; Richard S. Elliott '77; Jill S.
Epstein '77; Jeffrey N. Farber '77; Lewis E . Fountain '77; Andrew H. Friedman '77;
Kenneth N. Goldenberg '77; Nancy S. Hayim '77; Christopher A. Jepson '77; Robin A.
Kahn '77; Deborah H . Kaye '77; Beatrice L. Kernan '77; Elizabeth A. Lancraft '77; Ross
A. Lewin '77; Belinda L. Lewis '77; David N. Marks '77; Hughan C. Meyer III '77;
Julianne M. Miller '77- Andrew M. Paalborg '77; Paul J. Pantano, Jr. '77; Marc A. Pearlin
'77; Matthew R. Quigley '77; Paula L. Sahakian '77; Gale P. Simon '77; Michael P. Sjogren
'77; Mark D . Strickland '77; Pamela A. Waleryszak '77; Bruce S. Wessel '77; Peter C.
Wolk '77; Charles K. Yaros '77; Claudia M. Zanger '77 .

PI GAMMA Mu: Leonard M. Alpert '77; Paul A. Backofen '77; Miriam Baron '78; Steven G.
Batson '77; Robert E. Becherer '78; Joan I. Berger '77; Donald S. Berry '77; Vincent A.
Bilello '78; Marc S. Blumenthal '78; Ernest R. Bourassa '77; Leslie Brayton '77; Mary
Ellen Breault '77; John L. Bridge '78; Susan B. Budnick '77; Richard M. Burdge '77;
Robert D . Cedarbaum '77; Candace A. Clark '77; Leslie B. Cooper '78; Howard G.
Cropsey 78; Omar H. Dahbour '77; Livia R. DeFilippis '78; Brian J. Donnell '77;
Suzanne R. Durfee '77; Margaret J. Eisen '78; Richard S. Elliott '77; Andrew H. Friedman '77; Richard G. Friedman '78; Mark C. Gersz '77; Scott R. Goddin '78; Kenneth N.
Goldenberg '77; James J. Gott '77; John I. Griglun '77; Gregory N. Hagan '78; Barbara E.
Hayden '77; Maureen C. Healey '77; Patrick M. Heffernan '77; Gary F. Henrikson '78;
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Susan D. Hertz '78; William D. Horn '77; Walter W. Jabs, Jr. '77; Jason J. Jacobson '77;
Gabrielle W. Jervey '77; Robin A. Kahn '77; Deborah H. Kaye '77; Mark R. Kupferberg
'77; David B. Levitt '78; Ross A. Lewin '77; Gwynne MacColl '77; Megan E . Maguire '77;
John D. Mahder '77; Jeffrey L. Mandler '77; Tucker I. Marr '77; Yutaka MatsuuraIshizaka '77; Nancy McDermott '78; James M. McGrath, Jr. '77; Valerie M. McKee '77;
Jeffrey S. Meltzer '77; Hughan C. Meyer III '77; Margaret A. Mistretta '78; James M.
Moskow '77; Steve L. Naito '77; William R. Newland III '78; Deirdre O'Brien '77; Kelly
A. O'Reilly '78; Philip H. Osman '77; Andrew M. Paalborg '77; Paul J. Pantano, Jr. '77;
Laurence M. Papel '77; Marc A. Pearlin '77; Susan E. Penn '77; Robert F . Phelps '78;
Robert J. Rosenfield '78; Mitchel D. Sanborn '77; John M. Shannon '77; Gale P. Simon
'77; Michael L. Smirlock '78; Deborah J. Smith '77; Margaret K. Smith '77; MichaelS.
Stein '77; David L. Teichmann '77; Samuel W. M. Thayer '77; Roderick M. Thompson
'77; David D. Tibbals '77; Stephen C. Titus '78; Pamela A. Waleryszak '77; Robyn S.
Weinstein '78; David J. Weisenfeld '78; Mary A. Wertheim '77; Bruce A. Wessel '77;
Tracey M. Wilson '77; Peter C. Wolk '77; Michael K. Wyman '77; Charles K. Yaros '77;
Claudia M. Zanger '77; Charles R. Zelinger '77.
DELTA PHI ALPHA: Abraham B. Mintz '79; Monica Sidor '77.

ATHLETIC PRIZES
George Sheldon McCook Trophy, the gift of Professor and Mrs. John James McCook in
1902, is awarded annually by the Athletic Association of the College, through the Committee of the Faculty on Athletics and the captains and managers of the team, to a student in the
senior class, who must be in good scholastic standing, on the basis of distinction in athletics.
In determining the awards, diligence and conscientiousness in the observance of all rules of
drill, training, and discipline are taken into account, as well as manliness, courtesy, selfcontrol, uprightness, and honor at all times, especially in athletic sports and contests. The
name of the student receiving the award is attached to the trophy on a silver bar bearing his
name and class date. He receives as his permanent property a bronze medal. This trophy is
the athletic distinction most coveted in the College.
The Eastern College Athletic Conference "Outstanding Scholar-Athlete Award" is presented annually to the senior who is voted the most outstanding in athletics and scholarship.
The Bob Harron "Outstanding Scholar-Athlete Award," established in 1971 by his friends
in memory of Bob Harron, former Director of College Relations at Trinity, will be presented
annually to the junior who is voted the most outstanding in athletics and scholarship.
The Blanket Award is awarded to students who have earned 9 varsity letters in 3 different
sports. The award is a Trinity College blanket.
The Mears Prize of$50 was established under the will of Dr. J. Ewing Mears of the Class
of 1858. It is awarded by the Faculty on the recommendation of the Chairman of the
Department of Physical Education. The prize is awarded to the Trinity undergraduate
student who writes the best essay on a topic announced by the Department of Physical
Education. The topic may change from year to year, and will be one relevant to college
physical education or athletics. No prize is awarded unless two or more students are competing.
The Larry Silver Award, named in memory of Lawrence Silver, Class of 1964, is made
annually to the individual, preferably a non-athlete, selected by the Trinity College Athletic
Department, who has contributed the most to the Trinity Athletic Program .
The Bantam Award is presented annually to a non-student who has made a distinguished
contribution to the Trinity Sports Programs. The selection is made by the Athletic Staff. The
trophy was given to the College by Raymond A. Montgomery, Class of 1925.
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The "1935" Award is presented annually by the Class of 1935 to the player who has been
of " mo t alue" to the football team . The qualifications for this award are leadership,
sportsmanship, t am spirit, loyalty, and love of the game. A major trophy is kept in the
college trophy case, and a replica is given to the recipient.
The Dan Jessee Blocking Award is given annually by Donald J. Viering '42, to that
member of the var ity football team who has given the best blocking performance throughout the season .
The PeterS. Fish Soccer Trophy is presented annually to the member of the soccer team
who best fulfill the following qualifications: (1) makes the greatest contributions to the
team' success and (2) demonstrates gentlemanly conduct, good sportsmanship, and inspirational leadership. The trophy is kept in the college trophy case.
The Harold R. Shetter Soccer Trophy, established in 1950 in memory of Harold R.
Shetter, coach of soccer 1948-50, is award d annually to the member of the varsity soccer
squad who has hown the greatest impro ement as a player over the previous year and who
has also demonstrated qualities of team spirit and sportsmanship.
The Arthur P. R. Wadlund Basketball Award, awarded annually to the most valuable
player on the varsity team , was donated by V. Paul Trigg, Class of 1936, in memory of
Profes or Arthur P. R. Wadlund, Jarvis Profe or of Physics. A major trophy is kept in the
college trophy room and a replica is presented each year to the winner.
The Coach's Foul Shooting Trophy is awarded annually by the varsity basketball coach to
the member of the team who has made the highest foul shooting average in varsity contests.
The John E. Slowik Swimming Award i made annually in memory of John E. Slowik,
Clas of 1939, Captain in the U . . Army Air Corps who was killed in action over Germany.
The award is to b made to the most valuable member of the varsity swimming team
con idering ability, conscientiousness in the observance of all rules of practice and training,
and qualities of leader hip. The first award was made in 1950.
The Robert Slaughter Swimming Award is made annually to the "most improved"
member of the varsity swimming team . This award honoring their coach was presented by
the members of the swimming team of 1962.
The Brian Foy Captains Award is given each year to the captain of the swimming team
exemplifying outstanding qualities of leader hip. This award was established in 1974 by his
friends and classmates in memory of Brian Foy, Class of 1960, co-captain of the swimming
team , who suddenly passed away on May 1, 1973.
The Newton C. Brainard Memorial Award is made annually to the winner of the college
quash racquet championship tournament. The winner's name is inscribed on a bronze
plaque on the wall of the squash racquet s ction of Trowbridge Memorial.
The John A. Mason Award, stablished in 1953, is presented to that member of the
ar ity squash racquet squad showing the greatest improvement during the year.
The Virginia C. Kurth Award is mad annually to the winner of the women's squash
racquet championship toumam nt. The winner's name is inscribed on a bronze plaque on
the wall of the quash racquet section of Trowbridge Memorial.
The Phyllis L. Mason Award, established in 1977, is made annually to the member of the
women' squash racquet squad showing the greatest improvement during the year.
The Dan Webster Baseball Award is awarded annually to the player who has been of
"mo t value" to the baseball t am . The major trophy is kept in the college trophy case and a
replica is presented to the award winner.
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The William Frawley Award is given annually to the most improved varsity baseball
player; one who demonstrates enthusiasm and determination. This award was established in
1974 by his friends and classmates in memory of William Frawley, Class of 1960, captain of
the baseball team, who was reported missing in action in Vietnam in 1966.
The RobertS. Morris Track Trophy, established in 1953, is awarded annually to the most
valuable member of the varsity track team . The qualifications for this award are outstanding
performance, attitude, and sportsmanship. The trophy will be kept in the college case and a
replica will be given each year to the winner.
The Edgar H. and Philip D. Craig Tennis Award, established in 1956, is awarded
annually to a member of the varsity tennis squad who has shown the greatest improvement
as a player over the previous year, and who has demonstrated qualities of team spirit and
sportsmanship.
The Sheldon Tilney Tennis Trophy is engraved annually with the name of the tennis
player who wins the All-College Tennis Tournament.
The John Francis Boyer Most Valuable Player Award, established by St. Anthony Hall in
1957, is presented to the player who has been of "Most Value to the Lacrosse Team." A
major trophy is kept in the college trophy case and a replica is presented each year to the
winner.
The Wyckoff Award is presented annually to the winner of the varsity golf team tournament.
The Torch Award, established in 1962 by Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Morgan , Bryn Mawr,
Pa. , is awarded to the person who has done the most to foster and perpetuate crew at
Trinity.
The Hartford Barge Club Rowing Trophy, established in 1963 by members of the
Hartford Barge Club, is awarded for sportsmanship and most improvement in rowing.
The David 0. Wicks, Jr., Prize, established by David 0. Wicks, Jr. '63, is awarded to the
freshman who best exemplifies the spirit of the founders of the Trinity College Rowing
Association.
The Albert C. Williams Hockey Cup is given by his friends and family in memory of
Albert C. Williams, Class of 1964, who helped to establish hockey as a sport at Trinity. The
cup is awarded to that hockey player who has demonstrated the qualities ofleadership , team
spirit, and sportsmanship.
The Frank Marchese Hockey Award, established in 1975, is awarded to the most valuable hockey player. The major trophy is kept in the trophy case and a bowl is presented
annually to the winner.
The Thomas H. Taylor Fencing Trophy is to be awarded annually to a member of the
Trinity College fencing team who, in his enthusiasm and sportsmanlike conduct, has captured the spirit of the art of fencing.
The Marsh Frederick Chase Memorial Fencing Award is presented to the member of
the team who has contributed most significantly to the cause of fencing.
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Degrees Conferred in 1977
The following degrees, having been voted by the Corporation, were duly
conferred at the public Commencement Exercises May 29.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES IN COURSE
Andrew Howard Friedman, Connecticut, B. A. ,
VALEDICTORIAN AND 0PTIMUS

with Honors in General Scholarship, Mathematics & Economics
Donald Spaulding Berry, Connecticut, B.A.,
SALUTATORIAN

with Honors in General Scholarship & Political Science

Richard John Annulli , Connecticut, B.S.,
with Honors in Biochemistry
Jane Annunziata, Connecticut,
B.S. , Psychology,
with Honors in General Scholarship
Louis Joseph Aronne, New York, B.S .,
with Honors in General Scholarship
& Biochemistry
Paul Arthur Backofen, Connecticut, B.A. ,
with Honors in History
irginia Harris Bartot, Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in General Scholarship ,
Psychology & Sociology
Geoffrey Parker Bingham, Massachusetts, B. A.,
with Honors in Psychology
Martha Strother Cooley, New Jersey, B.A. ,
with Honors in English & Philosophy
*Omar Hussein Dahbour, Maryland, B.A.,
History & Philosophy,
with Honors in History
Angelee Diana, Connecticut, B.S.,
with Honors in Biochemistry
Richard Michael Dubiel, Connecticut, B.S .,
Psychology & English ,
with Honors in Psychology
Peter Welles Duke, Colorado, B.A.,
with Honors in Art History
Richard Spencer Elliott, Connecticut, B.A.,
Political Science & Economics,
with Honors in Political Science
•In Ab entia

Jill Sara Epstein, Connecticut, B.S .,
with Honors in Psychology
Alpharetta Tucker Ewing, Maryland, B.A.,
with Honors in Theatre Arts
Jeffrey Neal Farber, New Jersey, B.S. ,
Biology & Psychology,
with Honors in Psychology
Richard Ira Feinberg, New York, B.A. ,
with Honors in Philosophy
Stephen Armitage Forsling, Colorado, B. A.,
with Honors in English
Kenneth N. Goldenberg, Pennsylvania, B.A.,
with Honors in General Scholarship
& Intercultural Studies
Patricia Anne Grandjean, Connecticut, B. A. ,
with Honors in Psychology
David Ian Greenspan , Pennsylvania, B.S.,
with Honors in Physics
Andrew Clark Griesinger, Ohio, B.A. ,
with Honors in Music
John Joseph Grous, Connecticut, B.S .,
with Honors in Biology .
Nancy Starr Hayim , New York, B.S. ,
with Honors in Psychology & English
Mark Henrickson, Delaware, B.A.,
Religion & Psychology,
with Honors in Religion
Frederick Earl Hornung, Illinois, B.A.,
Religion & Urban Studies,
with Honors in Religion
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Christopher Alan Jepson , Rhode Isl.:md, B.S.,
with Honors in Psychology
*Gabrielle Wright Jervey, Maryland, B.A.,
with Honors in History
Nicholas Charles Katz, Ohio, B.S. ,
· with Honors in Biology
Joseph Harris Kluger, New Jersey, B.A.,
with Honors in Music
Elizabeth Anneke Lancraft, Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in Intercultural Studies
John Carey Laporte , Jr., Connecticut, B.S. ,
with Honors in Biochemistry and
Computer Major coordinated with
Biochemistry
Claudia Leslie, New York, B.S.,
with Honors in Psychology
Ross Allen Lewin, Illinois,
B.A. , American Studies,
with Honors in General Scholarship
Belinda Lee Lewis, Illinois, B.S.,
Psychology & Spanish,
with Honors in Psychology
Richard Greg Lupton, New Jersey, B.S.,
with Honors in Biology
Megan Elizabeth Maguire, Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in Intercultural Studies
David Neil Marks, Connecticut, B.S.,
with Honors in General Scholarship
& Chemistry
Ellen Sandra Marshall, New Jersey, B.A. ,
with Honors in Religion & Psychology
Yutaka Matsuura-Ishizaka, Maryland, B.A.,
Political Science & Economics,
with Honors in Political Saience
Andrew John McGurgan , Connecticut, B.A. ,
with.Jlonors in Classics
Hughan Conrad Meyer III, Pennsylvania, B. A. ,
Economics & Political Science,
with Honors in Political Science
Julianne Marie Miller, Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in Biology
Carolyn isa Mindnich, New Jersey, B.S.,
with Honors in Psychology
Nancy Sue Nies, Florida, B. A.,
English & Religion,
with Honors in English
Thomas Hudson Osgood, Maryland, B.A.,
with Honors in Studio Arts
Andrew Milton Paalborg, Pennsylvania, B.A.,
with Honors in American Studies
Marc Alan Pearlin, Connecticut, B.A.,
Economics & Spanish,
with Honors in Spanish

Brian Hinton Abery, Connecticut,
B.A., Psychology
*In Absentia

Susan Eileen Pen n, Maryland, B.A.,
with Honors in History
Clifford Lewis Posman , New York, B.S.,
with Honors in Psychology
Matthew Richard Quigley, Illinois, B.S.,
with Honors in Biochemistry
David Alan Rosen , Virginia, B.S .,
Psychology & Biochemistry,
with Honors in Psychology
Paula Leslie Sahakian , Massachusetts, B.S.,
with Honors in General Scholarship
& Psychology
William Null Shoff, Pennsylvania, B.S.,
with Honors in Psychology
Gale Phyllis Simon , Pennsylvania, B.S.,
Mathematics & Economics,
with Honors in Economics
Michael Paul Sjogren , Massachusetts, B.S.,
with Honors in Engineering
Charles Edward Spicer, Jr. , New Jersey, B.A.,
English & French ,
with Honors in English
Martha Freimuth Stingel, Connecticut,
B.A. , Psychology,
with Honors in General Scholarship
Mark Dermott Strickland, Connecticut, B.S .,
with Honors in General Scholarship
& Psychology
Peter Michael Switchenko, Connecticut, B.S.,
with Honors in Engineering
Reinhard Peter Bernhard Viehoff, Connecticut.
B.S. , with Honors in Chemistry
Pamela Ann Waleryszak, Connecticut, B.S .,
Mathematics & Economics,
with Honors in Mathematics
Mary Ann Wertheim , Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in History
Bruce Adam Wessel, Connecticut, B.A. ,
with Honors in Political Science
Tracey Morgan Wilson , Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in Intercultural Studies
Jeanette Marie Witter, New York, B.A.,
with Honors in Psychology
Charles K. Yaros, Connecticut, B.A.,
with Honors in General Scholarship
& Economics
Michael Anthony Zampaglione , Connecticut B.
with Honors in Engineering
Claudia Miriam Zanger, New York, B.A.,
with Honors in History

George Bennis Adrian , Connecticut,
B.S ., Biology
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Li a Joan Alberti Massachusetts,

B. A. Psychology
Leonard Michael Alpert, New York ,
B.A., Political Science
William C. Amory, Massachusetts,
B.A., Economics
Gai l Patrice Andrews, Rhode Island,
B.S., Biochemistry
Timothy Baldwin Angle, New York ,
B. A., Theatre Arts
Jame Hambl ton Arnold, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
*llichard Lee Ashley, Jr., Maryland,
B. A., Religion
Juliana Attwood, Arkansas,
B.S. , Biology
ancy Jayne Barber, Connecticut,
B.A., English
Thomas Jo eph Barker, Massachusetts ,
B.A., Economics
Charles Lightner Bathke, Minnesota ,
B.A., History
teven Gordon Batson, Delaware,
B.A. , History
Sophie Baker Bell , Pennsylvania,
B.A. , Political Science
Mara Lisa Bentman, Pennsylvania,
B.A., Intercultural Studies
Hillary Rea Bercovici, New York ,
B.A., Philosophy
Joan Irene Berge r, New Jersey,
B.A., Economics
Peter John Bergold, New Jersey,
B.S., Biology
Stephen Richard Bernstein, Pennsylvania,
B.A., History
Marion Jameson Bevans, New Jersey,
B.A., Psychology
Daniel Jeremy Bial, New Jersey,
B.A. , English
Jennifer Brooke Binzen, Pennsylvania,
B.A., English
Laurie Elizabeth Blair, Massachusetts,
B. A., Psychology
*Karen Suzanne Blakeslee, New Hampshire,
B. A. , Economics
William Earl Boye Bond, Alabama,
B.S., Computer Major coordinated with
Biology and Biology
Ernest Robert Bourassa, Massachusetts ,
B.A., Economics
James Thornton Bradt, Pennsylvania,
B.S., Environmental Studies
Peter Gunn Braman, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Leslie Brayton, Connecticut,
B.A. , English & Economics

"l•Ab#ntia

Mary EIJen Breault, Connecticut,
B.S., Mathematics & Economics
Judith Carol Brillman, Pennsylvania,
B.A., Religion
Robert K ith Brogadir, Connecticut,
B.S. , Biology
John Michael Brucato, Massachusetts,
B.S., Psychology
Su san B th Budnick, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Sociology_& Spanish
Robe rt Cottrell Buffum , Jr. , Florida ,
B.A., Economics
Richard Murray Burdge, Pennsylvania ,
B.A., Economics
Gregory Michael Bums, Maine,
B.S ., Biology
Paul David Cameron, New York ,
B.A. , History
Edward Lester Carpenter II, Ohio,
B.A., Economics
Barbara Whitney Castle , Connecticut,
B.A., Psychology
Robe rt Daniel Cedarbaum, Connecticut,
B. A., Political Science
Cheryl Lynn Champy, Connecticut,
B.S., Biology
James Scott Chapin , Connecticut,
B.A., History
Michael Charles Cheney, Connecticut,
B.S. , Biochemistry
John Gilmore Childers , New Jersey,
B.A., History
Allen Lee Church, Connecticut,
B.A. , Music
Anthony William Ciccaglione, Connecticut,
B.A. , Economics
Candace Anne Clark, Connecticut,
B.A. , Economics
William Kapp Clark, Pennsylvania,
B. A., History
Jeanne Alice Closson , Massachusetts,
B.S. , Psychology & Biology
Barbara Joyce Cooperman, Massachusetts,
B. A., Economics
David Nicholas Coratti, New Jersey,
B.A. , Political Science & Economics
Stephen Eliot Corso, Connecticut,
B.S. , Psychology
Paul Michael Creamer, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Mathematics
*William Streit Cunningham , Connecticut,
B.A., Classics
*Susan Bradbury Curtis, Massachusetts,
B.A., Comparative Literature
Donald Joseph Daigneau, New Hampshire,
B.A. , Economics
Steven Aaron Dash, Pennsylvania,
B.S., Mathematics
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James Robert Davenport, Massachusetts ,
B.S., Biology
Mary Clare Desmond, Massachusetts ,
B.S ., Biology
E. Michael Diefenbach, New York ,
B. A., Economics
Paul John DiMauro , Connecticut,
B.S. , Biology
Meredith Howland Dixon , New York ,
B.A., American Studies
Digna Maria Docal, Colombia ,
B.S ., Biology
Brian James Donnell, Connecticut,
B.A. , Economics & Political Science
Jon Marston Donnelly, New jersey,
B.A. , History
Elizabeth Louise Doolittle, Connecticut,
B.A., Chemistry
Suzanne Robertson Durfee, New York,
B.A. , History
*Curtis Tredwell Dwyer, New York ,
B.S., Psychology
*Catherine Anne Eckert, Pennsylvania,
B.A. , English
*F. Henry Ellis III, Massachusetts,
B.A., Art History
*Sally A. Engelhard, New jersey,
B.A. , French
Joyce Elaine Erickson, Washington,
B.A., History
Charles Hayden Ericson, Connecticut,
B.S. , Psychology
Josephine Concetta Failla, Connecticut,
B.A. , Spanish & Psychology
Gian Fredric Fantacci, Italy,
B.A., Modern Languages
Douglas John Fauser, New York ,
B.S ., Biology
Peter Scott Feinman , New York ,
B.A. , Philosophy
Margaret Lycett Felton, Maryland,
B. A. , Religion
Daniel James Filer, Connecticut,
B.A., Art History
Deborah Anne Flower, New York ,
B.A., English
Lewis Edward Fountain , New York ,
B.S. , Biology
Eric Anderson Fowler, Jr., Pennsylvania,
B.A., Economics
Mary Stames Freeman, Maine,
B.A. , French
Robert Jay Friedman, New jersey,
B. A. , Economics
Quentin Cline Furr, North Carolina,
B.A. , American Studies
William Fuller Gadsden, New jersey ,
B.A. , Philosophy & Psychology
*In Absentia

Stephen Holla Gamer III, Massachusetts,
B.A. , History
Howard Leslie Carrel, Connecticut,
B.A. , English
Mark Craig Gerchman , Connecticut,
B.S., Physics
Mark Charles Gersz, Connecticut,
B.S. , Psychology
Timothy Markley Ghriskey, Connecticut,
B. A., Philosophy
John Thomas Gianis , New jersey,
B. A., Biology
Edith Lambert Gibbons , New York ,
B. A., Psychology
James Arthur Gillespie, Pennsylvania,
B.A. , Intercultural Studies
John Charles Gillespie, New j erse y,
B. A., English
*Raquel Alice Gimenez, New York,
B.S. , Biology
Lawrence Richard Glassman, New York,
B.S ., Chemistry
Sharon Ruth Gogan , Connecticut,
B.A. , English
Bruce Warren Goldberg, New York ,
B.S ., Biology
Lawrence Jero me Golden , New jersey,
B.A., Economics & Sociology
Sarah Jane Gordon , New jersey,
B.A. , Psychology
James Je ffrey Gott, Connecticut,
B.A. , Economics
John Robert Gowell, Jr., Pennsylvania,
B.A., History
Donald Frank Grabowski, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Laurie Jean Grauel, Connecticut,
B.S. , Biochemistry
James William Graves , Delaware,
B.A., English & Political Science
Robert Stout Greenawalt, Pennsylvania,
B.A. , Economics
*Margaret Randolph Greenough, Massachuseth.
B.A. , English
John Ives Griglun, Connecticut,
B.A., Political Science
*Kenneth David Grillo, Connecticut,
B.S ., Engineering
Marjorie Ramsay Gross , Maryland,
B. A. , English & Psychology
Francis Alan Grubelich, Connecticut,
B.S., Biochemistry
Margo L. Halle, Maryland,
B. A., Psychology
Christopher Kerry Hanna, New York,
B.A. , Theatre Arts & English
*Christopher Gorham Harris, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Psychology
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Alexander Neilson Harvey, New jersey,
B. A., Psychology
*Catherine Waller Haven, New York,
B. A. , Philosophy
Barbara Ellen Hayden , Pennsylvania,
B.A., History
Maureen Cecilia Healy, New York,
B.A., Economics
Patrick Michael Heffernan, Massachusetts,
B.A. , History
Alyson Balfour Henning, Connecticut,
B.A., Urban Studies
Blair Austin Heppe, Pennsylvania,
B.A., History
Thomas Patrick Heslin, Jr. , Connecticut,
B.A., Classics
Stacie Page Hewit, New York,
B.A., Psychology
Robert Fraser Hilgendorff, Connecticut,
B.A. , History
*Frank Albro Holmes, Massachusetts,
B.A., Economics
Jeanne Luke Hom, Connecticut,
B.A., Sociology
William Dewsbury Horn, New jersey,
B.A., Political Science
Lisa Ann Hughes, Massachusetts ,
B.A., French
Peter Gage Humphrey, New York,
B.S., Psychology
Daniel Louis Iadonisi, Connecticut,
B. A. , Political Science
Paul William Ingle, Jr., Connecticut,
B. A., Philosophy
Walter William Jabs, Jr. , Massachusetts,
B.A., Economics
Jason Joseph Jacobson , New York ,
B.A. , American Studies
David Pierre Jancarski , Connecticut,
B.S., Mathematics
George Wellington Jensen II, Rhode Island,
B. A., Economics
Arthur Julian Johnson, Maryland,
B.A. , English
\' . Rae Johnston , Connecticut,
B.A., English
\ endy Marie Johnston, Pennsylvania,
B.A. , Psychology
Frank Van Dyke Judson, Illinois,
B.A., History
Alan Joseph Juliano, New York ,
B.A., History
Robin Am Kahn, Connecticut,
B.A. , History
~1artin Earle Kanoff, Pennsylvania,
B.A., Religion
Andrew Woolner Kaufman , New York,
B.A., History
'In Ab entia

Deborah Hollis Kaye, Florida,
B. A., Economics & American Studies
Steven Michael Kayman, Maryland,
B.A., English
Olabode Oluyinka Kayode, Nigeria,
B.S., Biology & Psychology
John Paul Kendall, Vermont,
B.A. , Economics
Susan Harriette Kepnes, Massachusetts,
B.A., English
Beatrice Leslie Kernan, New York,
B.A. , American Studies & Art History
Gary Richard Kevorkian, Connecticut,
B.A., Sociology
Timothy Rath Kirschner, Nebraska,
B.A. , Philosophy
John Hill Kitchen III, New York,
B.A., English
Corliss Anne Konwiser, New Hampshire,
B. A. , Interdisciplinary Major:
Medieval Studies
Marian Kuhn , Connecticut,
B. A. , American Studies
Mark Roland Kupferberg, New York,
B.A., Economics
Roger Rene LaCharite, Connecticut,
B.A. , Economics
Bennet Lapidus, New jersey,
B. A. , Political Science
Jan Leslie Larsson, New jersey,
B.S. , Computer Major coordinated with
Biology
Honor Lassalle, New York,
B. A. , Interdisciplinary Major:
French Area Studies
Dodd Robert Latimer, Pennsylvania,
B. A., Theatre Arts & Economics
Diana Lincoln Lee, New jersey,
B.A. , English
*Anne Margaret Levine, New York,
B.S., Chemistry
Thomas Byrne Lines, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Stuart Simmons Lovejoy, Connecticut,
B. A. , Psychology
Eric Stephen Luskin, Massachusetts,
B. A. , English & Political Science
Gwynne MacColl, Oregon,
B.A., Urban Studies
Michael Mackey, New York ,
B.A., Economics
Michael Mark Madore, Connecticut,
B.A., English & Art History
John David Mahder, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Meredith Gregg Mainhardt, New York ,
B.A. , History
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Linda Mallon, Florida,
B.A., American Studies
Jeffrey Lawrence Mandler, Florida ,
B.A. , History
Karen Lucretia Mapp, Connecticut,
B.A., Psychology
Tucker Ian Marr, New Jersey ,
B.A., History
Paul McClellan Martha, Jr. , Connecticut,
B.S. , Biology
Robert Stratford Martin, New Jersey,
B.A. , Economics
Andrea Leigh Massey, Connecticut,
B.A. , Art History
Anthony Joseph Mazzarella, Connecticut,
B. A. , Psychology
Brian Paul McFadzen, New York ,
B.A. , Economics
Douglas Moore McGarrah, Massachusetts,
B.A., Political Science
James Michael McGrath, Jr., New York,
B.A., Economics
Bruce Wentworth McKay, Massachusetts,
B.A., Art History
Valerie Mary McKee, Connecticut,
B.A., Intercultural Studies
John A. McKenna, Jr., Connecticut,
B.A., History & Psychology
Richard Walter Meier, Connecticut,
B.S., Chemistry
Jeffrey Scott Meltzer, Pennsylvania,
B. A., Economics
Robert Charles Meyer, Connecticut,
B.S., Engineering
Donald Seth Miller, New York,
B.S. , Biology
Michael George Moffitt, Pennsylvania,
B.A., History
Cynthia Schaefer Mohr, Pennsylvania,
B.A., American Studies
Mark Steven Moore, Missouri,
B.S., Biology
Bennett Bayer Mortell, Connecticut,
B.A., History
*Deborah Elizabeth Moser, Maryland,
B.A., English
James Michael Moskow, Massachusetts,
B.A., Political Science
David Joseph Murphy, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Political Science
Gregory Scott Murphy, Illinois,
B. A., Theatre Arts
Steve L. Naito, Oregon,
B.A., Economics
Kay Lord Newburger, New York ,
B.A. , Psychology
John Edward Niekrash, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
•In Absentia

Martin Thomas Nweeia, Connecticut,
B. A., Biology & English
Deirdre O'Brien, New Jersey,
B.A. , Economics
Merrill Michael O'Brien, New Jersey,
B.A. , Classics
Clement Richardson Ogilby, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Art History
Robert Daniel O'Leary, Jr. , Massachusetts,
B.A., Economics
Sean Edward O'Malley, Massachusetts,
B. A. , Psychology
Michael David O'Neil, Massachusetts,
B.A., History & Political Science
Philip Henry Osman, New York ,
B.A., American Studies
Michael Alan Osur, New York ,
B. A. , Religion & Philosophy
Paul Joseph Pantano, Jr., Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Laurence M. Papel, New jersey,
B.A. , History & English
Jane Lee Papps, Massachusetts,
B.A., History
James Edward Parker, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Economics
William Raymond Peterson, Connecticut,
B. A. , Economics
Katherine Ronan Philson, New York,
B.A., •Modern Languages
Peter Kellogg Phinney, Massachusetts,
B. A., Theatre Arts
Winthrop DeForest Piper, Massachusetts,
B.A., English & Psychology
James Edward Plagenhoef, Massachusetts,
B.S., Biology
Alan Hewit Plough, Pennsylvania,
B.S. , Engineering
Carol Marvel Plough, Pennsylvania,
B.A., French
Robert Mark Pollak, Massachusetts,
B.A., Psychology
Charles Augustus Poole, Maine,
B.S. , Psychology
Richard Marshall Porton , Massachusetts,
B.A., English ·
John Cleveland Post, Connecticut,
B.A. , Political Science
*Cynthia Sue Prevey, Ohio,
B.A., English
Philip Delano Riley, Virginia,
B.A. , English & Theatre Arts
Thomas Alan Rockenfield, Ohio ,
B.A. , Music
Theodore Charles Roman, Connecticut,
B.S., Mathematics
*Barry Allen Rosen, New Jersey,
B.A., Philosophy
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*Joy Beth Rosen, Massachusetts,
B.A. , English & Psychology
Mark Rosolowsky, New ]er:sey,
B.S., Biology
Robert Rovezzi, Connecticut,
B.A., English & Theatre Arts
Walte r John Rudnick, New jersey,
B.S., Biology
*Luz Elenia Ruiz Figueroa, Puerto Rico ,
B.S., Psychology
Gregory John Sacca, Massachusetts ,
B.A. , Philosophy
Mitchel Donald Sanborn , Ohio,
B.S. , Economics & Engineering
Virginia Lucy Sanchez, New York,
B.A. , Political Science
Robert Jeffrey Sands, Pennsylvania,
B.A. , History
Jack Julio Santos, Connecticut,
B.A., Philosophy
David John Scharff, Kentucky,
B.A., Psychology
Roger Irvin Schreck, Ohio,
B.S. , Physics
Conrad Ost Seifert, Connecticut,
B.A. , English
John McConville Shannon , Washington , D.C.,
B.A. , History
John Joseph Shaskus , Connecticut,
B.S ., Chemistry
Francis Martin Shea II, Massachusetts ,
B. A., Intercultural Studies & Spanish
Samuel Roswell Shepherd, Ohio,
B.A. , History
J. Craig Shields III, Pennsylvania,
B. A., Physics & Philosophy
Monica Sidor, Connecticut,
B.S ., Biology
*Jeffrey Stuart Siegel, Massachusetts ,
B.S., Biochemistry
Michael David Siegel, Maryland,
B.S. , Engineering
Steven Paul Siegrist, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Ralph David Sinsheimer, New York ,
B. A., History
JoAnn Slutsky, Pennsylvania ,
B.A., Theatre Arts & English
Deborah Jean Smith , Maryland,
B.A. , Political Science
Harriet Flower Smith, Pennsylvania,
B.S. , Mathematics
~iargaret Kennedy Smith , Pennsylvania,
B. A., Political Science
Sandra Smith , Illinois ,
B.S., Psychology
Richard Theodore Sokolov, N ew York ,
B.S., Biology
'In Absentia

*Kirk Allan Springsted, Minnesota,
B. A. , Psychology
Michael Samuel Stein , Connecticut,
B.A., Urbarr Studies
Mark Steven Stern , Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
*John Burton Stevens, Jr. , New York,
B. A. , Religion
Walter Leffingwell Stewart, New Mexico ,
B.S ., Biochemistry
Peter Allen Stisser, Connecticut,
B.A. , Psychology
Alison Griffith Stoddard, New jersey,
B.A. , Psychology
Mary Helene Stodolink, Connecticut,
B.A. , Psychology
Philip William Studwell, New York ,
B. A., Religion
Stephen Oliver Stueck, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Stephen Matthias Sunega, Connecticut,
B.A. , Studio Arts
Robert William Sweeney, Oregon ,
B. A., Philosophy & Religion
Andrew Ahem Tamoney, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Richard Sebastian Tanasi, Connecticut,
B. A. , Political Science
David Louis Teichmann, Hawaii,
B. A. , Political Science
Samuel Wistar Morris Thayer, Pennsylvania,
B.A. , American Studies
Roderick Manley Thompson, Illinois,
B.A., Economics
Ellen Alice Thomson , New York ,
B. A., Philosophy & Biology
David Douglas Tibbals, Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Carl Grammer Torrey, Jr., Pennsylvania,
B. A. , Political Science
Charles Bowdoin Train, Washington , D .C.,
B.A. , Environmental Studies & Economics
Anthony John Trivella, Connecticut,
B.A., History
Emily Nos worthy Twaddell, Pennsylvania,
B. A. , Psychology
Elizabeth Kittredge Tyson , Connecticut,
B.S. , Psychology
Richard Paul Uluski, Connecticut,
B.A., Psychology
Eddie Valentin , New York,
B.A. , Modem Languages
Peter Bickford Van Syckle, Connecticut,
B.S. , Engineering
Yvette Vartanian, Iran,
B.A., Art History
Louis Vassallo, New York,
B.A., Intercultural Studies
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John Nicholas Vecchio, New York,
B.S. , Biochemistry
*Richard Cabot Walton, Massachusetts ,
B.A. , Economics
Alexander Robin Weedon , Massachusetts,
B.A. , Economics
Richard David Weiman , New Jersey ,
B. A., Philosophy
Amy Sara Weinrib, New York,
B.A., Psychology & Studio Arts
Paul Bradford Wendler, Massachusetts,
B.S. , Biology
David Gary Weselcouch, Connecticut,
B. A., Economics
*M. Steven Clark Williams, New York ,
B.S. , Psychology
Priscilla Bryan Williams , Massachusetts,
B.A. , History
Deborah Lynn Wilson , Connecticut,
B.S. , French & Chemistry
Edmund Russell Wilson , Connecticut,
B.A., Music
Kim Ernest Winnard, Massachusetts,
B. A. , Interdisciplinary Majar: International
Relations/European Studies
C. Steven Wolf, Missouri,
B.A., Biology

David Lewis Wolf, Massachusetts,
B.A. , Psychology & Religion
Nancy Lynne Wolfson, New York ,
B. A., Italian & Political Science
Peter Chari s Wolk, New Jersey ,
B.A., American Studies
Melodye Ann Wood, Massachusetts ,
B.S. , Chemistry
Wheaton Bissell Wood , Washington , D.C.,
B.A., Music
James David Wyatt, Connecticut,
B. A. , Biology & Philosophy
Michael Kent Wyman , Connecticut,
B.A., Economics
Gary Howard Zabel, Connecticut,
B.S., Chemistry
Charles Robert Zelinger, Connecticut,
B.A. , Political Science
Arthur Harry Ziev, Pennsylvania,
B.A., American Studies & Economics
John Tadeusz Ziewacz, Connecticut,
B.S. , Biology
Marla Ivy Zimmers, Connecticut,
B.A. , Economics
•In Ab entia

I

I

I
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Conferring of Master, s Degree in Course
Education
B.S., 1971, Simmons Colle~e
Education
B.S., 1975, Lynchburf Co ege
B.A., 1960, College o New Rochelle
French
B.A. , 1971, Albertus Magnus College
Political Science
B.S ., 1969, Central Connecticut State College
History
B.A., 1971, Elmira College, M.A., 1972,
Education
Trinity Colle~e
len Hanna Black
B.A., 1966, Midd ebury College
English
rt Andrew Breen
B.A., 1967, Central Connecticut State College Economics
an Anne Buckles
B.S., 1973, Central Connecticut State College
Education
emary Ann Chianese
B.A., 1972, Merrimack College
English
B.S., 1966, University of Connecticut
Economics
ph Ral~h Christiano
mard Jo n Cox, Jr.
B.A., 1969, University of Pennsylvania
Economics
· Ellen Crowley
B.S., 1968, Southern Connecticut State College
French
ael Charles Cunningham B.A., 1966, St. Anselm' College
Political Science
ael Daniel Dechichio
Mathematics
B.A. , 1972, University of Connecticut
Boczar Delphia
B.A., 1973, Boston College
Education
gory F. DeManche
B.A., 1974, Hofstra University
Education
ce Raymond Donahue
B.A., 1972, College of the Holy Cross
Political Science
ce Earl Douglas
B.S ., 1969, Central Connecticut State College
History
:mond Bernard Dunn , Jr. B.A., 1968, Providence College
Economics
n Robert Edmondson
B.A., 1972, University of Hartford
Education
rt Frederick Feige
B.A., 1971, University of Connecticut
Economics
dra Jane Rau Ferrari
B.A., 1971, Colby College
Education
n Frances Foley
B.A., 1974, New England College
Political Science
·am Lawrence Foye
B.A. , 1969, Amherst College
Education
line Kaufman Freedman
B.A., 1951, Syracuse University
Political Science
rt ictor Giunta, Jr.
B. A., 1971, American University
History
Mathieu Grace
B. A., 1970, Syracuse University
English
leen Tracy Grimaud
B.A. , 1975, Central Connecticut State College
Education
B.S ., 1969, University of Bridgeport
Education
cJ Jane Guyon
i Wilson Haight
History
B.A., 1967, Trinity Colle~
'stina Marie Hanson
B.A., 1966, Mount Holho ·e College, M.S.,
1967, Simmons Co lege
English
n Fredi Heyman
B.A., 1972, University of Connecticut
Education
'ce Bolle Heywood
B.S., 1971, Springfield College
English
cetta Tina S. Intagliata
B.A., 1970, St. Jo eph College
French
eth Roderick Jarok
B.A., 1970, Grove City College
English
Hugh Dudley Je tin
B.A., 1967, Bo ton University, M.S., 1968,
Central Connecticut State College
English
B.S. E. , 1965, Massachusetts State
College at North Adams
Education
·am Edward Kelvie IV
B.A. , 1971, Tufts University
English
id idney Kirk
B.A., 1972, Earlham College
Economics
ael Chi-Wo Lam
B.S ., 1973, Purdue University
Mathematics
rt Alan Landgraff
B.S. , 1968, Pennsylvania State University
Economics
d Peter Lang
B.S ., 1972, Southern Connecticut State College
History
John Langin, Jr.
B.A., 1967, University of Connecticut
Political Science
leen Clara Langert Lee
B. A., 1970, Pacific Lutheran University
Education
ph John Lepak, Jr.
B.A., 1973, Southern Connecticut State College Philosophy
rt Paul Lucas
B. B.A., 1969, Nichols College
Education
\1m John MacMillan
B.S., 1972, University of Hartford
Economics
nna Moulton Anderson
· Jo~ce Andrews
ce e Frechette Arvantely
et Germaine Aubin
dra Hartwell Becker
cy Berson

M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.S.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.S .
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
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*James Edward Mangino
Ronald Lee Marchetti
Patricia Clark Metzner
*Christopher Anthony
Millson- Martula
Michael Philip Monahan , Jr.
*Sharon Ann Moran
Robert Arthur Paglia
Phyllis Greenfield Pasternak
Everett John Rutan III
Judy Stevenson Sager
Christopher John Sheehan
Carolyn McNamara Sluis
Roger Francis Stone
Mary Patricia Welch Sullivan
George C. Sutherland
Barbara Ann Tatro
Roy David Teeters
*David William Turek
James Michael Vaughan
Florence Epps Wolfson
*Linda Wrigley
Donald Yacovone
*Paul Francis Zito

B. A., 1970, Marist College
Education
B. A., 1970, Bowdoin College
Latin
B.A., 1971, University of Connecticut
Education
B.A. , 1968, Tufts College, M.S., 1969,
Columbia University
History
B.A., 1970, Fairfield University
English
B.A. , 1966, Albertus Magnus College
History
B.A. , 1969, University of New Haven
Philosophy
B.A. , 1958, Brooklyn College
English
B.A. , 1974, Yale University
Mathematics
B.S ., 1970, Springfield College
Education
B. A., 1972, Merrimack College
English
B.A., 1966, University of Connecticut.
Education
B. A. , 1969, College of the Holy Cross
Latin
B.A., 1971, Regis College
Education
B.S. , 1974, Trinity College
Education
B.A. , 1973, University of Connecticut
Education
B. A., 1971, Colorado College
English
Mathematics
B.A. , 1972, University of Rochester
B.S .F.S. , 1971, Georgetown University
Political Science
B.A. , 1938, Randolph-Macon Women's College
Latin
B.A., 1969, Gettysburg College
History
B.S., 1974, Southern Connecticut State College
History
B. A. , 1969, University of Colorado
Political Science

~I

Stephen john Thoren, B.S . 1976, will be awarded a Master of Science degree in Environmental Scienct
Technology by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute through The Hartford Graduate Center.

HONORIS CAUSA
CARLYLE FULLER BARNES , Bristol, Connecticut
FRANK STANLEY CERVENY '55, jacksonville, Florida
ELLA T AMBUSSI GRASSO, Hartford, Connecticut
SISTER MARY CONSOLATA O ' CONNOR, West Hartford,
HARRY REASONER, New York , New York
SIDNEY DILLON RIPLEY II, Washington , D.C.
0USMAN AHMADOU SALLAH '65, jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Connecticut

Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor

of Laws
of Divinity
of Laws
of Humanities
of Laws
of Science
of Laws
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Corporation
GEORGE WALLACE BAILEY STARKEY, M.D., Chairman* Brookline, Mass.
ARNOLD HENRY MOSES , B.A. , Secretary*
West Hartford
CHARTER TRUSTEES
LYMAN BUSHNELL BRAINERD, LL.D.*
ARNOLD HENRY MOSES, B.A.*
GEORGE KEITH FUNSTON, L.H.D. *
DANIEL ALPERT, SC.D.
JoHN KAPP CLARK, sc.D.
SEYMOUR EWING SMITH, B.S.*
GEORGE WALLACE BAILEY STARKEY, M.D.*
VmGINIA HuTCHINSON GRAY (MRs.)*
STUART DADE WATSON, M.B.A.*
WILLIAM RAVENEL PEELLE, B.A.*
MORRISON HowARD BEACH, J.D.
LEONARD ELI GREENBERG, B.S.*

West Hartford
West Hartford
Greenwich
Urbana, Ill.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wethersfield
Brookline, Mass.
Hartford
Farmington
Hartford
Hartford
West Hartford

TERM TRUSTEES
WILLIAM MECKLENBURG POLK, B.A. (1978)
Lawrenceville, N.J.
NATHANIEL PRYOR REED, B.A. (1979)
Washington, D.C.
DoRA RICHARDSON LOWENSTEIN (MRS.), A.A. (1982)Washington, D.C.
BRENTON WAYNE HARRIES, M.B.A. (1983)
New York, N.Y.
ROBERT MAX BLUM, LL.B. (1984)
New York, N.Y.
ALISON BARBOUR MACLEAN, M.ED. (1985)
Nmfolk
DAVID LINWOOD COFFIN (1985)
West Hartford
ALUMNI TRUSTEES
DOUGLAS TOBLER TANSILL, M.B.A. (1978)
}AY EDWARD GEIGER, M.B.A. (1980)
THOMAS CLARK DEPATIE, B.A. (1981)
}AMES ALBERT VANSANT, M.A. (1982)
KARL EDWARD SCHEIBE, PH.D. (1983)

New York, N.Y.
Media, Pa.
Ridgewood, N.J.
St. Louis, Mo.
Middletown

THEODORE DAVIDGE LOCKWOOD, PH.D., Trustee and President*
Hartford
Year indicates expiration of term.
* These members of the Board form the Executive Committee.
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TRUSTEES EMERITI
Glastonbury
Washington, D.C.
Avon
Washington, D.C.
Palm Springs, Fla.
Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
Pleasant. Valley
Warren, Ohio
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bogalusa, La.

HENRY SAMUEL BEERS, LL.D.
}OSEPH CAMPBELL, LL.D.
OSTROM ENDERS, LL.D.
GEORGE MALLETTE FERRIS, LL.D.
WILLIAM PERSONS GWINN, SC.D.
RoBERT BARNARD O'CoNNOR, D.F.A.
}OHN REINHART REITEMEYER, LL.D.
RAYMOND }OHN WEAN, SC.D.
GEORGE WARREN WYCKOFF, B.A.
VERTREES YOUNG, D.SC.

BOARD OF FELLOWS

1976-77
SENIOR FELLOWS
ERNEST C. BARRETT Ill
NANCY A. HEFFNER '71
WILSON H. TAYLOR '64
}OHN L. THOMPSON '58
CHARLES KURZ II '67
THELMA M. WATERMAN

Washington, D.C.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Hartford
West Hartford
Philadelphia
New London

'66

'71
JUNIOR FELLOWS

ETHAN F. BASSFORD '39
W. }AMES TOZER, }R. '63, CHAIRMAN
SIEGBERT KAUFMAN •46
PETER W. NASH '55
CHRISTINE S. VERTEFEUILLE '72
ROBERT D. CHAMBERLAIN '55

Hartford
New York, N.Y.
Hartford
Boston, Mass.
New Haven
Bloomfield

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
President
Senior Vice President
Vice President - Alumni Fund
Vice President - Campus Activities
Vice President - Admissions
Vice President - Area Associations
Vice President- Public Relations
Secretary
Treasurer

BERN.tffiD F. WILBuR, JR.
GEORGE P. LYNCH, }R.
THOMAS C. DEPATIE
RICHARD P. MORRIS
VICTOR F. KEEN
}OSEPH E. COLEN, }R.
THEODORE T. T ANSI
MEGAN
O'NEILL
}OHN T. FINK

J.

·so
'61
'52
'68

'63
'61
'54

'73
'44
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EXECUTIVE COMMITIEE
ROBERT K. ANDRIAN '75
ELAINE I. FELDMAN '76
JEFFREY J. Fox '67
Q ENTIN B. KEITH '72
JOHN W. COOTE '51
JOHN C. CHAPIN '70
DAVID R. SMITH '52

Windsor
New Haven
Newington
Newington
New York
Farmington
Holyoke

NOMI ATINC COMMITIEE
JOSEPH E. COLEN, JR. '61
BONITA F. CORIALE '71
JoHN C. GuNNING '49, CHAIRMAN
ALFRED M. C. MACCOLL '54
WENDA L. HARRIS '76
ORMAN C. KAYSER '57

Norristown, Penn.
Cambridge, Mass.
Hartford
Albany, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
Hartford

ATHLETIC ADVISORY COMMITIEE
RAYMOND A. MONTGOMERY
DONALD
VIERING '42
EDWARDS. LUDORF '51

Woodbridge
Simsbury
Simsbury

'25

J.

AREA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
(1977-7 )
Albany- KENNETH J. LYONS '60
97 Thorndale Rd ., ling rlands , NY 12159
Atlanta- E. WADE LOSE , JR. '55
200 Hunter's Trace Lane, Atlanta, CA 30328
Baltimore - DONALD W . CARROLL, ]R. '62
4416 Underwood Rd., Baltimore, MD 21218
Boston- ]AMES P. WmTTERS III, ESQ. '62
44 Mt. Vernon St., Boston, MA 02108
Chicago - ]OHN A. Drx '6
630 W. Sheridan, #5E , Chicago, IL 60613
Cincinnati - RICHARD H . SCHAEFER '71
3564 Cherry Hill Dr., Fairfield, OH 45014
Clearwater- EDMUND F . DWIGHT, ]R. '53
2614 Parkland Blvd. , Tampa, FL 33609
Cleveland- WILLIAM A. SULLIVAN '61
155 Oak Knoll St., N.E ., Warren , OH 44483
Detroit- BRUCE MCF . ROCKWELL '60
233 Kenwood Ct. , Gross Pointe, MI 48236
Fairfield - FREDERICK M . TOBIN , ESQ. '57
4 Walmsley Rd., Darien , CT 06820
Hartford - WENDELL S. STEPHENSON '50
472 Fern St., West Hartford, CT 06107
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Los Angeles- THOMAS L. SAFRAN '67
943~ Hilgard Ave ., Los Angeles, CA 90024
New Haven- RAYMOND A. MONTGOMERY '25
No. Racebrook Rd. , Woodbridge, CT 06525
New London- FRANCIS A. PuGLIESE '51
28 Gardner Circle, New London , CT 06320
New Orleans- VERTREES YOUNG '15
1500 Young's Rd., Bogalusa, LA 70427
New York- KENNETH A. SOUTHWORTH III '63
llll5 Park Ave., New York, NY 10028
Philadelphia - GEORGE R. GRAHAM, JR. '59
1204 Shadyside Rd. , Downingtown , PA 19335
Phoenix - BRUCE BOLLERMAN '50
8702 N. 66 Place, Paradise Valley, AZ 85253
Pittsburgh- JOHN H. COHEN, JR. '52
5255 Fair Oaks St., Pittsburgh, PA 15217
Princeton - ALFRED N. GUERTIN '22
503 Lake Drive, Princeton, NJ 08540
Providence- F . PHILIP NASH, JR. '51
41 Everett Ave., Providence, RI 02906
Rochester - PETER Z. WEBSTER '57
124 So. Landing Rd. , Rochester, NY 14610
San Diego - WILLIAM G. POLLOCK '53
2270 Caminto Dreciosa Norte, La Jolla, CA 92037
St. Louis - F. CARL ScHUMACHER, JR. '65
Hickey Mitchell Co. , 4242 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63108
San Francisco - ALLEN B . COOPER '66
645 Sausalito Blvd., Sausalito, CA 94965
HAIG G . MARDIKIAN '69
240 Stockton , 4th Fl. , San Francisco, CA 94108
Southern Florida - LoCKWOOD RICHARD DOTY II '44
2749 N.E. 19th St. , Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305
Springfield - BRADFORD M. COGSWELL '48
41 Dover Rd., Longmeadow, MA Oll06
Washington, D.C. -BARRY R. PLOTTS '56
5207 Wehawken Rd., Washington, D. C. 20016

PRESIDENTS OF THE COLLEGE
Thomas Church Brownell
Nathaniel Sheldon
Wheaton
Silas Totten
John Williams
Daniel Raynes Goodwin
Samuel Eliot
John Barrett Kerfoot
John Brocklesby,
Acting President .
Abner Jackson
Thomas Ruggles Pynchon
George Williamson Smith
Flavel Sweeten Luther

1824-1831
1831-1837
1837- 1848
1848-1853
185~1860

1860-1864
1864-1866
1866-1867
1867-1874
1874-1883
188~1904

1904-1919

Henry Augustus Perkins,
Acting President .

191~1916

1919-1920
Remsen Brinckerhoff
Ogilby .
Arthur Howard Hughes,
Acting President .
George Keith Funston
Arthur Howard Hughes,
Acting President .
Albert Charles Jacobs
Theodore Davidge
Lockwood .

192~1943
19~1945
194~1951

1951-1953
19~1968

1968-
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Faculty
President

THEODORE DAVIDGE LOCKWOOD

A.B. 1948 (Trinity), M.A. 1950, Ph . D. 1952 (Princeton), L. H.D. 1968 (Concord), LL. D.
1968 (Union), LL.D. 1969 (University of Hartford), L. H. D . 1970 (Wesleyan) [1968]§
EDWIN PACKARD

Dean of the Faculty
and Hallden Professor of Engineering

N YE

B.S. 1941 ( ew Hampshire), Sc. M. 1947 (Harvard) [1959]

PROFESSORS
EDMOND LABEAUME CHERBONNIER

Professor of Religion, Part-time

B.A. 1939 (Harvard), B.D. 1947 (Union Theological), B.A. 1948, M.A. 1952 (Cantab.),
Ph.D . 1951 (Columbia), D. D. 1959 (Vermont) [1955]

Northam Professor of History
and Secretary of the C allege

GEORGE BRINTON COOPER

B.A. 1938 (Swarthmore), M.A. 1942, Ph . D. 1948 (Yale) [1941]

Scovill Professor of Chemistry

ROBERT HENDERSON SMELLIE , JR.

B.S. 1942, M.S. 1944 (Trinity) Ph .D. 1951 (Columbia) [1948]

Seabury Professor of Mathematics
and Natural Philosophy

WALTER JoHN KLIMCZAK

B.S. 1937, M.A. 1939, Ph . D. 1948 (Yale) [1951]

JoHN BARD McNULTY**

]ames]. Goodwin Professor of English

B.S. 193 (Trinity), M.A. 1939 (Columbia), Ph .D . 1944 (Yale) [1944]
GusTAVE WILLIAM ANDRIAN

Professor of Modern Languages

B.A. 1940 (Trinity), Ph .D . 1946 (Johns Hopkins) [1946]
EuGENE WooD DAVIS

Professor of History

B.A. 1940 (Texas), M.A. 1941 (Harvard), Ph .D. 1948 (North Carolina) [1948]
KARL KuRTH , JR.

Professor of Physical Education
Director of Athletics

B.S. 1942, M.Ed . 1947 (Springfield) [1952]

For alphabetical listing of the Faculty , see page 275.
**Sabbatical Leave, Trinity Term
Date in brackets indicates year of original appointment as a full-time member of the
Trinity Faculty.
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Professor of History

NORTON DoWNs**

B.A. 1940, M.A. 1947, Ph . D. 1950 (Pennsylvania) [1950]

Professor of Physic&

ROBERT LINDSAY

Sc.B. 1947 (Brown), M.A. 1949, Ph.D. 1951 (Rice) [1956]
· RICHARD SCHEUCH

G. Fox and Company Professor of Economic&

B.A. 1942, M.A. 1948, Ph .D . 1952 (Princeton) [1950]

Professor of Biology

}AMES MORRILL VAN STONE

B.A. 1949 (Wesleyan), Ph . D. 1954 (Princeton) [1954]

Professor of Mathematic&

EMMET FINLAY WHITTLESEY

A.B. 1948, M.A. 1955, Ph.D. 1957 (Princeton) [1954]

Professor of Economic&

ROBERT ALDEN BATTIS

B.S.B.A. 1948 (Rutgers), M.A. 1952, Ph .D. 1958 (New York) [1959]

Professor of English

}OHN ARTHUR DANDO*

B.A. 1938, M.A. 1945 (McGill) [1950]

Professor of Physical Education

ROY ALFRED DATH

B.S. 1951 (West Chester State Teachers), M.A. 1956 (Trinity) [1952]
THEODOR MARCUS MAUCH

Professor of Religion
Ellsworth Tracy Lecturer in Religion

A.B. 1943 (Elmhurst), B. D. 1946, S.T.M. 1947, Th .D. 1958 (Union Theological) [1957]

Professor of Engineering
and Coordinator of Computer Seroicea

AUGUST EDwARD SAPEGA

B.S. 1946, M.S. 1951 (Columbia), Ph .D. 1972 (Worcester Polytechnic Institute) [1951]

Professor of Mathematics

ROBERT CLARENCE STEWART

B.A. 1942, M.A. 1944 (Washington and Jefferson), M.A. 1948 (Yale) [1950]

Professor of Modem Languages
Director of Comparative Literature Program
Director of Trinity/Rome Campw
Director of The Cesare Barbieri Center far Italian Studies

MICHAEL RICHARD CAMPO**

B.A. 1948 (Trinity), M.A. 1953, Ph.D. 1954 (Johns Hopkins) [1952]
GEORGE EMORY NICHOLS

III

Professor of Theatre Am

B.A. 1938, M.F.A. 1941 (Yale) [1950]

REx CHARLTON NEAVERSON

Professor of Political Science

B.A. 1952, M.A. 1954, Ph .D . 1959 (Harvard) [1955]
GEORGE WILLIAM DOTEN

Professor of Psycholo

B.S . 1948, M.S. 1950 (Massachu etts), Ph . D. 1952 (Northwestern) [1968]
PHILIP CHARLES FARWELL BANKWITZ***

B.A. 1947, M.A. 1948, Ph .D. 1952 (Harvard) [1954]
*Sabbatical Leave , Christmas Term
**Sabbatical Leave, Trinity Term
***Sabbatical Leave, Academic Year

Professor of Hist
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Professor of Chemistry

EDwARD BoBKO

B.S. 1949 (Western Reserve), Ph . D. 1952 (Northwestern) [1955]

Professor of Classics

JoHN CARTER WILLIAMS

B.A. 1949 (Trinity), M.A. 1951, Ph . D. 1962 (Yale) [1968]

Genevieve Harlow Goodwin
Professor of the Arts

MICHAEL R . T. MAHONEY

B.A. 1959 (Yale), Ph. D. 1965 (Courtauld Institute, University of London) [1969]
NoRMAN MILLER

Professor of Sociology and Secretary of the Faculty

A.B. 1942 (Pennsylvania State), Ph .D . 1948 (Columbia) [1969]

Professor of Political Science, Part-time

SAMUEL HENDEL

LL.B. 1930 (Brooklyn Law School), B.S.S. 1936 (The City College), Ph.D. 1948 (Columbia) [1970]

Professor of English

PAUL SMITH

B.A. 1950, M.A. 1951 (Rochester), Ph . D. 1966 (Harvard) [1959]

Professor of Economics
George M. Ferris Lecturer in Corporation Finance and Investments

WARD SCHENK CuRRAN

B.A. 1957 (Trinity), M.A. 1958, Ph.D. 1961 (Columbia) [1960]

Professor of History

GLENN WEAVER

A.B. 1941 (Catawba), B.D. 1944 (Lancaster Seminary), M.A. 1947 (Lehigh), M.A. 1951,
Ph . D. 1953 (Yale) [1957]
RALPH STEPHEN EMERICK

Librarian and College Professor

B.A. 1951 (Xavier Univ.), M.A. 1953 (Univ. of Cincinnati), M.L.S. 1956 (Univ. of
Michigan) [1972]
FRANK MALCOLM CHILD

III

Professor of Biology

A. B. 1953 (Amherst), Ph . D. 1957 (California) [1965]
CHESTER HERMAN McPHEE

Professor of Physical Education

B.A. 1951 (Oberlin), M.A. 1957 (Ohio State), M.A. 1968 (Trinity), Ph .D. 1971 (Ohio
State) [1957]

Professor of Philosophy

HowARD DELoNG

B.A. 1957 (Williams), Ph . D. 1960 (Princeton) [1960]

Professor of Physics

CHARLES ROBERT MILLER

B.S. 1952, Ph .D . 1962 (California Institute ofTechnology) [1961]

Professor of Philosophy

RICHARD THOMPSON LEE

B.A. 1958 (Emory), M.A. 1960, Ph .D. 1962 (Yale) [1962]
HENRY ALFRED DEPHILLIPS , JR.

Professor of Chemistry

B.S. 1959 (Fordham), Ph . D. 1963 (Northwestern) [1963]
GEORGE CLINTON HIGGINS , JR.

Professor of Psychology
and College Counselor

B.A. 1959 (Amherst), Ph. D. 1964 (Rochester) [1963]
RICHARD BRADWAY CRAWFORD

A.B. 1954 (Kalamazoo), Ph .D. 1959 (Rochester) [1967]

Professor of Biology
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Professor of Physics

ALBERT jOSEPH HOWARD, }R.

B.S . 1958, M.S. 1959, Ph .D . 1963 (Yale) [1962]

Professor of History

EDWARD WILLIAM SLOAN III

A.B. 1953, M.A. 1954 (Yale), M.A. 1960, Ph. D. 1963 (Harvard) [1963]

Vernon D. Roosa Professor
of Applied Science

JosEPH DANIEL BRONZINO

B.S.E.E. 1959 (Worcester Polytechnic Institute), M.S.E.E. 1961 (U. S. Naval Postgraduate School), Ph. D. 1968 (Worcester Polytechnic Institute) [1968]

Professor of Philosophy

DREW ALAN HYLAND

A. B. 1961 (Princeton), M.A. 1963, Ph. D. 1965 (Pennsylvania State) [1967]

Charles A. Dana Professor of Political Science

RANBIR VOHRA

B.A. (Punjab Univ.), M.A. 1965, Ph.D. 1969 (Harvard) [1973]

Professor of Economics

LEROY DuNN

B.Sc. 1949 (American University), Ph. D. 1956 (London School of Economics , Univ. of
London) [1957]
HOLLINS McKIM STEELE,

Professor of History

}R.

B.A. 1954 (Princeton), M.A. 1958, Ph.D . 1965 (Columbia) [1966]

Professor of English

}AMES HOLBROOK WHEATLEY

B.A. 1951 (Dartmouth), M.A. 1959, Ph .D . 1960 (Harvard) [1968]

Professor of Modern Languages

GERALD KAMBER

B.A. 1950 (Rutgers), M.A. 1952 (Middlebury), Ph. D. 1962 (Johns Hopkins) [1976]

Charles A. Dana Professor of Religion
and Director of Intercultural Studies

LEONARD E. BARRETT

M. Div. 1950 (Union Theological), B.A. 1960 (Albright), M.A. 1962, Ph . D. 1967 (Temple) [1977]

Charles A. Dana Professor of Humanities

HAROLD C. MARTIN

B.A. 1937 (Hardwick), M.A. 1944 (Michigan), Ph.D. 1952 (Harvard)

Professor of Biology

DONALD BARRETT GALBRAITH

B.S. 1958 (Grove City), Sc. M. 1960, Ph . D. 1962 (Brown) [1962]

Professor of English, Part-time

STEPHEN MINOT

B.A. 1953 (Harvard), M.A. 1955 (Johns Hopkins) [1959]

Professor of Fine Arts, Part-time

THOMAS P. BAIRD

B.A. 1947, M.F.A. 1950 (Princeton) [1970]

Visiting Professor of Education, Part-time

TIM BoRNSTEIN

B.A. 1954 (Louisville),

J. D .

1957 (Harvard) [1977]

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
THEODORE RoBERT BLAKESLEE II

Associate Professor of Engineering

B.S. 1945 (Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology), M.S. 1952 (Lehigh) [1958]
CARL VICTOR HANSEN

Associate Professor of Modern Languages

B.A. 1941, M.A. 1948, Ph .D. 1952 (Yale) [1956]
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Associate Professor of Mathematics

MARIO JOSEPH POLIFERNO

B.A. 1952, M.A. 1954, Ph . D. 195 (Yal ) [195 ]
ROBERT ELLI

Associate Professor of Physical Education

SHULTS* *

A. B. 1951 ( berlin), M.E . 1957 (Bowling Gr en) [1957]
ALBERT LODEWIJK GA TMANN

Associate Professor of Political Science

B.A. 1949, M.A. 1953, Ph .D. 1964 ( olumbia) [1954]

Associate Professor of Chemistry

]AMES K. HEEREN

B.. Ch m. 1951, M.S. 1952 (Tufts), Ph . D.. 1960 (Massachu etts Institute ofTechnology) [1962]

Associate Professor of Physical Education

DONALD GRANT MILLER

B. . 1955, M. E. 1957 (D Ia war ) [1965]

Associate Professor of English

RICHARD PAUL BENTON

B.S. 1952, M.A. 1953 Ph . D. 1955 Qohns Hopkins) [1955]

Associate Professor of Modern Languages

ARNOLD LEWIS KERSON

B.A. 1953, Ph . D. 1963 (Yal ) [1960]

Associate Professor of Modern Languages

DONALD DWIGHT HooK

B.A. 1950 (Emory), M.A. 1957 (Duke), Ph . D. 1961 (Brown) [1961]

Associate Professor of Political Science

CLYDE DAVID McKEE

B.A. 1952, M.A.T. 1959 (W leyan), M.A. 1963, Ph .D . 1967 (Conn ecticut) [1965]

Associate Professor of English

]AMES LAIN POTTER

B.A. 1944, M.A. 1946 (W I yan), Ph . D. 1954 (Harvard) [1955]

Associate Professor of History

BORDEN WINSLOW PAINTER, ]R.

B.A. 195 (Trinity), M.A. 1960 (Yal ), B.S.T. 1963 (G neral Theological), Ph . D. 1965
(Yal ) [1964]
ROBERT DENNIS SLAUGHTER

Associate Professor of Physical Education

B.S. 194 , M.S.Ed. 1952 (Springfield) [1951]

Associate Professor of Psychology
and Dean of Students

DAVID WINER

B.A. 1959 ( ermont), M.A. 1961, Ph .D. 1969 ( niv. of Conn .) [1966]

Associate Professor of Economics
Director of Urban and Environmental Studies

ANDREW ]OSHUA GoLD** *

B. B.A. 1962 (City Colleg of ew York), Ph . D. 1967 ( orthwestern) [1971]

Associate Professor of Biology

ROBERT HYDE BREWER

B.A. 1955 (Hano er), Ph . D. 1963 (Chicago) [1968]
KARL

F.

Associate Professor of Psychology

HABERLANDT

Dip!. P ych. 1964 (Fr i

niv rsitat), M.A. 1966, Ph .D. 196 (Yale) [1968]

WESLEY MILLER BROW

Associate Professor of Philosophy

B.A. 195 (Amherst), Ph .D. 1970 (Harvard) [1965]
** abbatical Lea , Trinity T rm
***Sabbatical Leave, Acad mic Year
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Associate Professor of Sociology

JOHN DARL BREWER

A.B . 1958, A. M. 1963, Ph.D. 1968 (Univ . ofChicago) [1972]
JOHN EMMETT SIMMONS

III

Associate Professor of Biology

B.S.1957 (Morehouse), M.S.1961 (Syracuse), Ph . D. 1971 (ColoradoState Univ.)[1972]

Associate Professor of Religion

JOHN ANDREW GETTlER

B.A. 1956 (Wesleyan), B.D. 1961 (Yale), Th.D. 1971 (Union Theological) [1966]
GEORGE EDWIN CHAPLIN

Associate Professor of Fine Arts and
Director of the Program in Studio Arts

B.F.A. 1958, M.F.A. 1960 (Yale) [1972]

Associate Professor of Classics

JAMES ROBERT BRADLEY

A. B. 1957 (Trinity), A. M. 1959, Ph. D. 1968 (Harvard) [1970]
MARJORIE VAN EENAM BuTCHER

Associate Professor of Mathematics
Part-time

B.A. 1947, M.A. 1949 (Michigan) [1956]

Associate Professor of English

HUGH STEPHEN OGDEN

A.B. 1959 (Haverford), M.A. 1961 (New York), Ph .D. 1967 (Michigan) [1967]
MICHAEL JOHN PRETINA, JR. t

Associate Professor of Modern Languages

A. B. 1962 (Fordham), Ph. D. 1967 (Yale) [1967]
RALPH OwEN MOYER, JR.***

Associate Professor of Chemistry

B.S . 1957 (Southeastern Massachusetts Technological Institute), M.S. 1963 (University
of Toledo), Ph. D. 1969 (University of Connecticut) [1969]
FRANK GLOYD KIRKPATRICK

Associate Professor of Religion

B.A. 1964 (Trinity), M.A. 1966 (Union Theological, Columbia), Ph. D. 1970 (Brown)
[1969]
ANTHONY DAVID MACRO

Associate Professor of Classics

B.A. 1961, M.A. 1964 (Oxford), Ph.D. 1969 (Johns Hopkins) [1969]
RANDOLPH MITCHELL LEE

Associate Professor of Psychology
and Associate C allege Counselor

B.A. 1966 (Trinity), M.S. 1969, Ph.D. 1970 (Massachusetts) [1970]
DORI KATz

Associate Professor of Modern Languages

A.A. 1959 (Los Angeles City), B.A. 1961 (Los Angeles State), M.F.A. 1963, Ph.D. 1969
(University of Iowa) [1969]
CHARLES B. SCHULTZ* **

Associate Professor of Education

B.A. 1951 (Univ rsity of Pennsylvania), M.Ed . 1961 (Temple), Ph . D. 1970 (Pennsylvania State) [1971]
HARVEY S. PICKER* **

Associate Professor of Physics

S. B. 1963, Ph. D. 1966 (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) [1971]
FRANCIS JosEPH EGAN

Associate Professor of Economics

B.A. 1963 (Providence), M.A. 1966, Ph . D . 1973 (Fordham) [1967]
tLeave of Absence, Academic Year
***Sabbatical Leave, Acade mic Year
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Associate Professor of Political Science

GARY C. jACOBSON***

B.A. 1966 (Stan ford), M.Phil. 1969, Ph . D. 1972 (Yal ) [1970]

Associate Professor of English

DIRK KuYK

B.A. 1955(Univ. ofVirginia), Ph .D. 1970 (Brandeis) [1970]

Associate Professor of Psychology

W ILLIAM MANLEY MACE

B.A. 1967 (Yal ), Ph . D. 1971 (Minp.esota) [1971]

Associate Professor of Mathematics

RALPH ELDON WALDE

B.A. 1964 (Univ. of Minn sota), Ph.D. 1967 (U niv. of California, Berkeley) [1972]
W ILLIAM E. BONNICE

Visiting Associate Professor of Mathematics

B.. 1951 (Syracuse), M.S. 1960, Ph . D. 1962 (Univ. of Washington) [1976]

Visiting Associate Professor of Chemistry

PAUL M . KuzNESOF

Sc. B. 1963 (Brown), Ph.D . 1967 (Northweste rn) [1976]
THOMAS

J. STEFFANCI

Associate Professor of Economics, Part-time

A. B. 1966 (Providenc ), M.A. 196 (U niv. of New Hampshire) [1977]
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
ALAN CONDIE TuLL

Chaplain and Assistant Professor of Religion

B.A. 1955 (Stanford), S.T. B. 1958, Th . D. 1968 (General Theological) [1964]
}AMES ARTHUR MILLER

Assistant Professor of English and
Intercultural Studies

B.A. 1966 (Brown), Ph . D. 1976 (SUNY, Buffalo) [1972]
DAVID A . ROBBINS

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

A. B. 1967 (Dartmouth), M.A. 1968 (Bucknell), M.A. 1970, Ph . D. 1972 (Duke) [1972]

Assistant Professor of English

DIANNE HuNTER

B.A. 1966 (Alfred), M.A. 1968 (Purdue), Ph . D . 1972 (State Univ. ofN.Y. , Buffalo) [1972]
ALAN MARVIN FINK

Assistant Professor of Psychology
and Director of IDP

B.A. 1968 (Bowdoin), Ph. D. 1973 (Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis) [1972]
OREEN CHANNELS

Assistant Professor of Sociology

B.A. 1966 (Hiram), M.S.W . 1968 (Univ. of Conn .), Ph .D . 1973 (Michigan State) [1972]

Assistant Professor of Physics

BROOKE GREGORY

B.A. 1963 (Amherst), Ph .D . 1972 (Brown) [1971]
THOMAS A . REILLY

Assistant Professor of Political Science

B.A. 1965 (Queens), M.A. 1967, Ph . D. 1972 (City University) [1971]
ANDREA BIANCHINI

Assistant Professor of Modern Languages

B.A. 1965 (Barnard), M.A. 1967 (Columbia), Ph . D. 1973 (Rutgers) [1973]
MILLA B. RIGGIO

Assistant Professor of English

B.A. 1962 (Southe rn Methodist), A. M. 1966, Ph . D. 1972 (Harvard) [1973]
***Sabbatical Leave, Acade mic Year
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Assistant Professor of Modern Languages

SONIA LEE

B.S. 1964, M.A. 1966 (Univ. of Wisconsin), Ph . D. 1974 (Univ. of Mass. ) [1973]

Assistant Professor of Psychology

ANDREW BAUM

B.S. 1970 (Univ. of Pittsburgh), Ph .D. 1973 (SUNY at Stony Brook) [1974]

Assistant Professor of Physical Education

RICHARD J. HAZELTON

B.A. 1966 (Marietta), M.S. 1976 (Univ. of Mass. ) [1974]

Assistant Professor of Sociology

MICHAEL PAUL SACKstt

B.A. 1969 (Queens), M.A. 1971, Ph. D. 1974 (Univ. of Michigan) [1974]

Assistant Professor of Engineering

DAVID AHLGREN

B.S. 1964 (Trinity), M.S. 1973 (Tulane) [1973]

Assistant Professor of Physical Education

JANE A. MILLSPAUGH

B.S. 1970 (Springfield), M.A. 1973 (Trinity) [1973]

Assistant Professor of History

}AMES LAWRENCE WEST

A.B. 1966, M.A. 1968, Ph.D. 1975 (Princeton) [1971]

Assistant Professor of History and
American Studies

EuGENE E. LEACH

A. B. 1966 (Harvard), M.A. 1967 (Univ. of Michigan), Ph. D. 1977 (Yale) [1975]
DAVID

L.

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

REINER

B.S. 1971 (Univ. of Illinois), Ph. D. 1975 (Univ. of Minnesota) [1975]

Assistant Professor of Biology

CRAIG W. SCHNEIDER

B.A. 1970 (Gettysburg), Ph.D . 1975 (Duke) [1975]

Assistant Professor of Education

STEVEN LEE CHRISTOPHERSON

B.A. 1970 (Stanford), Ph .D . 1975 (Cornell) [1974]

Assistant Professor of Dance

JuDY DWORIN

B.A. 1970'(Trinity), M.A. 1975 (Goddard) [1971]
LEBARON CLARENCE MosEBY,

]R:

Assistant Professor of Education

A.B. 1966, M.A.T. 1967, Ed .D. 1972 (Harvard) [1976]

Assistant Professor of History

SAMUEL DAVID KAssow

B.A. 1966 (Trinity), M.S. 1967 (London School of Economics), Ph.D. 1976 (Princeton)
[1972]

Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts

ROGER D. SHOEMAKER

B.A. 1968 (Yale), M.F.A. 1974 (Catholic Univ.) [1974]
CHARLES WILSON LINDSEY

III

Assistant Professor of Economics

B.S. 1965, M.A. 1971, Ph .D. 1976 (Univ. of Texas) [1975]
DIANE CATHERINE ZANNONI

Assistant Professor of Economics

B.A. 1971 (Villanova), M.A. 1973, Ph . D. 1976 (SUNY at Stony Brook) [1975]
NANCY KIRKLAND

Assistant Professor of Psychology

B.A. 1967 (Barnard), Ph.D . 1973 (Columbia) [1977]

t t Leave of Absence,

Christmas Term
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JAMEs LAWRENCE BEAVER
Assistant Professor of Economics
B.S. 1971 (Iowa State University), Ph . D. 1977 ( niv rsity of Virginia) [1977)
LARRY ALLEN FADER
Assistant Professor
B.S. 196 (Columbia), M.A. 1971 , Ph.D. 1977 (T mpl ) [1974)

of Religion

RONALD K. GooDENOW
Assistant Professor of Education
B.A. 1963 (Grinnell), M.A. 1964 (University of Wyoming), Ph . D. 1973 (University of
California, B rkeley) [1977)
DAVID JEFFERY GRIFFITHS
Assistant
A.B. 1964, A.M. 1966, Ph .D . 1970 (Harvard) [1977)

Professor of Physics

DAVID E. HENDERSON
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.A. 196 ( t. Andrews Presbyt rian), Ph. D. 1975 (U niversity of Mass .) [1977)
WILLIAM PuKA
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
A.B. 1966 (Hofstra), M .A. (Rutg rs), M.A. (Brown), Ph.D. 1977 (Harvard) [1974)
CARLOS KENNETH QUINONES
Assistant Professor of History
B.A. 1967, M.A. 1969 ( ni ersity of Arizona), Ph. D . 1975 (Harvard) [1977)
TAMAR RuDAVSKY
Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy
B.A. (Simmons), M .A. , Ph . D . 1976 (Brandeis) [1976) (Christmas T rm)
KAJA SILVERMAN
B.A. 1970, M.A. 1972 ( ni
[1977)

Assistant Professor of English
rsity of

alifornia Santa Barbara), Ph . D. 1976 (Brown)

Assistant Professor of Engineering
and Mathematics

HOYT D. WARNER

B.A. 1959 (Har ard), M.A. 1962 (Yal ) Ph . D . 1968 ( niver ity of Oregon) [1977)
JoANNE FEIF DIEHL
Visiting Assistant Professor
B.A. 196 (Mt . Holyok ), Ph. D. 1974 (Yale) [1977) ( hristmas T rm)

of English

Visiting Assistant Professor of
Modern Languages

CATHER! E LowE

B.A. 1970 (Hollins), M.A. 1974, M. Phil. 1975, Ph . D . 1977 (Yal ) [1977)
INSTRUCTORS
}AMES RONALD SPENCER
Instructor in
B.A. 1964 (Trinity), M.A. 1966 (Columbia) [1968)

History and Dean of Studies

THOMAS CHAMP
Instructor in History and
A. B. 1970 (Rutgers), M.A. 1972 ( niv. of Rochest r) [1974)
\VrLLIAM K. BELLINGER
B.A. 1972 (Michigan State), M.S. 1975 (Cornell) [1976)
GEORGE C. SuTHERLAND
B.A. 1974, M . . 1977 (Trinity)
JACOB wAINWRIGHT LOVE III
A. B. 1967 (Harvard) [1977)

Intercultural Studies

Instructor in Economics

Instructor in Physical Education
Instructor in Music
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Instructor in Music and Director of
Concert Choir

GERALD MOSHELL

B.A. 1967 (Pomona), M.A. 1970 (Harvard) [1977]
GAIL VIVIAN REHMAN
B.M . 1973 (Mannes), M.A. 1974, M. Phil. 1976 (Yale) [1977]

Instructor in Music

ADJUNCT PROFESSORS

Adjunct Professor of Psychology;
Chief Psychologist at Child and Family
Services of Connecticut

SALVATORE ALESSI

B.A. (Univ. of Conn. ), M.S . (Purdue), Ph.D. (Univ. of Conn .) [1973]
J. O'RouRKE

Adjunct Professor of Physics;
Professor and Director of the Ophthalmology
Division, University of Connecticut Health Center

M. D. 1949 (George town Univ. SchoolofMedicine), M.Sc. 1954 (Univ. ofPenn .) [l973]
CHARLES F. STROEBEL

Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering;
Director of Experimental Psychophysiology
Laboratories, Institute of Living

B.A. 1958, Ph.D. 1961 (Univ. of Minnesota) [1973]

Adjunct Professor of Computing
Consultant in Computing

ALONZO G. GRACE, JR.

B.S . 1949 (Trinity), M.A. 1952 (Yale) [1976]
VERNON DAVIS RoOSA

Adjunct Professor of Machine Design
Inventor; Design Consultant, Stanadyne, Inc.

Sc. D. 1967 (Trinity) [1976]
LECTURERS
DAVID ERIC WoODARD
Lecturer in Engineering
B.Arch. 1961 (Texas A.&M .), M.Arch. 1962 (Cranbrook Academy of Art) (1970]
MOHAMED JAMA JIBRELL

Lecturer in Intercultural Studies
Assistant Dean of Students

B.A. 1968 (Univ. of Bridgeport), M.A. 1976 (Trinity) [1971]
IRENE SZELIGA
[1975]

Lecturer in Modern Languages

JOHN J. H. CHATFIELD
B.A. 1965 (Trinity), M.A. 1972 (Columbia) [1976]

Lecturer in History

LANCE LOT L. FARRAR, JR.
B.A. 1954 (Princeton), D. Phil. 1961 (Oxford) [1977]

Lecturer in History

RONALD R. KIMELMAN
Lecturer in Religion
B.S. 1966 (Columbia), B.H.L. 1967, M.H .L. 1968 (Jewish Theological Seminary)
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CARL R.

V.

Allan K. Smith Lecturer in Composition
and Director of the Writing Program

BROWN

B.A. 1971, M.A. 1972 (Arizona State University), Ph .D. 1977 (Stanford) [1977]

Lecturer in Sociology

JoAN R u TH McGuiRE
B.A. 1966 (Adelphi), M.A. 1966 (Queens) [1977]

HoWARD NANNEN
Lecturer in Urban and Environmental
B.A. 1963 (Dartmouth), M.L.Arch . 1967 (Univ. of Mass.) [1977]

Studies

RICHARD CHEEVER WALLACE
Lecturer
B.S. 1967 (Michigan), M.A. 1973 (Te mple), Ph. D. 1976 (Yale) [1977]

in Sociology

FREYA LUND SONENSTEIN
Lecturer
A.B. 1966 (Wellesley), M.A. 1969, Ph .D. 1976 (B.U.) [1977]

in Sociology

Lecturer in Modern Languages

ROBERTO PRULLETTI
[1976]

ROBERT C. BATCHELDER
B.A. 1948 (Pomona), B. D. 1951, Ph . D. 1961 (Yale) [1977]

Lecturer in Religion

CLAUDE A. FONGEMIE
B.A. 1972 (C. C. S.C.), M.A. 1973 (Univ. of Conn .) [1977]

Lecturer in Economics

CAROL SHAVER GOODENOW
B.A. 1964 (Grinnell), M.A.T. 1965 (Brown) [1977]

Lecturer in Education

PETER PAUL l{OROSHAK
Lecturer in Education
B.S. 1964 (U. S. Military Acade my), Ed.M. 1970, Ed . D. 1973 (Harvard) [1977]
SHEDD
Lecturer in
A.B. 1950, Ed.M. 1954 (Univ. of Maine), Ed. D. 1960 (Harvard) [1977]

MARK

Education

ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
ROBERT A. CALE
Visiting
B. F. A. 1964 (Rhode Island School of Design) [1972]
jUDITH ROHRER
A.B. 1965 (Stanford), M.A. 1968 (Columbia) [1973]

Art Historian in Residence

STEPHEN WOOD
Artist in
B. F.A. 1971, M.F .A. 1973 (Hartford Art School) [1976]

Residence (Studio Arts)

CaNST ANCE KREEMER
Artist
B.A. 1971 (University of Mass. ), M.A. 1975 (Smith) [1976]
SHULAMIT SALTZMAN
B.A. 1967 (Barnard), M.A. 1974 (Columbia) [1976]
CARTER McADAMS
B.A. 1973 (Princeton) [1977]
JoHN RosE
B.A. 1972 (Rutgers) [1977]

Artist in Studio Arts

in Residence (Dance)

Visiting Artist (Dance)
Artist in Residence (Dance)
C allege Organist
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ASSISTANT
}OHN H. WOOLLEY
Assistant in
B. F. A. 1970 (The Art Institute of Chicago, The Goodman Theatre)

Theatre Arts

TRINITY COLLEGE FACULTY EMERITI
STERLING BISHOP SMITH
Scovill Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
Ph.B. 1920, M.S. 1923 (Yale), Ph.D. 1927 (New York University) [1923, Ret. 1965]
RAYMOND OosTING
Professor of Physical
B.P.E. 1924, M.Ed. 1931 (Springfield) [1924, Ret. 1966]

Education, Emeritus
Northam Professor of
History, Emeritus

DANIEL GARRISON BRINTON THOMPSON

B.A. 1920 (Pennsylvania), B.S. 1923 (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Ph .D.
1945 (Columbia) [1945, R t. 1968]

Seabury Professor of Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy, Emeritus
B.A. 1924 (Washington and Jefferson), Ph . D. 1931 ("X ale), Sc.D. 1968 (Wa hington and

HAROLD LAIRD DORWART

Jefferson) [1949, Ret. 1968]
CLARENCE EvERETT WATTERS

Professor of Music, Emeritus and
College Organist, Honorary

Mus. M. 1935 (Trinity) [1932, Re t. 1969]
JOHN CORWIN EMERSON TAYLOR
Professor
B.A. 1926, M.A. 1940 (Yale) [1941 , Ret. 1970]

of Fine Arts, Emeritus

ALBERT MERRIMAN
Associate Professor
B.A. 1933, M.A. 1937 (Harvard) [1948, Ret. 1970]

of Classics, Emeritus

ARTHUR HowARD HuGHES Professor of Modern Languages, Emeritus
B.A. 1927, M.A. 1929, Ph. D. 1931 (Johns Hopkins), M.S. 1938, L.H. D . 1946 (Trinity)
[1935, Ret. 1971]
FRANK WOODBRIDGE CONSTANT Jarvis Professor
B.S. 1925 (Princeton), Ph .D . 1928 (Yale) [1946, Ret . 1972]

of Physics, Emeritus

MAURICE CuRTIS LANGHORNE
Professor of Psychology, Emeritus
B.A. 1925, M.A. 1926 (Washington and Lee), Ph. D. 1932 (Ohio State) [1959, R t. 1972]
DANIEL BOND RISDON
Associate Professor of English, Emeritus
B.A. 1930 (Amherst), M.A. 1938 (Trinity), M.A. 1947 (Yale) [1936, Ret. 1972]

Associate Professor of
Economics, Emeritus

RANDALL WILLIAM TuCKER

B.A. 1939 (Northeastern), M.B.A. 1942 (Chicago) [1946, Ret. 1972]
}AMES WENDELL BuRGER

].

Pierpont Morgan Professor of
Biology, Emeritus

B.A. 1931 (Haverford), M.A. 1933 (Lehigh), Ph.D. 1936 (Princeton) [1936, Ret. 1975]
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KE
ETH WALTER CAMERON Associate Professor of English, Emeritus
B.A. 1930, 1.A. 1931 (W st irginia), .T .B. 1935 (C ne ral Th ological), Ph . D. 1940
(Yal ) [1946, Ret. 1975]
RICHARD KNOWLES MORRIS
Professor of Education,
B.A. 1940 (Trinity), M.A. 1949, Ph . D. 1951 (Yale) [1951 , Ret. 1975]
ROBERT PALMER WATERMAN

Emeritus

Professor of Modern
Languages, Emeritus

B.A. 1932, M.A. 1934 (Trinit ), Ph . D. 194 (Yal ) [1947, Ret. 1975]
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Adininistration
PRESIDENT' S OFFICE

President
Vice President for Finance
and Planning
Secretary of the College
and Northam Professor of History
Assistant to the President
Director of Institutional Affairs
Assistant to the President
for Alumni Affairs
Administrative Assistant

THEODORE DAVIDGE LOCKWOOD , PH. D.
}AMES F. ENGLISH, }R. , LL.B.
GEORGE BRINTON COOPER, PH.D.
GAEL MONIE O ' BRIEN , M.A.
THOMAS D. LIPS , J.D.
}OHN ANDREW MASON , B.A.
ELISABETH BELDEN

ADMISSIONS OFFICE

Director
Associate Director
Assistant Director
Assistant Director
Administrative Assistant

W. HOWIE MUIR, B.A.
LARRY RICHARD Dow, B.s.
DONNA L. IRISH, B.A.
HARRIET F. SMITH, B.S.
}OYCE E. LAPORTE

Assistant Dean of the Faculty
and Adviser to the Freshman Class

jOHN S. WAGGETT, M.A.

ALUMNI RELATIONS OFFICE
GERALD J . HANSEN, JR. , B.A.

L. BARTON WILSON III, B.S.

Director of Alumni
and External Relations
Manager of Special Projects

ATHLETIC OFFICE

Director
Assistant to the Director

KARL KURTH, JR.' M.ED.
CLARA B. FISH (MRS.)
AUDIO VISUAL
JOHN MONACCIO

Director
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AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
]OHN

H . WOOLLEY, B.F.A.

Administrator and Technical Director

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

Director
Chief of Building Maintenance
Chief of Custodial
Chief of Grounds and Equipment

RIELS. CRANDALL, M.S.
JOHN WATHNE
ROBERT T. KELLY
ROBERT E. MCGLONE

CAREER COUNSELING OFFICE

Director
Assistant Director

CHRISTOPHER J. SHINKMAN, PH.D.
M. KING , M.S.

]EAN

CENTRAL SERVICES

Manager

}AMES H. THOMPSON
CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE

Chaplain

ALAN CONDIE TULL, TH.D.
COLLEGE COUNSELOR'S OFFICE
GEORGE CLINTON HIGGINS , JR. , PH.D.
RANDOLPH MITCHELL LEE, PH. D.

Counselor
Associate Counselor

DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
DAVID WINER, PH.D.
M. DAVID LEE, M.A.
WAYNE JOSEPH ASMUS , M.A.
MOHAMED JAMA JIBRELL, M.A.

Dean of Students
Director of Student Services
Assistant Director of Student Services
Assistant Dean of Students

DEAN OF THE FACULTYS OFFICE
EDWIN PACKARD NYE, SC.M.
JOHNS. WAGGETT, M.A.

Dean of the Faculty
Assistant Dean of the Faculty
and Adviser to the Freshman Class
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}AMES RONALD SPENCER, M.A.
W. HOWIE MUIR, B .A.
}OHN TAYLOR , B.A.
N. ROBBINS WINSLOW , }R. , M.DIV.
IVAN A. BACKER, s. T . M.
LoUISE H. FISHER, B.A.

CAROLE M. LAWSON (MRS .), B . S.

Dean of Studies
Director of Admissions
Director of Financial Aid
Dean for Educational Services
and Records
Director of Graduate Studies and
Community Education
Assistant Director and
Admissions Officer for the
Individualized Degree Program
Administrative Assistant
to the Dean of the Faculty

DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
CONSTANCE EVERETT WARE ( MRS. ), B.A.
W. HOWARD SPENCER, B.S.
ALFRED C. BURFEIND, M.DIV.
ROSEMARY D. BROWN ( MRS. )

Director
Associate Director
Assistant Director
Administrative Assistant

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

Director
Assistant Director

}OHN TAYLOR, B.A.
KRISTINA B. Dow, B.s .

LIBRARY
RALPH STEPHEN EMERICK, M.L.S.
Librarian
BETTY R. BASSELL ( MRS. )
Secretary
ALICE K. HAYNES (MRs. ), B.A.
Circulation Librarian
REBECCA S. WONDRISKA ( MRS. ), B.A.
Circulation Assistant
PETER
KNAPP , M.L.S.
Reference Librarian and Archivist
GEORGE R. GRAF, M.L.S .
Assistant Reference Librarian
jANET L. VALESKI, M.L.S.
Assistant Reference Librarian
CHERYL A. MARTIN, M.L.S.
Documents Librarian
jANE}. WILLITS (MRS. ), M.L.S .
Head of Cataloguing
MARGARET A. WRIGHT, M.L.S .
Cataloguer
DoRis M. SHAPIRO ( MRs. ), M.A.
Serials Cataloguer
JOAN S. PLACE (MRs. ), B.A.
Assistant Cataloguer
SuSAN J. NICHOLS, B.A.
Catalogue Assistant
PATRICIA A. SLEVINSKY ( MRs. ), B.A.
Catalogue Assistant
ANNE M. ZARTARIAN (MRs. ), PH.D.
Catalogue Assistant
LEE F. McCALLUM, M.L.S.
Order Librarian
MARY A. CURRY (MRs .), B.S.
Assistant Order Librarian

J.
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Order Assistant
Serials Librarian
Serials Assistant
Serials Assistant

MAUREEN A. AHERN
ADOLF SEIBEL, M.A.
LAURA J. SEARLES (MRS.)
PATRICIA L. SEIBEL (MRS.)
MEDICAL OFFICE

Director
Nurse

MARK WHITAKER IZARD, M.D.
RUTH ARONSON , R.N.
PERSONNEL SERVICES

Director

MARGARET F. COLLINS , B.A.
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE

Director of Alumni and External
Relations
KATHLEEN L. FREDERICK, B.A. Associate Director of Public Relations
Associate Director of News
AMELIA SILVESTRI (MRS. )
Supervisor of Publications
GERALDS. FASANO , B.S .
Publications Assistant
MARGARET R. ZARTARIAN (MRS .)
Manager of Central Services
}AMES H. THOMPSON
GERALD J. HANSEN , JR. , B.A.

REGISTRAR' S OFFICE
RALPH L. MADDRY, B.A.
}OAl'WE M. MILLER (MRS. ), B.A.

Registrar
Associate Registrar

SECURITY OFFICE
ALFRED ANTHONY GAROFOLO
EARL FRAN.CIS MOFFATT

Director
Assistant Director

TREASURER' S OFFICE

Treasurer, Comptroller
and Budget Director
ALAN R. SAUER, B.S.
Business Manager and Chief Accountant
ANN W. GRIEVE (MRS. ), A.A.
Assistant Comptroller
EDWARD JOHN KYRCZ
Assistant to the Treasurer
ROBERT ALFRED PEDEMONTI, M.A.
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ELWOOD PARKER HARRISON
PATRICIA A. McDONALD, B.s.
AGATHA KRAUS GALLO (MRS.)

Director of Construction
and Purchasing
Student Accounts Administrator
Administrative Assistant

VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
THOMAS ALOYSIUS SMITH, M.A.
Vice President
DAVID WINER, PH.D.
Dean of Students
CHRISTOPHER j. SHINKMAN, PH.D.
Director of Career Counseling
GEORGE CLINTON HIGGINS, jR., PH. D.
College Counselor
RIEL S. CRANDALL, M.s.
Director of Buildings and Grounds
ALFRED ANTHONY GAROFOLO
Director of Security
jANICE 0. BuRR (MRS.), B.A.
Director of Calendar & Special Events

WATKINSON LIBRARY
RALPH STEPHEN EMERICK, M. L. S.
jEFFREY H. KAIMOWITZ, PH.D.
MARGARET FRASER SAXE (MRS.), M.A.
CAROLINE R. DANCHAK (MRS.), M.L.S.

Librarian
Curator
Assistant Curator
Cataloguer

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
LUCILLE L. ABBOT (MRS.)
President's Office
LINDA M. ARNETT (MRs.)
Treasurer's Office
REGINA S. BAKER (MRs.)
Faculty Secretary, Chemistry
IRENA BALKO (MRS.)
Treasurer's Office
DOREEN M. BARRY (MRs.)
Security Office
ANNE R. BOORNAZIAN (MRs.)
Faculty Secretary, Economics
GAIL BROWN (MRS.), L.P.N.
Infirmary
TRUDY B. BuxTON, B.A.
Slide Librarian, Austin Arts Center
jANET F. CARSON (MRs.) Graduate Studies and Community Education
LOIS A. CROVO (MRs.)
Treasurer's Office
MARY LEE CuRRY
Secretary to Dean of Studies
PRISCILLA A. DAVIS
Faculty Secretary, Math-Physics Building
Lucy L. DEEPHOUSE (MRs.), M.s.
Technician, Mathematics
GEORGE H. DEFORD
Austin Arts Center
CARMEN DEVITO
Chemistry Department
LOIS P. DICARA (MRs.)
Dean of Students Offtee
LEAH J. EDEN (MRs.)
Individualized Degree Program
MAUREEN H. FIELD (MRs.)
Development Office
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BARBARA J. FLANAGAN (MRS.)
Buildings and Grounds Office
PATRICIA L. FLANNERY (MRS.)
Audio Visual
ARLENE A. FOURNIER
Chaplain's Office
NORMA D. GEER (MRS.)
Treasurer's Office
BARBARA J. GEORGIA
Student Seroices
THERESA E. GLEASON (MRS.)
Faculty Secretary, Austin Arts Center
MILDRED C. GODFREY
Buildings & Grounds Office
Austin Arts Center
AMELIA M. GOODMAN (MRS.), B.A.
Central Services
ELIZABETH A. HANSON (MRS.)
MARION S. KIDDER (MRS.)
Administrative Secretary
PAULINE C. KING
Admissions Office
Counselor's Office
jOSEPHINE D. LASNIER (MRS.)
ELIZABETH W. LEARNED, B.A.
Registrar's Office
PATRICIA D. LEE (MRS.)
Career Counseling
LUCY M. LEMANSKI (MRS.), R.N.
Infirmary
MARY P. LYONS (MRS.)
Central Services
EVELYN J. MANDZUK
Secretary, Public Information Office
FRANK MARCHESE
Equipment Manager, Physical Education
jANET A. MAROTTO
Development Office
Registrar's Office
jULIA MASNYK (MRS.)
Treasurer's Office
ANASTASIA MATIS
jUANITA D. MATTHEWS, B.A.
Upward Bound Program
MARION D. MAXWELL (MRS.), B.S.
Faculty Secretary, Seabury Hall
FAwN McCARTHY (MRs.)
College Residences
Central Services
DEBORAH McKENNA
MARGARET D. MOON (MRS.)
Faculty Secretary
LUCY E. MYS:.fl;RALL (MRs.)
Secretary, Alumni Office
DOLORES D. NOONAN (MRS.)
Faculty Secretary
KATHLEEN 0STRO (MRS.)
Mather Campus Center
CHARLES PAUL
Technician, Physics
MARY A. PIZZANELLO (MRS.)
Admissions Office
IRENE W. RENSHAW (MRS.)
Ferris Athletic Center
SusAN J. RoBORDS, A. B.
Faculty Secretary
Switchboard
jEAN RONCAIOLI (MRS.)
MIRIAM K. SALVIN (MRS.)
Development Office
MARY M. SANTOMENO
Personnel
Treasurer's Office
BEVERLY H. SHAMBACK (MRS.)
Registrar's Offtee
RITA P. SMITH (MRS.)
HILDA C. STREIBER (MRS.)
Faculty Secretary, Life Sciences Center
SONYA E. SYDORAK (MRs.)
Technician, Biology·
Alumni Office
CHERYL S. TENCATE (MRS.)
DOROTHY A. TRACEY (MRS.)
Admissions Office
jEAN H. VANHEININGEN (MRS.)
Secretary to Dean ofFaculty
Central Services
JAMES J. VABNER, JR.
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HAROLD VAUGHAN
MARY VAUGHAN
MYRTICE J. WALTON (MRS.)
JUNE B. WASSELL (MRS.)
GRACE L. WEHNAU
JANET K. WILLARD (MRS.)
JOHANNA C. WOLOSIUK (MRS.)
MARIE M. YANELLI (MRS.)
RosE C. ZITO (MRs.)
BARBARA ZYLA (MRS.)

Post Office
Post Office
Central Services
Financial Aid Office
Development Office
Urban & Environmental Studies
Admissions Office
Registrar's Office
Cashier, Treasurer's Office
Ferris Athletic Center
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The Faculty
Full li ting of Faculty may b found on pag 255.

Ahlgren , D. , Asst. Prof, Engineering
Ales i , S. , Adjunct Prof., Psychology
Andrian, G. W. , Prof, Modern
Languages
Baird, T. P. , Prof., Fine Arts,
Part-time
Bankwitz, P. C. F., Prof., History
Barrett, L. E., Prof., Religion and
Dir., Intercultural Studies Program
Batchelder, R. C., Lect., Religion
Battis, R. A. , Prof and Chm.,
Economics
Baum, A., Asst. Prof., Psychology
Bea er, J. L. , Asst. Prof. , Economics
Bellinger, W. K.,Instr., Economics
Benton, R. P., Assoc. Prof, English
Bianchini, A., Asst. Prof., Modern
Languages
Blakeslee, T. R., II, Assoc. Prof.,
Engineering
Bobko, E., Prof. and C hm., C hemistry
Bonnice, William E., Visiting Assoc. Prof., Mathematics
Bomstein, T., Visiting Prof., Education, Part-time
Bradley, J. R., Assoc. Prof, Classics
Brewer, J. D. , Assoc. Prof. and
Chm., Sociology

Brewer, R. H., Assoc. Prof, Biology
Bronzino, J. D., Prof., Applied
Science
Brown, C. R. V., Lect., Composition and Dir., Writing Proe,ram
Brown, W. M., Assoc. Prof. and
Chm., Philosophy
Burger, J. W., Prof. Emeritus, Biology
Butcher, M. V., Assoc. Prof,
Mathematics, Part-time
Cale, R. A., Visiting Artist (Studio
Arts)
Cameron, K. W., Assoc. Prof
Emeritus, English
Campo, M. R., Prof, Modern
Languages; Dir., Comparative
Literature Program
Champ, T. A., Instr., History and
Intercultural Studies
Channels, N. , Asst. Prof., Sociology
Chaplin, G. E., Assoc. Prof, Fine
Arts and Dir., Program in Studio
Arts
Chatfield, J. J. H., Lect., History
Cherbonnier, E. LaB., Prof. Religion, Part-time
Child, F. M., III, Prof. and C hm.,
Biology
Christopherson, S. L., Asst. Prof,
Education
Constant, F. W., Prof Emeritus,
Physics
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Cooper, G. B., Prof., History and
Secretary of the College
Crawford, R. B., Prof., Biology
Curran, W. S., Prof., Economics
Dando, J. A., Prof., English
Dath, R. A., Prof., Physical Education
Davis, E. W., Prof., History
DeLong, H., Prof., Philosophy
DePhillips, H. A., Jr., Prof.,
Chemistry
Diehl, J. F., Visiting Asst. Prof.,
English
Dmwart, H. L., Prof. Emeritus,
Mathematics
Doten, G. W., Prof., Psychology
Downs, N., Prof., History
Dunn, L., Prof., Economics
Dworin, J., Asst. Prof., Dance
Egan, F. J., Assoc. Prof., Economics
Emerick, R. S., Librarian and College Prof.
Fader, L. A., Asst. Prof., Religion
Farrar, L. L., Jr., Lect., History
Fink, A. M., Asst. Prof., Psychology and Dir., IDP
Fongemie, C. A., Lect., Economics
Galbraith, D. B., Prof., Biology
Gastmann, A. L., Assoc. Prof.,
Political Science
Gettier, J. A., Assoc. Prof. and
C hm., Religion
Gold, A. J., Assoc. Prof., Economics and Dir., Urban and Environmental Studies
Goodenow, C. S., Lect., Education
Goodenow, R. K., Asst. Prof.,
Education
Grace, A. G., Jr., Adjunct Prof.,
Computing Consultant in Computing
Gregory, B., Asst. Prof., Physics
Griffiths, D. }.,Asst. Prof., Physics
Haberlandt, K. F., Assoc. Prof.,
Psychology
Hansen, C. V., Assoc. Prof., Modern Languages

Hazelton, R. J., Asst. Prof., Physical Education
Heeren, J. K., Assoc. Prof., Chemistry
Hendel, S., Prof., Political Science, Part-time
Henderson, D. E., Asst. Prof.,
Chemistry
Higgins, G. C., Jr., Prof., Psychology and College Counselor
Hook, D. D., Assoc. Prof. and
C hm., Modern Languages
Horoshak, P. P. , Lect., Education
Howard, A. J. , Jr., Prof. and
Chm., Physics
Hughes , A. H., Prof. Emeritus,
Modern Languages
Hunter, D., Asst. Prof., English
Hyland, D. A., Prof., Philosophy
Jacobson, G. C., Assoc. Prof.,
Political Science
Jibrell, M. J. , Lect., Intercultural
Studies and Asst. Dean of Students
Kamber, G., Prof., Modem Languages
Kassow, S. D ., Asst. Prof., History
Katz, D., Assoc. Prof., Modern
Languages
Kerson, A. L., Assoc. Prof., Modern Languages
Kimelman, R. R., Lect., Religion
Kirkland, N. , Asst. Prof., Psychology
Kirkpatrick, F. G. , Assoc. Prof.,
Religion
Klimczak, W. J., Prof., Mathematics
Kreemer, C., Artist in Residence
(Dance)
Kurth, K., Jr., Prof. and Chm. ,
Physical Education, Director of
Athletics
Kuyk, D. , Assoc. Prof. , English
Kuznesof, P. M. , Visiting Assoc.
Prof. , Chemistry
Langhorne, M. C., Prof. Emeritus,
Psychology
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Moseby, L. C ., Jr. , Asst. Prof. and
Acting Chm. , Education
and American Studies
Moshell, G. , Instr., Music and
Lee, R. M ., Assoc. Prof. , PsycholDir. , Concert Choir
ogy and Assoc. College CounMoyer, R. 0. , Jr. , Assoc. Prof. ,
selor
Chemistry
Lee, R. T. , Prof. , Philosophy
Lee, S. , Asst. Prof. , Modern Lan- Nann en , H. , Lect. and Acting Dir. ,
Urban
and
Environmental
guages
Studies
Lindsay, R. , Prof. , Physics
Lindsey, C. W. , III , Asst. Prof. , Neave rson , R. C. , Prof., Political
Science
Economics
Nichols , G . E. , III , Prof. and Dir.,
Lockwoqd , T. D ., President
Theatre Arts
Love, J. W ., III, Instr. , Music
Lowe , C., Visiting Asst. Prof. , Nye, E. P. , Prof. , Engineering and
Dean of the Faculty
Modern Languages
Mace, W. M. , Assoc. Prof. and Ogde n , H. S., Assoc. Prof., English
Chm. , Psychology
Macro, A. D. , Assoc. Prof. and Oosting, R. , Prof. Emeritus, PhysiChm. , C lassies
cal Education
Mahoney, M. R. T. , Prof. and O'Rourke, J. , Adjunct Prof.,
Chm. , Fine Arts
Physics
Martin, H . C, Prof. , Humanities
Painter , B. W ., Jr. , Assoc. Prof.
Mauch , T. M. , Prof. , Religion
and Chm. , History
McAdams, C., Artist in Residence Picker, H. S., Assoc. Prof. , Physics
(Dance)
Poliferno, M. J. , Assoc. Prof.,
McGuire, J. R. , Lect., Sociology
Mathematics
McKee, C. D. , Assoc. Prof. , PolitiPotter, J. L. , Assoc. Prof. , English
cal Science
Pretina, M. J., Jr. , Assoc. Prof.,
McNulty, J. B., Prof. , English
Modern Languages
McPhee, C. H. , Prof. , Physical Prulletti, R. , Lect., Modern LanEducation
guages
Merriman,
A. ,
Assoc.
Prof.
Puka, W. , Asst. Prof. , Philosophy
Emeritus, Classics
Quinones , C. K. , Asst. Prof., HisMiller, C . R. , Prof., Physics and
tory
Astronomy
Rehman , G. V., Instr., Music
Mille r, D . G. , Assoc. Prof. , PhysiReilly, T. A. , Asst. Prof., Political
cal Education
Science
Miller, J. A. , Asst. Prof. , English Reiner, D. L. , Asst. Prof. , Mathematics
and Intercultural Studies
Miller , N. , Prof , Sociology and
Riggio, M. B. , Asst. Prof. , English
Secretary of the Faculty
Risdon, D. B. , Assoc. Prof.
Emeritus, English
Millspaugh, J. A. , Asst. Prof. ,
Physical Education
Robbins, D. A. , Asst. Prof., Mathematics
Minot, S. , Prof., English, PartRohrer, J. , Art Historian in Resitime
dence
Morris, R. K. , Prof. Emeritus,
Roosa, V. D., Adjunct Prof. ,
Education
Machine Design
Leach , E. E ., Asst. Prof. , History
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Rose, J., College Organist
Rudavsky, T., Visiting Asst. Prof,
Philosophy
Sacks, M. P., Asst. Prof, Sociology
Saltzman, S., Visiting Artist
(Dance)
Sapega, A. E., Prof and Chm.,
Engineering and Coordinator of
Computer Services
Scheuch, R., Prof, Economics
Schneider, C. W., Asst. Prof.,
Biology
Schultz, C. B., Assoc. Prof and
Chm., Education
Shedd, M., Lect., Education
Shoemaker, R. D., Asst. Prof,
Theatre Arts
Shults, R. E., Assoc. Prof., Physical Education
Silverman, K., Asst. Prof., English
Simmons, J. E., III, Assoc. Prof,
Biology
Slaughter, R. D., Assoc. Prof,
Physical Education
Sloan, E. W., III, Prof History
Smellie, R. H., Jr., Prof., Chemistry
Smith, P., Prof and Chm., English
Smith, S. B., Prof Emeritus,
Chemistry
Sonenstein, F., Lect., Sociology
Spencer, J. R., Instr., History and
Dean of Studies
Steele, H. M., Jr., Prof, History
Steffanci, T. J., Assoc. Prof, Economics, Part-time
Stewart, R. C., Prof and Chm.,
Mathematics
Stroebel, C. F., Adjunct Prof,
Biomedical Engineering

Sutherland, G. C., Instr., Physical
Education
Szeliga, I., Lect., Modern Languages
Taylor, J. C. E., Prof Emeritus,
Fine Arts
Thompson, D. G. B., Prof
Emeritus, History
Tucker, R . . W., Assoc. Prof
Emeritus, Economics
Tull, A. C., Chaplain and Asst.
Prof, Religion
Van Stone, J. M., Prof, Biology
Vohra, R., Prof. and Chm., Political Science
Walde, R. E., Assoc. Prof, Mathematics
Wallace, R. C., Lect., Sociology
Warner, H. D., Asst. Prof, Engineering and Mathematics
Waterman, R. P., Prof Emeritus,
Modern Languages
Watters, C. E., Prof Emeritus,
Music and C allege Organist,
Honorary
Weaver, G., Prof, History
West, J. L., Asst. Prof, History
Wheatley, J. H., Prof, English
Whittlesey, E. F., Prof, Mathematics
Williams, J. C., Prof, Classics
Winer, D., Assoc. Prof, Psychology and Dean of Students
Wood, S. , Artist in Residence
(Studio Arts)
Woodard, D. E., Lect., Engineering_
Woolley, J. H. , Asst., Theatre Arts
Zannoni, D. C., Asst. Prof,
Economics
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Curriculum, The, 10
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Astronomy, Course in, 184
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Courses of Instruction , 86
Credit for Work in Other Colleges, 68
CUlricular Opportunities , Special, 15
Curriculum, The, 10

D
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Delta Phi Alpha, 85, 238
Dining Facilities, 41
Directions to Trinity College, 287
Discipline, Academic, 71
Domestic Study Programs Sponsored by Other
Institutions, 23
Dormitories (see Residence Halls)

E
Early Admission, 52
East Anglia, The University of, 22
Economics, Courses in, 117
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E lementary Education , Trinity-St. Joseph College
Program in, 21
Engineering
Biomedical, 28
Courses in , 127
Department of, 27
Major, 27
Master of, Degree, 28
Engineering Laboratory, The Hallden , 47
English, Courses in , 131
Enrollment in Courses, 64
Environmental Studies Program, Urban and, 25,
213
Eugene O'Neill Memorial Theatre Center, 22
European Studies, The Institute of, 23
Exchange Program, Twelve-College, 21
Expenses, College, 57

F
Facilities
Campus, 41
Dining, 41
Faculty Career Advisers , 33
Faculty, List of, 255, 275
Fees , College, 58
Fellows, Board of, 252
Fellowships, 223
Financial Aid, 60
Method of Application, 61
Method of Application for Renewal, 62
Sources of Supplementary Assistance, 63
Student Employment, 63
Terms for Renewal of Awards , 62
Terms of Award, 61
Veterans , 63
Fine Arts , Courses in , 136
Foreign Students, 55
Foreign Study Programs Sponsored by Other Institutions, 23
Fraternities, 45
French, Courses in , 163
Freshman Seminar Program, 12, 87
Teaching Assistants in the , 19
Freshman Status , 68

G
German, Courses in, 165
Governance, College, 39
Government Association , Student, 39
Grade Point Average, 66
Grades , 66
Graduate Courses, 26
Graduate Professional Education, Advising for, 30
Graduate Studies, 220, 222
Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Education , The, 20
Greek, Courses in, 108
Guidelines , The Non-Major, 12

H
Handicap, Nondiscrimination on the Basis of, 83
Hartford College for Women , 20
Hartford Consortium for Higher Education , The
Greater, 20
Hartford Graduate Center, 20
Hartford, Trinity in , 50

Hartford, University of, 21
Hartt College Program in Music, 21
Health, Student, 44
History, Courses in, 140
History of the College, 5
Honor Societies, 84, 237·
Honors at Graduation , 84
Horizons Program, The, 15

I
IDP, 34
Independent Study, 17
Individualized Degree Program, The, 34
Infirmary, College, 44
Institute of European Studies, The, 23
Insurance Program for Students , Health , 44
Intensive Study Program, The, 15
Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies at
Rome, The, 24
Intercultural Studies Program, 25, 145
Interdisciplinary Majors , 19, 28, 37
Interinstitutional Programs , 20
International Relations , 153
Internship, Connecticut State Legislative, 25
Internships in the Hartford Region , Study, 18
Irregular Candidates for the Degree, 71
Italian , Courses in , 166

J
Junior Status, 68

L
Latin , Courses in , 108
Law School, Preparation for, 32
Leave of Absence, Academic, 23, 68
Lectures
College, 46
Endowed, 46
Library, The, 47, 49
Life Sciences Center, The Albert C. Jacobs , 47
Linguistics, 166
Loan Funds, Student, 231
Long Walk, The, 46

M
Major Fields, Concentration in , 37
Majority, Age of, 64
Majors , Interdisciplinary, 19
Maritime Studies, The Williams-Mystic Program
in, 22
Master's Degree, The, 220
Mathematics, Courses in, 154
Mathematics-Physics Center, The McCook, 47
Mather Campus Center, The 41, 47
Matriculation, 66
Medical Director, College, 44
Medical Office, 44
Medical School, Preparation for, 31
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 160
Modem Languages and Literatures, Courses in ,
162
Music, Courses in, 169
Music, Trinity-Hartt College Program in, 21
Mystic Program in Maritime Studies, The
Williams-, 22
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O'Neill Memorial Theatre Center, Eugene, 22
Open Periods, 20
Open Semester, 17
Optimu , 8.4
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Pas -Fail Option, 67
Phi Beta Kappa, 4, 237
Philo;ophy, Courses in, 172
Physical Education, 44
Courses in, 177
Physical Science , 1 2
Physics Center, The McCook Mathematics-, 47
Physics , Courses in, 182
Pi Gamma Mu , 4, 237
Political cience, Courses in , 1 7
Post Office, 41
Presidents of the College, 254
Privacy Act, Family Educational Right and, 73
Prizes, 233
Probation, Academic, 72
P ychology, Course in , 194
Puerto Rico, The University of, 22

R
Readmission After Required Withdrawal, 73
Records, Student Access to Education, 73
Religion, Courses in, 202
Religiou Life, 43
Renais ance Studies, Medieval and, 160
Required Withdrawal, 73
Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree, 36
Resid nee Hall , 40
Rome Campus, The Barbieri Center/, 16
Rus ian , Courses in, 167

s
t. Jo eph College, 20
t. Joseph Colleke Program in Elementary Education, 21
t. Thomas eminary, 20
alutatorian , 4
holarship , 224
eminar Program, Freshman, 12, 87
enior tatus , 68
igma Delta Pi, 5

Sociology, Course in, 207
Sophomore Status , 68
Spanish, Courses in, 167
Special Curricular Opportunities, 15
Special Policies and Programs, 25
Student Access to Education Records , 73
Student Activities , 40
Student-Designed Study, 17
Student Employment, 63
Stud nt Government As ociation, 39
Student-Taught Courses, 19, 219
Studio Arts, Courses in, 138
Study Internships in the Hartford Region, 18
Study Programs Sponsored by Other Institutions,
Foreign and Domestic, 23
Summer Term, 222

T
Teaching Assistants in the Freshman Seminar and
Other Courses, 19
Theatre Arts
Courses in, 211
Program, 22
Transcript Service, 70
Trinity-Hartt Program in Music, 21
Trinity in Hartford, 50
Trinity-St. Joseph College Program in Elementary
Education, 21
Trustees, 251; Emeriti, 252
Tuition, 58
Twelve-College Exchange Program, 21

u
University of East Anglia, 22
University of Hartford, 21
University of Puerto Rico, 22
Urban and Environmental Studies Program, 25,
213

v
Valedictorian, 8.4
Veterans , 63
Voluntary Withdrawal, 70

w
Washington Semester Program of the American
Uni ersity, 22
Wesleyan University, 22
Williams-Mystic Program in Maritime Studies,
The, 22
Withdrawal
Required, 73
Voluntary, 70

The Long Walk

Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center

Directions to Trinity College/287
From the North (Springfield, etc. )
Take I-91 South to intersection with I-84. Take I-84 West to Sigourney St.
Exit (Exit 47) . Tum left at bottom of exit ramp, and, keeping to right side
of roadway, proceed straight ahead. After short distance, merge with Park
Terrace (yield sign). Continue on Park Terrace through traffic light (at
Park St.), and take third (diagonal) left past the light, onto Summit St. Go
up hill one block to stop sign (at Zion St. ). Cross Zion St. diagonally,
proceeding up the hill (on Summit St.) to stop sign (at Vernon St.). You
are now at the northwest corner of the Trinity campus.
From the South (New Haven, New York, etc.)
Take I-91 North to Airport Rd. Exit (Exit 27). Go down long exit ramp to
stop sign. Tum left. Proceed short distance to first light, and make left
tum at large, green sign reading "91, 15 South" (opposite McDonald's).
Proceed straight ahead over bridge and under overpasses, counting traffic
lights . After 2nd light, the street you are on becomes Brown St. After 5th
light, it becomes Linnmoore St. Tum right at 6th light onto Fairfield Ave.
Past third inters ection (counting on right), road forks. Take right fork to
light (one block) at New Britain Ave. Cross New Britain Ave. , entering
Trinity campus through brick gate.
From the East (Boston, etc. )
Take I-84 West to Sigourney St. Exit (Exit 47). Tum left at bottom of exit
ramp, and, keeping to right side of roadway, proceed straight ahead.
After short distance, merge with Park Terrace (yield sign). Continue on
Park Terrace through traffic light (at Park St. ), and take third (diagonal)
left past the light, onto Summit St. Go up hill one block to stop sign (at
Zion St. ). Cross Zion St. diagonally, proceeding up the hill (on Summit
St.) to stop sign (at Vernon St. ). You are now at the northwest comer of
the Trinity Campus.
From the West (NYC via I-84, Danbury, etc. )
Take I-84 East to Sisson Ave. Exit (Exit 46) - this is a left exit. Keeping to
the left, go down long, curving exit ramp to light (Sisson Ave. ). Tum left
on to Sisson Ave. Take Sisson Ave . to Park St. (second light after making
tum), and tum left onto Park St. Take Park St. to Park Terrace (again,
second light after turn), and tum right onto Park Terrace. Once on Park
Ter. , take third (diagonal) left (onto Summit St. ), and go up hill one block
to stop sign (at Zion St. ). Cross Zion St. diagonally, proceeding up the hill
(on Summit St. ) to stop sign (at Vernon St. ). You are now at the northwest
comer of the Trinity campus.

1. Williams Memorial
(Admi~istrative Offices)

2.
3.
4.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Downes Memorial
College Chapel
President's House
Ogilby Hall
.
Delta Psi (St. Anthony)
Alpha Delta Phi
Allen West
Allen East
Alpha Chi Rho
High Rise Dormitory
The Black House
North Campus Dormitory
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
90~92 Vernon Street
86~88 Vernon Street
76 Vernon Street
70 Vernon Street
Alumni and Public Information Offices
Psi Upsilon
Jessee Field
Tennis Courts
Memorial Field House
George M. Ferris Athletic Center
30~32 Crescent Street

27.
28.
29.
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33.
34.
35.
36.
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41.
42.
43.
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46.
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78~80 Crescent Street
Crescent Street
111 Crescent Street
194~196 New Britain Avenue
216 New Britain Avenue
Albert C. Jacobs Life Sciences Center
Buildings and Grounds
CPTV Studio Building
Smith Hall
Jackson Hall
Wheaton Hall (Infirmary)
Elton Hall
Jones Hall
McCook Math~Physics Center
Hallden Engineering Laboratory
Austin Arts Center (Goodwin Theatre)
The Library
Clement Chemistry Building
(Krieble Auditorium)
Goodwin~Woodward Dormitory
Cook Dormitory
Mather Campus Center
Hamlin Hall
Seabury Hall
Northam Towers
Jarvis Hall
Parking Areas
82~84
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